
Introduction
  

The entrenched “learning by doing” educational process for members of nonprofit boards is
painfully slow. Yet in members’ own interests (as well as the organization’s) much must be
understood from the start. In addition, board leadership needs easy access to broader and deeper
information. The “The Board Member’s Companion” addresses both needs. The book is in three
separate parts:

Part A Orientation - a board member orientation guide describing the member role, the
board role and finances. It uses an all-encompassing model of a board to simplify the
subject and develop a prescription of 12 critical success factors.

    

Part B Management - methods to address stewardship of operational management and
board management.

  

Part C Leadership - methods to address the board’s challenging leadership role.

There is no single “right” standard practice or “right” way to follow. The book represents the
author’s selection from different practices, modified by personal experience and common sense. It’s
aim is to show what works reasonably well for the average non-profit organization.

The book includes many specific examples and methods as illustration. Specifics are always
questionable and can never be infallible. Nevertheless, it is easier to achieve a good result by
modifying specifics than by starting from generalities. Treat the whole book as an example to be
modified as needed.

However, if any policies or methods in the book are close to what is needed, it might save
time to start off by accepting them in principle. After a tryout period, there will be time and
experience to produce the right ones.

Most non-profit organizations have at least one professional employee (here called an
Executive Director). While his/her responsibilities are defined, the book says nothing about how
they are fulfilled (e.g., subjects like marketing are omitted). Professionalism and management are
the Executive Director’s responsibility. The Board monitors professional results not methods.

Small organizations may have no employees. This requires the Executive Director
responsibilities to be distributed to board members and volunteers. A suggestion for how this can
be done is given in Appendix B (Part B). All chapters in the book are relevant whether there is  an
Executive Director or not.

Much of what John Carver says (in “Boards that make a Difference”, Jossey-Bass, 1990)
makes a lot of sense for any board, not just for those boards for which his book was intended.
Although his policy governance model is not recommended, the best of his ideas have been used.

 Part A uses an all-encompassing model, the ENDS Model, that simplifies the subject and
makes it easier to understand.  I have also tried to make all methods in the book as simple and
straightforward as possible and to shape the book into a whole rather than a collection of
unconnected parts.



Boards work best with around 9 to 15 members.

< The Executive Director takes some ends activities from the Board.

< The only subcommittee is the Nominations Committee.

< The roles of officers are considerably diminished.

This book is based upon 40 years of work in non-profit organizations, over 20 years of boards
and several years of facilitating board workshops. It is unrecognizable from its first publication 3
years ago, due to continual improvements in structure, coverage and writing. It express a personal
viewpoint that does not necessarily represent the opinions of the publisher.

I have chosen what I believe to be the simplest, most useful definitions (for example, for
“policy”, “plan” and “governance”). I have tried to avoid the barrier imposed by jargon. I have also
avoided words with the ambiguity of a different meanings for different people (such as “goal” and
“vision”).

If you are an Executive Director of a non-profit organization, you may well find the content
useful, but bear in mind that the book was not written for you. It was written so that a board member
could understand how to help you and monitor your progress in a commonsense and effective
manner.

 This book was originally written using Ontario law, but has been made as general as
possible, so that most of it applies anywhere. However, the intentions behind any legalities will have
strong similarities in any jurisdiction. This book is about the spirit of the Law, not the letter of the
Law.

This leads to a caveat. The book is basic educational information from one board member
to another. Any organization that needs advice on a professional issue should contact the appropriate
specialist (e.g. on the Law contact a lawyer and on finances a professionally designated accountant).
Other good sources of information are government websites.

The book is intended for reference as well as for preliminary reading. As much as possible,
reference material is enclosed in boxes or moved to an appendix. It can be skimmed through at first
reading and easily found when needed:

1. Important information is enclosed in highlighted boxes:

2. Lists use a simpler surround:

   



Scotiatown Volunteer Centre promotes volunteerism

and supports volunteer leadership.

If you resign from the Board, put your resignation in writing.

3. Examples for illustration  are enclosed in these boxes:
   

4. Direct advice to the board member has rounded corners and a shadow, e.g.:

The book says little about technology. Have computers made much difference? Certainly
results can be achieved more quickly. Many meetings can be replaced by email or virtual meetings
through telecommunications. However, this book is about human behaviour and relationships. Those
are not affected significantly by technology.

There is a choice. Technology can be used to improve quality or quantity. I hope it is clear
from the book that it is improving quality that matters. We may not have changed our methods much,
but now we can do a much better job at it.

The hardest part of writing a book is finding knowledgeable, incisive and constructive help.
It goes without saying that those who can do it are busy - everyone else wants their time. I have been
lucky. I am particularly grateful to Dusty Miller, the former mayor to whom Thunder Bay owes so
much, Donna Gilhooly, former Manager of Recreation for the City of Thunder Bay, Alexandra
Davidson, the former Executive Director of Volunteer Thunder Bay!, Diane Imrie, Executive
Director of the Northwestern Ontario Sports Hall of Fame and LaRae Moody, a major supporter of
our community. The initial distribution of copies to Thunder Bay organizations was funded by a
grant from the Senator Norman M. Paterson Foundation. I am also grateful to the Thunder Bay
Regional Hospital for permission to use its patient rights policy, the Kinderplace Child Care Centre
for permission to use a policy example and the City of Thunder Bay for the Pro-Kids Community
Development illustration.

I share with those named above a love for volunteerism and a love for this community. I
really do believe that subjects like “governance”, “subcommittees” and “policies” are enjoyable.
What makes them enjoyable? The fact that they are about people. And people are interesting.

Board members should not only be contributing their talents and energies, but gaining
valuable experience, learning and enjoying themselves. They should read, speak up, never be
intimidated, ask many questions and protect not only their organization’s interests, but their own.

   Don Watson,

Published by Leadership Thunder Bay email: dwawatson@shaw.ca 
Thunder Bay, Ontario website: www.bcompanion.com
ISBN 0-9733508-0-6  
Copyright © Don Watson
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Part A Orientation

1:     The Board Member Role
  

A. INTRODUCTION

 What are good indicators of economic growth? Where and why are the number of choral
societies and the number of soccer clubs good indicators? Who sings and plays soccer? Why is this
important to their economy?

In 1970 the Italian government created a new set of regional governments across the country.
All had the same structure and powers, with money to spend. The same “seed” was being sown in
a variety of “soils”. Couldn’t this be considered a controlled scientific experiment? How would each
“soil” affect the growth of its “seed”?

This was the way that Robert D. Putnam and his colleagues saw it while they watched
progress for 25 years. In his essay “What Makes Democracy Work” (in: “The Last Best Hope: a
Democracy Reader”, edited by Stephen John Goodlad), Putnam describes what happened.

Some of these Italian regional governments flourished both democratically and economically;
each “seed” had fallen on fertile ground. Others failed; the ground was barren. What was the reason
for the difference? What caused fertility? A nearly perfect correlation was found between success
and the number of choral societies, soccer clubs and cooperatives.

The successful regions were characterized by a dense network of civic associations and an
active culture of civic engagement. Another name for this is social capital, a community asset like
“physical capital” (resources) or human capital (skills and education). Social capital advances health,
education, security, prosperity, happiness and democracy.

Why did some Italian regions have greater social capital than others? The cause goes back
over a thousand years to the Dark Ages. What was life like then? It was “nasty, brutal and short”.
Why? The risk of robbery was high; a peasant grew no more food than his family could eat; there
were no markets; peasants needed protection. Two completely different methods of protection
emerged.

In Southern Italy, a roving band of Norman mercenaries created a feudal monarchy. The
peasants were ruled by knights, who were ruled by barons, who were ruled by a king. Did this help?
Yes; the system was mutually beneficial; the peasants had protection and the Normans were fed.
What held the system together? Rigid, vertical authority was the basis.

Southern Italy developed stability and progress. Did the progress continue? No; such a system
was too rigid to adapt well to change. Why? It imprisoned and wasted the passion, energy and
intelligence spread throughout the population.
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Eventually Southern Italy was unable to respond well to its challenges and was left behind.
What kind of society remains today? The legacy is exploitation and dependence on those in
authority. What about social capital? It’s minimal. Southern Italy is where the new regional
governments were not successful.

What happened in Northern Italy? It found a very different solution. Small groups of
neighbours formed mutual pacts to protect themselves and adjacent groups formed alliances. What
was the basis of the northern system? It was based on horizontal networks, which derive their
strength from individual leadership rather than from authority.

The system spread; towns grew up; guilds, associations and religious fraternities were
formed; local parishes elected their own bishops; the mutual trust essential for the monetary system
of an advanced economy was able to develop. 

Did this horizontal system in the North get any further than the vertical system in the South?
Yes; Northern Italy became the wealthiest and best governed place in Europe. Art and Society
flourished and the Renaissance began. Did the culture of leadership last? Yes; it took solid enough
root to still be there after a thousand years. In 1970 Northern Italy had the capability to exploit the
opportunity offered by the Italian government.

Why did a culture of horizontal networks and leadership in the North prove so much more
successful than vertical authority in the South? It provides the freedom and trust for citizen passion,
energy and intelligence to be fully exploited. While the North eventually stabilized through some
control from above, its horizontal culture was too strong to be suppressed.

Doesn’t social capital enable better adaptation to challenges and opportunities? Networks of
flexible, horizontal, civic associations can form, grow, flourish, partner and wane on their own,
according to need. Today such associations are still vital to the life of a democracy.

B. BOARDS

So far we have introduced two sectors of today’s successful societies. Civic organizations
with horizontal civic engagement constitute the non-profit sector; vertical control from above comes
from the government sector. What’s missing? The sector that provides the money to pay for
everything - the business sector. In a healthy and prosperous society these three sectors are in good
balance.

Which sector is this book about? It deals with the non-profit (or not-for-profit) sector. The
civic engagement of non-profit organizations enhances the quality of all community life. However,
these names (“non-profit” or “not-for-profit”) tell us what the sector’s organizations aren’t.
Wouldn’t it be more useful to identify what the organizations are? Because civic engagement is
voluntary, we will name them “voluntary organizations”.

Voluntary organizations provide special and necessary programs (e.g., a drama group puts
on plays, a soup kitchen feeds, etc.), which are made affordable or even free to the clients. How do
voluntary organizations make programs affordable or free?
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They apply for foundation and government grants. They seek donations and business
sponsorships. They recruit unpaid volunteers to help.

Most voluntary organizations have a large membership that “owns’ the organization.  How
can this large membership express its ownership? Allowing every member to vote is clumsy and
expensive. Instead the membership elects a smaller group to govern in its interests, called a “board”.
Why such an odd name as “board”? The term originates from meetings around the kitchen table (the
“board”) to govern a family farm.

Not all voluntary boards are authorized by a membership. For example, boards that are
funded by government can be appointed by government (e.g., a public library board or a university
board).

C. THE CHALLENGE 

What is it like to be on the board of a voluntary organization? The work is challenging. So
are the finances. Money can be in big demand and short supply. Why the difficulty? Isn’t a voluntary
organization just like a business?

In some ways it is. Obviously it must operate in a business-like manner and avoid financial
loss. That’s like a business. However, it can’t make a profit either. That’s not like a business.

What happens if it we do show a profit (called a surplus)? Financial supporters cut back.
They really do. No one likes us making money. They’d rather see it go where the need is greater. So
there won’t be years of plenty to fund future years of famine. 

And what if the marketplace changes? A business switches its mission to something more
profitable. But can the Kidney Foundation decide there is no future in kidneys and start supporting
heart patients? Obviously not. It can never desert its clients.

What if the organization becomes unprofitable? A business closes down. Wouldn’t it be
stupid to do otherwise? Can a voluntary organization close down? No, service continues indefinitely,
even on the edge of crisis.

As board members we can also suffer criticism from unsympathetic outsiders and are held
responsible for what the organization does. What lures us into battle against such a challenge? Why
serve on a voluntary board? 

We need boards as much as boards need us. Passionate belief in a cause drives us to serve.
Our enthusiasm seeks a channel to course down. Our life is enriched by service. We are generous
and considerate. We love to learn and thrive on challenges. Such service is a noble characteristic of
our species. That’s why voluntary board membership attracts. We all hunger for the opportunity to
make a difference.
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Ends Framework The high level organizational activities and guidelines

that are the Board's main responsibility.

  

Nurture    Board member work outside board meetings.
  

Decision Formal decision-making within board meetings.
  

Structure The way that responsibilities and tasks are distributed

throughout the organization by the Board.

The ENDS Model unifies all boards of all kinds under the same four parameters

that are reasonably independent of each other and easy to understand.

D. THE ENDS MODEL

Is every voluntary board the same? Surely we can’t fit all of them into the same mould? Does
the Canadian Broadcasting Corporation board have much in common with our local minor hockey
league board?

There are certainly differences between boards (which are said to use different board
“models”). Will that change the advice and information a board member needs? No, this whole book
applies to any board of any kind in any country.

To show that this is possible, we need a simple way to see all boards of all kinds as the same.
Instead of talking about many models, we will use one all-encompassing model that incorporates all
kinds of boards, called the ENDS Model. A board will be defined as an entity with four parameters.
The underlined letters of the parameter titles form the acronym (“ENDS”):

By adjusting parameter content, any board can now be modeled. For example, one
organization might not be able to afford the staff it needs. Won’t plenty of nurture from board
members be needed to compensate? On the other hand, a second organization with a large staff needs
minimal nurture. A big difference in nurture exists between the two boards.

It is this difference in nurture that constitutes the biggest difference between “board models”.
Minimal nurture is likely to be required from board members in a big national voluntary organization
(such as the Canadian Broadcasting Corporation), but is an essential requirement in our minor
hockey league.

Everything any board is, does or produces derives from one or other of these four parameters.
Each of them will be explained in its own chapter (chapters 2 - 5).
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Asking questions is the board member’s

number one responsibility and number one protection.

E. PROTECTING OUR INTERESTS
  

Two of the ENDS Model parameters, decisions (see Chapter 3) and nurture (see Chapter 5),
involve the role of a individual board member. How are we expected to perform that role? What does
the Law expect?

 What is the Law? This book was originally written using Ontario law, but has been made
as general as possible, so that it applies anywhere. For detail on legal issues, other documents or a
lawyer should be consulted.

However, won’t the legal responsibilities for board members anywhere have similar
intentions? Board members will be expected to honour the trust that has been placed in them and
fulfil their role in the best interests of the organization; they should show diligence, care and skill;
they should ensure that the Board follows its policies and bylaws; they should see that employees
are looked after; and they should ensure that government is paid its dues.

But each of us is only one member of the Board. What if the Organization is headed for
serious trouble? Can we afford to say: “Let the others worry about it”? After all, it is the majority,
not the individual, making the decisions.

Unfortunately not. If the Board doesn’t take reasonable care with its duties, no board member
escapes the consequences. The  “buck stops” with all board members. Don’t we each need to protect
our own interests as well as the organization’s?  Then how can we ensure that our board does take
reasonable care?

We take reasonable care ourselves. Our most basic method of protection is never to let
something go by that we don’t understand. Others may not understand any more than we do.

Listed below are useful suggestions for self-protection through reasonable care:

E.1. ON APPOINTMENT

1. Read Part A of this book.
  

2. Obtain and read your Board Handbook to understand your organization.
  

3. Ask for information on your legal responsibilities.
  

4. Examine and understand the current budget and the last audited

financial statement (insist on administrative help to understand them).
  

5. Ask what protection exists against risk (such as insurance, incorporation,

a by-law to provide 3  party indemnity and mandatory policies)
rd
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6. Make certain that the organization has a paid professional bookkeeper if

its budget is more than trivial.
  

7. Ask when the last Board and Executive Director reviews were

undertaken and when the last annual general meeting was held.
  

8. Determine if there are any risks related to volunteer activity (e.g., do

volunteers need police checks?) and ensure that procedures are in place

to handle them properly.

1. Read in advance any material distributed before the board meeting.  
  

2. Understand the financial reports (insist on help when necessary).
  

3. During meetings:

C Ask questions (the most powerful tool of all).

C If uncertain of a change, be prepared to ask “Why?”

C Pursue warning signs of inadequacy or danger.

C Insist on legal advice when needed.

C Complain about incompetence.

C Debate enthusiastically and to the point.
  

5. If (and only if) you have serious objections to a motion that has been

carried, ask that your objections be recorded.  
   

6. Use your influence to ensure that the Board focuses its attention on the

right things.

1. Don’t act outside your specified authority.  
  

2. Report to the Board any conflict of interest (due to potential personal,

family or company gain from a motion under consideration. Even a minor

conflict of interest could bring serious consequences).  
  

3. Don’t use board membership for personal profit, even after leaving.  
   

4. Maintain confidentiality.

E.2. BOARD MEETINGS:

E.3. AVOIDING PERSONAL MISTAKES
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1. Watch that:  

C No director has a conflict of interest.

C Policies and by-laws are followed.  

C The organization is not taking un-calculated risks.  

C Funds are not misused.  

C Multiple options are considered before a decision is made.  

C Government payments and staff salaries are kept up to date.  

C Staff operate within the Law.  

C Employees are treated fairly and legally.  

C The Executive Director is doing a competent job.
  

2. If you resign from the Board, put your resignation in writing.

E.4. DURING THE YEAR

F. LEADERSHIP
  
  

This chapter began with an Italian story, contrasting the horizontal nature of leadership
against the vertical nature of management. While vertical management systems thrive best in
Business and Government workplaces, leadership thrives best in the community. Why is this?

Managers exercise authority over those they employ. Authority discourages leadership. The
vertical tends to drive out the horizontal. However, on a voluntary board there isn’t much authority.
Board members (including the Chair) are forced to work with the horizontal - to listen to each other
and lead each other. Thus the community demands and teaches leadership. So voluntary board work
not only helps the voluntary sector, it is a skill training ground in leadership for the other sectors.

Through employee membership in community networks, employers also enhance their
reputation, spread their influence and increase their opportunities. Everything flourishes in a well
led community, as the Italian experience showed.

However, is board leadership primarily the responsibility of the board chair? Has a leadership
baton been passed from the last chair to the present one? Should leadership be left to the person with
the baton? Many people assume that. Is it true? No.

Then what exactly is leadership? The literature on the subject is huge. So where do we start?
With a couple of leadership qualities upon which everyone would agree.

For example, was the general who led the Charge of the Light Brigade into the “valley of
death” a good leader? No. Why not? He was wrong. A successful leader sees the right path to the
future. Isn’t vision a quality of leadership?
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Leadership Qualities

< Values (commendable)

< Beliefs that are acted out (walking the talk)

< Self-evaluation (realistic)

< Empathy and Encouragement (for all others)

< Presentation (passionately and persuasively)

< Knowledge, Interest and Commitment (in community issues)

< Personal vision

< Self-confidence

< Networking/Political (skills)

< Innovation and willingness to Challenge the status quo

< Strength/Determination/Persistence (under conflict and

stress)

< Ability to Listen

< Ability to “get things done”

Is having vision enough? Will we follow a leader if we disagree with him/her? It’s unlikely.
So what else is needed? The leader must pass his/her vision on to others. A leader needs the power
and passion to persuade. The quality of our leadership is measured by what we inspire others to do,
rather than by any personal accomplishment.

In addition to vision, persuasion and passion, there are other common qualities that leaders
have. The more of the following qualities we have, the better our ability to lead:

Is leadership easy if we have these qualities? Often it isn’t; leadership effort may show little
result, which can be disheartening. What do we do? Let’s consider an example:

You have introduced a new idea at the Board with passion and conviction.

What are the chances that your colleagues on the Board will accept it? It’s

possible they will, but very common that they won’t. Was it a mistake to have

introduced the idea? Should you abandon it?
  

It is very hard for people to accept something new that conflicts with

their internal beliefs and attitudes. This conflict between what we hear and

what we have internalized is called cognitive dissonance. It causes internal pain

and anger. What will be the immediate result?  Rejection is common.
  

However, the conflict has to be resolved and debate continues internally.

If the idea is right, most of us will eventually resolve things by changing our

minds. If you reintroduce your idea at a later date, you may well be surprised by

how easily it is accepted. You may even find someone else bringing forward the

idea without recognising that he/she previously rejected it.
  

      The moral of the story is that you should:
   

Always persist with the ideas in which you believe as well as you can, 

but be patient in waiting for those ideas to take root in your colleagues.
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Personal

  Is a leader with skills to contribute, enthusiastic about the organization’s

mission,  not easy to intimidate, able to manage conflict without cause to

regret, with a sense of humour & fun and connected by email.
   

Decisions

Attends board meetings, reads beforehand any distributed material,

makes certain he/she understands the financial reports (insisting on help

when necessary), understands the relevant law and board policies, avoids

conflict of interest, strives with care and diligence, ensures the Board

fulfills its obligations, asks good questions, speaks with brevity, yields to

the Chair, supports majority decisions and maintains confidentiality.

What else helps us? Point 12 of the leadership qualities is about the ability to get things done.
Two useful strategies in getting things done are to:

    

Let’s return to the issue of the baton being passed from one Chair to the next. Do the qualities
of leadership listed on page A - 14 have anything to do with holding a baton. No; then what does the
baton represent? It represents the Chair’s authority (which is limited) granted by the Board.
Authority is not a personal quality. It has to do with position and is expressed through management,
not leadership.
  

Leadership and authority are often not well matched. Isn’t this obvious on a board? A
particularly good leader might spend 5 years on the Board, but only one as Chair.
  

What are the consequences? First of all, we can’t leave the Chair to it. Every board member
needs to offer whatever leadership qualities he/she has. How? By always looking for the right path
and persuading others it is right. There are no excuses. Leadership is a responsibility of the whole
Board.
  

What does that leave the Chair to do on leadership? What is his/her most important quality?
The ability to listen!! He/she must collect every speck of leadership that comes from within the
Board and help board opinion crystallize around the best path.
   
  

G. THE IMPORTANT QUALITIES
  

Different board members have different qualities to contribute. It is useful to identify the
most valuable ones. The most valuable board member:

Always bring draft documents to meetings.        It is far quicker for a group to

correct a draft than for it to create solutions from scratch. Even if the draft is

torn to shreds, your subsequent revision will be informed and better.
   

Ask the question “Why?” (e.g, “Why are we doing this?” ) whenever a group

disagrees over an issue, By this means the issue is raised to a higher level at

which people find it easier to agree. Once agreement is reached at the higher

level, it is straightforward for all to see which answer is the right one (Part C,

page C- 53 has an example of this).
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H. RELATIONSHIP WITH THE EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR
  

Most organizations employ what will be called an Executive Director (alternative titles
include Manager, CEO, President, Coordinator or Administrator). Who is that? He/she is the most
senior employee, linking the Board to its staff and volunteers. All staff report to the Executive
Director and the Executive Director reports to the Board. It is important for us to understand our
relationship with the Executive Director and respect it: 

  

This definition of the relationship clearly puts the Executive Director in charge between
board meetings. Shouldn’t he/she be left alone to do the job?

Nurture

Between board meetings respects staff,  contributes skills, knowledge

and experience to board subcommittees, if asked to help takes off the

board hat and supports staff, is prepared to be an advocate for the

cause, keeps informed about the organization, raises funds and donates.

1. The Board, when assembled in a formal board meeting:
  

< Is the employer of the Executive Director.

< Monitors the performance of the Executive Director.

< Passes motions to exercise its responsibilities as employer.

< Defines the extent and the boundaries of Executive Director

authority and responsibility.

< Is responsible for the “what” and the “why”.
  

2. The Executive Director, outside of board meetings:
  

< Runs the organization.

< Is fully responsible for “how” the organization is run.

< Follows all policies defined by and motions passed by the Board,

including any limiting his/her action.

< Consults with the Board Chair if action is needed that exceeds

his/her authority.
  

3. Board members, outside of board meetings (providing nurture):
  

< Have no authority over the Executive Director (or any staff).

< When working on operational activities (page A - 31):

< Function as a volunteer.

< Seek guidance and help from the Executive Director.
  

4. The Board Chair, outside of board meetings:
  

< Liaises with the Executive Director.

< Calls an emergency meeting of the Board if an issue cannot wait

until the next regular board meeting.
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Then when is direction given to the Executive Director? When are his/her progress and
performance monitored? In board meetings by the whole board. This applies for any kind of board.

Performance is best monitored using some standard against which it can be measured. What
can we use? A good standard is a set of mutually agreed deliverables (measurable goals with clearly
defined results). Deliverables are explained in Chapter 16 (page C - 12).

An example set of such deliverables and an example Executive Director report that uses them
are given in Appendix E (page B - 100). A method of determining these deliverables is described
in Chapter 19 (page C - 62).

However, many boards do not have an Executive Director. In that case the Board Chair has
to run the organization between board meetings. Board members should assist and support the Chair
in any way possible and recognize his/her authority.

I. SELF EVALUATION

Regular self-evaluation is a helpful way of keeping relevant. From time to time, we should
ask ourselves the questions below. The more “yes”s the better. Too many “no”s may mean it’s time
to move on. We should find and work for organizations we really care about. 

        

1. In the community, do I speak enthusiastically about my organization?
   

2. At board meetings and planning sessions:
   

• Am I almost always in attendance and interested?

• Do I help relax tension?

• Do I listen carefully to what others say?

• Do I regularly contribute and know what I am talking about?

• Do enough of my contributions consist of questions?

• Am I prepared to ask “Why?”

• Do my contributions focus the Board on the right things?

• Do my contributions help other board members speak well?

• Do I show leadership?
   

3. Do I serve on at least one subcommittee or workgroup where I

contribute skill, knowledge and experience?
  

4. Is my board membership still a learning experience?
   

5. Do I help the Executive Director, particularly in fund-raising?
   

6. Do I donate to my organization?
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2:     The Ends Framework (EF)
         Role & Prescription

A. INTRODUCTION

A board always needs to grasp what its organization should be doing and why it should be
doing it. Anything so identified will be considered part of the organization’s “ends”. The
identification and promotion of ends are the most important of our board’s responsibilities.

“Ends” is a good descriptive word, because its meanings include  “purpose”, “result”,
“mission”, “direction”, “outcome” and “output”.

How do we find out the what and the why? We must constantly look outwards towards our
clients, our community, our financial supporters, our sister organizations, our parent organization,
our external environment, the literature and the world in general.

Having found what needs doing, we need to ensure that it gets done. How do we do this?
Like the Roman god Janus, guardian of doorways, a Board must be two-faced, looking inwards as
well as outwards. What we see outside must be turned into a framework for decision and action
inside.

This framework consists of guidelines. What should we call these guidelines? “Ends”
guidelines? “Framework” guidelines? Either name would show only one of the two faces. In this
book, both faces will be shown by calling them “Ends Framework” guidelines - they are the
framework guidelines that serve the ends. This will be frequently abbreviated to EF guidelines.

B. GUIDELINES

There are two kinds of important guidelines, policies and plans. What’s the difference?
Supposing we were given three boxes, one marked “policies” a second marked “plans” and a third
marked “neither”. If we were then handed document after document, how easy would it be to decide
which document to put in which box? We all might find some difficulty.

 So we need the help of some clear definitions. What is a policy? Let’s start with dictionaries.
Their definitions all involve three concepts:
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POLICIES: 1. Are guidelines.

2. Are prudent.

3. Influence decisions and actions.

Do plans also fit this definition? Well, plans certainly guide us. Are they prudent? Yes. Do
they influence our decisions and actions? Yes. Then under this definition plans and policies are
equivalent. But somehow we know that a plan should not be a policy. How do they differ?

  

A POLICY A PLAN

Lasts indefinitely. Has a limited time frame.

Is used repeatedly. Is used once.

  
This gives us some clear definitions we can use to distinguish between plans and policies.

They may not be perfect definitions, but they are simple and serve our purposes:
 

A POLICY is:
   

C A guideline.

C For prudent decision or action.
  

C Of indefinite lifetime.

C For repeated use.

A PLAN is:
   

C A guideline.

C For prudent decision or action.
  

C Of limited time-frame.

C For one-time use.

  
   

C. POLICIES
    
      The key set of EF guidelines are the EF policies (Ends Framework policies), an internal policy
framework constructed to meet external ends (see page E - 18 above) - they tell us the “what” and
“why”.

Developing and maintaining these EF policies is one component of the Board Role - the role
of the whole board as a body of people. We will make a note of this component:

We will continue noting such board role components as we find them over the next four
chapters. They will all be collected together to give the whole board role in Chapter 6:

Two other policy categories will be described in this book, but only one of them will be used
in this chapter, Operational Policies.

Board EF Policy Role
   

1. Develops and maintains all necessary Ends Framework policies.
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OPERATIONAL policies fit within the ends framework and define the “means” of

implementing EF policies - they tell “how” things should be done.

“To protect clients from abuse, it is necessary to have all volunteer

applicants thoroughly screened by a team consisting of the Volunteer

Coordinator and the Executive Director, which must interview all potential

volunteers at least once, make inquiries by checking three character references

and request a police check, which must show negative results, before the

applicant is accepted for volunteer activity.”

How do operational policies relate to EF policies? Operational policies implement each EF
policy by expanding its broad strokes into detailed and specific procedures.

Whom do these procedures guide? They guide staff and volunteers. Who writes them? The
Executive Director writes the operational policies and ensures that they are followed.

      We can summarize the characteristics of the two types of policy introduced so far:
  

Are WRITTEN by: Are GUIDELINES for: TELL us: 

EF

policies

The Board Everyone (in and around

the organization)

“What” and “Why”

(the “ends”)

Operational

policies
   

The Executive Director The staff and volunteers “How”

(the “means”)

  

Does our board need to have anything to do with operational policies? It has a routine role
in periodically ensuring that operational policies protect against risk and are consistent with board
EF policies.

C.1. SEPARATING THE TWO

It’s difficult, but important, to determine where EF policy stops and operational policy
begins. Why is it important? We need a clear dividing line between the responsibilities of the Board
and the responsibilities of its Executive Director. Why? Clarity avoids finger pointing or turf wars.

Let’s try an example to illustrate. Here’s a policy in which EF and operational policies have
been mixed up together:

  

 Which part is Board’s EF policy and which part is the Executive Director’s operational
policy? Isn’t that difficult to identify? How do we solve this problem? We separate “what” & “why”
(the “ends”) from “how” (the “means”):
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EF Policy (the “ends” - “what” & “why”):
  

Potential volunteers must always be screened thoroughly (the “what”) to

protect clients from abuse (the “why”).
  

Operational Policy (the “means” - “how”)
  

A team consisting of the Volunteer Coordinator and the Executive

Director must interview all potential volunteers at least once, make

inquiries by checking three character references and request a police

check, which must show negative results, before the applicant is

accepted for volunteer activity. 

  

That provides the separation, but isn’t the operational policy difficult to read? So let’s clean
up the wording and use point form (Part B, Chapter 13 explains this). Policies should always be in
point form:

  

VOLUNTEER SCREENING  (MANDATORY)

EF Policy (the “ends” - “what” & “why”):
  

 Potential volunteers must always be screened thoroughly (the “what”) to

protect clients from abuse (the “why”).

Operational Policy (the “means” - “how”):
  

1. Before any applicant is accepted as a volunteer, he/she must:

C Be interviewed at least once.

C Have three character references checked.

C Have a police check.

C Have no reason found to be rejected.
  

2. The Volunteer Coordinator and the Executive Director form the screening

team.
  

     

The Board has looked at the outside world, observed cases of abuse elsewhere, recognized
its legal responsibilities, paid attention to what other organizations are doing and produced a suitable
EF policy. It has left the detail of a matching operational policy to its Executive Director.
   

How did the Board find out what was going on in the outside world? While board members
have a responsibility to keep abreast of current trends and activities, most of us are commonsense
amateurs in the field. What can be done to help us? The Executive Director is the expert and should
bring such important matters to our attention. The Executive Director’s job description should
specifically name expert support of the Board as a responsibility.
  

The above example also illustrates the Board’s involvement in operational policy. Although
the Board writes and follows only the EF policies, isn’t potential client abuse an issue in which there
is risk? - risk for the clients and a risk of legal action against the Board if it fails in its duties. Doesn’t
someone need to check that the Executive Director’s operational policy adequately serves the EF
policy?
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1. EF Strategic Planning looks to the distance, usually for an

approximately 5 year time-frame.   

2. EF Tactical Planning looks to the immediate, usually for a less than

one year time-frame.

C.2. THE RESPONSIBILITY DIVIDE
  

We have been careful to divide policies into broad stroke EF policies and the detailed
operational policies that implement them. We will find the same split across plans, activities and
decisions within the organization:

  

The Board’s Broad Strokes The Executive Director’s Details

EF Policies Operational Policies

EF Planning Operational Planning

EF Activities Operational Activities

EF Decisions
   

Operational Decisions

D. PLANNING

It’s a tough world for a voluntary organization. Standing still leads to stagnation and eventual
demise, but change involves risk. Which do we choose - standing still or moving? We have to move
forward, but our risk must be carefully calculated and our moves carefully planned. A board’s EF
planning consists of two components:

Why do we need strategic planning every so often? It checks the direction of the wind and
where we should go; it plots the course. What does it produce? 40 years ago it produced a detailed
multi-year plan with a clearly defined time-frame. However, today’s strategic plans are less rigid.
They are broad rather than detailed, with a loose time-frame.

Why the retreat from detail and certainty? We are passing through a period of faster change
than at any time in history. How does this affect strategic plans? A rigid five-year plan may be out
of date after four months.

Then what do today’s strategic plans look like? There are two components. We first create
the broadest, most flexible component with strategic policies (such as  mission, vision and values
statements - see Chapter 17, page C - 23). What is the second component?

One particular strategic policy, the visible destination, is a picture of the future that we want
to reach (about 5 years ahead) - the focus of our strategic planning. How do we reach this visible
destination? We find the steps, in priority order, that are needed to get us there. Together these steps
constitute the second component, our broad-stroke strategic plan (see page C - 47).
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What about our EF tactical planning? How do we do it? It is best done through an annual
performance review (Chapter 19, page C - 62). We review our progress to date and select which
steps from the strategic plan we should tackle next in the year ahead. The selected steps constitute
our tactical plan.

 How is the tactical plan executed? Each tactical step is both broken down into smaller,
detailed steps (operational plans) and implemented by the Executive Director.

      Summarizing, we get:
     

Process Time-frame Result

EF Strategic Planning
  

Think around 5 years ahead Strategic Policies

Strategic Plan

EF Tactical Planning Think 1 Year maximum Tactical Plan

Operational Planning
   

Think months or weeks Operational Plans

   

Earlier in this chapter, we began identifying components of the Board Role, so that we could
collect them together later. Which components have we identified for our EF Planning role?

  

     Operational planning has not been included - that belongs in the Executive Director’s Role.

  

E. BOARD DEVELOPMENT

If the most important roles of a board are identifying and promoting the organization’s ends
(through EF guidelines), don’t we need suitably qualified board members to do it? Don’t they also
need to be trained and nurtured? This makes development of the Board a necessary EF function.
Chapter 21 (page C - 89) describes the whole board development process in detail.

What is board development? First of all, it is a response to the constant loss of board
members through turnover. Why must boards turn over so much? Turnover and new blood prevent
the stagnation of ideas and responsibility. Board members also need a change.

Board EF Planning Role
  

1. Periodically undertakes strategic planning to develop strategic policies

(mission, vision, value statements, etc.) and a strategic plan of steps

needed to reach a visible destination.
    

2. Annually undertakes a performance review of the organization that

results in tactical planning steps for the year ahead.
  

3. Recommends carefully calculated risks when essential.
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How is this turnover achieved? Each board member has a fixed term of service - one year,
two years or three years. While board members usually have the opportunity for more than one term,
limiting the number of terms ensures that everyone’s total tenure has a limit.

  Is there a downside to this turnover? In solving one problem, do we generate others? Yes;
new members must constantly be recruited and oriented to their role. They need to be chosen through
careful analysis of what skills and representation are missing on the Board.

In addition, continuity becomes more difficult. What is continuity? It’s a way for the
organization to remember. We may learn best from making mistakes, but how do we prevent that
knowledge from dissipating with turnover? If we don’t, the mistakes made by this year’s board will
be repeated over and over by new boards.
  

Then how can knowledge be kept? The only solution is in documentation, provided by a
Board Handbook (page B - 85), given to new board members and constantly updated.

However, our experienced board members can get bored and ineffectual if the organization
stands still. What can we do to keep them interested? The best boards are learning boards. How do
we keep our board learning? With continual education and new challenges.

But how can we learn and improve unless we know how we are doing and what needs
improvement? How do we find this out? A board finds out by reviewing its own performance
annually.
  

      We can now note more components of the Board Role. These are for board development:

   

F. THE EF PRESCRIPTION
   

How important is it for us to have enough policies and plans? Very important. Policies
provide continuity, consistency, clarity, guidance, communication, efficiency, response to or
prevention of problems, and protection against risk. And planning? That’s a means of driving
performance, clarifying where the organization is going and making certain we get there.

What happens if our board neglects its policies and planning? We waste too much time
second-guessing the Executive Director, because we cannot separate his/her work from ours. The
organization stagnates and may die. The Board will have too many problems, each of which has to
be treated as a new crisis.

Board Development Role
  

1. Carefully and regularly recruits and orients the right new board

members.

2. Ensures continuity with a Board Handbook.

3. Maintains a learning board through regular board education and new

challenges.

4. Annually reviews the Board’s own performance.
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The EF Prescription

1. The Board has an adequate set of well written EF policies, including

mission, visible destination (vision) & values statements, a clear idea of

where EF policy stops and operational policy begins and a strategic plan.
   

2. The Board directs an annual performance review of the organization

(tactical EF planning) and a periodic major planning exercise (strategic

EF planning), in both of which major stakeholders are involved (including

both board and staff).
  

3. The Board carefully recruits and develops a board membership which

can contribute to the ends, steward the assets and provide the nurture

to achieve those ends, ensuring an Executive Director and/or board

Chair who can provide leadership in promoting the ends.

In addition, policies and planning documents need to be well-written. Poorly written
guidelines that nobody understands or reads are a serious handicap. Chapter 13 (page B - 38) shows
how to write good documents.

Are there other benefits to planning? Yes. How? Organization-wide involvement in planning
maximizes organization-wide understanding, teamwork, morale and trust. It enables everyone to take
ownership of our plans and our organization. Our planning must always involve board, staff and
other major stakeholders (people/organizations with a stake in the success of our organization, like
clients, volunteers, sponsors, partner organizations, donors & funders).

What can we do if the Board or the Executive Director are uncomfortable with staff
involvement in planning? The Board should investigate why there is a problem. Few voluntary
organizations can afford to have staff operate with anything but their fullest commitment.

What kind of board and staff do we want? To achieve our ends we need to recruit the right
Executive Director (see Part C, Chapter 20, page C - 73), the right board Chair to lead the Board
and the right board members (see Part C, Chapter 21, page C - 89). We also need to keep the Board
constantly learning.

 What else do we need to advance our ends? We need leadership from the Executive Director
and the board Chair. We also require board members who can carefully steward the assets (Chapter
4, page A - 36) and provide the nurture (Chapter 5, page A - 41).

In this chapter, we have begun collecting components of the Board Role. We are also going
to collect components of a prescription for good performance. Here are our first ones:

Wording for this prescription has been chosen so as to be independent of board type (except
perhaps the word “staff” - which doesn’t apply if there is no staff), making the prescription apply
to absolutely any kind of voluntary board.

Everything dealt with in this chapter will be addressed in full detail in Part C.
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Moved by Don Dock, seconded by Bill Jones that the new budget proposed by

the Executive Director be approved.

3:      The Decision Prescription

A. INTRODUCTION 

Why do we have board meetings? They produce decisions that lead to actions and directions.
How are these decisions made? The important ones are made through motions, like:

       The Board discusses each motion and votes on it. If more board members vote for it than against
it, the motion is said to be “carried”. When the motion above is carried, what’s the result? The
Executive Director is given the authority to pay expenses and raise income in a manner consistent
with the approved budget.

 We need motions for all major decisions. Legally we must include the motion and the
outcome of the vote (“carried” or “rejected”) in the record of the meeting (called the “minutes”).
Does every board decision require a motion? No; minor, informal decisions may only need a note
in the minutes stating what was agreed - but we must record all decisions.

How do we ensure good meetings and good decisions? There is a wealth of techniques for
successful board meetings. Chapter 9 (page B - 5) and Chapter 12 (page  B - 28) describe the most
helpful techniques.

A.1. BOARD SIZE

  If we want good decisions, how big should a board be? Some considerations cause us to seek
a larger board. For example, we need enough people to fill our committees and help in our
fundraising.

We might also need representation from several different organizations. Why is this
representation needed? Their special interests are affected by our decisions. Representation on our
board ensures that we understand and serve their needs. There can be convincing arguments for
having one board member per organization. It can add much to our board’s legitimacy.
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Boards work best with around 9 to 15 members

Can a board be too large? Yes; the larger it gets, the more people need a turn to speak. Why
is that a problem? At around 7 members, competition for speech starts to require discipline from the
Chair. At around 17 members, constructive discussion starts to be difficult.  As a result:
  

A group of 3 to 5 Has free-flowing discussion without discipline needed

from the Chair.

A group of 9 to 15 Can discuss, but needs discipline and control from the

Chair.

A group of over 20 Is too big for discussion. Decisions must be made before

the meeting.

  

So the need for good discussion pulls the Board the other way, to be smaller. What does this
mean for any board? What is the optimum size?

Isn’t this just a good compromise? It provides enough board members to have
subcommittees, fundraising and representation, while enabling good discussion - as long as the Chair
exercises discipline.

A.2. BOARD MEMBER QUALITIES

What qualities should we have to be a valuable contributor in decision-making? What kind
of people are needed as board members? The most valuable qualification is care and passion for the
organization’s mission.

Who cares the most? Often those who have experience or expertise in the organization’s
activities (e.g., for a minor hockey league, parents, referees and coaches will all care).

What other qualifications are valuable? They include commonsense, expertise in useful
professions (e.g., law, accounting, government, etc.), the ability to open important doors in the
community, representation of another group or adding diversity to the Board.

So to create a Board that can make good decisions, shouldn’t we choose board members
carefully? They should have useful qualities, appropriate interests and diversity. Chapter 21 (page
C - 89) deals with the process of carefully recruiting board members.
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1. A board may have an Executive Committee that examines issues before

the board does and makes decisions for the Board.
  

2. Recommendations may be given at the meeting in which the issue is

introduced, causing these recommendations to be developed before board

member opinion is heard.

3. A large board may be used (say over 20 people - see page A - 27), in which

meaningful discussion with fair opportunity becomes impossible. 

B. DYSFUNCTION 

Obviously we should make good use of the qualities for which each board member has been
recruited. Do we always do that? No; there are several ways in which boards misuse their members.

For example, here are 3 ways in which talented, knowledgeable and experienced board
members are asked to behave as a rubber stamp:

 Can we avoid “rubber stamping”? Not always. Some boards don’t have the choice. For
example, so many organizations may need to be represented that the board has to be large. What’s
the result? The Executive Committee has to make decisions for the board in advance.

And what if the Board meets infrequently? Between meetings the Executive must make
decisions for the Board.

Does necessity in these cases make such a board any less dysfunctional? No; board member
assets are not being used. Groups are not being properly represented. Those out of the decision-
making loop are shown disrespect, lose morale and cannot ensure the accountability of the Executive
Committee. Without equal opportunity to match their equal liability, they are unfairly treated.

 What’s the answer? Whenever possible, we should keep board size to 9 to 15 members. If
we have an Executive Committee, it shouldn’t discuss issues before the board does. The board
should discuss each major issue at meeting(s) before the one in which recommendations are made;
i.e., the Board needs to be prepared and given an opportunity to comment in advance. 

C. BOARD MEETING FOCUS
  

Not all issues that come before the board deserve equal attention. Shouldn’t we identify the
Board’s most important work and focus on it? Then what is its most important work? The key job
in board meetings is to debate and make decisions on EF issues. That’s where board time must be
spent.
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In John Carver’s “Boards that make a Difference”, Jossey-Bass, 19901

The Decision Prescription
  

6. The Board is kept between about 9 and 15 members.
  

7. The Board discusses major issues at meetings before the one where

recommendations are made and before the Executive Committee, if it

exists, discusses them.
  

8. Board meetings are enjoyable and discipline from the Chair dispenses

with operational issues quickly, to focus on EF issues.

Shouldn’t this be a pivotal principle? If we get this wrong our cause is lost. The guns of
Carver’s artillery  are pointed here.1

What about the operational issues? The Chair should use discipline to dispense with
discussion on them quickly (see Chapter 9 - Part B on running good meetings).

To emphasize the importance of dispensing quickly with operational issues and focussing
on EF issues, this point is in bold type and underlined in the prescription below. 

What else is important? Don’t we need meetings to be enjoyable - or is it enough for them
to be effective? Board members are volunteers. They need to look forward to board meetings.
Meetings should be as enjoyable as possible. Chapter 9 (page B - 5) has suggestions on how the
Chair can keep the meeting enjoyable as well as disciplined.

D. THE DECISION PRESCRIPTION

We are now in a position to add some more components to our prescription for good
performance.  For the decision prescription:

      Once again it can be noted that the wording is not dependent upon any specific board type.
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Board

Executive Director SubcommitteesOfficers

WorkgroupsStaff

4:      The Structure Role &
      Prescription

A. INTRODUCTION 

The last chapter dealt with decision-making within board meetings, but what happens outside
and between these meetings? How do we get the work done? The Board has to delegate it to teams
and individuals who report to the Board. Who are they? Let’s find them on the graphic representation
of organizational structure - its organization chart :

        \/              \/                  \/  

                       \/               \/        \/ 

So we need to delegate the work outside board meetings to three entities: officers, the
Executive Director and subcommittees.
   

� Who are the officers? Usually the Chair (who controls board meetings, alternatively called
the “President” or  “Chairperson”), the Vice-Chair, the Treasurer, the Secretary and,
sometimes, the Past-Chair.

� The Executive Director is responsible for three lower level entities: staff, volunteers and
workgroups (workgroups will be explained on page A - 34).

� And subcommittees? Subcommittees are dealt with in Chapter 10 (page B - 16).

Do all organizations need an Executive Director and staff? What if the organization is small,
with a small budget, no workday activity and no risk? The board can cope by itself, the Chair can
be in charge between board meetings and the only paid employee might be a part time bookkeeper.
For such a board, Appendix B (Part B) applies.

Volunteers
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Generating income, running the programs, determining “how” and

“when”, keeping expenses within budget, managing volunteers, supervising staff,

day-to-day liaison with external bodies, publicity and communication.

Developing EF and governance policies, EF planning, asking “what?” & “why?”, recruiting

board members, hiring the Executive Director and reviewing performance.

However, supposing our organization is complex, with a significant budget, serious risks,
daytime activity and/or an administrative burden? Who is on the spot for response during the day?
Who looks after our volunteers, money, records, schedules, resources and client liaison with
guaranteed reliability and constant attention? Certainly not the Chair or any other board member. A
full-time paid administrative staff is essential for larger organizations. 

A.1. OPERATIONAL ACTIVITIES

How much paid administration do we need? As a very rough guideline, any organization
should spend at least 15% of its budget on salaries for administration. This is in addition to paying
any professionals who deliver program services (musicians, social workers, etc.).

Should we have more than one of our staff reporting to the Board? Well, do we want the
responsibility of refereeing between employees? This is not recommended (except for the board of
a professional arts organization, which has to referee between the Artistic Director and the
Executive Director). 

It is easier to hold one employee (the Executive Director) responsible for the operational
activities of employees, volunteers and himself/herself. What are the operational activities? They
include:

   

A.2. EF ACTIVITIES

EF activities are investigations resulting in recommendations to the Board (only the Board
makes decisions). They fall naturally into the lap of the Board. We should delegate them to board
officers and to board subcommittees. They include:

A.3. AUTHORITY

Who’s in ultimate charge? The whole board is (in session at a meeting). After all, if the
whole board together has ultimate responsibility; doesn’t it need ultimate authority to match?

Do we need many board meetings or long meetings to exercise our authority? No; a good
board meets infrequently (usually once a month) and keeps its meetings short (say to an hour and
a half). A board is primarily a decision-making body, not a study group or a working group.
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1. Ultimate authority rests with the whole board in session.
  

2. Outside board meetings, individuals (including the Executive Director,

the Chair, officers, board members and subcommittee chairs) have

authority to act through:
  

C policies approved by the Board, or   

C motions carried by the Board.

All rules-of-the-game for the Board, its subcommittees, its officers and the

Executive Director will be called governance policies.

How do we pass on authority to the subcommittees, officers and Executive Director, so that
they can work outside board meetings? We authorize through policies (page A - 18) and motions
(page A - 26):

B. GOVERNANCE POLICIES

The organizational chart shows players (officers, Executive Director, etc.) and teams (board,
board subcommittees, etc.). Each of them needs at least one board policy granting them authority to
carry out their activities. What kind of policy?

Let’s think of our whole system as a game. We can’t play any game well without good rules.
Every player and every team in the “game” needs rules saying what to do and what not to do. There’s
the authority. What are these rules called?

  

We now have our third category of policy. This enables us to expand the board’s policy role
given on page A - 19 (“Develops and maintains all necessary Ends Framework policies”) with:

  

Governance policies are the rules for the top two layers of the organization chart. They deal
with the Board itself and those entities that report to it: 
 

Are WRITTEN by: Are GUIDELINES for: TELL us: 

Governance 

policies

The Board The Board, its officers,

its subcommittees and its 

Executive Director
  

The board’s

rules of the game

EF Policy Role
   

2. Develops and maintains all necessary governance policies
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A Subcommittee Chair
  

1. Calls and conducts subcommittee meetings.
  

2. Ensures that:
  

C The subcommittee understands, is satisfied with and addresses its

terms of reference.

C All preparation work is completed for meetings.

C All members of the committee get a chance to speak.

C Discussion does not stray from the issue of current focus.

C Subcommittee members understand their tasks at the end of each

meeting.

C Someone records the main decisions reached and tasks delegated

during each meeting.

C Someone prepares draft reports as needed.
  

3. Communicates with the rest of the organization on behalf of the

Committee:
  

C Reporting progress and problems to the Board.

C Presenting recommendations to the Board.

C Preparing a report for members at the annual general meeting.
  

4. Takes the lead in recruiting additional committee members as needed.

Several of the teams shown on the organization chart (staff, volunteers and workgroups) are
not mentioned in the definition of governance policies. Why not? They don’t report directly to the
Board; they report to the Executive Director; operational policies (page A - 19), not governance
policies, are their rules.

What do governance policies look like? Below is an example of a player policy. What is
distinct about this example? It’s specific and thorough, with concise wording and in point form. The
principles of writing quality documents are described in Chapter 13 (Page B - 38).

    

Governance policies are covered extensively by Carver (in “Boards that make a Difference”,
Jossey-Bass, 1990). However, many activities they guide are in common between organizations. For
example, every organization needs its subcommittees to be chaired.

If many activities are in common, couldn’t the policies that govern them also be in common?
For example, won’t every organization need a policy very like the one above?

Governance policies could be in common. Although every organization has freedom to
develop its own unique governance policies, won’t it be worthwhile for us to take a stab at examples
for all players and all teams - as we have above for a subcommittee chair?

Appendix A (Part B) has a reasonable sample set of governance policies for any organization
with an Executive Director. Appendix B (Part B) has a sample set for when there is no Executive
Director.
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The Leadership Committee: Terms of Reference
  

1. Organizes a periodic Strategic Planning process to ensure that the

Organization has an adequate set of strategic policies and a strategic plan.
  

2. Annually organizes a process that:
   

• Reviews the performance of the organization.

• Results in tactical plans for the year ahead.   
   

3. Develops and reviews other Ends Framework (EF) policies and governance

policies as required.
   

4. Ensures that board, staff, volunteers and other stakeholders are always

consulted and involved in planning and major policy changes.
   

5. Makes recommendations to the Board on its findings.

B.1. COMMITTEES AND WORKGROUPS

Two types of board teams are shown on the organization chart (page 27) -  subcommittees
and workgroups (as they will be called in this book). What’s the difference?
  

� Subcommittees have authority from the Board and a chair with responsibility to manage the
committee’s investigations and bring back recommendations to the Board. They address the
Board’s own Ends Framework issues.

� Workgroups have no authority and no chair. Board members are offering help as volunteers
to the Executive Director for operational issues. This avoids giving the same operational
authority to both a board committee and the Executive Director. 

  

Why is it so important not to give the same authority at the same time to both? Several major
problems will result if we do. We cannot hold the Executive Director accountable if authority is
shared. Conflict can result as both fight for control. Responsibilities can be missed if both leave them
to the other. It is a waste of money and board member time to pay for management (from the
Executive Director) and not use it.

With a workgroup of board volunteers helping in operational responsibilities, there is no
conflict or ambiguity. The Executive Director retains full authority and full accountability for
operational results.

Are there exceptions where a board subcommittee, rather than the Executive Director, can
be given the authority for some operational activity? Perhaps, but it changes the committee role from
investigation to action. To remove ambiguity, its responsibilities should be specifically excluded
from the Executive Director responsibilities.

B.2. COMMITTEE AUTHORITY
  

We also need governance policies to authorize subcommittees - called their terms of
reference.  The following is an example of some terms of reference:
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How big should such committees be? Well, we need free-flowing discussion. As noted in
Chapter 3 (page A - 27), this thrives best with 3 to 5 members.

How important is it to hold committee meetings? Very; they can make the facts, the issues
and the alternatives clear for the Board. What happens without them? A board can go in frustrating
circles on issues and end up taking a careless stab at the wrong course of action.

B.3. OTHER GOVERNANCE POLICIES

The two governance policy examples above both grant authority by giving instructions for
what a player or team does. Such policies are essential. Doesn’t every player and every team need
a “job description”?

Are there other kinds of governance policies? Yes. Some rules might tell what not to do.
Others might define a relationship (such as that between a board and its Executive Director - page
A - 16). Appendix A (Part B) contains examples on “how” to run a board meeting and a schedule
of board activity. What does Carver say (in “Boards that make a Difference”, Jossey-Bass, 1990)?
Carver breaks governance policies into 3 sub-categories:

The Board does, of course, delegate all dealings with staff to the Executive Director. Does
this mean that the Board has no involvement in human resource matters? No; policies related to
general, high level human resource issues (such as salary scales, human rights issues, etc.) may be
developed by the Executive Director, but are Management Limitation governance policies and need
to be approved by the Board.

B.3. THE NEED

Why do we need so many rules? Many businesses manage with few of them. They don’t have
to spell everything out. Why not? The “delegater” and the “delegatee” may have worked together for
years. Expectations are well known.

1. Governance Process policies deal with how the Board itself works

(examples of this are the Subcommittee Chair and the Leadership

Committee policies on the previous two pages). 
  

2. Board/Management Delegation policies deal with the relationship between

the Board and its Executive Director (an example of this is the policy on

page A - 16).
  

3. Management Limitation policies define what the Executive Director

cannot do (e.g.: “The Executive Director cannot spend over $2,000

without the approval of the Board.” The limit of $2,000 not only denies

the Executive Director the freedom to spend larger sums of money

without special authorization, it also grants authority to spend amounts

below $2,000).
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1. Monitor progress by:
  

C Reviewing reports. (written or verbal).

C Asking questions. (VERY IMPORTANT)
  

2. Approve satisfactory progress.
  

3. Act to correct when necessary. (problems must be faced)

What happens in our community organization? Board and volunteers change more frequently
and work fewer hours. Expectations are not well known. Instructions and rules must be spelled out.

 Are any kind of policies satisfactory? No; they need to be a good policies (see chapter 13 -
Part B). As long as our governance policies are clear, thorough and well understood, our board can
flourish. Otherwise we will have problems. People must know clearly what they are to do.
  

C. STEWARDSHIP

 Under the authority of governance policies, board committees meet to deal with EF activities
and the Executive Director runs the operational activities. What control does the Board have over
both kinds of activities once it has authorized them? Can it afford to forget about delegated tasks
until they are finished? 

No; interest must be maintained throughout. How could our Board accept responsibility for
the whole organization without accepting responsibility for the activity outside board meetings?
How do we do this?

We steward all activity. What is stewardship? It is the monitoring of activity results (leaving
the means of achieving those results to the “delegatee”) and taking action only when there is a
problem. This requires a very balanced approach by the Board.

For example, does stewardship of operations imply interference or micro-management? No,
if the Executive Director achieves good operational results, the Board should just approve them.
Only if operational results are unsatisfactory does corrective action become necessary.

How do we steward? By requiring regular progress reports and asking questions about those
reports until satisfied with progress and the resolution of any problems identified.  The Board must:

We need to be especially careful in questioning legal, financial and/or risky matters. Each
board member has legal and financial responsibilities to discharge and liabilities to protect.

What about the “delegatee”? What is his/her/its role? Success also requires a responsible and
competent “delegatee” (whether a team or a player). An “delegatee” must:
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1. Read, understand and know the job description or terms of reference.
  

2. Follow this policy and perform to the best of ability, in timely fashion

and in the interests of the organization.
  

3. Report back regularly with both progress and problems.
  

4. Make recommendations as required.

We can now add to our collection of components of the Board Role. Which components have
we just identified? This is what the Board does for stewardship:

D. THE BOARD/EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR RELATIONSHIP

The Board/Executive Director relationship is key to a successful board. How do we maximize
its quality and overcome its pitfalls? First of all, let’s recap some of those pitfalls.

If the Board is in charge in board meetings and the Executive Director is in charge of the
main activity, operations, between board meetings, won’t there be confusion at times? Either side
may forget where it is and arrive wearing the wrong “hat”.

In addition, the next chapter will deal with all individual board member activity outside board
meetings, which will be termed “nurture”. Nurture complicates the relationship.

What do we do? We must start our solution with clear governance policies. Only if we are
clear on the rules of the game can we limit any conflict.

First of all we need a policy defining the relationship between the Executive Director, the
Board and board members. Who has which authority when? We defined such a policy on page A -
16.

Board Stewardship Role
   

1. Delegates all Ends Framework investigations to subcommittees.
   

2. Delegates all operational responsibility to the Executive Director.
   

3. Stewards the performance of both subcommittees and Executive

Director by:

• Monitoring their progress in board meetings.

• Approving satisfactory progress and recommendations.

• Taking action to correct unsatisfactory progress or

recommendations.
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Besides understanding their interrelationship, don’t both sides also need to be sure of their
own roles? We need terms of reference for the Board, often referred to as the “Board Role”, (the full
role is on page A - 54) and we must tell the Executive Director what we want. How? A clear and
thorough job description must be provided (page B - 82).

As previously indicated, these role definitions should result in the Board dealing with the
“what” and the “why” (the EF) and the Executive Director managing the “how” (the operational).

What happens if the Executive Director’s job description is ignored? What protection can
the Board get? It needs to spell out the consequences. How?

A fair legal contract (or letter of appointment containing the essential matters) protects both
the Board and the Executive Director. Developing this contract requires donated or paid professional
legal advice.

What else can we do? Isn’t prevention better than cure? A competent and motivated
Executive Director with integrity is what we need and we shouldn’t stop looking until we find one.
How do we get someone like this? We use a sound process for the selection of our Executive
Director (Chapter 20, page C - 73).

E. PERFORMANCE REVIEW
  

If we have a good Executive Director, effective policies and a good contract, will a good
relationship always result? Will high performance be ensured?

Maybe, but perhaps the Executive Director is not as good as we thought when we hired
him/her; perhaps the job description is not as good as we thought; perhaps the Board hasn’t fulfilled
its side of the bargain; perhaps our needs have changed; perhaps the Board and the Executive
Director have different perceptions; perhaps he/she needs some help. How do we deal with this?

The answer lies in good communication between the Board and the Executive Director. How
should they communicate? Board meeting discussion (with good questions from the Board) and
informal Chair/Executive Director conversations are valuable, but an annual Executive Director
performance review is essential (Chapter 15, page B - 66).

Each year’s performance review should evaluate the Executive Director against a set of
expected deliverables (measurable goals) determined in the previous performance review a year
ago. How does this help? A deliverable achieved on schedule is good performance and a deliverable
missed may be a weakness.

Then we must prepare for monitoring the Executive Director’s progress and performance
over the year ahead. The Board and Executive Director together should determine a new set of
deliverables. A complete example set of such deliverables and an example Executive Director report
that uses them are given in Appendix E (page B - 100).
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Should the Executive Director look forward to a performance review? Yes; performance
reviews should be very positive activities that motivate both Executive Director and board. It enables
them to understand each other’s problems, determine solutions, recognize each other’s successes and
develop performance deliverables.

Nevertheless, if there is a serious problem with the Executive Director, it is important for us
to gain early warning. How can this be achieved?

There must be a documented policy that permits any staff member to file a written grievance
with the Board (the Board should take no action until the grievance is in writing). In addition the
Board should conduct an exit interview with every staff member that leaves and identify the reason
for leaving. Finally, the Board must be prepared to listen to client complaints.

 Does the Board itself need an annual performance review? Yes; and the Executive Director
should have input to it. That also helps communication.

Finally, it is necessary for the Board to protect the organization against risks of all kinds
(ensuring that actions keep within the Law, insurance policies are paid, finances and financial
practices are adequate, volunteers are adequately screened, etc.). What else? The Board also has
to arrange for operational management during any temporary period between one Executive Director
and the next.

      We  now have some more components of the Board Role to add to our collection:

F. THE STRUCTURE PRESCRIPTION

We are now in a position to add more components of our prescription for good board
performance. Here is a Structure Prescription, based upon the content of this chapter:

Board Role:  Executive
    

1. Appoints and is the legal employer of the Executive Director.

2. Arranges for operational management during any temporary

period without an Executive Director.

3. Annually reviews the performance of the Executive Director.

4. Maintains, through staff exit interviews, an early warning

system to limit internal problems.
5. Hears formal complaints from clients and grievances from staff

put in writing.

6. Ensures protection against unnecessary risk.

7. Periodically reviews all operational policies to ensure that they

are consistent with board Ends Framework policies.
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Structure Prescription

9. Board subcommittees with 3 to 5 people undertake all in-depth

investigations on EF matters. 
  

10. Individual roles, board subcommittees, workgroups and the Board all

have complete, consistent and well-written governance policies defining

their responsibilities and limitations.
  

11. The Board/Executive Director relationship is enhanced through good

documents (policies on the relationship, job description, legal contract,

board terms of reference), good information (grievance procedure, exit

interviews and attention to client complaints) and good communication

(including annual performance reviews of both Board and Executive

Director).   
  

12. The Board receives regular quality reports on all delegated tasks from

its subcommittees and individuals and asks questions about those

reports until satisfied with the resolution of any problems arising, being

especially careful with legal, financial and risky matters.

It can be noted again that the wording of the prescription is also not dependent upon any
specific board type. So this prescription applies to any board of any type (although item #11
obviously does not apply to a board without an Executive Director).
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5:   The  Nurture Role & 
Prescription

A. INTRODUCTION 

  
What is “nurture”? It’s the term we’ll use for all work done by individual board members

outside and between board meetings. Why has nurture been left to last? Because knowledge of the
other parameters helps us to understand it.

However, nurture can be split into management nurture and leadership nurture. To help
us with this, we will consider an extract from the book  “On Becoming a Leader”, by Warren Bennis.
The extract compares a leader to a manager:

Does this mean that leadership is superior to management - or vice-versa? Let’s not travel
down that road. We cannot operate well without both good management and good leadership. We
only want to identify where the Board deals with management and where it shows leadership.

The Manager administers. The Leader innovates. 
   

The Manager is a copy. The Leader is an original. 
  

The Manager maintains. The Leader develops. 
  

The Manager focuses on systems and 

structure. The Leader focuses on people. 
   

The Manager relies on control. The Leader inspires trust. 
   

The Manager has a short-range view. The Leader has a long-range

perspective.
   

The Manager asks how and when. The Leader asks what and why. 
   

The Manager has his/her eye always The Leader's eye is always on the 

on the bottom line. horizon. 
   

The Manager imitates. The Leader originates. 
   

The Manager accepts the status quo. The Leader challenges it. 
   

The Manager is the classic good soldier. The leader is his/her own person. 
  

The Manager does things right. The Leader does the right things.
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Generating income, running the programs, determining “how” and

“when”, keeping expenses within budget, managing volunteers, supervising staff,

day-to-day liaison with external bodies, publicity and communication.

Developing EF and governance policies, EF planning, asking “what” & “why”, recruiting

board members, hiring the Executive Director and reviewing performance.

 Won’t there be a constant conflict between the objectives of management and the objectives
of leadership, due to their opposite  nature? For example, doesn’t management expect us to avoid
risk, while leadership requires that we take risks? How do we address such conflict in our
organization? The only way is through careful analysis. In the case of risks, all risks taken must be
calculated risks.

How are boards affected by their need for nurture? Different use of nurture constitutes the
most significant difference between boards. We will illustrate this by looking at some different board
types (usually called board “models”).

Need we investigate all subtleties and variations in board types? No; we can understand the
concepts by looking at three simplified ones: the Policy Board, the Policy Governance Board and
the Administrative Board.  

A.1. MANAGEMENT
  

      Let’s review our list of the Executive Director’s operational activities from page A - 31.

Are these activities leadership or management? What are they about? Aren’t they about
administering? Don’t they show the Executive Director maintaining  systems, exercising control and
focusing on the short range, how and when, the bottom line and doing things right? - in fact about
those things listed on Warren Bennis’s left hand column above? So operational activities are all
management activities carried out by the Executive Director. What do we board members do about
this management? We steward it (see page A - 36 on stewardship). We monitor it carefully.

What other management takes place?  Committee chairs manage their committees. The Board
Chair manages the Board (its meetings and its work). Do we steward this management by chairs also?
Yes; the Board stewards all management activity.
  

A.2. LEADERSHIP
  

     Now let’s review the Board’s Ends Framework activities from Page 31:
 

What about these EF activities - are they leadership or management? If we look at the Bennis
leadership column, we find that a leader innovates, develops, has a long range perspective, asks what
and why, has an eye on the horizon, originates, challenges and does the right thing. Isn’t that the aim
of the Board’s EF activity? EF activities constitute the Board’s leadership role.
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A.3. SUMMARY ROLE
  

      As a result, we could summarize the Board Role into something very simple:

This summary will be important to us as we consider what nurture is and what it does. It will
also enable us to split the rest of the book easily into two parts. Management will be the subject of
Part B of this book and Leadership the subject of Part C.

B. LEADERSHIP NURTURE
 

 The first use of board member nurture is in leadership nurture that furthers the Ends
Framework side of the organization. It is delivered through board member participation in the
investigations of board subcommittees (e.g.,on the Leadership or Board Development Committees).

Is the Executive Director involved in this work? After all, we have stressed that the Board
should leave operational issues to the Executive Director. Does the reverse apply? Should the
Executive Director leave Ends Framework issues to the Board?

No; his/her specialised knowledge and leadership qualities are needed. How are they
contributed? The Executive Director should be an ex-officio (due to position, non-voting) member
of all Ends Framework subcommittees.

However, with the two sides debating openly, equally and freely in committee meetings, the
Board/Executive Director relationship can be tested. How is it affected? First of all, a too strong
Executive Director can restrict the freedom of unsure board members to speak.

Alternatively, an unsure Executive Director can find too strong board members trying to
micro-manage. Why? Because discussion of Ends Framework issues often leads naturally to
discussion of the associated operational issues.

Mightn’t this discussion produce helpful ideas for the Executive Director? Yes, but strong
board members sometimes forget whose prerogative it is to decide which of these operational ideas
to use. Choice is up to the Executive Director, not a board member.

What’s the solution? First of all we need to formalize the relationship between the Board and
its Executive Director in a clear and thorough manner. This was indicated by the following guideline
in the Structure Prescription (page A - 40):

The Board:
  

1. Stewards all management.
    

2. Provides leadership (by its Ends Framework Activities and Decisions)
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The Board/Executive Director relationship is enhanced through good

documents (policy on the relationship, job description, legal contract, board terms

of reference), good information (grievance procedure, exit interviews and

attention to client complaints) and good communication (including annual

performance reviews of both Board and Executive Director).

The POLICY BOARD member nurtures the Ends Framework side only

(showing leadership in board subcommittees).

Is that enough? No, both sides must also make the effort to respect each other and each
other’s area of authority. We can check that they do through their performance reviews.

B.1. THE POLICY BOARD

      The Policy Board is the simplest and cleanest board type, at the centre of the nurture spectrum:
  

  

A policy board member has no involvement in and no authority over programs, directing staff
or directing the volunteer program. Then how can a board member influence operational activities?
By exercising stewardship (page A - 36) at board meetings and through an Executive Director
performance review (Chapter 15 - page B - 66).

The Policy Board is illustrated by the diagram on the following page. What can we notice
about it? First that authority and direction (in the form of policies and motions) always flow
downwards (from membership or government to the board, from the board to committees and from
the board to the Executive Director), while accountability flows upwards in return.

Membership should be strongly represented on the Board. Can board members be other than
organization members? No; no one can join the Board unless he/she has paid a membership fee. 

After their investigations, do committees make decisions? No; only the full board in session
makes decisions. Committees make recommendations to the Board. What happens after a
committee has made its recommendations and the Board has made its decisions? The Executive
Director implements the Board’s decisions. He/she also manages all operations and provides
expertise to the Board.

What else can we note?

1. Leadership is provided on the left hand side of the diagram by board subcommittees. 
2. Management of operational activity is provided on the right hand side by the Executive

Director.
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/\

    Authority

   Accountability

      Representation
   

\/   

    /\       /\

Accountability    Accountability

     Recommendations     Authority          Expertise      

     Authority      Direction

     Direction          
   \/         \/              

   

    

      

   Leadership   Management

     (EF Activity)  (Operational Activity)

B.2. THE POLICY GOVERNANCE BOARD

  
Unfortunately, we all have a tendency to neglect our leadership responsibilities (EF

activities). What do we do instead? We are attracted to second guessing the Executive Director in
operational activities. Why? Operational activities are easier to understand and more familiar.

Why is this a problem? Well, we can become so involved in operational activities that we
lose sight of our true Leadership responsibilities. Members can leave a meeting pleased with the
amount of operational business discussed without realising that few or none of their own
responsibilities have been fulfilled. In board member minds, the purpose of the board might have
become just to hold meetings.

The weakness of a board with an operational focus will be illustrated in detail under the
Administrative Board example on page A - 49 below.

Membership (or Government)

***** Policy Board *****

(Decisions)

Committees

(Investigations of EF Matters)

Executive Director

(Implementation, Operations)
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 John Carver produced a diagnosis of such problems in his book, “Boards that Make a
Difference” (Jossey-Bass, 1990). What did he suggest as a solution? How does he pull the Board
back from operational activities to doing its own job?

Carver prescribed a total focus on policy (called Policy Governance). His board type, the
Policy Governance Board (often called the Carver Board), has strength of purpose and theoretical
completeness. 

In Policy Governance, the Board executes no leadership. Ends Framework activities (except
board nominations) are transferred to the Executive Director

/\

    Authority

   Accountability

      Representation
   

\/   

    /\       /\

Accountability           Expertise

     Recommendations     Authority   Accountability      

     Authority      Direction

     Direction          
   \/         \/              

   

    

      

    Management & Leadership

          (Operational & 

   EF Activity)

Does policy governance work? It does for some boards. What about the rest? Carver has had
much to tell us and enormous influence on board literature. This book will continue to stress the
importance of policy. We will try to add to Carver rather than oppose it.

Membership (or Government)

***** Policy Governance Board *****

(Decisions)

Nominating Committee Executive Director

(Implementation, Operations,

EF Matters)
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 If we implement all of John Carver’s recommendations, we:
   

� Have no nurture at all (except a Board Nominations Committee),
  

� Concentrate on policies, and
   

� Transfer the rest of the EF activity to the Executive Director.
  

� Have no more than 7 members on our board, with:
    

� Diminishment in the roles of officers.
    

� Disconnection between staff and board.
  

� Make our decisions by measuring them against existing policies.

      Policy governance reduces the number of board responsibilities and clarifies them:

What is the weakness of Policy Governance? It is the fact that it asks no leadership from the
Board. The Board does nothing more significant in Ends Framework activity than choosing its own
members. Yet isn’t such leadership in community organizations a great source of social capital to
make the community healthy and prosperous (page A - 7)? Shouldn’t it be a training ground in
leadership for the government and business sectors (page A - 13)? Unfortunately, a Carver board is
not a leadership training ground.

For most organizations a fully implemented Carver Board walks away from the action that
inspired its members to join. There is an “iron curtain” that separates board from staff. Policy
Governance is an ideology that does not kindle motivation. Shouldn’t there be more to board work
than policy if a model is to suit all kinds of boards?

Policy Government is more rigid than other board types, making it unsuitable for small
organizations that must constantly adapt and retrain. In fact, Carver states that his methods are not
aimed at these boards. Why is this the case? The Policy Governance Board requires a large staff to
cope with the extra activities transferred to the Executive Director. It also needs a large budget for
the consultant help in conversion. Small organizations just don’t have the staff or budget.

`  There is another weakness introduced by moving the Board away from the action. Doesn’t
that grant an Executive Director more empowerment (a result that can be popular with an Executive
Director)? Hasn’t the Board given up a lot of control and left itself more open to exploitation and
incompetence? Yes; Carver tries to compensate for this with special policies. However, having a first
class Executive Director of integrity is necessary for a policy governance board to work well.

 Should we ignore Carver? No, we can usefully implement many Carver recommendations.
Carver’s book has influenced this one.
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1. Advisory workgroups
  

The Executive Director might invite board members to join a

brainstorming workgroup producing a new set of themes and branding

for all publicity.
   

A financial workgroup might help brainstorm solutions to a financial

problem.
   

2. Writing
   

A board member could be asked to write a report, a press release or an

operational policy.
  

3. Meetings
  

A board member might be asked to represent the organization in lieu of

the Executive Director.

C. MANAGEMENT NURTURE

Do any boards move workload in the opposite direction? Yes; many not only retain the
leadership nurture for board members, they add some management nurture to the board member
workload.

Boards with management nurture are the most common boards. Why are they so popular?
The Board doesn’t have a choice. For organizations with a staff too small for the operational
workload, considerable management nurture is needed to complete that workload (for a board
without an Executive Director, all of the operational workload gets completed through nurture - see
Appendix B, page B - 88).

      Here are some examples of operational nurture:

A board that uses management nurture is called an Administrative Board or a Working
Board, our third example of a board type.

There should be a beneficial side to the Administrative Board. Aren’t costs reduced by
reducing the staff workload? Then what could be negative?

The root of any problems lies in the way that the management nurture is provided. For
example, the most common board mistake is to implement management nurture by setting up board
committees on operational matters - such as a Personnel Committee or a Program Committee.

This makes the situation worse, not better. Why? Let’s look at a diagram illustrating an
Administrative Board with committees on operational matters. Strike-throughs indicate what is lost
in the process.
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What has happened? A board committee has a chair - just like the Board - and it has the
Executive Director present - just like the Board. It is almost certain that a committee on operational
matters will see itself as a “mini-board”. It will think that it should be giving the Executive
Director direction and that the Executive Director is accountable to the Committee. 

It may well try to give the Executive Director more work and waste the Executive
Director’s time on issues for which the Board has already given him/her full authority. How could
that reduce the Executive Director’s workload? It certainly is of no help.

Membership

Administrative Board

(Decisions)

Committees

(Investigations of EF Matters)

&

(Mini-boards on Operational Matters)

***Bad Solution***

Executive Director

(Implementation, Operations)
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The Executive Director cannot serve several masters. Every  bit of accountability he/she gives
committees removes some accountability to the Board. Committees forget that they are accountable
to the Board themselves. They stop making recommendations to the Board, so that they can focus
on directing the Executive Director.

As a result, the Board has inadequate accountability from either the Committee or the
Executive Director. What does that mean for the membership? If the Board has inadequate control
over what’s going on, how can it be properly accountable to the membership?

The Board becomes chaotic. Because committees and the Executive Director have been
assigned the same responsibilities, there is considerable conflict in the organization. An enormous
amount of “busy work” can take place with little result. To fix the problem, we need to avoid
committees on operational issues. We can include this important factor in the Board Prescription by
modifying one of the prescription components from page A - 40:

C.1. FINDING THE RIGHT SOLUTION
  

Management nurture is obviously a difficult resource to exploit. What’s the problem? Things
become complex because board members are working in areas where they should have no authority.
If they are going to provide real help to the Executive Director, don’t they need to replace their board
member hat with a volunteer hat? Don’t they need to respect the Executive Director and his/her
authority? This is an extreme form of role change from sitting in a board meeting stewarding the
Executive Director’s progress.

Help is most welcome if board members provide management nurture only in response to a
request for help from the Executive Director (or where there is no Executive Director, from the
board Chair).

As noted earlier (page A - 34), a group helping the Executive Director needs a different name
from “committee” - thus avoiding the word’s “baggage”. We will use “workgroup” rather than
“committee”. Doesn’t this better clarify the informality and lack of group authority? It shows that
authority rests with the Executive Director rather than the workgroup members.

What else helps? Both sides must make the effort to show respect and empathy for each other
and each other’s area of authority. Each year, when the performance of board and Executive Director
are reviewed (Chapter 15, page B - 66 and Chapter 21, page C - 89), we should question whether
that respect and empathy have been shown. Won’t this encourage the development of mutual trust,
which is a major contributor to success?

The best structure through which an Administrative Board (or a Policy Board) can help the
Executive Director is to become a simple variation on the Policy Board. It has one minor addition -
the use of workgroups under the Executive Director. This is illustrated on the next page: 

9. Board subcommittees, with 3 to 5 people, deal only with leadership

(Ends Framework) matters - undertaking in-depth investigations as

required. 
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In this structure for the Administrative Board, board committees have full authority to
provide leadership, the Executive Director has full and unambiguous authority to provide
management and the Executive Director gets genuine help from board members. Everything works
as it should.

Membership

***** Administrative (or Policy) Board *****

(Decisions)

Executive Director

(Implementation, Operations)

Committees

(Investigations of EF Matters)

      Workgroups

  (Operational Help)  
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C.2. FINANCIAL MATTERS
  

The Executive Director is the only person dealing with finances on a day to day basis - they
are clearly operational matters. However, aren’t finances of vital importance for survival - too
important for the Board to distance itself? Don’t we need to monitor finances carefully and hold the
Executive Director very accountable?
  

The Board should review the Executive Director’s regular financial progress reports and
his/her recommendations (on financial accountability and security) with care. It also needs to know
how to deal with the independent and professional annual audit of the organization’s books.

Doesn’t the Executive Director need help with finances? - e.g., through brainstorming,
problem-solving and support - and doesn’t he/she need help with fundraising - another operational
activity?
   

We are now in a position to add components of the Board Role for its nurture of operational
activity. These are the last components of the Board Role that we will need:

How do we do this when the majority of us are not financial experts? Board members who
are financial experts, particularly the Treasurer, must be able to give us good advice, through
developing a deep understanding of the financial reports and position. How do they do that?

It is better not to have committees on operational matters for which we want to hold the
Executive Director accountable. We should have a workgroup for finance and a workgroup for
fundraising - both of which meet regularly and frequently (just before each board meeting).

C.3. FUND-RAISING
  

Do we enjoy fundraising? Many of us don’t; however, fundraising is a joint responsibility
of board and Executive Director. Shouldn’t every board member provide fundraising nurture? This
issue is addressed in Chapter 14 (page B - 54).

Board Operational Role
  

Financial
  

1. Ensures the financial accountability and financial security of the

organization.

2. Ensures a proper audit and appropriate response to that audit.
  

Fundraising
  

1. Achieves sufficient fundraising to meet financial needs.

   

Other
   

1. Assists the Executive Director with other operational issues as

requested.
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Nurture Prescription
   

4. Board governance policy clearly defines the operational authority

outside board meetings of the Executive Director (or the Chair if

there is no staff), and both board members and the Executive Director

respect each other and the other’s area of authority.
  

5. Individual board members provide nurture in keeping with expectations

that have been understood and agreed during recruitment, providing

operational nurture only for fundraising, for financial matters and when

requested by the Executive Director (or the Chair when there is no

Executive Director).

What are the nurture problems in fundraising? One is the ambiguity in role if a board member
is made responsible for planning and running an event. Won’t he/she need staff help? Yes; but staff
cannot be expected to drop what they are doing in order to help. Once again, board members must
accept the authority of the Executive Director and ask him/her for staff support.

Can board members even talk to staff members? Yes; the Executive Director must allow full
communication. Restrictions should only be on allocation of staff time. Once more mutual respect,
empathy and communication are essential.

D. NURTURE EXPECTATIONS

Supposing we are very demanding of our board members. What should we say during
recruitment? Should we downplay our expectations until we get a new board member’s
commitment? We don’t want  to scare prospects away. 

Well, will a board member who expected to give 2 hours per month serve any organization
well after discovering that the real expectation is 10 hours per month? No; there must be absolute
honesty in recruitment. Then our new board member is obligated to deliver the nurture to which
he/she has committed. 
   

What happens when a good board member exceeds expectations? Star performers get taken
for granted. They are often exploited. “If you want something done - give it to a busy person.”

However, working too hard for too long causes burnout. The star suddenly becomes a poor
performer, loses enthusiasm, develops a negative attitude, cannot cope and gets depressed. Very
likely he/she leaves the organization and that passionate effort is lost. It is important to be careful
that no board member exceeds reasonable time expectations.
  

E. THE NURTURE PRESCRIPTION
   

     We are now in a position to add our final components of the prescription for good board
performance. Here is the nurture prescription: 
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6:    The Board Role & 
Prescription

A. INTRODUCTION
   

A board is itself a committee. Shouldn’t we have some terms of reference to tell us what to
do?  Shouldn’t that be a crucial component of this book? To paraphrase Yogi Berra: “If the Board
doesn’t know what it’s doing, it may end up doing something else.”

The more common term for the board terms of reference is the “board role”. Where do we
find the board role? Is it in the documents of legal status - such constitution or by-laws 
(page A - 58)? It could be, but such documents tend to stick to structure and legal responsibilities.

If no one else defines our role, we must write our own role. Haven’t we been doing that bit
by bit as we’ve moved through the previous chapters? It’s now a question of pulling together the
components we found in each chapter. We are going to group them under the two categories -
Management and Leadership 

Below is what we get when we pull everything together. Against each set of role components
is noted the page from which those components have been collected.

The Board Role

The Board:
  

Management
  

A. Stewardship (from page A - 37)
   

1. Delegates all Ends Framework investigations to subcommittees.

2. Delegates all operational responsibility to the Executive Director.

3. Stewards the performance of both subcommittees and Executive Director by:

• Monitoring their progress in board meetings.

• Approving satisfactory progress and recommendations.

• Taking action to correct unsatisfactory progress or recommendations.
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The example above is applicable to any board with an Executive Director. How can this role
apply to different board types at the same time? The difference between board types is mostly in the
use of nurture and nurture is part of the board member role, rather than part of the board role.

B. Executive (from page A - 39)
    

1. Appoints and is the legal employer of the Executive Director.

2. Arranges for operational management during any temporary period without an

Executive Director.

3. Annually reviews the performance of the Executive Director.

4. Maintains, through staff exit interviews, an early warning system to limit internal

problems.

5. Hears formal complaints from clients and grievances from staff put in writing.

6. Ensures protection against unnecessary risk.

7. Periodically reviews all operational policies to ensure that they are consistent with

board Ends Framework policies.
   

C, Operational (from page A - 52)
  

Financial   

1. Ensures the financial accountability and financial security of the organization.

2. Ensures a proper audit and appropriate response to that audit.
   

Fundraising  

1. Achieves sufficient fundraising to meet financial needs.

   

Other    

1. Assists the Executive Director with other operational issues as requested.

______________________________________________________________________

Leadership
   

Policy    

1. Develops and maintains all necessary Ends Framework policies. (From page A - 19)

2. Develops and maintains all necessary governance policies. (From page A - 32)
   

Planning (from page A - 23)  

1. Periodically undertakes strategic planning to develop strategic policies (mission, vision,

values statements, etc.) and a strategic plan of steps needed to reach a visible

destination.

2. Annually undertakes a performance review of the organization that results in tactical

planning steps for the year ahead.

3. Recommends carefully calculated risks when essential.
   

Board Development (from page A - 24)  

1. Carefully and regularly recruits and orients the right new board members.

2. Ensures continuity with a Board Handbook.

3. Maintains a learning board through regular board education and new challenges.

4. Annually reviews the Board’s own performance.
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This is a basic list of role components for any board. However, all organizations have a
unique mission, which may require additional components to complete their board role. For example,
a professional organization, such as a medical association or an association of engineers, has an
additional role to maintain professional and ethical standards.

What if there is no Executive Director? The board is responsible for everything. This is
addressed in Appendix B (Part B). There can also be an intermediate situation in which the
Executive Director is given a more limited role and some of his/her role transferred to the Board.
  

B. THE BOARD PRESCRIPTION
  

In Chapter 1 we said that everything any board is, does or produces derives from one or other
of the four independent parameters - Ends Framework, Nurture, Decisions and Structure. In Chapters
2, 3, 4 & 5, prescriptions were developed for good performance under each of the four parameters.

What do we get if we now combine those four prescriptions together? We have a complete
prescription for good board performance. It is a commonsense, comprehensive prescription and a
sound foundation on which to operate any type of voluntary board. Point 9 of the prescription is as
modified on page 50.

The Board Prescription

Ends Framework.   

1. The Board has an adequate set of well written End Framework policies, including

mission, visible destination (vision) & values statements, a clear idea of where Ends

Framework policy stops and operational policy begins and a strategic plan.
  

2. The Board directs an annual performance review of the organization (tactical Ends

Framework planning) and a periodic major planning exercise (strategic Ends Framework

planning), in both of which major stakeholders are involved (including both board and

staff).
  

3. The Board carefully recruits and develops a board membership that can contribute to

the ends, steward the assets and provide the nurture to achieve those ends, ensuring

an Executive Director and/or board Chair who can provide leadership in promoting the

ends.
  

Nurture 

4. Board governance policy clearly defines the operational authority outside board

meetings of the Executive Director (or the Chair if there is no staff), and both board

members and the Executive Director respect each other and the other’s area of

authority.
   

5. Individual board members provide nurture in keeping with expectations that have been

understood and agreed during recruitment, providing operational nurture only for

fundraising, for financial matters and when requested by the Executive Director (or

the Chair when there is no Executive Director).
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Decisions

6. The Board is kept between about 9 and 15 members.
  

7. The Board discusses major issues at meetings before the one where recommendations

are made and before the Executive Committee, if it exists, discusses them.
 

8. Board meetings are enjoyable, and discipline from the Chair dispenses with

operational issues quickly, to focus on Ends Framework issues.
  

Structure

9. Board subcommittees, with 3 to 5 people, deal only with leadership (Ends Framework)

matters - undertaking in-depth investigations as required.
   

10. Individual roles, subcommittees, workgroups & the Board all have complete, consistent

and well-written governance policies defining their responsibilities and limitations.
  

11. The Board/Executive Director relationship is enhanced through good documents (policy

on the relationship, job description, legal contract, board terms of reference), good

information (grievance procedure, exit interviews and attention to client complaints)

and good communication (including annual performance reviews of both Board and

Executive Director).   
  

12. The Board receives regular quality reports on all delegated tasks from its

subcommittees and individuals and asks questions about those reports until satisfied

with the resolution of problems arising, being especially careful with legal, financial and

risky matters.

1. Bringing the board nearer to the action that inspired members to join.
    

2. Emphasizing other factors in addition to policy.
   

3. Making strategic and tactical planning the Board’s responsibility.
    

4. Changing the board back from a small policy committee (7 members) to

a conventional board (say 9 to 15 members), large enough to run small

subcommittees.

This prescription consists of 12 critical success factors. It is interesting to note that all
twelve success factors are also valuable for a corporate (for-profit) board.

B.1. COMPARISON WITH CARVER

How does this prescription compare with Carver? About half its guidelines are Carver
principles, but this board prescription differs from Policy Governance by:
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B.2. CORRECTION

Of what use is this Board Prescription? Its 12 success factors are measurable. We can ask
ourselves for each one: “Do we do this - yes or no?” What if we find something we are not doing?
We will know a factor that is probably causing problems.

Parts B & C of the book describe the methods and techniques for successful correction of the
factors in default. For example, what do we do if the problem is with board meetings? Chapters 9
& 12 and Appendix C (all in Part B)  will be helpful.

What other sources of help do we have? Why not exercise the skill of picking other people’s
brains? Why not learn from others’ mistakes?

Where can we ask for help? We can consult with past board members, other organizations
in the local community, sister organizations in other communities, their national organization, long-
standing clients or the local volunteer organization.

Can we do anything more? Wouldn’t it help to have previous board members at our
meetings?  By appointing distinguished past members as life members, we can make use of their
wisdom. They will have speaking rights, but neither voting rights nor legal responsibility.

B.3. ADVISORY BOARDS

Do all boards have governing responsibilities? No, we can have an advisory board (as well
as a governing board). In this case it’s important to define what it can do.

Whom do we put on our advisory board? Experts in business and influential members of the
community. What is the role of an advisory board? Usually it offers advice when asked, makes
recommendations and uses its community influence in the interests of the organization.
  

C. SOURCE OF AUTHORITY

Individuals, committees and workgroups receive authority from the Board through
governance policy, but where does the Board gain its own authority and legal status in the first place?
The method will differ from one jurisdiction to another, so no definite answer can be given.

However, an example is possible. In Ontario, Canada, the Board receives its authority
through a constitution. What is this constitution? It’s a document to establish the formal existence
of the organization and its founding principles. It sets out the purposes and rules of operation. It is
a contract between the members (or government) and their board.

 Is the Constitution fixed for ever or can changes be made at a later stage? Changes can be
made - but it is much easier to add by-laws (amendments to the Constitution). Modifying the by-laws
is all that is necessary for most organizations.  However, an informal organization that wishes to
acquire a constitution will need to consult a lawyer or someone who has done it before.
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1. What is the full official name of the organization?

2. What is the purpose/mission statement of the organization?

3. Who can become members of the organization?

4. What dues, if any, must be paid by a member?

5. When will member meetings be held, and how often?

6. How many members must be present for business to be conducted?

7. What officers and directors are needed, how are they chosen and how

long will they serve?

8. When will elections of directors and/or officers be held?

9. How shall committees be chosen?

10. What are the duties of the officers?

11. How can the constitution and by-laws be changed?

Which information goes into the constitution and which goes into the by-laws? The
organization has considerable freedom of choice. However, between them, the Constitution and the
by-laws answer questions like the following:

Once the organization has a constitution it can apply for incorporation (to turn itself into
a corporation). Why incorporate? The organization can then apply for registration to issue tax
receipts for donations. Board members are no longer liable for the organization’s debts and
liabilities. It is easier for the organization to enter into contracts, own real estate and acquire loans.
Most grants are available only to corporations.
   

The above is a local example. Elsewhere, similar documents and processes will be needed
for similar reasons, but the method of gaining legal status will differ. U.S. voluntary organizations,
for example, incorporate but don’t use a constitution.
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Every Board member is legally responsible for good stewardship of finances

7:       The Budget

A. INTRODUCTION
  

The next two chapters are a very simple introduction to voluntary board finances. They
assume no financial background whatsoever, to make certain no one is left behind. However, there
are matters, such as the relationship of fundraising to budgeting, which will be of use to anyone.

To paraphrase Mr. Micawber from “David Copperfield”: “Annual income $20, annual
expenditure $19.95, result happiness. Annual income $20, annual expenditure $20.05, result misery”.
The difference between happiness and misery might be only 10 cents! It doesn’t pay to be careless.

Isn’t the financial purpose for any voluntary organization also to end the year with income
(or revenue) that exceeds expenses? Shouldn’t we aim at this in order to perform well in our
financial decision-making? It’s plain good financial stewardship.

What happens if we are careless instead? To illustrate the consequences of carelessness and
the methods of preventing it, one simple example is used in the next two chapters. It is a board that
spends its contingency fund, its reserves.

The consequences are serious. In any future financial crisis, we will be haunted by cash flow
crises (page A - 69). Hardly a “happy” situation. Meetings become consumed by financial
considerations. Not much time for the work that attracted us to the Board.

How do we prevent such carelessness? The principles will be illustrated on pages A - 71, A -
78 and A - 80 by showing how a contingency fund might be protected.

A.1. FINANCIAL REPORTS
  

To steward its finances well, a board needs regular financial reports. How difficult to
understand are such reports for anyone without experience? Shouldn’t the “financially challenged”
leave financial reports to the people who understand them? It isn’t advisable:

Well then, who can help us? Who does understand the reports? The Treasurer? Not always.
Boards often operate with inadequate financial expertise. So all of us must to learn to read financial
reports, to understand the organization’s finances and to avoid financial troubles.
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Financial management is more of an art than a science. We become effective

by using gut feeling, experience, imagination and good questions.

Before the new year starts, the Board approves a budget

(accepts a financial plan for the year)

Working Space Costs
   

Rent $5,000 (Line Item)

Heating $2,000 (Line Item)

Hydro $   500 (Line Item)
   

Total Working Space Costs $7,500 (Summary Total)

Then what can help us? Don’t we need financial reports that are of high quality, well
prepared and as easy to understand as possible? We should insist that we get quality financial
statements and quality explanations.

Once we learn to understand them, all we need do is to keep asking our Executive Director
the right questions (it’s his/her job to answer all of our questions). They don’t have to be technical -
just derived from commonsense. Despite all those numbers:

Through informed commonsense we can turn the financial part of our meetings into a good
meeting performance, make good decisions and well steward our assets.

A.2. THE PROCESSES

How does an organization manage its money? By three processes. The first one will be
described in this chapter:

       This chapter deals with how that budget is prepared.

A.3. THE ITEMS

      What are the building blocks for budgets? Let’s see:

 The building blocks are items Each item has an attached value (such as $5,000 for rent). The
most basic items (e.g. rent, heating  and hydro) are called “line items”. The last item (Total Working
Space Costs) is called a “summary total”. Where do we get its attached value ($7,500)? From
adding the attached values of the line items ($5,000 + $2,000 + $500).
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Working Space Expenses
  

Rent $  5,000

Heating $  2,000

Hydro $     500
  

Total Working Space Expenses $  7,500 ------>$7,500
  

Salary Expenses
  

Executive Director $35,000

Secretary $20,000

Part-time Assistant $10,000
   

Total Salary Expenses $65,000 ------>$65,000
  

Office Expenses

Supplies $  2,000

Copier $  1,000

Postage $     500
  

Total Office Expenses $  2,500 ------>$  2,500
  

Grand Total Expenses $75,000

There are also grand totals, obtained by adding the summary totals. For example:

A.4. THE EXAMPLES

One detailed budget by itself is enough of a challenge. What would many be like? Tedious!
Such detail would make our examples overwhelming. The ones below have been simplified. How?

They use only summary totals adding up to grand totals. For line items adding up to summary
totals, the principles are identical. It isn’t difficult to extrapolate the concepts from one situation to
the other.

A.5. WORK DISTRIBUTION

Who should prepare the budget?

Well who collects the revenue?. Who prepares funding proposals? Who supervises sales (if
applicable). Who seeks sponsors (businesses prepared to donate in return for public recognition).
Who organizes the fundraising efforts of the Board? Who manages all services donated in lieu of
money, called “gifts-in-kind” (for example, free use of a hotel room)?
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C The Finance Workgroup (it advises an Executive Director or Treasurer

during budget preparation, helps with financial problem solving and

reviews the auditor’s or reviewer’s report).
  

C The Fundraising Workgroup (it supervises all fund-raising planning and

activity).

An Executive Director is responsible to the Board alone

for budget numbers.

 Budget
  

Revenue Govt. Grants  $17,000

Sales  $16,000

Fundraising  $21,000
  

Total Revenue  $54,000 $54,000
  

Expenses Salaries  $26,000

Office Expenses  $11,000

Program Expenses  $16,000
  

Total Expenses  $53,000 $53,000
  

Surplus/(Loss)`    $  1,000

And who spends the money? Who manages the year’s expenses? Who supervises all
bookkeeping (e.g. posting transactions, preparing cheques)? Who prepares the monthly progress
reports. Who knows the most? An Executive Director does all of this. Then shouldn’t an Executive
Director draft the budget (or the Treasurer for an organization without staff)?

      The rest of the financial workload is best divided between:

Once prepared, the budget should be tested on the Finance Workgroup. Does this workgroup
approve the budget? No, it only offers advice. It is there to help, not to control.

B. BUDGET PREPARATION

What goes into a budget? Let’s look. The example below shows how the removal of line
items has simplified the report:
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In business it would be called a profit.2

C “Last year the bicycle raffle raised $4,000 . . . our problem can be

solved by raising the target to $6,000.”
  

C “Last year the telephone bill was $1,200 . . . the budget balances if we

cut this to $800.”

1. Ask “Why can the target be increased to $6,000?”
   

a) Perhaps a better bicycle will be sold, perhaps more shopping

malls will be used, perhaps there will be more volunteers.

b) A good enough reason needs to be found for the increase.

Each summary revenue item shows a source of money (e.g. Sales). Each summary expense
item shows where money is to be spent (e.g. Salaries). The amount by which total revenue exceeds
total expenses is called the surplus . What if expenses exceed revenue? It can be called either a loss2

or a deficit.

We should note that negatives are indicated by parentheses, e.g. (Loss) or ($3,000) to
represent  -$3,000.

B.1 TESTING

 Where do these numbers come from? Have 3 attractive numbers been chosen for revenue
and 3 for expenses so as to leave a surplus? Is that all there is to it, write down magic numbers and
leave the financial and fundraising wizards to make it work?

Obviously it isn’t. However, there will always be a temptation to create artificial numbers
just to balance the budget. Shouldn’t this temptation be resisted? How?

       Let’s look at the following two assumptions:

Are these assumptions reliable or suspect? It depends. Were reasons found that can justify
them? Are plans in place to reach the new targets? If so, maybe we can accept them.

However, what if there are no new ideas and no new plans to achieve new targets? What if
the bicycle raffle still raises $4,000, while the telephone bill still comes to $1,200? The financial
results will be $2,400 worse than predicted in the budget. We can’t afford such wishful thinking.

So let’s test the assumption: “Last year the bicycle raffle raised $4,000 . . . our problem can
be solved by raising the target to $6,000.”
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2. What happens if the reason is not good enough, and the acceptable

target is only (say) $4,500?
   

C Ask: “Can we increase targets in other projects to make an extra

$1,500?”

C Perhaps good reasons can be found to increase some other

target(s).
   

 3. What happens if none of the other targets can be increased?
   

C Look for an additional project to raise the money.

C Ask: “Can this new project raise $1,500?”, “Do we have the spare

manpower to add this project?” and “Will it compete with any

existing projects?”

C If there is a good answer for each of these questions, then

initiate the new project.
   

4. What happens if no suitable new project can be found to raise the extra

$1,500?
   

C Then the only way of achieving a balanced budget will be:
  

i. to cut some expenses or programs, or

ii. to increase a source of revenue other than fundraising.

A. There must be good enough reasons to accept the change.
  

B. Plans must be in place to achieve the new target (changing numbers is

the beginning, not the end).

  

What about the second assumption?  How will telephone costs be reduced? Well, email
might replace out of town phone calls or the donor phone blitz might be abandoned. But the reasons
must be good enough. If so, and only if so, the change can be accepted:

      So, when the amount of a budget item changes from its value the previous year:

B.2. NUMBER PRESENTATION 

Despite careful testing, budget numbers are only educated guesses. What makes them
educated? To guess the future, we must first understand the past. How can that past be brought to
bear on our future? We list both past (1997 and 1998) and future (1999) side by side:
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   New   Current     Last Year’s

 Budget    Budget   Actual

 (1999)    (1998)   (1997)
  

Revenue Govt. Grants  17,000    19,000    17,500

Sales  16,000    13,000    11,250

Fundraising  21,000    19,000    17,570
  

Total Revenue  54,000    51,000    46,320

Expenses Salaries  26,000    24,000    22,340

Office Expenses   11,000    11,000    10,160

Program Expenses  16,000    15,000    14,020
  

Total Expenses  53,000    50,000    46,520
  

Surplus/(Loss) `    1,000      1,000       (200)

C The current year’s budget (1998) may provide the most recent

information, but the accuracy of its educated guesses won’t be known

until year end.
  

C Last year’s actual numbers (1997) may be totally accurate (and

corrected by an independent accountant in an audit), but they are a

year out of date.
  

C Past numbers can’t take account of new directions. For example,

program changes are expected to increase sales revenue from $13,000

to $16,000 and program expenses from $15,000 to $16,000.

If the figures from both 1998 and 1997 are useful for developing the new 1999 budget, why
not just use them again? Why have some been changed for 1999? Well, however useful these
numbers are as a guide, they have their limitations:

  

 This doesn’t seem encouraging. Is it the best help we have? Past numbers of limited value
and guesses at new directions? Yes, it is the best we have. Every piece of information is a pointer
towards a good number. But how do we turn these pointers into a good prediction? We use our
experienced judgement. This illustrates some of the art of financial management.

Are ours the only organizations having difficulty with predictions? No. National
governments, municipal governments, corporations, businesses and economists all struggle and fail
to predict accurately. Isn’t that distinguished company!
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A joint meeting of the Finance Workgroup and the Fundraising Workgroup

is needed to determine the total fundraising target.

Bicycle Raffle $  4,500

Chair’s Dinner $  1,500

Bingo $  5,000

Gifts in Kind $  6,000

Sponsorships $  2,000

Special Foundation Grant $  2,000
  

Total Fundraising $21,000

C A budget can’t be finalized while fundraising is suspect.
  

C It might be too late for some projects if their dates are not identified

in time.
  

C Without milestones and timelines, how can the  the Board monitor

progress?

B.3. FUNDRAISING

Fundraising estimates are the most difficult task. Why? Because there is a tug-of-war. Don’t
those parties that spend the money usually want a higher target than those that must raise it?
Shouldn’t the two sides negotiate the number? How is this done? We need healthy debate between
the two sides:

The total target for fundraising may be somewhat daunting. It needs to be reduced to its parts.
It looks easier broken up into project targets. For example:

  

Each of these fundraising numbers has to be tested (page A - 64). Once the Fundraising
Workgroup has done that and accepted the challenge, what next? The dates for projects should be
fixed. This will give a year’s project calendar.

How are the dates fixed? It helps to ask questions like: “Do we want to catch donors before
the tax year ends?”, “Will we need the money in time to help cash flow?”, “Will volunteers be free
to do it?”,  “Are facilities available?” and “Can we get ready in time?”

Should the Workgroup have its calendar ready before the new year starts or can it be finished
during the year? The fundraising project calendar should be ready before the year starts:
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C The Executive Director (or a Treasurer when there is no E.D.) is

responsible to the Board alone for budget numbers.
  

C The budget should reach the Board for consideration, not for rubber

stamping.

C  The Board should not be buried in unimportant detail - its attention

should be drawn to the most significant numbers, particularly ones with

changes from last year.
  

C An explanation should be provided for every number that is significant

or different.
  

C A calendar of revenue generating projects should provide targets and

timelines.

Each project needs a project leader to organize it. Responsibilities for this job are listed in
a governance policy in Appendix A (page B - 77). When should these project leaders be in place?
Also before the year starts.

B.5. BOARD PRESENTATION

The first draft of the budget should be shown to the Finance Workgroup, which can offer
advice.

When is the budget ready for the Board? It is ready when all interested parties are satisfied
that the targets for revenue items are both achievable and sufficient to cover expenses (“Annual
income $54,000, annual expenses $53,000”).

Does the Finance Workgroup approve the budget first? No, it is there to help, not to control:

The Executive Director (or a Treasurer if there is no Executive Director) then presents the
new budget to the Board. How should it be presented? What makes it easiest for the Board to
understand? For the budget presentation:

B.6. CASH FLOW ESTIMATES

What else might help us? Cash flow projections. What is cash flow? Cash flows in to us and
cash flows out, like the tide or the waves that beat on the shore.
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To be ready for a cash flow problem, we need cash flow projections.

Monthly Cash Flow

Month:       1     2     3     4     5      6     7     8     9  10        11        12

In  2,000  1,000  1,000  3,000  2,000   2,000  1,000 7,000 8,000  9,000  8,000  10,000

Out  5,000  5,000  5,000  7,000  5,000   5,000  2,000 1,000 5,000  5,000  5,000   3,000

Total (3,000) (4,000) (4,000) (4,000) (3,000) (3,000) (1,000) 6,000 3,000  4,000  3,000   7,000

In the first 7 months:

• The accumulated “cash-in” totals $12,000.

 [$2,000 + 1,000 + 1,000 + 3,000 + 2,000 + 2,000 + 1,000]

C The accumulated “cash-out” totals $34,000.

 [$5,000+  5,000 + 5,000 + 7,000 + 5,000 + 5,000 + 2,000]

C The accumulated “total-cash-flow” after 7 months is a shortage of

$22,000 [the “cash-in”of  $12,000 less the “cash-out”of $34,000].

If we have a balanced budget, why does cash flow matter? Well, which comes first, the
inflow or the outflow? Inflow. Without inflow, we have nothing to flow out. Don’t we have a
problem if the Board accumulates too many expenses before enough revenue has arrived to pay
them? Unless the organization has large enough reserves to bridge this period, it can go bankrupt.

Should we wait until the problem has arrived before trying to solve it? That may be too late.
So we must anticipate:

 How do we make projections? We estimate how much money will flow into the organization
and how much will flow out in each month of the new year. For Example:

 What is expected to happen in the first month? $5,000 will flow out while only $2,000 flows
in, leaving a shortage of $3,000. In fact, aren’t we expecting a shortage in each of the first 7 months?
We are spending more than we receive every month. Then how can the budget still balance? Because
the reverse will happen in the last 5 months. More money will flow in than out.

How much temporary debt might we have? This table doesn’t really show us the magnitude
of the problem. What will? The accumulated cash flows are better (i.e. the year-to-date cash flows).
To find what they are, let’s examine the 7  month:th

       Doing this for every month gives us the following:
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Accumulated Monthly Cash Flow

Month:`      1           2           3            4            5           6            7            8            9            10          11          12

In 2,000    3,000    4,000     7,000     9,000    11,000   12,000    19,000   27,000   36,000   44,000  54,000

Out 5,000  10,000   15,000   22,000   27,000   32,000   34,000   35,000   40,000   45,000   50,000  53,000

Total     (3,000)  (7,000) (11,000) (15,000) (18,000) (21,000) (22,000) (16,000) (13,000) ( 9,000) ( 6,000)    1,000

Revised Accumulated Monthly Cash Flow

Month:`      1       2           3          4           5           6            7          8           9          10           11          12

In  9,000  14,000  22,000  29,000  31,000   33,000  34,000  42,000   46,000  47,000    51,000  54,000

Out  5,000 9,000  14,000  19,000  24,000  29,000  37,000  37,000   38,000  42,000    47,000  53,000

Total  4,000 5,000    8,000  10,000    7,000    4,000  (3,000)   5,000     8,000    5,000      4,000    1,000

Aren’t we in debt every month until the year ends? Won’t this make our bank manager
nervous? He/she might refuse another loan after (say) 3 months. Then what? Bankruptcy could be
the only alternative. Even if the situation doesn’t go that far, won’t this cash shortage cost precious
money to finance?

However, since the problem has been recognised well in advance, can’t we do something?

   

This looks better. Only one month (the 7 ) has a small cash shortage (of $3,000). What’sth

happened? Has the budget changed? No. From the numbers for the twelfth month we can see that
total revenue for the year remains at $54,000, with expenses still at $53,000.

If the budget hasn’t changed, what has? The monthly distribution of cash flow. How was that
achieved? We rearranged revenue dates (maybe by holding some big fund-raisers earlier in the year)
and payment dates (with the help of sympathetic creditors).

What will be the bank’s position on the 7  month shortage? Positive, surely. If the bank isth

advised in advance and shown the cash flow plan, what threat is there in providing a small bridging
loan? The organization appears to be in command of its destiny.

However, if a contingency fund has been built up to (say) $10,000, the organization can loan
itself the $3,000 and avoid going into debt at all.

In the next chapter it will be shown that monthly cash flow projections can also help the
Board monitor progress during the year ( page A - 74).
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a) Make certain that you have the current year’s budget and the past

year’s audited numbers included with the new budget. If you don’t get

them, ask for them and go to the office to get them if necessary.

b) Learn to understand financial reports.

c) Read financial policies.

d) Go through the budget before the board meeting, noting:

C All new budget number that are significantly different from the

current year’s budget number.

C Any other numbers you want to query (e.g. is an expense

appropriate?).

C Whether the budget predicts a surplus or a deficit and how

large it is.

e) Make certain at the Board meeting that satisfactory answers are given

for each of your queries.

f) If being buried in detail, ask a question like: “Which numbers in this

budget most require the Board’s attention?”

g) Object strongly to a budget that predicts a loss large enough to cut into

the contingency fund.

h) Ask for a calendar of fund-raising projects if not provided.

i) Pursue any issues to which an answer is unsatisfactory until all the

information has been provided to the Board.

j) Ask for a cash flow projection if not provided.

B.7. THE ROLE OF THE INDIVIDUAL BOARD MEMBER

       These actions are the first steps in protecting the Board from carelessness.

How can they help in the example on page A - 60? How can it be made more difficult for a
board to spend its contingency fund? Only if the budget predicts a surplus (not a loss) and we are
satisfied that the numbers in the budget are reasonable, should the budget be accepted.

What can an individual board member do? While stopping an incompetent board is not
guaranteed, someone must object strongly to a predicted loss that cuts into the contingency fund
(point g above). Someone has to steward well.
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During the new year: The Board monitors progress (comparing

progress to the budget)
  

After the new year is over: The Board reviews performance (finding how

well things worked and what should change)

“What is”   “What was Predicted”
  

Project X    $1,400       $1,300

 

8:      Financial Management

A. INTRODUCTION
  

      We’ve dealt with the first financial process, the budget. What about the other two?

  

B. MONITORING
  

       To monitor progress is to compare “what is” to “what was predicted”:

  

Are these numbers accurate? Certainly “what is” can be found with accuracy. Isn’t the present
situation always a consequence of the past and the past can be measured. For example, a year-to-date
expense of $1,400 might have come from $200 being spent in each of the previous 7 months.

But where did “what was predicted” originate? It was only a best guess. So “what was
predicted” cannot be accurate. Then how can it be of use to us?

Well, why do we have financial predictions (including the budget)? They guide the Executive
Director (or Treasurer) in his/her spending and income generation. It is the Board’s way of
exercising some operational control over finances.

In addition, by comparing “what is” to “what was predicted”, we get an early warning if we
are drifting off course. Won’t that provide us the time to rectify the situation? Anything that can give
an early warning of danger is valuable - even if it uses guesses.
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“What is”  “What was    Variance   Percentage

         predicted”                     Variance
   

  Expenses for Project X  $1,400 $1,300          $100             7.7 %

  Expenses for Project 3  $9,000 $5,000       $4,000            80 %

A big variance can be a good indicator that an item needs attention.

           Budget       Year-to-Date        %
Variance
Revenue Govt. Grants  17,000    14,000 (18%)

Sales  16,000    11,000 (31%)

Fundraising  21,000      4,000 (81%)

Total Revenue  54,000    29,000 (46%)

Expenses Salaries  26,000      6,500    (75%)

Office Expenses   11,000      2,950 (73%)

Program Expenses  16,000     12,000 (25%)

Total Expenses  53,000     21,450 (60%)

Profit/(Loss) `    1,000      7,550

 How do we know which items might be in danger? What can help us find them? A column
of “variance” is usually added:

What is variance? Consider Project X. This project is over its target of $1,300 by $100.
That’s the variance. Or we can express the variance as the percentage off course:    $100 is 7.7% of
$1,300. Is that variance worthy of our attention? No, Both $100 and 7.7% show a small difference
from the target.

 Might Project 3 be a cause of danger? Well, the variance is $4,000 over the $5,000
prediction. It’s over by 80% ($4,000 is 80% of $5,000)! Surely that does need attention.

B.1. USING THE BUDGET

One example of “what was predicted” is the budget. For this, the “what is” consists of the
year-to-date actual revenue and expense amounts. It’s what has happened so far. For example:

The variance percentages are all in parentheses, indicating negative numbers.

 Nothing has a small variance. Does it all need attention? Has progress failed to unfold as it
should? Are we way off budget?
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        Proportional   Year

  Budget       To Date  Variance
  

Revenue Govt. Grants    4,250    14,000  229%

Sales    4,000    11,000  175%

Fundraising    5,250      4,000 ( 24%)

Total Revenue   13,500    29,000  115%
  

Expenses Salaries    6,500      6,500         0%

Office Expenses    2,750      2,950      7%

Program Expenses    4,000    12,000  200%

Total Expenses  13,250    21,450    62%
  

Profit/(Loss)      250      7,550

Possibly, but supposing these year-to-date numbers were measured after only 3 months. At
that time wouldn’t we expect only 25 % of the salary budget to have been spent? This would leave
75% remaining. Aren’t salaries on target? For the “Salaries” item, nothing is wrong.

While all large variances need to be examined carefully, some do not provide useful
information.

B.2. USING A PROPORTIONAL BUDGET

  
     What can we do about this? Is the following of any more help?

Column #1 has been called a “proportional budget”. What does that mean? Well, for
example, all numbers in the proportional budget column are one quarter of the full budget numbers.
Why? Because only 3 months have passed.

A proportional budget works well for salaries, which are shown to be on target (0%
variance). It works well for office expenses, which are only slightly off target (7%). Where else does
it work well? For any revenue or expense which is spread evenly throughout the year.

But what about the rest? Why do government grants, sales revenue and program expenses
have such huge variances (229 %, 175 % and 300 %)? Because they are not spread evenly. They are
concentrated in the early months. One way of trying to deal with this is to use proportional numbers
for these items in the Year-to-Date column as well as in the Budget column (e.g., after 3 months,
$3,500 would be the year-to-date government grants, one quarter of the full amount).

B.3. USING CASH FLOW

What else can help? Another way of monitoring progress is to use cash flow:
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         Year-to-Date   Actual      Variance

         Cash Flow    Year-to-date

        Projections      Cash Flow

Revenue Govt. Grants  14,000    14,000     0%

Sales  10,000    11,000   10%

Fundraising    3,000      4,000   33%

Total Revenue  27,000    29,000     7%

Expenses Salaries    6,500      6,500      0%

Office Expenses    2,750      2,950      7%

Program Expenses  10,000    12,000    20%

Total Expenses  19,250    21,450    11%

1. One on each number to which the Board should pay particular attention

(with an explanation of its significance).

2. One specifying the Executive Director’s best guess at the year end

surplus or loss.

3. One specifying each corrective action recommended.

 This time the “what was predicted” numbers are the year-to-date accumulated cash flow
projections (page A - 69). “What is” numbers are the actual year-to-date accumulated cash flows. 

Does this cash flow analysis suggest any problems? Well, for program expenses, 20% more
cash has flowed out than was expected. Shouldn’t we look carefully into the reasons why? We need
to know whether these reasons are threatening or harmless.

Do we worry about the extra money in sales and fundraising? No, those are beneficial
variances. They help us in the battle to ensure that income exceeds expenses. We only worry about
variances in cash flow revenue when they are negative, showing that we aren’t raising enough
revenue.

B.4. DIAGNOSING PROBLEMS

Which of the three comparisons of “what is” to “what was predicted” in B.1, B.2 and B.3
above can accurately diagnose a problem? None of them. Can any other reports do better? Not really.
No report is guaranteed to diagnose a problem, but they can all help.

We do the best possible, using any reports that can give warning signals. Experience gives
us a “nose” for detecting when action is needed. However, isn’t an Executive Director (or Treasurer)
is in a position to have the best “nose”? The Board should ask for its monthly financial reports to
contain a set of documented notes:
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If your board doesn’t get such a report, ask the Executive Director at every

meeting: “Can you see any reason why we might be over budget at year end?”

Budget Year to date Variance

Revenue

   Fundraising $10,000  $15,300 53%

Expenses

   Fundraising

Hall Rental    $1,000

Supplies       3,000

Bicycle        1,000

Bingo License         400

Bingo Prizes      2,000

Total        $0    $7,400 Infinite

B.5. FUND-RAISING NUMBERS
  

     The budget column for fundraising below shows $10,000 in revenue and zero in expenses.

What does this mean? Surely we can’t raise funds without any expenses? No. It means that
we hope to raise $10,000 by having a revenue of $10,000 above expenses - but we don’t know what
the expenses are. $10,000 is a net figure (income less expenses).

Isn’t this confusing? The actual year-to-date fundraising numbers in the next column are
separated into revenue and expenses. With an income of $15,300 to date, the revenue item appears
to be 53% above budget. That looks good, but is it?

On the other hand, don’t expenses look really bad? The budget specified them as zero. What
do the resulting huge variances tell us? Nothing useful.

The reality, of course, is that we need the year-to-date net fundraising revenue 
(total revenue - total expenses):   $15,300 - $7,400= $7,900. Isn’t this the number to be compared
to the budgeted net revenue of $10,000? Such a proper comparison of net revenue is not obvious.

A board member may need to do the calculation above and compare net figures. The same
may need to be done for any independently funded projects.
  

B.6. CORRECTIVE ACTION
  

As new year-to-date numbers are determined each month, the Board should receive revised
budget numbers, if necessary. How does this revision help? By providing corrective action(s) that
can return the budget to balance:
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Whenever the latest predictions suggest a year end loss, the budget

can be returned to balance by:   

a) cutting back expense predictions, and/or

b) increasing revenue predictions.

Hold another dinner: $1,000 target

Cut program expenses by $500: $   500

Cut the $1,000 surplus predicted: $1,000

Result of corrective action $2,500

1. Board meetings need to be timed well:
  

A. Late enough in the month for previous month end reports to be

ready.

B. Early enough for the numbers to be reasonably current.
  

2. The Board should receive its financial reports before the monthly

meeting, giving members a chance to read them and prepare questions.

C Learn to understand the organization’s monthly financial statements,

asking for help if needed.
   

C Review monthly financial and fundraising reports before the meeting.
  

C Make Certain that the Executive Director provides written notes on

numbers, predictions and corrective actions.

However, this is can only be done if the changes are tested and plans put in place to ensure
that they are achieved (see page A - 64).

For example, supposing the bicycle raffle only raises $2,000 instead of the predicted $4,500.
What can we do? We might deal with this $2,500 discrepancy in the following way:

  

Is that enough? Will that solve the problem? As long as we take action. Don’t we need to
organize the extra dinner and implement the cut in program expenses?
  

B.7. MEETINGS AND REPORTS
  

To be able to find such problems quickly, doesn’t the Board need reports that are “hot off the
press”? It also needs time to study them. How is this achieved?

  

B.8. BOARD MEMBER RESPONSIBILITY
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C Make certain that satisfactory explanations are given for:
  

C Any large variances in budget or cash flow numbers.

C Any milestones not met in fundraising.
  

C If notes are not provided, ask the Executive Director (or Treasurer):

“Can you see any reasons why we might be over budget at year end?”
  

C Make certain that corrective action is being taken whenever necessary.
  

C Insist upon complete and timely information with understandable

reports.
  

C Never, never be afraid to ask questions.

How can these steps prevent board carelessness? For example, how can they help protect a
contingency fund (pages A - 60 & A - 71)? If the budget was balanced and there are no major
variances, the contingency fund won’t be spent.

C. REVIEWING THE RESULTS

After the financial year is over, agencies that fund the organization usually require its
financial records to be reviewed (or audited) by a qualified accountant. As an example, in Canada
this might result in the following reports:

Information Description

 Statement of Operations (or 

 similar title)

The year’s final numbers compared to those

from the previous year (see below).

 Statement of Financial Position

 (or similar title, such as Balance 

 Sheet)

A year end snapshot of assets (what is

owned) and liabilities (what is owed).

 Statement of Cash Flows A record of how money came in and how it

went out.

 Notes on the Financial Statements Information or comment to explain

accounting policies and other matters.

 A Management Letter Advice to the Board on where 

improvement can be made in controls.

  

What do these reports look like? Let’s look at the Statement of Operations. It is of a similar
format to that of the budget.

As noted earlier, parentheses indicate a negative number:
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Statement of Operations
  

    1998     1997
  

Revenue Govt. Grants    18,400    17,500

Sales    12,900    11,250

Fundraising    19,300    17,570

Total Revenue    50,600    46,320
  

Expenses Salaries    26,500     22,340    

Office Expenses    10,200     10,160

Program Expenses    15,100     14,020

Total Expenses    51,800     46,520
  

Surplus/(Loss)              (1,200)        (200)
  

Accumulated Surplus/(Deficit), start of year       900         1,100

Accumulated Surplus/(Deficit), end of year      (300)         900

1. Whether there has been a surplus or a loss (deficit) and by how much

(Total Revenue minus Total Expenses).
  

2. How this year’s numbers compare to last year’s.
  

3. How much we are in debt (accumulated deficit) or how much we own

(accumulated surplus).

1. At the start of 1997, we owned an accumulated surplus of $1,100.
  

2. At the end of 1997, we had lost $200, leaving us with a reduced

accumulated surplus of $900:

$1,100 - $200 = $900
  

3. We started 1998 with the same $900 accumulated surplus.
  

4. At the end of 1998, we had lost $1,200, leaving us with an accumulated

deficit of ($300):

$900 - $1,200 = ($300)

     The Statement of Operations can give us three important pieces of information:

     Accumulated surpluses and accumulated deficits need more explanation:

For the Statement of Operations, money is usually allocated to the year in which a good or
service was or will be acquired or delivered. How is that done? The accountant must sort through
material transactions from around the year end to see in which year to place them.
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C Review the complete audit soon after its receipt.
  

C Compare the final year end numbers to the original budget to find ways

to improve future predictions (a report with the two sets of numbers

side by side can be prepared by the Executive Director or Treasurer).

A parents association board raises $7,000 to buy books for the school library.

The school principal phones the association Chair and says:

“I have just spent $1,000 to take the senior class on a trip to the museum.

Could I please have a cheque.”

C.1. BOARD RESPONSE

  
What happens now? The Finance Workgroup helps the Executive Director (or Treasurer if

there is no Executive Director):
   

  

     The Executive Director (Treasurer) makes recommendations to the Board for change.
  

D. FINANCIAL  POLICIES

Financial policies are essential. What do they do? They direct the Board and limit the
freedom of an Executive Director (or Treasurer). What can happen without them? Waste, misuse
of funds, conflict with the law, extra work, etc.

How can a policy help in the example on pages A - 60, A - 71 and A - 78 (protecting the
contingency fund)? The following policy helps. It is made simpler to understand by separating the
“what” and “why” (the EF policy - Chapter 2,  page A - 19) from the “how” (the operational policy).

Framework: The Organization must be protected against financial threat.

Operational: We keep a  contingency fund that:
  

1. Must always be maintained at a quarter of the annual budget.
    

2. Cannot be spent.
  

3. In a serious emergency, can only be used as collateral for a loan.
    

      The actual amount of the contingency fund depends upon the organization and its needs. Here
is another example:

It is too late to prevent $1,000 being spent for the wrong purpose. What policy would have
helped? The Principal should have been provided something like the following:
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C Learn to understand financial reports.

C Read financial policies.

C Loudly protest incompetence.

C To ask questions until the right financial path is clear to us.

C To persuade the rest of the Board when we know the right path.

Ends Framework: The purpose of the Library Fund is to buy books for the

school library.

Operational:    1. The Library Fund is not spent for any other purpose. 

2. The Association approves any Expenditure beforehand.

  

This could have prevented $1,000 being wasted. But is it too late now to put the policy in
place? Would we be closing the barn door after the horse has gone? Well, we shouldn’t forget that
there are 6 other horses in the barn ($6,000). It becomes critically important to put the policy in place
before funds are misused a second time.

But what enables the Board to enforce this policy? The fact that the Board, not the Principal,
controls the money.

Then how can the Board protect against its own mistakes? How do policies stop a board that
doesn’t read its policies, thinks it knows better than its predecessors and controls its own money?
How do we, for example, stop a board spending its contingency fund?

They can’t. As long as a majority vote is obtained, a board can do what it likes. Policies
only define what should happen. They guide competent boards.

Would it help to turn a policy into a by-law? Then it cannot be changed without member
approval. Unfortunately, even its by-laws can be ignored by a poor Board.

So individual board members should be prepared to fight ignorance and incompetence. That’s
why every board member must:

One single board member can persuade the Board to properly steward the organization’s
assets and ensure that it makes good decisions. Isn’t that the leadership (page A - 13) for which every
board member is responsible? Each of us has a duty:

That finishes the orientation section of the book. Parts B and C will provide the methods for
achieving the prescription outlined in Chapters 2 to 6 of Part A.
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C We should think of a board meeting as a performance.
 

C It needs a good agenda (the equivalent of a score), a strong chair (the

equivalent of a conductor), formal rules and good preparation.

Part B Management
   

9:        Board Meetings

A. INTRODUCTION

Where do we make decisions? In board meetings. So good decisions require good board
meetings. What makes them good board meetings? Being effective (getting the right results) and
being efficient (finishing in a short time). How do we make our meetings effective and efficient?
One requirement is teamwork and recognizing what kind of team a board is.

Chapter 11 (page B - 24) describes 3 kinds of teams, one of which is a “disciplined” team.
What is the aim of a disciplined team? High performance. The best example of a disciplined team
is the symphony orchestra. Player performances are so perfectly matched in timing and interpretation
that the symphony orchestra almost sounds like a single instrument. 

How does a symphony orchestra achieve such a high level of performance despite changing
membership, single concert players, cliques, conflicts and minimal contact between concerts? A
symphony performance succeeds because there is a score to be followed, a conductor to lead, formal
rules and good preparation.

Any board also performs best by functioning as a disciplined team. Our methods should be
similar to those of a symphony orchestra:
 

 Since preparation takes place before the board meeting, it is nurture and will be dealt with
separately (Chapter 12, page B - 28). In this chapter we will focus on what takes place during the
meeting. We will use an educational example, oriented towards boards of regular size (9 to 15
members). Large boards create a complexity that requires much more formality.

 B. RULES AND PRACTICES

B.1. COMMONSENSE PRACTICES
  

The following are a set of commonsense practices that the Chair can use to improve
meetings. The Chair should:
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C Set the same monthly day for the year’s meetings (e.g., every third

Tuesday of the month).
  

C Make certain that someone calls or emails all board members in advance

to remind them of the meeting.
  

C Start the meeting on time, with or without a quorum (majority of

members). Motions can be called later after a quorum has arrived.
  

C Create a warm, open atmosphere and use humour.
  

C Be a referee, not a player (if a chair must contribute to debate, he/she

should ask someone else to chair the meeting temporarily).
  

C Avoid long personal reports (other board members should report). 
  

C Allow no other conversations.
  

C Ask that no one speak without permission from the Chair.
  

C Ensure that reports are short
  

C See that everyone has a chance to speak.

C If the same arguments keep being made over and over, tell the Board

what is happening and move on. Don’t let the meeting run in circles.
  

C If one person dominates meetings, speak to him/her privately.
  

C Treat the Executive Director and board members alike in the meeting,

except that the E.D. cannot propose/second motions or vote.
  

C Manage conflict (page B - 13) and strive for consensus (but do not

water down the issue to get it).
  

C Ensure that debate sticks to the current issue.
  

C Keep close to the scheduled times. Move nimbly through the routine and

operational items.

  

C If the Board gets unexpectedly struck on an early agenda item, find a

way to postpone debate (by moving it to later in the meeting or by

asking someone to investigate after the meeting) and move on.
  

C Never allow the agenda to be preempted by a new item that emerges

during the meeting, but schedule the item later in the meeting.
   

C Immediately recapitulate anything important that needs clarification.
  

C At the end of the meeting, clarify what tasks must be completed, who

has to complete them and by when
  

C If meetings are unsatisfactory in some way, look for the problem in

Appendix C (page B - 94) and apply the suggested solutions.   

C If the meeting is long, allow a break.
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1. The quorum (the attendance needed for board motions to be passed) is

a simple majority of the board members (the next whole number above

50%).
  

2. A motion (a statement to formalise a decision that the Board approves

or rejects) requires both a mover (recommending the motion) and a

seconder (supporting the recommendation).
   

3. Debate on an issue should take place after a motion has been moved and

seconded (except in a “Committee of the Whole” - page B - 11).
  

4. The mover of a motion may speak to that motion, but may not speak a

second time until everyone else who wants to speak has spoken (unless

asked by the Chair to answer a question).
  

5. If a member wishes to amend the current motion:
  

< A new motion can replace the current one if the mover and

seconder agree to the change.
  

< If the mover and seconder do not so agree, a motion to amend

the current motion can be used as follows:

< The motion for amendment is moved and seconded.

< A vote is taken on this amendment motion.

< A second vote is taken on the current motion, amended

or not according to the result of the first vote.
   

6. Before calling for a vote, the Chair should have the motion stated

clearly.
  

7. A motion is carried (accepted) by a simple majority of those present

(the next whole number above 50%).
  

8. With a tie, the motion is lost, unless the Chair then votes for it.
  

9. A “Committee of the Whole” allows free, open debate (page B - 11).
  

10. The Chair can join in debate by asking someone else to chair.
  

11. An Executive Director (ex officio) doesn’t have a vote.

B.2. Robert’s Rules

Any formal meeting, like a symphony performance or any game, can only operate properly
if it has formal rules. Which rules? Robert’s parliamentary rules of order have had worldwide use
for well over 100 years. Should we use them?

What about three board members meeting informally for lunch. What formal rules do they
need? Not much. What about parliaments? They need everything. And board meetings? Shouldn’t
we use something in between? Shouldn’t we practice those Robert’s rules that can improve our
meetings and those that the Law requires? The following important Robert’s rules are recommended
for regular-sized boards. Large boards will need more.
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12. Any member with a conflict of interest (possible personal gain or loss

from the result of a vote) should leave the room during discussion of

the item of conflict and not vote.

Always help make a board meeting successful by:
  

C Respecting the Chair’s discipline.

C Debating & reporting briefly.
  

C Using the board meeting suggestions for reasonable care (Section E.2. -

page A - 12).
    

C Suggesting appropriate solutions from Appendix C (page B - 94) to the

Chair.

B.3. MEMBER RESPONSIBILITY

Who is responsible for turning meetings into high performances? Is it only the Chair? Isn’t
he/she in charge of the meeting? How should he/she run it? Skilfully, with firmness, fairness and
tact. Where does he/she pick up the skill? It takes experience.

But how do we get the experience to become a good chair? By serving first as an
inexperienced chair. So won’t meetings often be run by inexperienced chairs?

What can we do about it? Shouldn’t we all provide help? Aren’t we all responsible for
successful meetings?

C. THE AGENDA 

What is a board agenda? It’s a plan to organize the meeting and a checklist to ensure that
nothing is missed. It’s the menu that drives the feast. Should it be formal? Yes, formality helps a
board meeting to be disciplined. And we should circulate this agenda to members in advance.

Who prepares the agenda? The Chair (after consultation with an Executive Director). Why?
The Chair should make certain that the Board’s time is spent on the important EF issues. We need
to keep the time spent on operational issues to a minimum.

Why does a meeting need a plan? Isn’t there the same amount of business whichever way we
tackle it? Yes, but an unplanned meeting will take longer, be less effective and frustrate the Board.
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1. Routine Items With routine items early on the agenda, work gets

    (FAST) done quickly while the Board is fresh. Much of the

Board’s stewardship requires attention, but little time.

   

2. Decisions These are well understood issues that will be voted on

at the current meeting. 

3. Debate These are major issues that will not be voted on at this 

   (REFLECTIVE) meeting. They are interesting and challenging items,

mostly concerned with EF issues.

Consider the symphony’s performance. That’s planned. Aren’t there separate faster and
slower movements? A performance doesn’t jump back and forth between them.

Doesn’t a board meeting need something similar? It helps if we have a fast “movement”, a
decisive “movement” and a reflective “movement” Different types of items require different mind
sets. Jumping between them reduces the meeting’s effectiveness.

      A good way of organizing a board meeting is in 3 parts:

C.1. ROUTINE ITEMS

     What kinds of items are routine? A useful way of categorizing them is as follows.

  

Approval of the Agenda The Board adds to or rearranges agenda items.

Conflict of Interest The Chair asks if any board member has a conflict

of interest for any agenda item (due to potential

personal, family or company gain from that motion).

Approval of the Minutes Members correct errors in the minutes.

Business arising out of

the Minutes 

Follow-up action on small, routine issues from the

last meeting is discussed. 

Reports Routine, regular committee/staff reports are

given, that are not expected to take much  time.

New Business Minor new issues that have arisen since the last

meeting can be addressed.

A month-by-month

schedule (see section C.1.a.

below)

This organizes the Board’s annual business and

keeps it on track. We can check that progress is

satisfactory on items needed for (say) the next

two monthly meetings.
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 • Raise an annually recurring issue for board discussion.
   

 • At a later date make recommendations to the Board on the issue.

We should only include items that can be dealt with quickly in the routine section. As a
general rule, it needs to finish as quickly as possible and not take longer than about 30 minutes. What
can we do with anything requiring more time?

It should be placed further down as its own agenda item. Can we always tell which routine
items won’t be quick? No. A routine item can unexpectedly become difficult (e.g. a routine financial
report can identify a major problem). What should the Chair do if this happens in the meeting? Stop
discussion and move the item to later in the agenda. A meeting stuck on “Business arising out of the
Minutes” after an hour and a half is in deep trouble.
  

C.1.a. MONTH-BY-MONTH SCHEDULE
  

How do we ensure that the Board does not forget its annual responsibilities? How do we
avoid too many decisions reaching the Board at the same time? A category is noted above in which
we review at each meeting our month-by-month schedule for the Board’s regular annual activities
(see the example policy in Appendix A, page B - 75). The Chair needs to keep the Board’s attention
on this schedule, which tells us when each committee or individual must:

C.2. DECISIONS
  

We recognise that issues may arise out of the minutes, may be included in a report or may
be derived from new business. From where else do they arrive? There isn’t anywhere else. Then why
not include major decisions in these three routine sections? Because significant decisions need more
time and more attention. They don’t fit into a fast, routine section.

Do we create our motions during the meeting? Preferably not. Motions for approval are better
if carefully thought out in advance. If we need a decision from the Board, we should bring and
distribute a motion.

What are the chances of our recommendation being accepted? If the Board has been helped
to understand the issue and has had time to think about it, it will usually approve the
recommendation.

If dissatisfied with the recommendation, does the Board vote for an alternative? It might, but
it normally shouldn’t. The issue is usually best sent back for further investigation.
  

C.3. DEBATE  (REFLECTIVE)
  

The Board delegates its investigations to subcommittees, officers and the Executive Director.
Recommendations are brought back for board approval. Meetings are run with discipline.
Recommendations are usually accepted. Isn’t our board just a rubber stamp? How can we express
our opinion? How are we exercising any leadership?
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C By passing a motion to do so, the Board can become a “Committee of the

Whole” for debate.
  

C A Committee of the Whole has no motions or decisions.
  

C This allows discipline to be more relaxed and ideas to flow more freely. 

The Board should lead by debating progress reports on the issue at meetings before the one
in which any recommendations are made. These progress reports should present alternatives or ask
questions of the Board, but not make recommendations. Doesn’t a recommendation before
discussion cut off our choices? And won’t a fait accompli have a rough ride at a board meeting?

With comprehensible alternatives before us, we can indicate what our board is likely to
accept and what it is likely to reject. Shouldn’t anyone seeking the Board’s later approval listen to
our input first? Shouldn’t we be educated and prepared for our decision-making in advance?

For such debate, the meeting needs to become more relaxed. But after relaxing  can the mind
set return to discipline? No. So where does free debate fit best?  Doesn’t it belong after the formal
business? As the last section of the meeting?

If we do this, how do we change the mind set from formality to free flowing discussion? One
useful Robert suggestion is the “Committee of the Whole”.

What about the poor Chair? He/she has all the responsibility, but, as referee, is unable to
express a personal opinion. How can the Chair participate in debate? By asking another member to
take over as meeting chair whenever he/she feels the need to contribute to debate.
  

C.4. AN EXAMPLE
   

      The agenda principles suggested above are demonstrated in the following example:

Utopia Theatre Group Inc.

Regular Board Meeting: 22  March, 1997 at the Utopia Theatre
nd

A G E N D A

R O U T I N E     7.00 pm   

1. Approval of the Agenda
  

2. Conflict of Interest 

   

3. Approval of the January 18 , 1997 Minutes
th

  

4. Business Arising out of the Minutes    7.10 pm   

4.1 Fundraising Canvass     

4.2 New Orientation Manual

4.3 Theatre Fire Hazard

4.4 Possible New Policies  
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5. Routine Reports     7.15 pm

5.1 Finance Report from the Executive Director

5.2 Fundraising Report from the Executive Director

5.3 Operational Report from the Executive Director
  

6. New Business    7.25 pm

6.1 Complaints from Subscribers

6.2 Input from the National Theatre group
  

7. Month-by-Month Schedule
  

D E C I S I O N S    7.30 pm

8. Election of the Board Development Committee
  

9. Approval of the 1999 Budget
  

D E B A T E    7.45 pm

10. Committee of the Whole

10.1 Leadership Committee

10.2 Programs
  

11. Next Meeting
    

12. Adjournment

The secret to minimizing Board frustration is to get all routine business

finished quickly and to debate all meaty issues at the end of a board meeting.

  

Why have the timings on the right? The Chair, will find it easier to keep the meeting on track.
The plan for this meeting is to deal with all routine material in half an hour and get to the debate in
45 minutes.

An example policy on how meetings are to be run is given on page B - 87. Let’s hope that
we are organized enough to get such a meeting over within an hour and a half. If meetings run three
hours, the Chair, the Executive Director and/or committees are doing their job poorly.

Occasionally there may be good reason for debate to be prolonged. Then when should the
meeting stop? Debate should continue while the Board is enjoying itself. But what should happen
when the Board has had enough? The meeting should finish (or at least have a break).

If debate runs until we get tired, won’t we become frustrated? Why should we? For what
causes frustration? A tired board that still has routine and urgent work remaining. But hasn’t this
meeting plan dispensed with these items before the debate? So:

If we do not have a fixed meeting schedule for the year, it will be necessary to fix the date
and time of the next meeting in the “Next Meeting” agenda item. The meeting ends with a motion
to adjourn.
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D. CONFLICT MANAGEMENT
  

We’ve all been at meetings where conflict flared. It seems to put up barriers and waste a lot
of time. Doesn’t it frustrate and exhaust any mover of a motion?

Supposing we are an observer of conflict rather than a protagonist or antagonist. How do we
feel about it then ? Here we can recognize our ambiguity. While most of us avoid conflict for
ourselves, we are fascinated to watch others face it. Isn’t conflict what interests us in a play or a film
(or even a board meeting)?

Conflict keeps our attention. It awakens our mental abilities. It can bring richness to debate.
It can show us what we might have missed. It can test our hypotheses. Shouldn’t constructive conflict
be welcomed? A board without conflict probably isn’t doing very much.

Board members chosen to bring different objectives, to have different perspectives or to
represent different groups are bound to disagree. Conflict is a fact of life in Western Civilization.
Haven’t we settled things in an adversarial manner from the knights who fought for their kings to
the lawyers who serve this function today?

Then shouldn’t the Chair, the officers and board members be particularly careful not to take
it personally? Conflict happens. It’s normal.

However, it’s conflict of ideas we want. Conflict of personality is more destructive. Some
of us are unable to confront an opposing point of view without becoming angry. The issue of
cognitive dissonance and its effect was noted in Chapter 1 (page A - 14).

What happens if such disagreement is suppressed by the Chair? The controversy can “go
underground”. It can become an issue that it never talked about, but always present at meetings (the
so called “elephant in the room”). This causes organizational dysfunction and has to be addressed
with the help of a outside facilitator (see Chapter 16, page C - 11).

However, can’t the Chair minimize the frequency with which occasions of destructive
conflict erupt? If he/she sees one coming, it’s a good idea to talk to protagonist and antagonist before
the board meeting and try to understand what they want. The Chair should listen carefully to both
sides of the issue. One person should not have his/her needs met at the expense of another. There
may be a way of turning a win/lose situation into a win/win.

Then again, the Chair isn’t always able to predict conflict or prevent conflict. Destructive
conflict can enter any board meeting. If so, the Chair must manage it. How does a chair do that?

It helps to always ensure that everyone has equal opportunity to speak, to encourage board
members to listen to each other’s points of view, to insist on courtesy, to keep asking “why?” (why
is his/her position so important to each protagonist - “Why?” directs us to the cause of the
difference), to listen carefully, to help the Board enter each side’s shoes, to continually seek to
clarify the issue and, above all, to maintain the role of referee, never participant. 
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If conflict cannot be prevented before a board meeting or managed

within the meeting:
  

1. The Chair should limit the waste of board time in trying to resolve it. 
  

2. The issue should be delegated to a smaller group by:
   

   < asking an existing subcommittee, 

< setting up an ad-hoc subcommittee, or 

< arranging an informal meeting
   

to investigate the issue and report back. 

However, that can be a tall order for the Chair and the board’s meeting time should not be
wasted on fruitless endeavor. Is the Board even a good place to resolve conflict? No, the Board is
too large for the close relationships needed. Board meetings are public forums where members must
save face. Anyone committing strongly to a position perceives retraction to be a humiliating loss.
And is an angry person likely to become calmer while awaiting a turn to speak? Hardly.
  

The Chair should continue trying to resolve conflict outside board meetings. If it can’t be
prevented before the meeting and starts taking time during the meeting, it has to be dealt with after
the board meeting. Where should it go?
   

What about sending it to a small subcommittee? Aren’t they better at managing conflict?
Aren’t they more private? Can’t they focus better on conflict between issues? Isn’t negotiation
easier? Isn’t there more peer pressure for agreement? It is hard for a member of a small group to
remain unreasonable. Yes, small subcommittees are better at managing conflict.
  

If the issue is too minor to gear up the subcommittee mechanism, an alternative flexible and
private medium is the small informal meeting. For example, a meeting between the Chair, or
designate, and the leading protagonist and antagonist could be arranged.

Does this small group need to listen to those causing the conflict? Or is it better to decide
upon a recommendation without being confused by opinion? Well what do those in conflict want?
Often people only want to be heard and made to feel that their contribution is valued. Listening is
the key to effective conflict management. We may be prepared to accept not getting our way, but not
being heard first is infuriating.

Who should be the target audience of a report or recommendation brought back to the Board?
It is best to appeal to those who are flexible on the issue and willing to listen. If they are convinced
of the quality of study and the reasonableness of the solution, that solution will have their support.
What then happens to anyone who recognizes that his/her cause has been lost? Isn’t there an
incentive to abandon that cause? It is always better to be on the winning side.

This seems too easy. Isn’t there more to conflict management? In some situations. The Chair
must decide whether or not the conflict is really about the issue under discussion or a symptom of
another, deeper, unresolved conflict (an “elephant in the room”such as racism or a competition
between two different groups). If it is, then there may be a need to bring in an independent facilitator
to resolve the real and deeper cause of conflict (page C - 11).
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Supposing the protagonist or antagonist refuses to compromise or drop the issue. Shouldn’t
the Chair ask for his/her resignation from the Board? And if he/she won’t resign? The last resort is
to ask for a motion from the Board to end board membership. However, the Chair needs to consult
with all members outside a board meeting to make certain that such a motion would pass.

If there is no deeper problem and no stubborn board member, we should remember that we
are dealing with citizens invited to join a board, not civil war or family crisis. Won’t any team like
the Board (meeting once a month, turning over frequently and hard to bring together) have very
different needs and options than (say) a workplace team that works together 40 hours a week?

E. IN CAMERA SESSIONS 

Periodically it is necessary for the Board to hold confidential meetings or to make a portion
of a regular meeting confidential. The technical term for this is that the session is being held “in
camera”.

Who is at in camera meetings? For some issues - where the Executive Director’s input is
essential - board members and the Executive Director only are present. All staff, guests and public
are asked to leave a regular meeting during the in camera session.

However, if the in camera session is about the Executive Director - for example, if the Chair
is collecting input for the Executive Director’s performance review - only board members will be
present.

Why are in camera meetings needed? Examples of issues which require in camera sessions
are: personal matters, labour relations, salary negotiations, potential litigation, confidential advice,
protection of privacy, personal board conflict and any matters where the Board considers public
discussion would be prejudicial to the organization’s interests.

Otherwise, board meetings should be open to guests, staff and public. Transparency inspires
increased honesty in the Board’s dealings.

Personal Conflict

  What should you do if you find yourself involved in a major conflict - on

one side or the other? Here’s a suggested rule to follow:
  

1. If the issue isn’t important to you, back off and don’t fight it.

2. If the issue is of critical importance to you:

< Insist on your position while showing respect for your opposition.

< Offer to meet with your opposition outside the meeting.

< If you lose, lose gracefully, but consider returning to the issue in

a few months, when board member cognitive dissonance (page 

A - 14) may have been resolved in your favour.

3. Otherwise seek a win/win compromise.
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C Standing committees exist continuously.
  

C Ad-hoc (or special) committees are set up for a specific task and

disbanded when that task is complete.

Structure

10:      Board Subcommittees
& Workgroups

A. INTRODUCTION 

Board meetings may be important for decision-making, but when do we get the work done?
Outside and between meetings. Who does the work? What did we say on page A- 34?
    

C The Board delegates EF (Ends Framework) investigations to board subcommittees. After
its investigation each committee  reports back to the Board with recommendations

   

C The Board delegates the operational workload to the Executive Director. He/she can get
volunteer help on this workload from board members through workgroups. They have no
authority or chair. They are organized and run by the Executive Director, who reports their
progress to the Board (in an Arts organization - which has an Artistic Director as well as an
Executive Director - any artistic workgroup should be run by the Artistic Director).

  

Why were workgroups recommended for operational activity rather than committees? They
ensure Executive Director accountability, reduce ambiguity, avoid conflict between a committee
Chair and the Executive Director, and don’t waste time second-guessing the Executive Director.
Then how do we provide direction to the Executive Director? Though policies and performance
reviews, not through second-guessing.

      Board subcommittees come in two categories:

  Why might we need an ad-hoc committee? A good example would be a selection committee
to recommend a new Executive Director (or a new Artistic Director for an Arts organization). In the
years between each change of director, there is no selection work to be done - and it is a waste to
create a standing committee that has no work.

Which standing subcommittees and workgroups are essential? We will suggest some in this
chapter. For each one identified, sample terms of reference are in Appendix A (page B - 75).
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B. STANDING COMMITTEES & WORKGROUPS

On what basis should a committee structure be chosen? There are obviously many ways of
setting it up, but it is best to follow these principles:

Under these principles, we should look at our present committees and ask ourselves: “Does
every committee serve a component of the Board Role? Is any committee wrongly dealing with
operational issues?” For any subcommittee we find dealing with operational issues, we should scrap
the committee or turn it into a workgroup (or move that responsibility from the Executive Director
role to the Board Role).

Committees investigate and make recommendations. How can we find a sample
committee/workgroup structure to do it? By looking at the components of the Board Role (page A -
54) and asking ourselves what method might we use for in-depth investigations into each one. In the
table below, role components are split up between Management and Leadership roles.

   

Board Role Method of

Investigation

MANAGEMENT

Stewardship   

1. Delegates all Ends Framework investigations to subcommittees.

2. Delegates all operational responsibility to the Executive

Director.

3. Stewards the performance of both subcommittees and

Executive Director by:

• Monitoring their progress in board meetings.

• Approving satisfactory progress and recommendations.

• Taking action to correct unsatisfactory progress or

recommendations.

Executive Director

Reports

Committee Reports

from all committees

Committee/Workgroup Principles
  

A) Investigations for any component of the Board Role should be allocated

to one and only one committee.
   

B) No committee should be created unless it serves a component of the

Board role.
   

C) Any work in the operational area (an Executive Director responsibility)

should be allocated to a workgroup rather than a committee.
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Executive   

1. Appoints and is the legal employer of the Executive Director.

2. Arranges for operational management during any temporary

period without an Executive Director.

3. Annually reviews the performance of the Executive Director.

4. Maintains, through staff exit interviews, an early warning

system to limit internal problems.

5. Hears complaints from clients and staff grievances in writing.

6. Ensures protection against unnecessary risk.

7. Periodically reviews operational policies to ensure that they are

consistent with board Ends Framework policies.

Chair Advisory

Committee

Financial  

1. Ensures the financial accountability and financial security of

the organization.

2. Ensures a proper audit and appropriate response to that audit.

Finance Workgroup

Fundraising

1. Achieves sufficient fundraising to meet financial needs. Fundraising Workgroup

Other    

1. Assists the Executive Director with other operational issues as

requested.

Other Workgroups

LEADERSHIP

Policy 

1. Develops and maintains all necessary Ends Framework policies.

2. Develops and maintains all necessary governance policies.
  

Planning  

1. Periodically undertakes strategic planning to develop strategic

policies (mission, vision, value statements, etc.) and a strategic

plan of steps needed to reach a visible destination.

2. Annually undertakes a performance review of the organization

that results in new tactical steps for the year ahead.  

3. Recommends carefully calculated risks when essential.

Board Leadership

Committee

Board Development  

1. Carefully and regularly recruits and orients the right new board

members.

2. Ensures continuity with a Board Handbook.

3. Maintains a learning board through regular board education and

new challenges.

4. Annually reviews the Board’s own performance.

Board Development

Committee

   

Why do we suggest (immediately above) having both policy and planning undertaken by a
single committee? It is impossible to separate the two in their development process as will be further
explained in Chapter 15 (see Part C, page C - 10). Why was it called the Board Leadership
Committee? The core basis of leadership in any organization is its policy and planning. We always
need to promote this leadership to strengthen board performance.
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This gives us at least three subcommittees (Chair Advisory, Board Leadership and Board
Development) and two workgroups (Finance and Fundraising). Is this the only way of structuring
the organization? No; like everything else in this book, it is an example. How might other
organizations have a different structure? Here are some ways:

  
  B.1. COMMITTEE STRUCTURE EXAMPLE
   

Since a board structure is needed for illustration throughout the rest of this book, the example
on page B - 17 and B - 18 will be used. It is a good structure, particularly suitable for small and
medium sized organizations. Below are the subcommittees from this structure with a summary of
their role, a suggestion for membership and a pointer to their terms of reference:  

   

Subcommittee Role Membership

Terms of

Reference

Chair 

Advisory

Supports and advises the

Chair

All officers and the Executive

Director

Page B - 78

Board

Leadership

Tackles all EF planning

(both strategic & tactical), 

develops EF & governance

policies

Board members with policy

and/or planning expertise,

volunteers & the Executive

Director (ex officio)

Page B - 79

Board

Development

Recommends and orients

board members, evaluates

and develops the Board
    

The Past Chair, board members

& the Executive Director (ex

officio)

Page B - 80

1. The work of any committee might be split between two or more committees, for example:
   

< Some organizations have too much policy for a single committee (e.g., regulating

bodies and governing bodies of professions have special standards or rules).

< Some organizations allocate governance policies to a Governance Committee.

< Larger organizations allocate auditing to a special Audit Committee (instead of a

Finance workgroup). This is essential for them, but rare in smaller organizations.

< Policy could be separated from Planning.
   

2. The components of the Board Role might be grouped differently than as above (e.g., a

Governance Committee might take over board performance evaluation).
   

3. Additional committees might be needed because of the organization’s mission (e.g., the

governing body of a profession might need disciplinary committees to enforce its ethical

and professional standards).
   

4. Workgroups might be called “committees”.
   

5. The work of any of the above committees might be allocated to separate ad-hoc

committees as required, instead of to a standing committee.
   

7. Some of the Executive Director role might be transferred to the Board.
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1. There was ambiguity as to whether an Executive Director reported to the

Board or to the Executive Committee.
  

2. All discussion could take place twice - once at the Executive Committee

meeting and again at the Board meeting.
  

3. The Executive Committee could end up making the Board’s decisions for it

before the board meeting, turning the Board into a rubber stamp (this

problem was discussed in Chapter 3, page A - 27).
  

4. Executive Committee incompetence could be hidden from the rest of the

Board, which felt “kept in the dark”.
  

5. The rest of the board could lose its sense of responsibility.

Another way of dealing with roles that are not in constant use (e.g., the Chair Advisory and
Leadership functions) is to start up ad-hoc committees as required during the year. Breaking up
committee roles also makes them easier to understand. How do we ensure that we don’t forget to
start up each ad-hoc committee? We use the month-by-month schedule (page B - 10).

What are any other advantages of ad-hoc committees? Because each ad-hoc committee can
be given a specific deadline and a reasonable-sized task, this method can be motivating. The choice
is up to the Board. Appendix F (page B - 103) shows how to use ad-hoc committees.

Boards used to have an “Executive Committee” with authority. Some still do. What were
its responsibilities? It had regular monthly meetings before the board meeting, acted on the Board’s
behalf between meetings, followed up on matters from the last board meeting, made
recommendations and prepared the board meeting agenda. However, this caused problems:

Rubber stamping Executive Committee decisions made board members feel useless. Don’t
all board members have a right to be involved in decisions? We are all legally responsible for the
organization. All of our necks are on the block. To avoid these problems Carver scraps this
committee. However, we can put it to useful purpose if we just remove any authority.

What’s left without authority? An advisory role to the Chair, to whom it should report. It can
deal with some of the Executive issues on page B - 18 with some minor additions. The name has
been changed to the more appropriate  “Chair Advisory” Committee. It helps the Chair:

1. Annually in:   

• Reviewing the performance of the Executive Director.

• Preparing for the annual general meeting.

• Reviewing the bylaws and operational policies.
  

2. With staff exit interviews and grievance processes.
  

3. With all legal contracts.
  

4. With other advice and help as requested.
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Without authority, this committee no longer stands between the Board and the Executive
Director. Doesn’t that reduce the role of the officers? Yes, this Carver move suits all boards.

This means that the Chair Advisory Committee does not act on the Board’s behalf between
board meetings, not follow up as a committee on matters from the last board meeting, not make
recommendations as a committee, not prepare the board meeting agenda and not have regular
monthly meetings.

Some of this workload can be transferred to the Vice-Chair (e.g., reviewing the by-laws and
operational policies). That takes a load from the Chair and gives the Vice-Chair something to do.
It is important for the Chair to prepare the Vice-Chair by sharing the load with him/her.

If this subcommittee has no authority, then who is in charge between meetings? The
Executive Director is paid to be in charge. If an issue is difficult, he/she can seek counsel from the
Chair. And if there is no Executive Director? The Chair is in charge.
   

What about the Summer? Don’t we have a long time between board meetings? Yes, but these
terms of reference allow the Chair to seek advice from the Chair Advisory Committee. If need be,
the whole board can be consulted by email or telephone. In an emergency, a special board meeting
can be called.

Who defines the board agenda? The Chair does (with help from an Executive Director).
   

B.2. WORKGROUP STRUCTURE EXAMPLE
  

 Using the example committee/workgroup structure, here are our obligatory workgroups, with
a summary of their role, a suggestion for membership and a pointer to their terms of reference. Since
they have no Chair, they will be organized and run by the Executive Director.
   

 Workgroup Role Membership Terms of Reference

Fundraising Plans and monitors all

fundraising activity. 

Board members, volunteers

& the Executive Director.

Page B - 79

Finance Advises on budget &

financial problem solving and

reviews the financial year.
   

The Treasurer, other

financial experts & the

Executive Director.
   

Page B - 78

  
What happens when the organization has no Executive Director? Obviously a lot more

workgroups are needed. In addition, since there is no Executive Director to run them, they will need
a Chair - thus they will become committees that need to act as well as investigate.

 Why do we need a workgroup rather than a committee for fundraising?  Fundraising is a
professional activity that needs to be organized and run by the Executive Director and a staff
member. Nevertheless committee members must take responsibility for much of the legwork -
particularly as project leaders for fundraising projects. The Fundraising Workgroup then coordinates
the efforts of both sides.
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• It offers advice on the new budget before the new year starts

(particularly in helping the Fundraising Workgroup with its targets).
   

• It acts as a sounding board for the Executive Director during the year,

brainstorming possible solutions to financial problems.
   

• It reviews the auditor’s (or reviewer’s) report after the year end and

assists the Executive Director in making recommendations.
  

• Its members become experts in the budget, so that they can

successfully question the Executive Director in board meetings.

1. A committee or workgroup normally need meet only when there is a

specific purpose for meeting.
  

2. The chairs of committees need report to the Board only if there has

been a new committee meeting.
  

3. The Executive Director should report at every board meeting on

Finances and Fundraising.   
  

a. Fundraising project leaders (page B - 77) should be contacted

for a progress report every month.
   

b. The Finance Workgroup should meet to review the financial

reports before each board meeting - to enable its members to

become well-informed.

Should board members be the only ones contributing to the Fundraising Workgroup? No;
talented fundraising volunteers should also be committee members. 

      What about the Finance Workgroup? It has four main functions:

None of these functions cause it to come between the Executive Director and the Board. The
Executive Director must be held fully and directly accountable to the Board  for the organization’s
finances.

But what if there is no Executive Director? The Treasurer is expected to fill in  (see Appendix
B, page B - 91).

B.3. FREQUENCY OF MEETINGS & REPORTS

  
       How often should subcommittees and workgroups meet? How often should they report to the
Board?
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Utopia Theatre

Artistic Director Search Committee

 Terms of Reference    January, 2001
  

1. To review existing documentation on the artistic goals of Utopia

Theatre and the position of Artistic Director.
  

2. To establish and prioritize criteria for the selection of an Artistic

Director and report these for board approval by its February, 2001

meeting.
  

3. To advertise for an Artistic Director on the basis of the approved

selection criteria.
  

4. To bring the 3 most suitable candidates each in turn before 31  March,
st

2002 for an audition visit, during which one season play will be directed. 
  

5. To define, organize and manage the complete audition process at a cost

of no more than $10,000.
  

6. To recommend a new Artistic Director to the Board by 30  April, 2002.
th

C. AD-HOC COMMITTEES

 “Ad-hoc” committees are put in place for a special task (such as choosing a new Executive
Director) and disbanded when that task is done.

How does an ad-hoc committee know what to do? Like a standing committee, it needs terms
of reference. How do its terms compare to those of a standing committee?

They should be just as clear and complete, but specific to the subcommittee’s task. Doesn’t
their development deserve effort?  The better the terms of reference, the better the results. For
example:

  

 There are 6 steps, 3 results (selection criteria, an audition process, a new Artistic Director),
3 milestone dates  (February meeting, March 31  , 2002 and April 30 , 2002), and a limitationst th

($10,000 expenses).

What is noticeable about these terms? They are specific and measurable; we are certain when
the Committee has finished each step. With such specific terms of reference in place, the Board can
leave the subcommittee do its job and monitor that it meets each of its milestones on time.
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Nurture   
   

11:    Teamwork

D. INTRODUCTION
  

 Organizations have several teams. Our Board is a team. Each subcommittee is a team. Each
project, program or service is run by a team. Staff is a team. The whole organization should be a
team.

We all like the idea. Doesn’t the word “team” bring nostalgic memories? Memories of
surrendering egocentric urges to share a higher purpose. It suggests friendship, caring and carrying
each other in wounded moments. It hints at pride and success. Haven’t we all had periods with a
team in high gear, when these romantic ideals were fully realized?

That hasn’t always happened. Haven’t there been experiences that were less rewarding?
There were teams where we noticed the frustrating faults of each other and “soldiered on” to reach
our objectives. And there were teams with “warm fuzzy feelings” that didn’t achieve much.

 What can we do to help our teams find both success and enjoyment? We can start with good
team members and use their talents. Fine. But what else helps them work well together? What makes
for good teamwork?
  

B. TYPES OF TEAMS
  

We should first understand the different types of team and their characteristics. There are
three types only (Peter Drucker: “Post-Capitalist Society”). They will be called “disciplined”,
“close” and “loose”. They operate differently and excel at different tasks.

We have already met the disciplined team. Like the symphony orchestra, it has performances.
Which is our disciplined team? The Board is; better board meeting performances improve morale
and thus board teamwork. We dealt with that in Chapter 9 (page B - 5).

Do we have any more disciplined teams is our organization? No; so we will move on to the
other two types.
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B.1. THE “CLOSE” TEAM
     

A close team doesn’t value accuracy as much as it values creativity. It has no desire to appear
as though it were one person. Which musical group does this typify? Which uses no score, no
conductor and considerably less formality?

A good example is a jazz group. The music is flexible. Players improvise freely. They are
innovative, communicative and confident in each other.

What makes all of this possible? The fact that the group is really small (much smaller than
a board or an orchestra). Personal relationships, freedom and trust can develop quickly.

Which are our “close” teams? Aren’t they our small subcommittees and workgroups? They
can develop the same essential characteristics as the jazz group. Each member has far greater
opportunity to speak than at a board meeting. As long as the chair lets genuine discussion flow
freely, it will.
     

Do subcommittees affect the amount of time a we spend in meetings? Supposing, for
example, that a board member is on 2 subcommittees, each subcommittee has five 1 hour meetings
per year and this shortens 10 monthly board meetings by an average of 1 hour each. While the
quantity of meeting time is the same, the quality of the results will increase.

A subcommittee’s or workgroup’s workload can be spread further afield (essential in a small
board) if we add junior staff (thus improving communication between board and staff) and
sympathetic volunteers (who have the time for a committee but not for the board). Volunteers can
add special expertise, such as a financial expert on the Finance Workgroup.
  

B.2. THE “LOOSE” TEAM
   

Unlike members of the first two teams, “loose” team members don’t prepare much and may
not even meet together beforehand. What’s a good example? A wedding party.

How on earth does such an uncoordinated group succeed? Success is firstly due to
preparation by key players. The bride’s mother and/or the bride may spend months paying attention
to detail. But if the rest of the players are unprepared and might even be performing their role for the
first time, how do they know what to do?

Fortunately there are very strong conventions about wedding roles. The groom doesn’t sing,
the bride’s mother isn’t master of ceremonies, the flower shop doesn’t bring the cake and the guests
don’t forget their presents.

Which board team is loose like the wedding team? What about the one that works a fund-
raising event (such as a dinner)? Team members don’t meet much beforehand and there is no
rehearsal. What makes such an event successful?

It needs the equivalent of a mother of the bride. A good, thorough organizer who will pay
attention to the detail, collect together a team and allocate roles with clear instructions. Suggested
responsibilities for a fund-raising project leader are given in Appendix A (page B - 75).
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A board should delegate:
  

A. Complex issues, open questions, general issues, creativity and problems

to subcommittees (and monitor their progress).
  

B. Event planning to an experienced fund-raising project leader (and

monitor that preparation milestones are met on time).

A second example is the task force (see Chapter 20, page C- 72). While a task force needs
vision to identify its direction, it also needs Chair who knows how to get things done. Thus a task
force has the characteristics of both a “close” team and a “loose” team. It needs a special kind of
leadership, providing both vision and the ability to “get things done”.

B.3. TO MIX OR NOT TO MIX?

What happens if a team tries to perform the wrong role? Supposing, for example, a symphony
orchestra tries to work like a jazz trio, giving its players freedom to improvise with no conductor and
no score? Surely the results will be disastrous.

Similarly our board should not try to be a subcommittee or an event planner as well as a
board. Won’t mixing roles lead to frustration and limited success at anything? Teams only operate
well if they stick to the right type of work:

C. TEAMWORK
  

Each team’s morale obviously depends upon what happens within that team, but how is it
affected by outside influences? Members of all inner teams must be able to identify themselves as
part of a united organization-wide team.

What happens if not every inner team perceives such organization-wide unity? Supposing,
for example, a board perceives itself as “us” and another team (such as staff or volunteers) as
“them”. Won’t that board run a dysfunctional organization? So how do we help everyone perceive
the whole organization as “us”?

We unite best through organization-wide ownership of the same purpose and direction,
expressed in strategic policies (page C - 23), strategic plans (page C - 47) and annual tactical plans
and deliverables.

How do we achieve that ownership? Not by having the Board develop these policies, plans
and goals by itself. Why not?

Ownership only occurs when everyone is involved in developing the decisions they are
expected to follow. Then work will be done with passion, willingness and cooperation. For big
decisions and planning sessions we should have board, staff and supporters all participating.
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To enhance organizational teamwork:
  

1. Provide clear strategic policies and plans.
  

2. Provide clear annual tactical deliverables.
  

3. Involve the whole organization in developing & maintaining the strategic

policies & annual deliverables and in making the major decisions.
  

4. Turn board meetings into well run performances.
  

5. Run small teams with free-flowing discussion.
  

6. Delegate complex issues, open questions, general issues and problems to

small subcommittees (3 to 5 people).
  

7. Delegate event planning to competent fund-raising project leaders.
  

8. Fill teams with good members and use their talents.
 

9. Provide clear governance policies defining team roles. 
  

10. Have social occasions when the whole organization can meet together.

Meetings of small groups in subcommittees or fundraising event planning also improve
morale and teamwork. This work challenges, increases camaraderie and inspires service to the
organization’s mission. Isn’t this where we gain the most skills and experience to assist our careers?

Good teamwork also depends upon good organization. We all enjoy a well run board
meeting. A smooth fundraising event is a pleasure to work. Good governance policies ensure that
every team knows what it is doing.

And, of course, an occasional social event where staff, board, volunteers, clients and
supporters can mix helps the bonding.

We are now ready to answer the question posed at the start of this chapter: “What can the
Board do to help its teams find both success and enjoyment?

  

This is an effective way to develop good relations across the organization. It will contribute
to the mutual respect required between board members and the Executive Director.

 However, if we look at the points in the list, we find that they are all covered somewhere in
the Board Prescription (page A - 56). If we fulfill the prescription by following its guidelines, we
should have good teamwork:

Teamwork flourishes best as a by-product of doing everything else properly.
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1. Follow-up after the last meeting.

2. Prepare for the next meeting.

The Chair should contact people about upcoming reports,

prepare the board meeting agenda and, where necessary,

use informal meetings to solve controversial issues.

Nurture

12:        Between Board Meetings

A. INTRODUCTION

In Chapter 9 we addressed the agenda, the chairing and the formality necessary for good
meeting performance. On what else did good performance depend? It needs good preparation
between the meetings (i.e., using good nurture). We need to:

   

What follow-up is there? Don’t we need someone to implement the board’s decisions? Each
task from these decisions has to be accepted and completed afterwards by the Executive Director,
an officer, a member or a subcommittee. How could a meeting be considered successful if nothing
happened as a result? And don’t we need a record of each meeting (the minutes)? 

What about preparation for the next meeting? We need committee meetings to be held, phone
calls to be made, emails to be exchanged, reports to be prepared and an agenda to be planned. Who
coordinates it all? The Chair leads the Board between as well as during meetings:

  

The Chair clearly isn’t the only board member working between meetings. This is when
board members contribute their nurture to make the board meeting a better performance. We should
accept tasks and responsibilities, doing things well and quickly.

Much of this chapter is almost obvious and might be considered unnecessary to include. It
is included only because it is so essential to good board performance.
  

B. THE MINUTES

The record of a board meeting (the “minutes”)  is an essential legal document. Board minutes
should include:
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1. The date and time of the meeting.
  

2. The board members in attendance.
  

3. The text of all motions and whether they were carried or defeated.
  

4. A note of all tasks accepted and by whom they were accepted.
  

5. Short notes on any issues that were unresolved or were resolved

without a motion.

Utopia Theatre Group Inc

Meeting Minutes

Regular Board Meeting:     22  March, 1997 at the Utopia Theater
nd

  

Present: Bill Jones, Jill Smith, Darlene Maki, Fred Caleche, Samantha

Brennen, Brenda Missing, Richard Annoy, Gloria van Haven, Don

Dock
  

R O U T I N E
  

1. Approval of the Agenda
  

Moved by Don Dock, seconded by Gloria van Haven that the

agenda be approved with the addition of New Business item 6.3,

the meeting with the Mayor.  CARRIED

2. Minutes of the February 22 , 1997 Meeting  
nd

Moved by Darlene Maki, seconded by Richard Annoy that the

minutes of the January 18 , 1997 meeting be approved with the
th

addition of a note in item 3.2 that Darlene Maki had delivered a

report from the Finance Workgroup. CARRIED

   

Why does this list omit any account of the discussion? Wouldn’t that be useful, to see how
we reached our decisions? For example, “Jim Brown said  . . .  but Mary Jones disagreed  . . .  the
Treasurer had heard  . . . ” . No, it is the result that matters, not how we got there. Recording
discussion in irrelevant detail obscures the important information and can reignite conflict. Minutes
should never record discussion.

What about an example? The minutes below document the meeting whose agenda was listed
on page B - 11. Is the format here obligatory? No, it’s just an example. Many variations are possible.
It is far more important that we have the right information (listed above).

Such minutes should be circulated to the Board in advance of the next meeting, along with
the agenda and any written reports:
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3. Business Arising out of the Minutes  

3.1 Fundraising Canvas  This will take place on 23  March
rd

3.2 New Board Handbook    The new handbook was distributed. It

will be discussed at the next meeting.

3.3 Theater Fire Hazard    Brenda Missing reported that the

Organization’s fire prevention policies and procedures are

satisfactory.

3.4 New Policy     The Executive Director will have a policy on

lotteries ready for the next board meeting (arising out of the

motion in the February 22  meeting minutes).  
nd

  

4. Reports   

Moved by Brenda Missing, seconded by Don Dock that the

Executive Director Operational, Finance and Fundraising reports

be accepted as presented. CARRIED
    

 5. New Business
  

5.1 The Chair had met with the dissatisfied subscribers and

explained the Board’s difficulty in meeting their wishes. They

accepted his explanation

5.2 The National Theater group will meet with the Board to make

recommendations on 11  April, 1997.
th

5.3 The Executive Director met with the Mayor to learn the

questions that the Mayor’s office is asking. Fred Caleche will

draft some answers for the next meeting .

  

6. Month-by-month Schedule  

The Chair Advisory Committee will review operational policies

for the April meeting. The Leadership Committee will have its

evaluation of the Organization ready for the May meeting.
  

D E C I S I O N S    

  

7. Election of the New Board Development Committee  

Moved by Brenda Missing, seconded by Don Dock that the new

Nominations Committee consist of Bill Jones (Chair), Fred

Caleche, Richard Annoy and Don Dock. CARRIED
   

8. Approval of the 1999 Budget

    Moved by Don Dock, seconded by Bill Jones that the new budget

proposed by the Executive Director be approved.        CARRIED

D E B A T E
  

9. Committee of the Whole 

Moved by Darlene Maki, seconded by Fred Caleche, that the

Board become a Committee of the Whole chaired by Don Dock. 

CARRIED
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9.1 Leadership Committee The Leadership Committee

presented a progress report and a draft new mission statement

for discussion.

9.2 Programs The Executive Director presented some

suggested program changes for discussion.
  

10. Next Meeting  

The next meeting will be on 19  April at the Theatre.
th

  

11. Adjournment   

Moved by Darlene Maki, seconded by Don Dock that the meeting

be adjourned CARRIED

Utopia Theatre Group Inc

Meeting Minutes

Regular Board Meeting:     22  March, 1997 at the Utopia Theaternd

  

Present: Bill Jones, Jill Smith, Darlene Maki, Fred Caleche, Samantha Brennen, Brenda Missing, Richard Annoy, Gloria

van Haven, Don Dock
  

Items Reports Decisions Actions

R O U T I N E

1. Approval of the 

  Agenda

Moved by Don Dock,

seconded by Gloria van

Haven that the agenda be

approved with the

addition of New Business

item 6.3, the meeting

with the Mayor. CARRIED

2. Minutes of the 

  February 22 , 1997 nd

  Meeting 

Moved by Darlene Maki,

seconded by Richard

Annoy that the minutes of

the January 18 , 1997th

meeting be approved with

the addition of a note in

item 3.2 that Darlene

Maki had delivered a

report from the Finance

Workgroup. CARRIED

Another way we can document board minutes is shown below (it is better printed landscape).
It places the information under 3 columns: Reports, Decisions and Actions, making it easy to see
which is which.
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Items Reports Decisions Actions

3. Business Arising out of 

   the Minutes 

 

   3.1. Fund-raising Canvas

 

   3.2 New Board Handbook 

  

   3.3 Theater Fire Hazard

   3.4 New Policy

The new handbook was

distributed. 

Brenda Missing reported

that the Organization’s

fire prevention policies

and procedures are

satisfactory.

This will take place on

23  Marchrd

It will be discussed at the

next meeting.

The Executive Director

will have his policy on

lotteries ready for the

next board meeting 

And so on . . . .

If the Secretary has a skeleton form in which to write during the meeting, he/she is forced to
be disciplined in what is written (there is no place for discussion and no room for unnecessarily long
reports). If the form is collected at the end of the meeting, a staff member can type and email the
minutes within 24 hours. Won’t the minutes now become a quick and valuable prompt on our tasks?

C. REPORTS

If the agenda is a menu, what’s the food? New information, delivered in reports. The better
their quality, the better the meeting performance, the decisions and the stewardship. 

C.1 VERBAL REPORTS

Many board reports are verbal. When giving such a report, is it good enough for us to think
“on our feet” ? Hardly. How can a meeting be disciplined and move quickly if its reporting is
undisciplined? No one has the right to waste the Board’s time.

Isn’t it is better for one person to spend half an hour of nurture preparing a good report than
for the whole Board to spend an equivalent time trying to understand a bad one? We must always
contribute to making a board meeting a good performance. It should be a pleasure to watch or to
participate.
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In general, reports are better kept to one page.

A second page gives the reader a psychological barrier to cross.

A. Monthly reports feed the Board small meals rather than one huge

feast. 
  

B. If the Board is kept up to date with committee progress, there is much

less to say in the final report.
  

C. It allows the Board to contribute opinion to the Committee’s work
  

D. “No surprises” is a golden rule for achieving board support.

How long should our verbal report last, 5, 10 or 20 minutes? Try 2 minutes. That’s enough
for members to absorb at one sitting. What if the Board wants more information? It will ask. Its
interest is aroused by questions, not by lectures.

How do we restrict ourselves and others to 2 minutes? A verbal report needs to be concise,
without redundancy (everything said once and well) and with only what is important (the forest, not
the trees). The Chair needs to insist on short reports of adequate quality.
  

C.2. WRITTEN REPORTS
   

Supposing we cannot condense the essential information  into 2 minutes? A written report
is needed. If it is circulated before the meeting, members can digest the report in advance.

But what if a major report is distributed at (rather than before) the board meeting? The
Board has no chance to digest it in advance. Shouldn’t any decision then be delayed until the next
meeting?

How long should we make our written report?  Surely the same principles will apply as for
verbal reports. We should make the report as short as possible. How short?

If an issue has taken several months to investigate, won’t it be impossible to fit all the
information on one page? True, but if we want the Board’s support, shouldn’t we give its members
all the help we can? The best way of avoiding long reports is to give progress reports:

  

This is another standard that the Chair should impose upon us - one page written reports if
possible and regular progress reports otherwise. This may require the Chair to speak to a committee
chair outside the meeting. 

If there is no alternative but to present a long report with a lot of background material, a short
summary (called an “executive summary”) helps the Board to understand. It needs to be blunt, to
the point and at the front. For example:
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Process Review Committee Executive Summary     January 27 , 1998
th

    

Since the Committee was set up in June, 1997, it has developed,

circulated and revised a charter outlining its plans, run 3 focus team meetings

with actors, staff and subscribers and provided a training seminar on teamwork

to key actors, directors and staff.
  

The Committee supplied the Board with an interim report outlining the

problems identified, distributed this report with a request for solutions, and

held an open brainstorming meeting to seek solutions.
  

After researching solutions from other theatre groups across the

country, it provided the Board a second interim report listing the alternatives. 
  

When input from the Board had been collected, specifications were

developed for a consultant, which were approved on December 6 , 1997.
th

  

 A request for proposal was made and bids from potential consulting

firms reviewed. Analysis of those bids is attached. To complete its mandate,

your committee has the following motion for the Board:
  

Moved that George Bird and Company be employed as consultants to

advise the Board on the steps needed to solve its process problems

and supervise the necessary changes to implement those steps.

This example contains the text of a draft motion for approval. Why is this necessary? Can’t
the motion be defined during the meeting? Well, the draft avoids the Board scratching around for
the wording. The meeting becomes a better performance.

Can we assume that board members have read and understood a report circulated in advance?
Is it enough to just ask for questions? No, not all members will have read it and those that have may
still need help.

However, for a lengthy report our presentation needs to do two things only. We need to run
through the contents of the one page executive summary and we should point out a small number
of absolutely key points in the report. Anything else can be addressed through questions.
  

C.3. EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR REPORTS
  

The Executive Director should provide a written report in advance of each meeting. What
should it look like? Isn’t it better for us to receive this report in a useful concise, standardized format,
rather than as long paragraphs. It should also relate to a set of Executive Director deliverables that
has been agreed for the year. Why? That helps us monitor deliverable progress.

A useful report format example is given in Appendix E (page B - 100). This appendix also
has an example set of such deliverables to which the report relates. The method of developing these
measurable goals is explained in Chapter 18 (page C- 51).
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Utopia Theatre Group,

Artistic Director Search Committee Meeting: 5th March, 1997
  

1. The applications were split into two groups:
  

C Those under consideration will receive the package and letter.

C The remainder will be sent an acknowledgment only.
  

2. The draft candidate information package was reviewed :

C Fred will revise the package to reflect member comments.

C Bill will write a letter and mail it with the package by Monday.

C The letter will include a request for four referees.

C It will also ask for responses to be faxed.
  

3. Darlene will continue phoning her country wide contacts in the theater

before Monday to find other candidates.
  

4. The next meeting will be at 8 pm on 18th March, 1997 in our usual spot.

D. SUBCOMMITTEE MEETINGS

Are subcommittee meetings just mini-board meetings? Should we run them in the same way?
Not if they are small subcommittees (say 3 to 5 members); these are different in nature and need to
be treated differently (pages A - 26 & B - 25).

In what way should our subcommittee meeting be different? We should let it be relaxed from
the beginning. Do we need an agenda? Yes, but the agenda doesn’t have to be formal, as long as it
lists all the issues in the most suitable order.

How does the Chair run the meeting? The job is probably only 20% chairing the Committee
and 80% managing it. We let discussion flow freely, only interfering to ensure that the meeting
keeps on topic. The Chair is really more of a “Committee Manager” than a “Committee Chair”. 

What does the Chair gain from the diminished role as referee? An increased opportunity to
participate as a player. The Chair can enter debate and bring forward proposals for consideration like
any other committee member.

Does this work for all committees? Obviously where the subcommittee needs to be large it
is more like a board and has to be run like a board. Then formality is necessary and the subcommittee
has to generate its own small, informal sub-subcommittees to do the work.

At the end of the meeting the Chair needs to clarify what tasks must be completed, who has
accepted them and by when. What do we then need after the meeting? One subcommittee member
should prepare and distribute an administrative record like the following:
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1. In part 1 the draft from the last meeting is corrected and agreed.

2. In part 2 the Chair leads discussion on the next issue.

This very informal record includes all decisions, tasks accepted, who accepted them and
when the tasks should be completed. Email can deliver it within 24 hours. Everyone can get on with
their tasks.

Is this all we need to record? It all depends on the nature of the meeting’s work. If this
meeting has dealt with nothing but administrative issues, we might have enough information
recorded. But supposing there has been discussion, brainstorming and analysis. How do we record
the ideas we found?

D.1. METHODOLOGY

Why do we have subcommittees? Because they are better at creating, better at dealing with
complex issues and better at free flowing discussion.

But what’s the problem with free flowing discussion? It’s hard to nail down progress. Yet
we need to nail it down. Each brick of the structure we build will need solid bricks below to stand
upon.

What’s the answer? We need a structured, organized, clear, concise draft report on the results
of the meeting. How do we get that? Someone should keep notes on the meaty discussion and write
the draft. Drafting is a task much better done by one person. If the Chair wants to drive the
Committee in the right direction quickly, it is best to draft this report himself/herself.

If the next meeting begins by checking through the draft and negotiating amendments until
everyone is satisfied, this becomes both a progress report for the Board and part of any final report.

Doesn’t this have a significant benefit? Each part of the report is written and finalized while
ideas are fresh in our mind. We don’t lose anything.

     Then the rest of the meeting can discuss the next issue. This way of working has two parts to the
meeting:

However, email can always speed such process. If the draft is emailed quickly after the
meeting, member suggestions for changes can be incorporated before the next meeting. Won’t this
make the draft finalization at the start of the meeting much quicker?

When the Committee has completed its work, each progress report forms a section of the
final report. If the Board has been receiving these progress reports along the way, the final report
should be easy for it to understand.
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A. Be friendly, seek to trust and be trusted and treat all subcommittee

members, including staff, as equals.
  

B. Read the committee’s or workgroup’s terms of reference and ask

questions until any ambiguity is removed.
  

C. Debate in response to the contribution of others (sometimes playing

Devil’s Advocate).
  

D. Look for ways of making an idea work rather than for reasons it won’t.
  

E. Reserve judgement until a decision must be made.

Why am I holding this meeting? What am I hoping to get out of it?

Which questions do I need answered? Which tasks do I need completed?

What is my bottom line? What do I have to say?

 How do I plan to organize and run this meeting? What is my agenda?

The report just needs an Executive Summary (page B - 33/34) to be written by someone, then
corrected and agreed by the Committee.

D.2. BOARD MEMBER CONTRIBUTION

    How should a subcommittee or workgroup member contribute?

E. INFORMAL MEETINGS

One method of preparation for a board meeting is to use an informal meeting (including a
phone call or email exchange), perhaps to resolve a problem, to resolve conflict or to look at some
alternatives.

Even an informal meeting requires us to prepare. Does it require much? Not necessarily, but
it needs something. These are good questions to ask beforehand:
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Nurture

 13:     Document Quality

A. INTRODUCTION

Good nurture produces a lot of documents. How important is the quality of these documents?
Well, do we want them to be useful? Do we want them to be read? Do we want them to be
understood? Unless the answers to these questions are “yes”, why write them at all? Clearly
document quality is important.

What documents are there? Some are aimed at people outside the organization. They tend
to be temporary (like press releases, promotional material, proposals, letters, etc).

Are these documents a serious problem? Not usually. Why not? Firstly because we
understand the importance of impressing and influencing outsiders. We work hard at it. And won’t
any inadequacies soon fade into oblivion?

Other documents are aimed at people within the organization. They tend to be permanent and
legally necessary (like contracts, the Constitution, by-laws, board minutes, plans and policies). Any
inadequacies live on.

But why bother writing well to ourselves? We are surely not trying to impress each other?
So we tend to put less effort into the quality of internal documents. What is wrong with this? Isn’t
it easy enough to understand what we write? Maybe, but a confused policy leads to a confused board
and confused staff. And will we still find a document understandable 6 months later, when the ideas
are no longer fresh in our mind?

And will the boards that follow understand it? Perhaps not, they weren’t there at the time.
Then what will they do with a document that appears to be of no use? Bury it in an unused filing
cabinet. Any problem, task or situation will be dealt with as if it were fresh. The organization can
slip backwards.

 Does our board have a responsibility to help future boards? Or should we let them deal with
their problems by themselves? Today’s board is as much responsible for the future as for the present.
Then how can we strengthen the future? By building on our inheritance of documentation and
leaving a better, not a worse, legacy.
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A.1. COMMENT

 Several useful techniques are described in this chapter. Do they constitute an “all or nothing”
process? No. Any technique here will help, but the reader can use whatever he/she wants.

The order of the steps that follow is dictated by the attempt to simplify the explanation.
However, techniques can be used in whatever order suits the writer.

B. COMPLETENESS

How do we ensure that our document includes all the points we need How do we make the
document complete? Two useful techniques use structure and what we will call “fishing”.

B.1. “FISHING”

For completeness, we need to catch all the fish we can. The small fish as well as the big.
Why? Because a minor idea can trigger a major one. Even a bad idea can lead to a good one.

How do we ensure nothing escapes? We use a small net mesh and throw a continuous stream
of thought against it. How do we keep that stream flowing? We make no judgements on ideas as
they emerge. We just write everything down. We can always throw back the unwanted fish later.

Where do we cast our net? The most obvious example is in a brainstorming session (of a
committee, workgroup, open meeting or focus group). Anything else?

 Can’t ideas be “fished” from many sources? A review of existing documents, an informal
discussion, a document produced by another organization, a book on the subject, group email,
consultation with an expert or help from a past board member can all be the source of good ideas.
Shouldn’t we try as many approaches as we can?

We just need to make note of all ideas that arrive, however big or small, without judgement.

Here’s the result of one fishing expedition:
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Fundraising Workgroup

Terms of Reference

Points:
  

1. The Executive Director will be Chair .

  

2. The Board Chair can attend
  

3. Workgroup oversees fundraising projects
  

4. It reports to the Executive Director
  

5. It determines which projects
  

6. It recruits members
  

7. It ensures funding needs are met
  

8. Minutes are kept
  

9. The Executive Director is on the Workgroup
  

10. Dates are needed for projects
  

11. A Finance Workgroup member is needed
  

12. Board approval for yearly objectives
  

13. A plan of action
  

14. The workgroup must address its terms of reference
  

15. Progress, problems and recommendations go to the Board

B.2. STRUCTURE

“Fishing” has got us started. Now we are ready to use structure. Let’s ask one of our members
to structure the ideas we have so far:
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Fund-raising Workgroup

Terms of Reference
  

A. MEMBERSHIP

  

1. The Executive Director is Chair

2. The Board Chair can attend

6. It recruits members

11. A Finance Workgroup member is needed

9. The Executive Director is on the workgroup

B. REPORTING

  

4. It reports to the Executive Director
  

C. PROCESS

  

8. Minutes are kept

14. The Workgroup must address its terms of reference

15. Progress, problems and recommendations go to the Executive Director
  

D. THE WORKGROUP

  

3. Workgroup oversees fund-raising projects

5. It determines which projects

7. It ensures funding needs are met

10. Dates are needed for projects

12. Board approval for yearly objectives

13. A plan of action

 
 What has happened? The ideas have been separated into 4 distinct categories. All ideas in

each category have a common theme. The themes are “Membership”, “Reporting”, “Process” and
“The Workgroup”. This gives the document some structure.

Sections A, B and C are nothing to do with what the workgroup does. Doesn’t that make
them fish we should throw back? Section D contains all the “fish” we can use. 

A, B and C have served their purpose. However, they may be useful in other policies, so we
should put them aside for use in the right place.

If structure is important, can we use more of it? Could we break section D into subcategories?
Why not.
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D.      The Workgroup
  

Planning
  

13. A plan of action

5. It determines which projects

10. Dates are needed for projects

12. Board approval for yearly objectives

7. It ensures funding needs are met
  

Monitoring
  

3. Workgroup oversees fundraising projects

New Questions

Planning
  

a) When must the plan be ready?

b) How are financial targets determined?

c) Doesn’t each project (as well as the total campaign) need planning?
  

Monitoring
  

d) How does the Board (as well as the workgroup) monitor progress?

e) What happens when a project fails to reach its target?
  

Other
  

f) What about fundraising policies?

We have found 2 sub-categories. Before the year starts the Workgroup plans. During the year
it monitors. Each point relates to either the planning process or the monitoring process.

How does this structure help us? Obviously it produces a more effective document. But how
else does structure help? It makes it easier to see which points are missing. What missing points can
we find? We can begin with some questions:

B.3. THE FIRST DRAFTS

Can we use what we have to draft our first terms of reference for the Fundraising
Workgroup? Yes; in the first draft below, each point derives from expanding one of the points from
“fishing” or one of the questions from using structure. The source is identified on the right by the
number of the point or the letter of the question. 
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First Draft

1. Planning       Points or Questions

           Addressed
  

i) A review of current and potential fundraising projects is delegated

to the Workgroup by the Board. .   5

ii) The total target is negotiated with the Finance Workgroup.    7 & b 

iii) The Workgroup has the responsibility of breaking the total target

 into manageable sized projects.      5  

iv) Fundraising will require a competent leader for each project.    c      

v) Establishes the dates that are needed for all projects.    10

vi) Prepares a fundraising plan with targets, project leaders and dates.    13    

vii) Gains board approval before the new year begins.    12 & a
  

2.  Monitoring
  

i) Fundraising control uses monthly progress reports from 

project leaders.      3

ii) Provides monthly progress reports to assist the Board. in 

governing the organization.     d

iii) For any project shortfall, provides the Board with a proposal to 

offset the shortfall.     e
  

3. Policies
  

i) Will develop and annually review fundraising policies and 

recommend them to the Board.      f     

1. Points 1.i, 1.ii, 1.iii, 1.iv, and 2.i are complete sentences - while points 1.v,

1.vi, 1.vii, 2.ii, 2.iii and 3.i are incomplete sentences (with no subject).
  

2. Sentences 1.iii and 2.i use the active voice and sentences 1.i, 1.ii and 1.iv

use the passive voice.
  

3. Sentence 1.iv and phrase 3.i are future tense, while everything else is

present tense.

So we are making progress, but why is the document so difficult to read? What can we notice
about our draft?

It’s a mess. What makes it a mess? It has no consistency of format. What can we do to
improve it? All points should be made either phrases (of the same kind) or sentences. They should
be in the active voice. All should have the same tense. So let’s make the draft consistent: 
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Second Draft

1. Planning
  

i) The Workgroup reviews current and potential fundraising

projects as delegated by the Board.      

ii) The Workgroup negotiates the total target with the Finance

Workgroup.

iii) The Workgroup has the responsibility of breaking the total

target into manageable sized projects.       

iv) The Workgroup assures a competent leader for each project in

fundraising.        

v) The Workgroup establishes the dates that are needed for all

projects.

vi) The Workgroup prepares a fundraising plan with targets, project

leaders and dates.       

vii) The Workgroup gains board approval before the new year begins.
   

   

2.  Monitoring
  

i) The Workgroup reviews monthly progress reports from project

leaders.      

ii) The Workgroup provides monthly progress reports to assist the

Board. in governing the organization.

iii) For any project shortfall, the Workgroup provides the Board

with a proposal to offset the shortfall.     

  

3. Policies
   

i) The Workgroup develops and annually reviews fundraising

policies and recommends them to the Board.

This format is now consistent, and that does make the document easier to read. But
something is still wrong. What is? Don’t we get tired of “The Workgroup”, “The Workgroup”, etc.,
etc.? Let’s just use “The Workgroup” once:
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Third Draft

The Workgroup:
  

1. In Planning
  

i) Reviews current and potential fundraising projects as delegated

by the Board.      

ii) Negotiates the total target with the Finance Workgroup.

iii) Has the responsibility of breaking the total target into

manageable sized projects.

iv) Assures a competent leader for each project in fundraising.    

v) Establishes the dates that are needed for all projects.

vi) Prepares a fundraising plan with targets, project leaders and

dates.       

vii) Gains board approval before the new year begins.    

  

2.  In Monitoring
  

i) For fundraising control, reviews monthly progress reports from

project leaders.      

ii) Provides monthly progress reports to assist the Board in

governing the organization.

iii) For any project shortfall, provides the Board with a proposal to

offset the shortfall.     

  

3. In Policies
  

i) Develops and annually reviews fundraising policies and

recommends them to the Board.

1. A heading (like “The Workgroup”) can be a word or a phrase of any

length.
  

2. But the heading followed by any point should be a complete sentence.

That’s better, but not all that we want. A document is easier to read if it contains complete
sentences. Are there any here? Yes, there are. For example, starting at the top, “The Workgroup
reviews current and potential fundraising projects as delegated by the Board”, “The Workgroup
negotiates the total target with the Finance Workgroup” and “The Workgroup has the responsibility
of breaking the total target into manageable sized projects” are all complete sentences. In fact:

     To move on to the next stage of our writing process, the metaphor will change.
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As long as all essential meaning remains intact, 

cutting of ideas and words can never be overdone.

C. BREVITY

A prospector may be prepared to search through dirt to find gold, but do the rest of us enjoy
doing it? No, we like articles of clean, pure gold. Similarly, we like our meaning conveyed in a few
golden words. We have difficulty combing through many words to separate the gold. 

When are the characteristics of golden sentences? First and foremost they have brevity.
Every word earns its keep. Otherwise it just gets in the way.

What is brevity? Does it mean that we don’t say much? No, every important idea should be
included. No golden nugget should be discarded. But which is nugget and which is rock? We need
to think carefully as to which points are important. Then each important idea should be expressed
in as few words as possible.

Brevity makes information more dense. About the only measure of information density is the
number of words that have been cut without reducing the reader’s understanding.
  

    The hardest discipline in writing is throwing away a good idea because it doesn’t fit.

C.1. THE EXAMPLE

Let’s return to the Fund-raising Workgroup example:

C.1.a. CUTTING WORDS AND PHRASES

In the third draft above (page B - 45), a number of phrases have been italicised and
underlined. These phrases can be cut. Why? There are a variety of reasons:

Words Cut Why Cut

“as delegated to by the Board ” The reader knows that the Board delegates every task.

“ has the responsibility of ” The reader knows that these are responsibilities.

“in fundraising” The reader knows that the terms of reference are for
fundraising.

“that are needed” These words add no information.
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Fundraising Workgroup

Terms of Reference
  

The Workgroup assists the Executive Director in:
  

1. For Planning:
  

C Reviewing current and potential fundraising projects.

C Negotiating the total target with the Finance Workgroup.

C Breaking the total target into manageable sized projects.

C Assuring a competent leader for each project.

C Establishing the dates of all projects.

C Preparing a fundraising plan.

C Gaining board approval before the new year begins.
  

2.  For Monitoring:
  

C Reviewing monthly progress reports from project leaders.

C Providing monthly progress reports to the Board.

C For any project shortfall, providing the Board with a proposal to

offset the shortfall.
  

3. For Policies
  

C Developing and annually reviewing fundraising policies. 

  “with targets, project leaders 
and dates”  All of this has already been included

“For fundraising control”  The reader knows that this is about fundraising and control.

“In governing the organization”   The reader knows that the Board governs the organization.

“and recommends them to the Board”  All policies must be recommended to the Board.

There is one other change we want to make. A workgroup assists the Executive Director.
We need to make that clear in the wording.

After making these changes, we are left with the final document, which is accessible and
easy to use:

C.2 REASONS FOR CUTTING

Summarizing the reasons that have been identified for cutting:
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C The words or points add no information at all.
  

C The words or points do contain information, but the information:
  

C Is already known by the reader, because it is obvious or trivial.

C Belongs somewhere else, even though it may be valuable.

C Is already included in the document (it doesn’t need to be said

twice).

C Is around or about the policy rather than for the policy itself.

1. Information is easier for the reader to find:
  

i) By skimming through small points.

ii) Because of the structure.
  

2. Small idea chunks are more easily digestible.

D. DOCUMENT FORM

Two document forms are important: point form and continuous prose.
  

D.1. POINT FORM

 What is point form? The final Fund-raising Workgroup terms of reference above (page 
B - 47) are in point form. Why is point form used? Its advantages include the following:

  

Text in the box immediately above is also in point form. How have we started the points in
this box? One way is with a number (e.g. 2.). The other is with a Roman numeral (e.g. ii) ). A letter
or a bullet can also be used. The rest of the point is a sentence or phrase.

The sentences in point 1 read “Information is easier for the reader to find by skimming
through the points” and “Information is easier for the reader to find because of the structure”. Again,
the heading with each sub-point needs to form a complete sentence.

D.2. CONTINUOUS PROSE

Are all documents in point form? No. Many documents are continuous prose.
If point form is so useful, why do we use continuous prose? Why is this paragraph, the one being
read, in continuous prose? What is wrong with point form lists?
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1. Point form is what we mostly need for internal documents (e.g.

contracts, the Constitution, by-laws, board minutes, plans and policies).
  

2. Continuous prose is what we mostly need for external documents (e.g.

press releases, promotional material, proposals, letters, etc).

Aren’t lists tedious after a while? They are for skimming, not for reading. We look things up
in lists when we need them. For example, a new Fund-raising Workgroup will read the final terms
of reference (page B - 47) to find out what its job is.

To reduce the tedium, this book has relegated point form lists to an appendix whenever it
could. Where point form lists are needed in the main text, they have been enclosed in boxes to tell
the reader:   “this can be skimmed at first reading”.

Most of the principles demonstrated above for point form (completeness, structure, brevity)
apply equally to continuous prose. However, is anything extra needed for continuous prose? Yes;
we should give it one special key ingredient. The narrative should flow. Each sentence should appear
to be a natural outcome of the previous sentence. Each paragraph should appear to be a natural
outcome of the previous paragraph. A sudden unexpected digression in a different direction slams
a door in the reader’s face.

D.3 WHICH TO USE?

       How do we know which form to use where? In general:

  

      However, any document can mix both forms. This book does. 

When bare facts and explanation are mixed (for example, in making a proposal for money)
aren’t we tempted always to write the continuous prose first? A more disciplined and productive
approach is to focus on the point form facts first. That creates a skeleton on which it is easy to see
how to place the meat of continuous prose, which should be as thin as possible.

In the example of a fundraising proposal in the next chapter (page B - 63), it would be more
effective discipline to collect and document all of the facts (starting on page B - 64) first before
writing the continuous prose (page B - 63).

A skeleton of facts also enables our continuous prose to identify and emphasize the facts that
show the proposal to best advantage.

Finally, using the right form in the right place is important. For example, if we write policies
in continuous prose, they won’t be used much. Why not? It can be too difficult to unravel their
complexity. How does point form help? It structures this complexity into small, digestible parcels
of information (see the example on page A - 21).
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Good writing comes from recognizing what is bad and changing it. 

E. THE OUTSIDER’S VIEW

     How do we know our document is good enough?

How do we know when a word, phrase, sentence or paragraph is bad? Obviously experience
helps. However, the mind that has just produced a sentence knows exactly what that sentence is
intended to mean. Will everyone else understand it? Maybe, maybe not. To an outsider that sentence
may be unclear, expect too much background knowledge or have a different interpretation.

How can we overcome this? The document needs an outsider’s view. There are several ways
to obtain it. A friend, a relative or a colleague can be asked to read and criticize the draft or a
committee or workgroup can work through it.

E.1. SELF EDITING
  

Unfortunately it is often hard to find someone else who has the time to read our document.
We must edit it ourselves.  Below are a set of questions to ask about a draft document, with
suggestions for improving or correcting it. These are practical changes that the author has learned
from experience.

Self-editing is best done a few days later, when the author has a fresher mind, closer to that
of the reader.
  

Question Suggested Change

We should:

Is any sentence more than 20 words in

length? (e.g., “Over the past five years changes

in priorities have reduced our City funding and

our gaming revenue has decreased as bingo

halls have become non-smoking venues.”)

Split it into two sentences, each with one

idea. (e.g., “Over the past five years changes in

priorities have reduced our City funding. Our

gaming revenue has decreased as bingo halls

have become non-smoking venues.”)

Does any sentence end with a preposition?

(e.g., “The guest speaker was a pleasure to

listen to.”)

Change the sentence around (e.g., “It was a

pleasure to listen to the guest speaker.” ) or

use a different verb (“The guest speaker was

a pleasure to hear.”).

Are there any superlatives? (e.g., “We get

superb results from a very wonderful staff,

chosen by our first class Executive Director.”)

Remove them - they turn off the reader.

(e.g., “We get the results we want from a

competent staff, selected by our Executive

Director.”)
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Are any paragraphs long? Do any have more

than 3 or 4 sentences?

Split long paragraphs into two smaller ones,

each of which has the same common theme

throughout.

Does any paragraph start on the line after

the previous one?

Leave a blank line between paragraphs. The

extra “white space” adds to readability.

Have the first person singular (I) or the

second person (you) been used?

Avoid them - they degrade the dignity of

the writing - stick to the third person (he,

she, they, it) or the first person plural (we).

Is the same verb, adjective or adverb used

more than once in the same sentence or

close together in the same paragraph? (e.g.

“Members of the organization that had

developed the program were heartened to

recognize that they had developed a curriculum

with all of these points included.”)

Change one of the occurrences to another

word with similar meaning. (e.g. “ Members of

the organization that had developed the

program were heartened to recognize that

they had created a curriculum with all of these

points included.”)

Can any sentence or phrase be said in fewer

words? (e.g., “The Chair has the responsibility

of meeting with the Executive Director to

prepare the board agenda.”) 

Or as a second example: (e.g., “We have

become cognizant of numerous business

organizations who have attempted to develop

comprehensive plans to achieve results and yet

not been successful due to the overwhelming

competition within our community.”)

Use the fewest words. Make the wording as

simple and direct as it can possibly be. (e.g.,

“The Chair prepares the board agenda with the

Executive Director.”)

(e.g., “Business plans frequently fail against

strong local competition.”)

Does any phrase or sentence tell the reader

what he/she already knows? (e.g., “The

Executive Director provides monthly progress

reports to assist the Board in governing the

organization.”)

Cut it - unnecessary words bury meaning.

(e.g., “The Executive Director provides the

Board with monthly progress reports.”) The

reader knows that the board governs the

organization.

Does any phrase add no information at all?

(e.g., “He established the dates that he needed

for the projects.”)

Cut it. (e.g., “He established dates for the

projects.”) As long as meaning is clear, use

as few words as possible.

Is any idea in the document, however good,

not essential to its purpose?

Cut it and shorten the document - it is a

distraction - use this idea in another

document where it fits better.

Does the writing return to a theme that was

dealt with earlier in the document?

Make each point fully and once only.
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Has a word like “although” been used or

some information given counter to the

purpose of the document?

Cut it and avoid anything that speaks against

the purpose of the document.

Has any word been used that might not be

known by the reader? (e.g., “The floor was

oleaginous.”)

Use a more familiar word. (e.g., “The floor

was greasy.”)

Is there anything in any paragraph,

sentence, phrase or word that some readers

might find offensive?

Cut it - it will turn off readers. 

Is there any sentence in the document where

the author is unsure of the grammar? (e.g.,

Is it “Who did the dog bite?” or “Whom did the

dog bite?”)

Rewrite it with grammar in which the writer

has confidence. (e.g., “Who was bitten by the

dog?”

Are there any uncertain fact(s) included?

(e.g., “The majority of Canadians disagree.”)

Change the wording to a similar fact that is

true. (e.g., “Many Canadians disagree.”)

Does every sentence follow naturally from its

predecessor or is there an abrupt change of

subject? (e.g., “Over the past five years

changes in priorities have reduced our City

funding. Our gaming revenue has decreased as

bingo halls have become non-smoking venues.”)

Insert wording that makes the transition

smoother by linking ideas. (e.g., “Over the

past five years changes in priorities have

reduced our City funding. Compounding this

problem has been the decrease in gaming

revenue as bingo halls have become non-smoking

venues.””)

Is the document emotional at any point? (e.g.,

“He is a pathetic man, who can’t be bothered to

find out what is needed.”)

Remove the emotion (e.g., “He hasn’t found out

what is needed.”) - except in promotions. 

Is any of the document in point form? Make certain that all points in any point

form list are grammatically identical.

(whether a noun phrase, a partial sentence, a

complete sentence or anything else - see page B

- 43).

Are there any “typos”? Use the spell checker.

Place a straight edged utensil, like a ruler,

over line 2 of the document (This makes it

hard to interpret line 1 for meaning).

Go through line 1 word by word. 

Move the ruler down line by line and repeat.
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It is better to have a  reasonable policy than to have no policy.

No one should wait for perfection.

Every board should search for a board member

with business writing experience and skill.

He/she can focus on improving the internal documents produced by others.

F. COMMENT

It should be remembered that this chapter is about writing good documents that are easy to
read, not about literature, which has very different guidelines. We have suggested a collection of
techniques that can help. That’s all.

The final terms of reference for the Fund-raising Workgroup are very complete and concise
(page B - 47). There is probably not an unnecessary word. Do all policies have to be like that? Do
we wait until we have perfection before accepting a policy? If anyone thinks that, this chapter has
been a hindrance rather than a help.

We need to do the best we can in the time available and move on. As policies are
reviewed, improvements can be made. However:
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 • Money (a donation, a sponsorship, government funding, a foundation grant,

etc.).

 • A volunteer or a board member.

 • A purchase.

 • Attendance at an event.

 • A “gift in kind”(like a gift of an airline ticket, the use of a hotel room, a

loan of a truck, food, a professional audit, etc.).

 • Political support or support for advocacy.

The politician was surprised to learn that a close family friend had never

voted for him during his long political career. When he inquired why, she said:

“But you never asked me.”

Nurture

14:      Asking

A. INTRODUCTION

      “Asking” is a fundamental nurture activity. What do we ask for? Things like

Do we enjoy asking? Some of us do, but most of us don’t, especially asking people we know.
Don’t those responsible wish people would help without being asked? Do they? Not very often. This
is demonstrated so well by the following true story.

      We cannot take anyone’s support for granted. Doesn’t this make asking very important? We get
little without it. People contribute to those who champion causes, not to the causes themselves.

A.1. WHERE DO WE COME IN?

The core of a good asking campaign is professional and administrative. If the project is
sophisticated, the professionals need to be specialised.

Then where is the Board involved? How do we contribute our amateur support? We respond
to requests from staff to ask-in-person. 
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Askers can be:
  

C Trained, using a script and practice.
  

C Given easy prospects first, to build confidence.
  

C Accompanied by a professional for any major task.
  

C Paired with an experienced fundraiser or a beneficiary.
   

C Brought together before a campaign starts, to develop camaraderie.
  

C Asked to first contribute personally what they will ask from others.
  

C Given a well written case (page B - 63).
  

C Convinced that the project will succeed (through knowledge of the

planning behind it).

C Allowed to exchange lists of personal family, friends and contacts.
  

C Offered professional trouble shooting and supervision.

A.2. IMPROVING OUR ASKING
  

What can be done to improve our asking-in-person ability? Perhaps we should become more
like those who are good at it. Then why are they good at it? The core of their strength is a passionate
belief in the cause. Then what can be done to strengthen our own belief?

And where else do they excel? They can articulate the cause and their passion well. Then
what can make us more articulate?

     There are a number of approaches that improve both our belief and our articulation:

B . FUNDRAISING
  

     Won’t fundraising be our biggest asking job? We’ll begin by breaking it into 3 categories:
  

1. A fundraising event 
  

2. An Annual fundraising

campaign
  

3. A Capital fundraising

campaign

For a small amount (part of an

annual or a capital fundraising

campaign). 
  

For a medium amount (repeated

annually for operating expenses).
  

For a large amount (done once to

purchase a major new resource such

as a new hospital, a theatre or an

endowment fund).
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 An event can be run by a volunteer or a professional, with:

a) successful experience running 

b) similar events, and 

c) the time to do it,  

but a volunteer will need professional support.
  

An annual campaign must be run by a professional (or a consultant)

experienced in annual campaigns, but a periodic

consultant review is helpful.

  A capital campaign can be run by a  professional or a consultant, with:

A) successful experience running 

B) similar capital campaigns, and

C) the time to do it (i.e., who is not running

the annual campaign at the same time), 

but a professional will need consultant support.

The Board must assign a competent project leader, whether volunteer or

professional (and monitor that preparation milestones are met on time).

Each of these categories will have someone in charge. What qualifications are needed to be
in charge? Shouldn’t there be past experience at the job?

Is that all? Well, does the person in charge have the time? Fundraising leadership can be
relentlessly demanding. Wouldn’t an event leader with a full time day job and a family be severely
challenged? Wouldn’t a fundraising professional have difficulty running a good capital campaign
at the same time as an annual campaign? Then who should run each category?:

B.1. EVENTS
  

Not much need be said about managing events. Why not? This is not a specialised activity.
Success depends on experience, commonsense, the ability to pay attention to detail, interest, the
ability to delegate and having the time.

Events are run by “loose” teams (like a wedding party - page B - 25) What makes such an
event successful? It needs the equivalent of the mother of the bride or the bride. A good, thorough
organizer who will pay attention to the detail, collect together a good team and allocate roles with
clear instructions (a sample job description for a fund-raising project leader is given in Appendix
A, page B - 77). Then where does the Board come in?

  

However, it has been suggested that a volunteer needs professional support to run an event.
Why? Well, first of all, the professional has no “day job” to interfere. He/she is also likely to have
a better network for pursuing sponsors and publicity. In addition, each event is part of a total
fundraising campaign. The professional has the global perspective to promote both the complete
campaign and the event at the same time.
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Professional staff should be involved in events to:
  

1. Use these events for publicity of the whole campaign.
  

2. Provide media support.
  

3. Pursue sponsors.
  

4. Develop community ownership of the project.

Why is this global perspective so important? Support for the event is a symbol of
commitment for the cause. More people hand over money at events than in any other way.

In this way we have as many people as possible to take ownership of our campaign. That
wide support helps persuade our larger donors and sponsors to contribute. An event can sometimes
be more important for the visibility it creates than any money it collects. In summary:

B.2. ANNUAL CAMPAIGNS

Annual campaigns are the hardest campaigns to run. Strong relationships with sponsors and
donors take time to develop and administration to maintain. Won’t administrative organization be
a key factor? Won’t techniques need careful tuning?

In addition, business sponsors are interested in partnerships where they have something to
gain. We have to clearly determine what the sponsor wants that we can offer and what the sponsor
offers in return that we want. Annual campaigns are very specialised and professional.

Then what do board members do? Isn’t their responsibility to assist in whatever manner is
requested? For example, by keeping contact with big donors and potential donors.

Then how much do board members need to know about annual campaigns? They aren’t
required to be experts, but they need the basic ideas that will help them both monitor progress and
see the importance of their assistance. For reference, a list of suggested functions in an annual
fundraising campaign are given in Appendix D (page B - 98).

B.2.a. SPONSORSHIPS & DONATIONS
  

Sponsorships and donations are difficult challenges. Why do we find them so difficult? An
annual campaign pays operating expenses. Contributing to operating expenses is no one’s choice.
Why not? Who wants their money to disappear into a sinkhole that leaves nothing at year end?
People prefer to fund something concrete that lasts - a computer lab, a hospital or a theatre seat.
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Gifts of $20,000 and over

1 gift of    $120,000 raises $120,000 12%

1 gift of     $80,000 raises   $80,000   8%

3 gifts of    $40,000 raise $120,000 12%

8 gifts of    $20,000 raise $160,000 16%

TOTAL $480,000 48%
  

Gifts over $2,000

11 gifts of   $10,000 raise $110,000 11%

20 gifts of   $5,000 raise $100,000 10%

72 gifts of   $2,500 raise $180,000 18%

TOTAL $400,000 39%
  

Gifts less than $2,000

520 gifts averaging $250 raise $130,000 13%
  

TOTAL          $1,000,000        100%

What can we do about this? What is the secret of increasing sponsorships and donations?
First we bring every purchase we can out of operational expenses, E.g, new theatre curtains make
an attractive concrete item for which to fundraise independently of the operational budget. 

Another secret to success is to link reasonable sized donations and sponsorships to real
entities. We should make everything possible look like a purchase rather than an expense, e.g.,
sponsorships can be sought for performances, for performers, for events, for “gifts in kind”, etc. 

Sometimes larger entities can be broken into more manageable, smaller entities, e.g., how
would we break up the cost of fixing the church to meet a building code? The work might be broken
into door fixing, electrical fixing and plumbing fixing. Finding three people to donate $1,000 each
is a lot easier than finding one person to donate $3,000. And each one is funding a specific entity.

And, of course, another useful approach is the “category of donor” (e.g., someone giving less
than $100 is a “Friend”, up to $250 is a “Supporter”, etc.). This always encourages a move up to
the next category by giving a little more.

B.3. CAPITAL FUNDRAISING 

    

Why does a large capital campaign need such specialized experience? Let’s start by asking
where the money for a capital campaign comes from. Supposing we have a campaign to raise
$1,000,000. The distribution of donations might be something like the following:

In this example, 18% of the donors (those giving over $2,000) have given 87% of the total
amount. Is this a common pattern? Yes (the “80/20" rule). 
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1. For a capital project, consultants can:
  

• undertake a feasability study and lay out a plan,

• provide a fundraising professional on site (if the organization

needs extra manpower), and/or

• lead or support the organization during the project
   

2. For annual fundraising, consultants can:
  

• appraise the existing fundraising system,

• recommend changes that will improve it, and/or

• assist with the implementation of those changes.

1. Have wider experience than a professional employee (for example, a

good annual fundraiser may have never undertaken a capital campaign).

2. Can be more objective:
  

C Without emotional “baggage” in the community.

C With loyalty only to the project.

C In bringing a sense of urgency to the project.

C In estimating the amount to ask each prospect (in house

estimates tend to be too low).
  

3. Have more authority than in-house professionals:
  

C Who are buried inside the organization.

How does this effect our campaign? Clearly time spent on enticing large donors is by far the
most productive use of time. But will large donors respond to an amateur approach? Surely, that’s
unlikely. A capital fundraising campaign must be run by someone with previous successful
experience at capital fundraising.

Who leads our capital campaign? It needs the commitment of influential, well respected
citizens who can open the doors to larger donors. We should put a highly publicised Campaign
Committee of these prominent citizens in place, with a very prominent, carefully chosen Chair.
Supported by fundraising staff, the right committee members are “worth their weight in gold”.
  

C. CONSULTANTS

      What do consultants do? These are their basic offerings:

These are regular professional fundraising activities. Wouldn’t we be just as well off to hire
an extra professional staff member? What value do consultants add to the process other than
professional manpower? Consultant’s believe that they:
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4. Can provide temporary manpower for whatever period is needed:  

   

C Particularly for a capital fundraising feasability study.

C To initiate or bolster professional manpower.

  

Fair enough. Then if a consultant is required, how do we choose one? A careful selection
process is important. Won’t we pay a significant amount of money to a consultant (for a capital
campaign, perhaps 10 to 15% of the amount raised)?

To identify the consultants with the right expertise, from whom to invite a proposal, we can
question other organizations in the community with recent successful fundraising campaigns - or an
advertisement can be posted.

However, it is most important that we, not the consultants, control the process.  How can we
do this if the consultants know much more about the subject than we do? Below is an example that
ties down the consultant, but only requires that we have a commonsense knowledge of the subject.
It should be preceded by all of the background information, such as a description of the organization,
why it is fundraising, how much is to be raised, etc.

Though the questions below are general, displaying almost no knowledge of the subject, they
insist that the consultants be specific. The consultants, not the customer, should do the work. 

Information Required in a Capital Fund-raising Proposal
  

1. Explain what services you will provide, including:
  

< What organizational structure you will help us set up for our capital campaign

(committees, teams, etc.) and why this is needed.

< Details of everything that your leadership will provide us in both fund-raising

and media services that we cannot provide well with internal staff. 

< What you see as the start to finish process of working with a major potential

donor.

< What administrative services you will provide to support the campaign. 

< Whether your proposal includes all of the paid manpower needed to run this

campaign and, if not, what additional manpower support you will need to be

provided to the campaign by our staff for both fund-raising and media services. 

< What regular progress reports you will provide to the committees.

< What sized budget you anticipate will be required for media coverage and for all

extra resources such as computer systems and printing, and approximately how

much of it you anticipate being able to recover for us in gifts-in-kind. 

< What extra you can offer us as a local business over a larger company from a

bigger city. 

< Your fees for the above. 
  

2. Explain approximately from where you expect the money to be raised.
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Shouldn’t we expect all proposer responses to educate us? The good ones will help us know
enough about the subject to make an informed choice.

These questions help us compare apples to apples and cut our way through the marketing
obfuscation to the truth at the core. For example, a fuzzy list of projects may tell us nothing about
the duties of a supplier’s staff member on each project. However, doesn’t a concrete resume have
to provide full facts?

Once we look at all consultant proposals, we can use them as the basis of a “fishing” exercise
(page B - 39) to find all of the tasks that have to be done in our campaign. We can also skim through
the relevant chapters in a couple of books on fundraising to see if anything important is missing.

That makes the “apples to apples” comparison easier still. We can list every function needed
and ask each consultant whether or not that function will be provided. Such a document (for a
capital campaign) is given as an example in Appendix D (page B - 98).
  

D. THE CASE
  

Page B - 55 at the start of this chapter mentioned the value of a “case”. What is a case? It’s
the document that tells our potential donors and sponsors what we want, why we need it and what
the benefits are. 

And won’t documenting the appeal for our prospects have another benefit? A good salesman
must believe in the product. The askers as well as the prospect should be inspired by a good case.

How should we present our case? Well, let’s investigate a common asking example. What
about asking for a job? Isn’t the application case well understood and often well done?

How do we structure a job application? We split it into a letter and a resume. Then what’s
the significant difference in the formats for the two of them?

Our resume gives the background information about ourselves. In what way do we write it?
Isn’t it in as formal, standardized, unemotional, concise and structured point form as possible? Why?
Because this makes it easy to skim through and find information quickly.

3. Illustrate your explanation with examples from previous campaigns that you have led.
  

4. Provide examples of your work, including copies of brochures, media releases and a

capital fund-raising case that you have written for a previous campaign.
  

6. Provide references from 3 organizations for which you have run a campaign, at least one

of which is very comparable in size to ours.
  

7. Provide a resume for each person from your organization who will work on this project.
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What does the letter do? That’s where we explain things and persuade the employer to
consider us favourably. Don’t we try to tip the scale in our favour? Don’t we bring our strengths to
attention? We entice. What’s the best format for explaining and enticing? The letter is in continuous
prose. It is also short. We need our message to be obvious, not buried. 

Then we put the rest of our information in a resume. It’s solid facts in point form; it’s easy
for an employer to skim through and find any information needed.

Is this format universal? Yes, it is. For example, consider the sports pages of a newspaper.
Don’t they contain continuous prose articles describing the action, while a separate information page
contains the statistics and results?

And isn’t the same strategy used in this book? Information and explaining/enticing are
separate. Formal, structured information is in boxes (and appendices). Continuous prose explaining
& enticing is between the boxes.

Two other points to note are the value of human stories (people like them, they gain attention)
and the need to talk about the positive future rather than the negative past. An example of a case is
given below in Section E.

    

E. A CASE EXAMPLE

Do we prepare the cases? No. It’s a professional activity. However, the Board needs to know
something. It should see that cases are satisfactory.

Wouldn’t a case example be helpful? So what example case should we use? We need a case
big enough to demonstrate all of the principles established above. A capital fundraising case for a
new hospital follows.

One point needs to be noted. Enticing can have its own variations. Won’t different prospects
probably need different enticements?  This example is a good approach for one kind of prospect, but
not necessarily for all. However, the principles for success are demonstrated in what follows:
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The Case for Supporting your New Hospital
    

Today Donna Brown is a healthy, energetic 6 year old. It is hard to realize that a year

ago her life was in great danger. She fell down the stairs in her Scotiatown home and sustained

internal injuries. An ambulance arrived quickly and rushed her to the hospital. So far so good,

but we didn’t have the equipment or the specialist she needed. During her transfer to the

Reading Hospital, 213 kilometres away, the odds were against her and she nearly died. Somehow

she survived.
  

Was this a positive story? Yes. Was it the norm? No. We intend to make it the norm. By

providing a complete range of services at Scotiatown Central Hospital, we will avoid

approximately 200 emergency transfers each year and many more lives will be saved.
  

Martha Jones also had a dangerous experience. After 7 months awaiting diagnosis, she

learned that she had cancer. She survived. Was this also a positive story? No. Because of the

delay, it took destructive chemotherapy and an operation to bring her out of danger. Our goal is

earlier diagnosis to allow less destructive therapy on about 300 extra patients each year. This

will save lives and reduce suffering.
  

What else can we improve? Despite one of the best medical staff ratings in the country

(and frequent commendations for the efficiency of our administration), the proportion of

patients referred to us who die is 5% greater than the national average. We want a much

higher survival rate for our patients.
  

Are we asking for help in purchasing new equipment? Unfortunately it isn’t that simple.

We have nowhere to put the equipment. There are no rooms to accommodate extra patients.

The rooms we have are substandard; bringing them to current standards is prohibitively

expensive. We may not be able to attract the right specialists (coming to our outdated hospital

is considered a dead end in a specialist’s career). As for the future, we need a much more

adaptable building to cope with fast changing services.
  

It is time for the present hospital to be replaced after 61 years. That is a much longer

lifetime than the previous two hospitals had (12 years and 33 years respectively). We want to

bite the bullet before the system collapses. We are determined to have a state-of-the-art

hospital that can accommodate equipment, accept more patients, attract specialists and prepare

for the future. Surveys show the community to be behind us. With your help, the community will

be rewarded for its support and the lives of many will be improved.

Other benefits of the new hospital include a healthier population, coping with an

expanding and aging population, preventing outbreaks of infection, providing seamless

integration of all care, improved quality of life, a $70 million payroll to enhance the local

economy, attraction of new business, a leverage of $9 in government money for every dollar

raised and community pride.
  

Our target is to raise $10 million for a cause that is really worthy of support. We have

designed special categories for donations that will be recognized in the entrance to the new

hospital. Any equipment or rooms purchased by a donor will be named for the donor and have a

plaque identifying the purchaser. A list of such purchase opportunities is available on request.  
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SCOTIATOWN CENTRAL HOSPITAL  

History
  

C In 1893 the first hospital was built on Church Lane.

C In 1905 a bigger hospital was built for the expanding population.

C In 1938 the present hospital was built to modernize service.

C Until 1980 additions were made on a regular basis.

C After 1980 the hospital ran out of land and renovations became too expensive.
  

The Hospital Mission
  

To promote wellness in Scotiatown in support of primary care centres and home care through specialist

doctors and specialized equipment.
  

Programs and Services
  

Programs include both inpatient and outpatient services for emergency care, internal medicine, mental

health, obstetrics & gynecology, pediatrics, complex chronic care, rehabilitation and surgery.
  

The Need for a New Hospital
  

Every year, our 60 year old hospital (that cannot be adapted to modern standards or for modern equipment)

causes us to fall further behind with:
  

C Poorer Service to a population of 200,000.

C Slower Treatment of 100,000 patients.

C Slower Response to 70,000 emergency care visits.

C 6,000 patient referrals to a hospital over 200 kilometres away.

C 200 emergency referrals.

C More obsolescent equipment.

C Lack of up-to-date technology (such as an MRI).

C Weaker attraction and shorter retention of doctors.

C 5% fewer surviving patients than the national average.

C Reduced quality of life in the region.
  

The Hospital Vision
  

A new hospital:
     

C Providing state-of-the-art service today.

C With the adaptability to serve the future needs of our children and our children’s children.

C Minimizing the number referrals to distant hospitals
  .

The Benefits of this Vision
  

C A healthier population.

C Earlier diagnosis of illness and faster service, leading to fewer admissions, less severe treatment,

fewer deaths and shorter outpatient treatments.

C Facilities that cope with an expanding and aging population.

C Prevention of bacteria and virus outbreaks within the hospital.

C Adaptability that can serve future as well as current needs.

C Seamless integration of primary care, home care, paramedic care, cancer care and hospital care.

C Fewer patients requiring referral to a distant hospital.

C Fewer emergency transfers to another hospital.

C Improved attraction and retention of medical specialists.

C Improved quality of life.

C Contribution of $50 million to the local economy during building.

C Annual economic benefits from a $70 million payroll.

C Attraction of new business to the region.
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Recruiting our Doctors
  

Service Current number of 

Specialists

Specialists needed

Emergency Care 3 5

Internal Medicine 2 3

Mental health 5 7

Obstetrics & Gynaecology 2 4

Paediatrics 4 8

Complex Chronic Care 10 12

Rehabilitation 4 7

Surgery 8 12

  

With the new hospital we will be able to attract enough specialists to raise our level from the current

number shown to what we need
  .

The Amount to be Raised
  

The new hospital will cost $100 million.
  

1. Central Government will provide $62 million.

2. Local Government will provide $28 million.

3. Fundraising must realize the remaining $10 million.
  

Categories of Donor

    

Donors will be recognized on a plaque in the main entrance to the new hospital:
  

Major Donor: $100,000 and over

Corporate Donor: $50,000 and over

Builder:  $25,000 and over

Special Supporter: $10,000 and over

Supporter: $5,000 and over

Donor: $1,000 and over
  

Specific Purchases
  

Donors can purchase a ward, a room or equipment within a room. This will also contain a plaque recognizing

the donation. A list of available purchases can be provided on request.
  

Finances
   

Our last audited statement is attached for your information. Further financial information can be obtained

by calling the Budget Officer at 452-716-9997.

 

 What information have we included? We have the amount to be raised; the need fulfilled;
the benefits; the recognition; our history; our mission; our vision; and each program and service.
More could be included as required. It’s up to us.

However, this example shows the separation of the case into an enticing section in continuous
prose and a facts section in formal, structured point form.
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Structure

 15:      Executive Director 
Performance Review

A. INTRODUCTION
 

Why review the Executive Director’s performance? What’s the purpose? It improves
communication, as noted In Part A. Communication from whom to whom? From board to
Executive Director? Aren’t we letting him/her know what the Board wants?

That’s certainly part of it, but the communication needs to be both ways. The Board should
listen for the Executive Director’s needs. Both sides should seek to be better informed.

Do we get other benefits from a performance review? Yes; it can also motivate the Executive
Director. How? By recognising success. Won’t recognition of this year’s achievements inspire
striving for more recognition next year? A good performance review should be made enjoyable and
motivating..

What successes do we recognise? Is it good enough to say: “Thanks for everything you’ve
done this year”? No. If we can’t be bothered to identify the achievements in the past year, why
should the Executive Director bother to strain for new ones?

 How does a board get to know all of the successes? It hasn’t been in the thick of the action
with the Executive Director. How does it recall even those successes that it once knew?

It’s a good idea to start the review process by asking the Executive Director to prepare a
report for the Board on all relevant matters, including a list of his/her achievements in the past year.
Who knows them better? Does this report need to be long? No; it should just include the material
suggested below (page B - 69). 

But, of course, not everything will have been successful. Problems will have occurred. What
should we do about them? Shouldn’t we consider corrective action? Shouldn’t we seek something
better? So we also need to find what went wrong.

Once the review is finished, the new deliverables for the Executive Director will probably
require changes to the tactical deliverables that came out of the last tactical planning exercise
(Chapter 19, page C- 61) - and vice versa. The two sets of deliverables are very interdependent.
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A.1. RESULTS

Is one objective to tell the Executive Director our opinions? Should we say that we found
him/her rude or a bit slow at times?

First of all, will our opinions cause him/her to change? In many cases the answer is “no” and
in others it’s “unlikely”. It may achieve no benefit at all - and reduce the quality of the
Board/Executive Director relationship for nothing.

Then what do we do about his/her character deficiencies? Do we ignore them? We must first
ask ourselves whether he/she has superior qualities to compensate. Are these good enough to make
it worthwhile putting up with the deficiencies? What do we do if it isn’t worthwhile? We may need
to seek a new Executive Director.

Can we get our point across another way that avoids the negative consequences of talking
about what the Executive Director is? Yes, we should always focus attention instead on the results
of his/her actions.

Even the rudeness can be conveyed as a result. For example, we can say: “Some board
members have been offended by things you have said and this has adversely affected your
relationship with the Board.”

A.2. THE COMING YEAR

Why do we need to review results in the past year? Understanding of the past is an essential
preparation for planning the future. It helps us improve that future. So once we have learned what
we need to know about the past year, we must turn and use that understanding in preparation for the
year ahead.

How will improvement be achieved? How can we help move the organization forward
towards greater effectiveness? How can we seek correction of problems? We can identify Executive
Director deliverables that will achieve them.

A.3. THE OBJECTIVES

We can now summarize the objectives of the performance review.

We should focus the performance review on results not characteristics.
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Objectives for an Executive Director Performance Review
  

1. To determine the Executive Director’s results in the past year, both

successes and setbacks:
   

• Which planned deliverables were achieved and which were not?

• What else was achieved?

• What problems occurred?
   

2. To motivate the Executive Director by recognising success.
   

3. To determine new tactical deliverables for the year ahead:
  

• To move forward.

• To correct problems.
  

4. To improve communication between Board and Executive Director.

  

Does this represent the only and ideal set of objectives for a performance review? No. Once
again, specifics are given as an illustration, but the above set of objectives will work.
  

A.4. COMPLEXITY
  

How complex should the performance review be? Does the Board have the time for much
complexity? No: It is better to embrace a simple review than avoid an onerous one. Beware of using
procedures from large organizations where board members work. Read them for ideas, but they may
be too complex.

Can we afford the time for even a simple review? If we are buried in other board work, can
we leave the review for this year? Well, where else could our time be spent more profitably?
Nowhere; performance reviews are one of the Board’s most valuable responsibilities.

Chapter 5 (page A -38) stressed that such tasks get left not because we haven’t time, but
because we waste too much of our time on operational activities. We need to cut the time spent on
operational activities and find the time for performance reviews.

If simplicity is the key, how can a performance reviews be simplified? Shouldn’t we avoid
burying ourselves in detail? Shouldn’t we focus on what’s important?

For example, supposing two aspects of the Executive Director’s performance went
particularly well, one was unsatisfactory and everything else was satisfactory. Where is our focus?

 On the satisfactory aspects? Surely not. They won’t need recognition or improvement. So
there is no point in discussing them. Ticking a lot of question boxes marked “satisfactory” is a waste
of time. We should focus on the extremes, on the particularly good results and the particularly bad
results.
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Information Package
   

1. Performance reviews

< Last year’s Executive Director Performance Review

(confidential).

< The last Organizational Performance Review (see Part C, page 

C - 62).
  

2. Reports

< The report from the Executive Director on his/her past year

(with achievements, unfinished deliverables, challenges,

opportunities and personal priorities for deliverables in the

year ahead).

< Any grievance processes (confidential: see page A - 39).

< Any exit interviews (confidential: see page A - 39).

< The Executive Director job description.

< Comments from the Board.
  

3. Review questions

< The Executive Director review questions (see examples below).

What else can help? Keeping everything to point-form is really important. Philosophical
discourses not only waste time, they muddle the issues. Shouldn’t reports be brief, with just the
facts? All examples given in this chapter are brief, point-form facts.
  

B. THE PERFORMANCE REVIEW PROCESS
  

Who does the Executive Director performance review? It’s the Chair’s responsibility. Does
he/she do it alone? No; it’s advisable to seek assistance from the officers, in the form of the Chair
Advisory Committee.

What process does the Chair use for the Executive Director performance review? What steps
are needed? The process could be considered to have 3 steps:

B.1. STEP 1: INFORMATION
  

What documents can help in our review? Useful documents for the information package are
whatever is available from the list given below:

Step 1: The Chair collects the information.

  

Step 2: The Chair meets with the Executive Director.

Step 3: The Chair writes a report that recognizes successes, judges

performance and specifies new deliverables.
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The non-confidential documents can be distributed to the Board in advance of the collection
of board input. However, confidential documents can go astray and should not be distributed (for
example, last year’s performance review, any reports from a grievance process, any exit interviews -
see page A - 39). How does the Board learn of their content? Confidential information should be
provided verbally by the Chair at a Board meeting.

Why do we need last year’s performance review? The Executive Director’s progress against
last year’s deliverables is the best indicator of how successful he/she has been. And those
deliverables which were not achieved may need to be moved forward into the coming year.

Finally, the driving force behind any fact-finding and planning must always be questions.
Below is a very general example set that would do for any organization. Like anything in this book,
these questions are just examples that can be adapted to our own organization or replaced. However,
if the chair is short of time, these two pages can be copied manually or electronically and distributed.

Executive Director Review Questions Section A
  

a. Answer “Yes” no more than 3 questions from Section A below (indicating that the

Executive Director has done particularly well).
  

b. Answer “No” no more than 3 questions from Section A below (indicating that the

Executive Director’s performance needs to improve).
________________________________________________________________________

Programs and Services    

1. Has the Executive Director shown leadership in the initiation, planning and

development of programs and services?  _______

2. Has he/she been able to obtain enough funds to support these programs and 

services?  _______

3. Is the community image and understanding of our programs and services good

enough?  _______
  

Administration   

1. Has the Executive Director displayed sufficient administrative expertise?      _______

2. Has he/she been efficient and effective in getting results?  _______

3. Have you felt confident in leaving all management to him/her?  _______

4. Has he/she prepared a competent and clear operating budget?  _______

5. Has his/her financial control of this operating budget been good enough?  _______

6. Has he/she had positive enough working relationships with all stakeholders 

and other contacts outside the organization?  _______

7. Has he/she established a quality working relationship with senior staff?  _______

8. Has the Organization had sufficient and competent promotion and publicity?   _______

9. Are volunteers properly screened, supervised and recognized?  _______

10. Are legal records properly maintained?  _______

11. Is there an adequate manual of operational policies?  _______

12. Are staff given enough professional development?  _______

13. Is staff morale good enough?  _______

14. Do volunteers enjoy their service?  _________
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Board Support  

1. Has he/she listened to and dealt well with board and board members.  _______

2. Has he/she regularly attended board, workgroup and subcommittee meetings? _______

3. Has he/she provided sufficient professional support to the Board?  _______

4. Has he/she acted upon board decisions in a timely fashion?  _______

5. Has he/she conformed to and upheld all board policies?  _______

6. Has he/she maintained a good working relationship with the Board and its 

members? concerns?  _______

7. Has he/she shown respect for board members and the board’s area of 

authority?  _______

8. Are his/her monthly reports clear, sufficient, concise and understandable?  _______

9. Did he/she present an operating budget that you understood?  _______

10. Do you understand his/her monthly financial reports?  _______

11. Has the work of the Board been given sufficient administrative support?  _______

12. Does he/she  advise the Board when it must take action?  _______

13. Does he/she bring the Board suggested solutions as well as problems?  _______

14. Has sufficient staff effort been put into raising funds?  _______

15. Is the Board properly protected (with all necessary insurance, regular 

payment of taxes and salaries, good risk management policies and all other 

legal requirements)?  _______

16. Are all parts of the job description performed well?  _______

________________________________________________________________________

Section B
   

< Which deliverables from last year’s performance review have been achieved and which

have not?

< Have any other results been achieved?

< Which Executive Director accomplishments should be recognised as superior?

< Which deliverables should we expect from the Executive Director in the coming year?

   

The non-confidential documents should also be given to the Executive Director in advance
of meeting with him/her. Why do we distribute in advance? Asking board and Executive Director
to work through the questions beforehand is a good idea. The further everyone gets before a meeting,
the further we will be after it. Don’t questions get people thinking?

If he/she finds perceived performance problems, the Chair could also investigate perceptions
of the Executive Director within the community. Won’t a couple of good phone calls do it? Anything
learned should be considered confidential and only be communicated verbally.

How do we collect board member response to the questions? If we wish to collect the
information before a board meeting, one way is to divide the members up between the officers
(maybe each officer gets three board members) and ask officers to make individual phone calls. That
avoids producing any written material.

Alternatively board members could be asked to think about it beforehand and all responses
could be heard in camera (a section of the board meeting for which the Executive Director is asked
to leave the room).
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Executive Director Deliverables for the 1998/99 Season     June 1998 
___________________________________________________________________________________________________  

1. To be more timely in fulfilling responsibilities.

2. To provide better quality reports to the board.

3. To serve the Organization’s new deliverables by:
  

< Producing a better ice schedule to start the season which does

not require young players to be on the ice before 8 am

< Finding more sponsors by Christmas.

< Organizing a Summer workshop for existing coaches in August

and advertizing for others.

< Increasing the number of girl players by 10% before the season

starts.

< Implementing the new player Code of Behaviour before the

season starts.

While in camera, the Chair can inform the board on the content of the confidential
documents, which can then be discussed. Listening to the Board completes the Chair’s work in
collecting information. 
  

B.1.a. AN EXAMPLE

Let’s consider an example. The Tigers League is a league of boy and girl hockey teams. We’ll
begin by reviewing the Executive Director deliverables from last year’s performance review. It
should be noted that the example is being kept simple. A longer list of deliverables would be more
normal. Also missing is the Board’s direction on how the Executive Director should achieve the
improvements noted in points 1 & 2.

What happened at the Tigers Hockey League in camera session? The Chair first presented
all confidential material verbally and worked through the questions with the Board.  When reviewing
the deliverables, the Board felt that the Executive Director had made good progress with all
deliverables except timeliness, which still needed improvement. How could this be addressed?
Someone suggested he take a course.

B.2. STEP 2: THE MEETING
  

The Chair and the Executive Director meet in Stage 2. The Chair produces a written record
in Stage 3. Do we have these stages in the right order? They are often done in reverse. Which comes
first, the meeting or the written record?

Supposing the record is created first. Isn’t it insulting to be handed a written judgement to
which one has had no input - like a school report? Insults are de-motivating. And how could there
be good communication under such circumstances? Hasn’t the Chair lost any opportunity to listen
to the Executive Director? If the meeting comes first, much better communication and results can
be achieved.
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B.2.a. CONTINUING THE EXAMPLE

After the Tigers board meeting, the Chair then arranged a meeting with the Executive
Director. Did the Chair go alone? No, it is always prudent for another officer to be present.

At the meeting, the Chair brought forward board and other perceptions and suggestions of
the Executive Director’s results. The Executive Director contributed his own, to which the Chair
listened. How well did the two perceptions match? Discussion revealed that the Executive Director
did not perceive the occasions he had been late on timelines as a big problem. 

However, the Executive Director was persuaded to accept the Board’s perception when he
was assured that it was a significant problem for the Board. Didn’t this remove the need for the Chair
to recommend serious action to the Board? Responses to the problem were discussed.

A new set of deliverables were developed by negotiation. Does involving the Executive
Director in creating his/her new deliverables achieve anything? Yes; it inspires motivation. Why?
Because people are most strongly attached to their own ideas.

B.2.b. UNSATISFACTORY PERFORMANCE

What happens when the Executive Director’s performance is considered unsatisfactory? This
part is difficult. Who likes to criticize or to be criticised? However, we must be blunt about problems
if we want results. Do people enjoy receiving blunt comment? No; having a performance problem
identified will probably make an Executive Director angry. 

Then how can we make the review positive so that it leads to positive action? The Chair
should always begin with the recognition of success, limit discussion of the unsatisfactory results
in the past and focus attention on future corrective action through deliverables. Anger cannot pass
until the pathway to success is in clear focus.

Nevertheless, poor performance can sometimes lead to a difficulty. For example, what should
be done if a problem communicated to the Executive Director receives an unsatisfactory response?
He/she might not be prepared to accept responsibility and correct the situation.

These are not normal circumstances and the result is a difficult period for everyone. What’s
the answer? If the Executive Director is under annual contract; the solution may be as simple as not
renewing his/her contract. Alternatively, Chair and Executive Director might mutually agree that
board and Executive Director should part company.

However, if this doesn’t work, dismissing for a reason is a long and difficult road. Shouldn’t
we seek professional advice if we need it? Shouldn’t we also consult a lawyer? If the Board doesn’t
show diligence and care here, it might face serious consequences.
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Scotiatown Minor Hockey League

Executive Director Performance Review June, 1999
  

The Executive Director can be congratulated on:
  

< Producing a better ice schedule.

< Organizing a very successful Summer workshop for coaches.

< Very good communication to parents, managers and coaches on our new

Code of Behaviour.

< Good work in finding new sponsors.

< Better quality reporting to the Board.
  

Deliverables for 1999/2000
  

< To improve timeliness:
   

< By taking a course on time management whenever available.

< By setting deadlines for the year’s major tasks and reporting

these deadlines at the September board meeting.
  

< To serve the Organization’s mission and vision by:
  

< Applying for a licence and setting up the new bingos in August.

< Arranging a summer workshop for referees in August.

< Raising the number of girl players through:

< Extensive promotion before the start of the season.

< Organizing support from Board members, immediately.

B.3. THE WRITTEN RECORD

Afterward meeting with the Executive Director, the Chair writes up the review. Who gets it?
Isn’t the Executive Director’s performance review confidential? Yes; it should be given to the
Executive Director only. A copy should be kept by the board Chair for the next Chair.

The Chair should not hesitate to document all improvement deliverables that have been
discussed at the meeting, even ones that the Board or Executive Director finds hard to accept.

B.3.a. FINISHING THE EXAMPLE

In the Tiger’s Executive Director performance review below (including new deliverables to
improve Executive Director timeliness) the time by when he/she must deliver results is underlined.
Executive Director deliverables and completion dates together constitute his action plan for the
coming year (a more extensive example of an action plan is given in Appendix E, page B - 100).
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1. Is responsible for the work of the Board.
  

2. For board meetings:
  

C Calls the meetings and decides their agenda in consultation with

the Executive Director.

C Reminds people of expected reports.

C Chairs them, as a referee, ensuring that:

• All board members get a chance to speak.

• Discussion does not stray from the issue of current focus. 

C Recapitulates board member tasks at meeting end.
  

3. Between board meetings
  

C Is the Board’s spokesman.

C Liaises with the Executive Director on behalf of the Board.

C Deals with board conflict.

C Leads the Board in all advocacy.

Appendix A

Governance  Policies

The suggested governance policies below are rules of the game to be used by the Board, its
officers, its committee chairs, its committees, its workgroups and the Executive Director. They try
to delegate all necessary responsibilities to the most appropriate entity.

The set is not claimed to be either complete or unchangeable. It should be considered a
collection of examples. They can be compared to any organization’s existing policies or used as a
draft for new ones.

These policies are aimed at a Policy Board and an Administrative Board with an Executive
Director. Appendix B (page B - 88) contains the governance policy examples for an Administrative
Board without an Executive Director.

1. INDIVIDUALS

1.a. THE CHAIR
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4. With the help of the Chair Advisory Committee:
  

C Conducts Executive Director performance reviews.

C Conducts staff exit interviews, grievance processes and client

complaint investigations, or delegates this task.

C Prepares for the Annual General Meeting.

C Deals with legal contracts.

1. In the absence of the Chair, assumes the role of Chair.

2. Reviews the bylaws and operational policies for the Chair.
  

2. Prepares to take over as the new Chair, if asked.

1. Is the key member of the Finance Workgroup.
  

2. Provides financial advice to the Executive Director.

3. Becomes an expert on the organization’s finances, so that he/she can be a

constructive financial critic in board meetings.
   

4. Ensures that all government payroll deductions and taxes are submitted.
  

5. Ensures a proper annual audit and appropriate response to that audit.

1. Takes board minutes (can be delegated to staff).
  

2. Keeps the legal records of the organization or ensures they are kept. 

1. Chairs the Board Development Committee.
  

2. Acts as a mentor to the Chair.

1.b. THE VICE-CHAIR 

1.c. THE TREASURER

1.d. THE SECRETARY

1.e. THE PAST CHAIR
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1. Calls and conducts subcommittee meetings.
  

2. Ensures that:
  

C The subcommittee understands, is satisfied with and addresses its

terms of reference.

C All preparation work is completed for meetings.

C All members of the committee get a chance to speak.

C Discussion does not stray from the issue of current focus.

C Subcommittee members understand their tasks at the end of each

meeting.

C Someone records the main decisions reached and tasks delegated

during each meeting.

C Someone prepares draft reports as needed.
  

3. Communicates with the rest of the organization on behalf of the

Committee:
  

C Reporting progress and problems to the Board.

C Presenting recommendations to the Board.

C Preparing a report for members at the annual (general) meeting.
  

4. Takes the lead in recruiting additional committee members as needed.

1. Negotiates with the Fundraising Workgroup.
  

•  A financial target

C  When the project will take place.
  

2. Plans the project by:
  

C Determining milestones.

C Booking any facilities required.

C Recruiting project team members.

C Determining and allocating tasks.

C Preparing instructions.
  

3. Supervises the preparation and execution of the project.
 

4. Reports progress to the Fundraising Workgroup or the Executive

Director.

1.f. A SUBCOMMITTEE CHAIR

1.g. A FUNDRAISING PROJECT LEADER
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Assists the Chair:
  

1. Annually in:
  

a) Reviewing the performance of the Executive Director.

b) Preparing for the Annual General Meeting.

c) Reviewing the bylaws and operational policies to ensure that they

are sufficient, protect against risk and are consistent with the EF

policies.
  

2. With staff exit interviews, staff grievance processes and client

complaints.
  

3. With all legal contracts.
  

4. With other advice and help as requested.

1. Before a new year starts:
  

< Works with the Fundraising workgroup in:
  

< Breaking its fundraising challenge into manageable sized

projects.

< Preparing project targets.
   

< Offers advice on the budget to the Executive Director.
  

2. During the year, when requested:
  

< Brainstorms possible solutions to financial problems.

< Acts as a sounding board for Executive Director financial

proposals.
  

3. After the year’s close, helps the Executive Director:
    

< Review the auditor’s report.

< Review the accuracy of budget predictions by comparing final

results to the original budget.

< Prepare recommendations for changes to the Board.
  

4. Assists the board with financial expertise and knowledge of the

organization’s finances.

2. SUBCOMMITTEES & WORKGROUPS

2.a. THE CHAIR ADVISORY COMMITTEE

2.b. THE FINANCE WORKGROUP
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Assists the Executive Director in:
   

1. Planning fundraising by:
  

C Reviewing current and potential fundraising projects.

C Negotiating the total target with the Finance Workgroup (or the

Treasurer if there is no Executive Director).

C Breaking the total target into manageable sized projects

C Establishing dates and leaders for all projects.

C Preparing a fundraising plan.

C Gaining board approval before the new year begins.
  

2.  Monitoring fundraising by:
  

C Reviewing monthly progress reports from project leaders.

C Providing monthly progress reports to the Board.

C For any project shortfall, providing the Board with a proposal to

offset the shortfall.

1. At least as frequently as every 3 years, organizes a Strategic Planning

process to ensure that the Organization has an appropriate set of

strategic policies and a strategic plan.
  

2. Annually organizes a process that:
   

• Reviews the past year’s performance of the organization.

• Results in tactical deliverables for the year ahead.   
   

3. Develops and reviews other Ends Framework (EF) policies and governance

policies.
   

4. Ensures that board, staff, volunteers and other stakeholders are always

consulted and involved in planning and major policy changes.
   

5. Makes recommendations to the Board on its findings.

2.c. THE FUNDRAISING WORKGROUP

2.d. THE LEADERSHIP COMMITTEE
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1. Maintains the following recruitment documentation:
  

a) A Board Member Contract.

b) A Board Handbook (or ensures that staff do).

    

c) An inventory of board jobs, with qualifications needed.

  

2. Seeks board members continually throughout the year by:

  

a) Analyzing the skills, manpower and representation needed.

  

b) Finding potential board members to fulfil these needs.

  

c) Providing a Board Member Contract to and interviewing potential

board members.

  

d) Recommending new board members to the Board to fill vacancies.

3. At the annual (general) meeting recommends a list of Board nominees to

the membership.

  

4. Provides orientation to new board members, including:

  

a) An up-to-date Board Handbook..

    

b) A visit to see services in operation.

  

c) An orientation session.  

  

5. Maintains a learning board through regular board education and new

challenges.

  

6. Annually reviews the Board’s own performance and makes

recommendations to the Board.

2.e. THE BOARD DEVELOPMENT COMMITTEE
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1. The Board, when assembled in a formal board meeting:
  

C Is the employer of the Executive Director.

C Monitors the performance of the Executive Director.

C Passes motions to exercise its responsibilities as employer.

C Defines the boundaries of Executive Director authority.

C Is responsible for the “what” and the “why”.
  

2. The Executive Director, outside of board meetings:
  

C Runs the organization.

C Is fully responsible for “how” the organization is run.

C Follows all policies defined by and motions passed by the Board,

including any limiting his/her action.

C Consults with the Chair if action is needed that exceeds his/her

authority.
  

3. The Board Chair, outside of board meetings:
  

C Liaises with the Executive Director.

C Calls an emergency meeting of the Board if an issue cannot wait

until the next regular board meeting.
  

4. Board members, outside of board meetings:
  

C Have no authority over the Executive Director (or staff).

C When working on operational activities:

C Function as a volunteer.

C Seek guidance and help from the Executive Director.

3. THE BOARD & EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR

3.a. THEIR RELATIONSHIP
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1. Runs the Organization between board meetings.
  

2. Assists the Board of Directors with:
  

• A cooperative, mutually respectful working relationship.

• Leadership in the planning and development of all programs.

• Special expertise and advice related to the organization’s mission,

policy and planning.

• Information that keeps the Board current on external

developments related to the organization’s mission.

• Timely information on any current or potential risks for the

organization or the Board.

• Implementation of board decisions and adherence to all board

policies, including ones of limitation.

• Attendance or representation at board, workgroup and

subcommittee meetings.

• Confidentiality.

• Preparation of the operating budget.

• Formalized monthly and annual operational and financial reports.

• Solutions for routine problems.

• Assistance to the Chair in lobbying and advocacy.

• Insurance against 3  party liability, against loss of assets and for
rd

the indemnification of directors.

• Regular payment of government taxes and staff salaries.

• Maintenance of legal records.

• Membership in local and national groups with like objectives.
  

3. Using the authority granted by the Board, supervises all operational

activity, with:
  

• The implementation, promotion, co-ordination and monitoring of

programs and services that serve the mission.

• Efficient and effective administrative systems.

• Management of finances, resources and technology.

• A manual containing operational policies defining “how” things are

done.

• Accurate and up-to-date statistical information.

• Control of the operating budget.

• All contracts with external suppliers and partners.

• Staff contracts, supervision and professional development.

• The screening, supervision and recognition of all volunteers.

• Liaison and a positive working relationship with all agencies,

funders, partners, businesses, groups and individuals.

• All publicity, promotion and external communication.

3.b. EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR JOB DESCRIPTION
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3.c BOARD ROLE

The Board Role is listed on pages B - 17 & B - 18.

 

  4. SUPPORTING POLICIES

4.a. MONTH-BY-MONTH SCHEDULE

A schedule like the following ensures that annual, regular board responsibilities are not
forgotten or completed too late. Time-lines will vary considerably for different boards. What
follows is only an example:

  

Board Meeting Discussion Decision

January The Board Development Committee

recommends a slate of members and

officers to the Board
  

The Chair recommends governance policy

changes and additions

February The Executive Director

presents the Auditor’s Report

The Secretary distributes a new Board

Handbook updated from the Minutes
  

The Annual General Meeting is held

March The Leadership Committee

presents an interim report on

the deficiencies in Ends

Framework policies for

discussion

The Executive Director makes

recommendations as a result of the auditor’s

report

April The Vice-President presents a

review of operational policies

The Leadership Committee makes

recommendations on changes or additions to

Ends Framework policies

May The Leadership Committee

involves the Board in tactical

planning.

The Executive Director recommends

revisions to operational policies 

June The Leadership Committee recommends its

tactical plans.
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September The Chair involves the Board in

a performance review of the

Executive Director.

The Board Development

Committee involves the Board in

a performance review of itself.
  

The Executive Director

presents potential program

changes for the coming year

October The Executive Director

presents potential ideas for the

coming year’s fundraising plan
   

The Chair of the Board Development

Committee recommends the performance

review of the Board and deliverables for the

coming year.

The Executive Director makes

recommendations for program changes in

the coming year 

November The Executive Director

presents a first draft of the

new year’s budget for

discussion

The Secretary advises the

Board of all the policy changes

it has made through its motions

in the past year 

The Board Development

Committee seeks board input on

its needs 

The Fundraising Workgroup recommends a

fundraising plan for the coming year.

The Leadership Committee recommends

whether a strategic Planning exercise is

needed this year.

December The Board Development

Committee seeks suggestions

from the Board for new board

members

The Chair presents a review of

existing governance policies 

The Executive Director recommends the

new year’s budget
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C A brief description and history of the organization.
  

C Any special awards and accomplishments.

C The strategic policies, including mission & visible destination (Chapter 17,

page C - 23).
  

C Basic information about programs, services, partners and facilities.

  

C Organizational components (officers, committees, workgroups, staff etc.).

C The role of the Board.

C Expectations of board members.

C An overview of funding sources.
  

C The Board Member Contract.
  

C Board member recognition processes.
  

C The policy manual with:
  

C Governance policies.

C Ends Framework policies

C Risk Management policies.

C A Conflict of Interest policy.
  

C The Constitution and by-laws.
  

C Anything else important that is not this-year-only information (material

such as the budget should be provided separately to reduce the task of

updating the Handbook).

4.b. THE BOARD HANDBOOK

       Some suggested contents of the Board Handbook are:
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1. The Executive Director produces and maintains a manual of operational

policies. The policies required are:
  

1. Staff policies that cover salaries and benefits, working conditions,

health, probation, job descriptions, expectations, standards,

organization chart, performance evaluations, grievances, discipline,

termination, etc.
  

2. Financial policies that cover accounting procedures, what funds

can be used for, money handling procedures for staff and

volunteers, investment, capital projects, the reward system for

donors, sponsors, partnerships, etc.

3. Volunteer policies that cover recruitment, inclusion, equality, the

reward system, termination, the prevention of burnout, record

keeping, etc.

4. Risk management policies that cover screening volunteers, dealing

with financial transactions, keeping within the Law, etc.

4.c. OPERATIONAL POLICIES

The following governance policy suggests issues on which the Board might expect the
Executive Director to produce an operational policy:

 
4.d. GRIEVANCE AND EXIT INTERVIEWS

4.e. PERFORMANCE REVIEWS

1. Any staff member may approach the board with a grievance, provided:
  

• The grievance has previously been discussed with the Executive

Director.

• The grievance is addressed to the Board Chair in writing.
  

2. The Board Chair or designate, accompanied by another board member

conducts an exit interview with all full time staff who leave the

organization’s employment.

The Board conducts an annual performance review of:
   

• The Organization.

• Itself.

• The Executive Director.
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1. Board meetings start with a routine section, continue with a decision

section and end with a discussion section.
  

2. In the routine section:
  

C Items are dispensed with quickly.

C Any routine item not resolved in 5 minutes is moved down the

agenda for consideration after routine items are finished.

C Members are expected to present reports within 2 minutes.

C Subsequent speakers are expected to respond within 1 minute.

C The person presenting the report has a second opportunity to

speak only after everyone who wished to respond has had an

opportunity to do so (unless asked by the Chair to answer a

question).

C Members are expected not to speak without permission from the

Chair.
  

3. In the decision section:
  

C The Board makes decisions on previously discussed, well

understood significant issues.

C Written reports with motions are expected to be distributed

before the meeting.

C The discipline of the routine section continues.

4. In the discussion section:

C There are no motions.

C Free discussion takes place to develop understanding on issues to

be decided at future meetings.

C Discipline is more relaxed.

4.f. BOARD MEETINGS
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Appendix B

Governance
without an Executive Director

1. INTRODUCTION  

Appendix A contains a set of governance policies for a Board with an Executive Director.
Many of them still apply if it doesn’t have one. When they don’t apply, different governance policies
must be created. What differences will we find?

Won’t an organization have to be a lot less complex for it to manage without an Executive
Director? So we can respond to that reduced complexity by cutting out some roles and
responsibilities. For example, the Chair Advisory Committee and the Finance Workgroup can be cut.
And can’t we assume that there is no risk of client abuse? Otherwise an Executive Director would
be essential.

However, what happens to those responsibilities of the Executive Director, the Chair
Advisory Committee and Finance Workgroup that are still needed? Each must be reassigned to a
board member or to a volunteer. Here is a suggested reassignment:
  

Officer or Volunteer Additional Responsibilities Assumed

Chair . Most of the remaining Executive

Director responsibilities

Vice-Chair The Chair Advisory Committee

responsibilities not allocated to the

Chair.

Treasurer 1. The remaining Finance

Workgroup responsibilities.

2. The Executive Director’s

financial responsibilities

Communications Officer All publicity and public communication

Volunteer Coordinator The screening, supervision and

recognition of all volunteers
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1. The Vice-Chair has been given a larger role.
  

2. The organization should pay a professional bookkeeper to manage the
financial records (thus ensuring that records are up to date for monthly
meetings).

Resources Manager Management of resources and

technology

Program Coordinator The planning, implementation, co-

ordination and monitoring of a

program or service (or all of them)

Four new positions have been suggested to assume specialized Executive Director
responsibilities. These positions are a Communications Officer, a Volunteer Coordinator, a
Resources Manager and one or more Program Coordinators. Are these positions board officers
or volunteers? They could be either.

However, isn’t the Communications Officer an essential conduit between the Board and its
public? Doesn’t this mean that he/she should be a board member?

1.a. OFFICER OVERLOAD

One outcome of having no Executive Director is an increase in the workload for the Chair
and the Treasurer. Who’s in charge between board meetings? The Chair is. The Treasurer also
assumes additional responsibilities.

What happens if they do it all? The others will leave them to do it. That’s human nature. If
they get burned out as a result, the organization will probably run poorly. Don’t we need ways to
reduce their workload? For example:

1.b. THE EXAMPLES

New example governance policies follow. Whenever one is unchanged, it is not repeated. A
reference is given back to the example in Appendix A.
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1. Is responsible for the work of the Board. 
  

2. Between board meetings
  

C Runs the Organization.

C Liaises with all external people and bodies in a positive working

relationship.

C Is the Board’s spokesman.

C Deals with board conflict.

C Leads the Board in all advocacy.

C Prepares for the annual (general) meeting.

C Deals with legal contracts.  
  

3. For board meetings:
  

C Calls them.

C Prepares their agenda.

C Reminds people of expected reports.

C Conducts them.        

C Recapitulates board member tasks at meeting end.
  

4. Is responsible for Membership in local and national groups with like

objectives

1. In the absence of the Chair, assumes the role of Chair.
  

2. Prepares to take over as the new Chair, if asked.
  

3. Assists the Chair annually in: preparing for the Annual General Meeting.
  

4. Assists with all legal contracts whenever requested to do so.

2. INDIVIDUALS

2.a. THE CHAIR

2.b. THE VICE-CHAIR
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1. Prepares and controls the operating budget .

  

2. Supervises the bookkeeping.
  

3. Ensures that:
  

C All government taxes are submitted.

C Insurance is purchased against 3  party liability and loss of
rd

assets.

C Last year’s financial results are reviewed and makes

recommendations arising from the Auditor’s report.
  

4. Before a new year starts works with the Fundraising Committee in:
  

C Breaking its fundraising challenge into manageable sized projects.

C Preparing project targets.
  

5. Develops and maintains policies related to finances.

6. Makes recommendations to the Board concerning the outcome of these

responsibilities.

1. Takes board minutes.
  

2. Keeps the Board Handbook current.
  

3. Maintains the legal records of the organization (by-laws, policies, minutes,

etc.).
  

4. Collects and maintains accurate and up-to-date statistical information

Writes and distributes all publicity, including:
  

1. Press releases.

2. Advertising copy.

3. Promotions of the Organization.

4. Public education.

2.c. THE TREASURER

2.d. THE SECRETARY

2.e. THE PAST CHAIR (page B - 76)

2.f. A SUBCOMMITTEE CHAIR (page B - 77)

2.g. A FUNDRAISING PROJECT LEADER (page B - 77)

2.h. THE COMMUNICATIONS OFFICER
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For all volunteers:
  

< Prepares any needed job descriptions.

< Coordinates the recruitment.

< Supervises the volunteers.

< Plans the recognition of all volunteers

< Manages the organization’s physical resources (buildings, computers,

equipment, etc.)

< Implements, co-ordinates and monitors program(s) & service(s)

2.i. THE VOLUNTEER COORDINATOR

2.j. RESOURCES MANAGER

2.k. PROGRAM COORDINATOR

3. COMMITTEES

3.a. THE FUNDRAISING COMMITTEE (see page B - 80  for the Fundraising Workgroup)

3.b. THE LEADERSHIP COMMITTEE (see page B - 80)

3.c. THE BOARD DEVELOPMENT COMMITTEE (page B - 81)
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Stewardship   

1. Delegates all responsibilities, including operational ones, to subcommittees

and individuals.

2. Stewards the performance of subcommittees and individuals by:

• Monitoring their progress in board meetings.

• Approving satisfactory progress and recommendations.

• Taking action to correct unsatisfactory progress or

recommendations.
   

Policy 

1. Develops and maintains all necessary policies.
  

Planning  

1. Periodically undertakes strategic planning to develop strategic policies

(mission, visible destination (vision), value statements, strategic direction,

etc.).

2. Annually undertakes a performance review of the organization that

results in new tactical plans.
  

Board Development  

1. Carefully and regularly recruits and orients the right new board members.

2. Provides continuity with a Board Handbook.

3. Maintains a learning board through regular board education and new

challenges.

4. Annually reviews its own performance.
  

Financial  

1. Ensures the financial accountability and financial security of the

organization.

3. Ensures a proper audit and appropriate response to that audit.
  

Fundraising

2. Achieves sufficient fundraising to meet financial needs.

4. THE BOARD
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APPENDIX C

Improving  Meetings

Any board member can help improve Board meetings. How? With a recommendation to the
Chair. The table below suggests solutions that the Chair can use for some common problems:

Common Problems The Chair

 Should:

Too many members turn up late Start meetings on time, even

without a quorum (a quorum is not

essential to run a meeting, only to

carry its motions).

Not enough members come to the

meeting to make a quorum.

 1. Have members phoned to remind

them before the meeting. 
  

 2. Ask any member who misses 3

meetings in a row to leave the

Board.

Meetings deal with the Executive

Director’s agenda, not the Board’s

Prepare the agenda and stick to it.
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The content of the last meeting is

being revived

   

 1. Insist on minutes that document 

all decisions. 
  

 2. Insist on a motion being made 

with a mover and a seconder before

any discussion.
  

 3. Not let resolved issues be

reopened.
  

It is difficult to find the decisions

in the board minutes

See that discussion is not included

in the minutes, only decisions.

Too much time is spent on

unimportant matters and not

enough time is spent on important

ones

or

The meeting pace is too slow

or

A meeting gets “stuck” on an issue

with no solution in sight

 1. Prepare a planned agenda organized

into routine , decisions and debate

sections.
  

 2. Get routine items fished quickly 

in a disciplined manner, move to

decisions on well understood

issues and end with debate on

issues that will be decided at a

future meeting.
  

 3. If an issue starts taking over, move

it down the agenda and 

finish the routine issues first.
  

 4. Allow discussion on an issue only

after a motion has been made with

a mover and a seconder (except for

a committee-of-the-whole).
  

 5. Set a time limit for finishing a

decision item, then call the motion

on time.

The Board is asked to be a rubber

stamp for recommendations

Insist on items being debated 

at a meeting before the one at

which a decision is needed.

Board members get tired Finish the meeting or have break.

Other conversations are going on  1. Ask the talkers to stop.
  

 2. Run a disciplined, organized

meeting.
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There is too much unpleasant

tension

or

Some members are angry and resist

an important decision

 1. Create a warm, open atmosphere.
  

 2. Use humour.
  

 3. Allow conflict and diversity but

manage them.
  

 4. Seek a consensus, if possible.
  

 5. Send unresolved conflict to a

subcommittee or a small informal

meeting.
  

 6. Meet before the next meeting 

with those having difficulty

An issue not on the agenda is taking

over the meeting

 1. Move the issue to the end of the

agenda (or call a special meeting).
  

 2. Proceed with the planned agenda,

One speaker dominates or a few

speakers dominate

 1. Permit speech only when the chair

recognises a raised hand.
  

 2. Only allow whoever speaks to the

motion to speak again after the

rest of the Board has had the

opportunity to speak.
  

 3. Ask speakers to be brief.
  

 4. Thank the speaker, but ask for

opinions from the other members.
  

 5. If  no one volunteers to speak, ask

individual members by name.

There is disagreement on a motion  1. Get motions for major decisions

drafted before the meeting.
  

 2. Ask for suggested amendments to

the motion.
  

 3. Ask a committee, a person or

persons to investigate..
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Subcommittee reports are missing

or difficult to understand

or

A subcommittee’s progress is poor

or

The subcommittee chair takes too

long giving the report

 1. Talk to the subcommittee chair

outside the meeting.
   

 2. Make certain that the

subcommittee has good terms of

reference.
  

 3. Ask for written reports in time to

circulate before the meeting.
  

 4. Replace the subcommittee chair if

necessary.

The Chair finds himself/herself

talking too much

or

The Chair wants to speak on an item

 1. Limit expression of the Chair’s own

opinions and be a referee.
  

 2. Let someone else give reports

whenever possible.
  

 3. Write a Chair report beforehand

and circulate it.
  

  4. Ask someone else to chair the

meeting and participate freely.

Members forget to follow up after

meetings

 1. At the end of each meeting

recapitulate verbally what has to be

done, who has to do it and by when.
  

 2. Get this recorded in the minutes.
  

 3. Call afterwards to ask about

progress if the task is critical.
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APPENDIX D

Fundraising Functions

Below is a suggested list of functions needed in a capital fundraising campaign. It is
reasonably complete, but not guaranteed to include everything.

Responsibilities for these functions will be split between consultant and organization. How
that split is made is less important than clarifying in the contract who is doing what and being clear
what costs are incurred in both cases.

1. Complete the preliminary feasibility study (to at least identify our potential, our

readiness, our best prospects and our likely champions).

2. Plan the capital campaign (with month-by-month timelines for both committee functions

and consultant functions).

3. Write the fund-raising case (explaining and justifying the need).

4. Provide a campaign structure (committees, staff, teams, terms of reference, job

descriptions, policies, etc.).

5. Support the activity of all campaign committees (with suggestions for membership,

orientation, financial monitoring, timeline management, progress reports and in-depth

training).

6. Undertake market research and develop marketing plans (for potential donors, sponsors,

foundations and funders, using an appropriate variety of marketing methods).

7. Design and produce appropriate fund-raising kits for all categories of potential donors,

sponsors and funders (including corporations, businesses, government agencies,

municipalities, foundations and individuals).

8. Design and develop a donor recognition program (at least including involvement,

information, events, awards, categories and correspondence).

9. Design and implement a website (capable of dealing with on-line donations and pledges).

10. Design and implement all media and public relations activity and materials (including

media kits, press releases, press conferences, advertising and presentations).

11. Develop and support a volunteer program (recruit volunteers, coordinate them, provide

training in fund raising technique and implement a volunteer recognition system).

12. Suggest, implement and manage fund-raising events (as a means of raising money, gaining

publicity and expanding support).

13. Manage the internal donor solicitation to start the campaign (from committee members,

board, staff and volunteers).

14. Identify, research and assist in soliciting major donors (accompanying volunteers to meet

them, ensuring their campaign involvement and identifying the amounts to ask).

15. Ensure and provide training & technical support for an appropriate record keeping

computer system (capable of generating all donor correspondence and committee

reports).
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The following are suggested functions for an annual fundraising campaign. They are most
likely to be the responsibility of a specialized staff member, but consultant help can be used to
augment, evaluate or design any aspect of the campaign.

1. Develop and maintain:

a. All necessary fund-raising publications  (brochures, promotional kits, etc.)

b. A complete financial supporter recognition package (flexible enough to suit

individual needs).

c. The annual fund-raising case.
  

2. Manage fund-raising public relations (liaison with the media, press releases, publicity

events, advertizing and opportunities for campaign leaders to speak).
  

3. Ensure a  record keeping system (able to generate the necessary correspondence,

receipts, acknowledgments and reports).
  

4. Identify, research the interests of, cultivate, inform and provide personalized

recognition to potential and actual corporation, business, foundation, sponsor, community

partner and individual financial supporters.
  

5. Keep potential and actual financial supporters involved and aware through newsletters,

progress reports, news articles, events, tasks, visits, etc.
  

6. Research and write all funding submissions.
  

7. Generate progress reports for Fundraising Workgroup meetings and advise on corrective

actions and schedule revisions.
  

8. Each year:

a. Design and plan a complete annual fund-raising cycle, with timelines and goals.

b. Organize an approach to board and committees for donations to start the

campaign.

c. Ask board and committee members to open doors.

d. Organize and promote fund-raising events.
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Appendix E

Executive Director
       Deliverables & Report

Understanding between the Board and its Executive Director is critical to the performance
of the Organization. In particular, both need to agree on an annual set of deliverables derived from
the annual tactical planning process (Chapter 19, page C - 62).

The deliverables set for the Executive Director drives the operational activity of the
organization for the coming year. While many of these deliverables come out of the performance
review and constitute the tactical plans delegated to the Executive Director, the Executive Director
will have additional deliverables for improving the organization’s position and strength. Some may
be extensions of tactical planning deliverables from the previous year. Some may be more routine
matters.

As a result, a realistic set of deliverables for the Executive Director can be extensive. The
following is an example set. Items with an asterisk probably came from a tactical planning process
(Chapter 19, page C - 62):

  
Item Deliverable Completion Date

1 Development of a general brochure December 2004

2* Hiring a fund development officer December 2005

3 New website launch December 2004

4 Draft budget for 2005 fiscal year December 2004

5* Launch of a new name for the Connectors Program December 2004

6* Redesign of the template for the Fund-raising Walk and Art

Auction

January 2005

7 Recommendations to the Board on a new staff salary structure January 2005 

8 Government program investigated as a potential funding source February 2005

9* Redesign of the Leadership Development Program February 2005

10 Recruitment and orientation of an evaluation consultant February 2005. 

11 Plans for an appreciation event for National Volunteer Week February 2005

12 Report for the Annual General Meeting March 2005

13 Funding secured for Summer students April 2005
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14* Submission of proposals for an Adult Volunteer Corps June 2005

15 Proposal to support the development of a Chamber of Volunteer

Organizations

June 2005

16* Proposal to support the Leadership Development Program June 2005

17 A plan to support all existing programs – for the Annual United

Way funding proposal

July 2005

18* Development of 2 additional fund raising projects, based on the

template of the Fund-raising Walk

August 2005

19 Completion of Communications Strategy August 2005.  

20* Completion of 50 Memorandums of Understanding with Community

Partners

September 2005

21* 5 new partnerships with voluntary sector agencies and

organizations through CPA mechanism

September 2005

22 A draft governance and policy structure for the Community

Chamber of Voluntary Organizations 

October 2005.  

23* A model for a Seniors Volunteer Corps October 2005

24 Completion of all required communications collaterals November 2005

26 Complete functionality of the website December 2005

  
This list of deliverables becomes part of the informal contract between Executive Director

and board for the year, on which the Executive Director’s performance is judged. The Board needs
to monitor progress during the year, which requires good written reports from the Executive Director.

Long prose reports are not helpful. They are infrequently read and rarely understood. A
formal format helps to keep the report simple and short. An example of such a format follows:
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Executive Director

Report 

23  January, 2005
rd

Deliverable Status

Deliverables

Completed before

this Month

1. Development of a general

brochure 

2. Hiring a fund development

officer

Completed

Completed

Deliverables

Accomplished this

Month

4. Draft budget for 2005

fiscal year

5. Redesign of the template

for the Fund-raising Walk

and Art Auction

Completed

Completed

Progress Made 3. Launch of a new name for

the Connectors Program

6. Recommendations to the

Board on a new staff salary

structure

7. Government program

investigated as a potential

funding source

Will be ready by next month

Still researching the subject

This program may not apply to us -

still investigating
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Appendix F

Ad-hoc Committee Structure

In Chapter 10 (page B - 16) it was suggested that any standing committee could be replaced
by one or more ad-hoc committees, to be activated when required. This method can be motivating,
because each ad-hoc committee can be given a specific deadline and a reasonable-sized task.
Breaking up standing committee roles into smaller ad-hoc committee roles also makes them easier
to understand. 

An ad-hoc committee structure doesn’t make sense to replace a committee that has a
continuous function throughout the year, like the Board Development Committee. However, the
terms of reference for the Chair Advisory Committee and the Leadership Committee can easily be
split into independent ad-hoc sections, with different timetables for each.

Do we have to re-define the terms of reference whenever a committee is activated? No; if we
include ad-hoc committee terms of reference in our governance policies, along with the standing
committee terms, they are ready to pick up every time an ad-hoc committee is activated.

We might forget to start up a committee. How can we prevent that? As noted in Chapter 10,
we need to schedule regular annual ad-hoc committee start-ups in our Month-by-Month Schedule
(page B - 83).

However, some will not be needed every year, like Selecting a new Executive Director or
Strategic Planning - they can be activated when required.

1. LEADERSHIP AD-HOC COMMITTEES

The Leadership Committee has a strategic planning role only needed every 3 years or so, a
governance policy role needed when governance is reviewed and a tactical planning role needed
every year. Each of these roles can be executed through a separate ad-hoc committee. Here are the
example terms of reference:
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Strategic Planning Ad-hoc Committee
  

At least as frequently as every 3 years, to organize a Strategic Planning process:
  

1. To ensure that our organization has an up-to-date and sufficient set of

strategic policies (purpose, visible direction, values, etc.) to give direction

and inspiration.
  

2. To ensure that our organization has an up-to-date and sufficiently

complete set of EF policies.
  

3. To ensure that board, staff and other stakeholders are consulted and

involved, understand any new policies, accept them and are motivated by

them.
  

4. To recommend to the Board whether or not an external facilitator is

required.
  

5. To finalize the policies as developed or modified and recommend the

complete set to the Board.
  

6. After the development of a new visible destination, to use a critical path

diagram to develop a priority list of steps necessary to reach that visible

destination.
   

5. Makes recommendations to the Board on its findings.

Tactical Planning Ad-Hoc Committee
  

Annually to organize a process: 
  

1. To review the previous year’s organizational performance.
  

2. To develop tactical deliverables for the year ahead. 
  

3. To ensure that board, staff and stakeholders are consulted and involved.

Governance Ad-hoc Committee
  

1. To review the current organizational structure as requested by the Board.
   

2. To recommend changes to committee structure, committee terms of

reference and other governance policies as needed.
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2. Chair Advisory Ad Hoc Committees

The Chair advisory role includes such functions as Executive Director Performance Review,
Executive Director Search when the present one leaves, and conducting urgent business before the
next board meeting. All of these could use ad-hoc committees chaired by the board chair or
someone delegated by the board chair.

Executive Director Performance Review Ad-Hoc Committee
  

1. To request a report from the Executive Director related to personal

deliverables:
  

a. Which ones from the previous performance review have been

achieved.

b. Which ones added since the last performance review have been

achieved.

c. Which ones from the previous performance review are incomplete

and why.

d. New ones for the coming year that take into account: 

• The  existing organizational deliverables.

• Predictions of new deliverables for the organization.

• Personal aspirations and growth.
  

2. To consult confidentially with a cross section of members on Executive

Director performance.
  

3. To report to the Board on findings and collect board input.
  

4. To delegate the Chair and one other member to meet with the Executive

Director to discuss the findings.
  

5. To discuss the results of the board meeting with the Executive Director

and advise the Chair on the contents of a performance review letter to

the Executive Director.

Delegated Task Force
  

1. To transact Association business from the board meeting of appointment,

subject to any limits placed on it by the Board, until the next board

meeting. 
  

2. To report its actions to the Board at the following board meeting.
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Executive Director Search Committee Task Force
  

1. To review the Executive Director job description and strategic policies,

consult with stakeholders and seek external advice as needed.
  

2. To establish and prioritize criteria for the selection of an Executive

Director and report these for board approval.
  

3. To establish a selection process and advertise for an Executive Director

on the basis of the approved selection criteria.

      

4. To interview the most suitable candidates in turn and recommend a

selected candidate to the Board.

5. To take up references on the selected candidate.

6. If the selected candidate references are not satisfactory, to recommend

an alternative course of action to the Board.
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Part C Leadership

16: Introduction to EF 
     Planning & Policy

E. INTRODUCTION

“Why” does our organization do what it does? Isn’t that our most important question? If we
don’t know “why” we’re doing things, how can we know we’re doing the right things? Shouldn’t
we always be very clear on the benefits and values we add to our community? So let’s make certain
to keep asking “Why?”. Let’s make certain we’re focussed on our purpose.

“Why” has another benefit. It can bump discussion to a higher level, where fundamental
policy decisions usually need to be made (see example on page C - 51 and Evaluation Criteria on
page C - 82). What’s the benefit? Once those decisions are made, everything falls into place.

Once we are clear about “why”, we can seek “what” will serve that “why”. By dealing with
the “whys” and the “whats” in Part C, we will address the hardest part of a board’s job. It leads to
Ends Framework concepts such as  “purpose”,  “mission”, “vision”, “direction”, “outcomes” and
“outputs” - for which we will use the word “ends”.

Where do we look for clues to our ends? We must constantly look outwards towards our
clients, our community, our financial supporters, our sister organizations, our parent organization,
our external environment, the literature and the world in general.

This can help us identify our “whys”, but will it identify our “whats”? Certainly we will find
“what” other people do, but is copying others good enough?

Unfortunately there is always “more than one way of skinning our cat”. We are likely to find
several different answers in different communities. Although we might be able to choose one we like
best, we might also find no answer that suits our situation. Then we have to either modify an existing
answer or invent a new one. This causes us to be creative in identifying our “whys” and our “whats”.

A.1. THE SIDE BENEFITS

Is it good or bad that we need to be creative? If we use our opportunities well it has some
huge benefits. How do we use our opportunities well? We involve board. staff and stakeholder
representatives together in developing our answers.
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Who are stakeholders? Stakeholders are those who have an interest in and contribute to our
cause - including funders, volunteers, sponsors and clients as well as board and staff. 

If we involve everyone in this way, the answers that they create have a meaning to them that
can be compared the meaning of an Olympic medal. A medal will be central to our life if we ran the
race. Someone else’s medal may be of interest, but it isn’t of such value. The process of winning the
race is as valuable as the medal.

In the same way, the process of creating their “home grown” answers gives meaning to those
answers for board, staff and stakeholders. They have  greater understanding, solid ownership,
improved teamwork, greater trust and more enthusiasm to serve the cause and achieve progress. This
work is an education for everyone, making ours a better “learning organization” - thus maintaining
our interest and leading to continual improvement. The process of developing the answers is as
valuable as the answers themselves.

What happens if we don’t involve everyone in our major decisions and choices? We have to
drive unwilling people - a process akin to “herding cats”.

And therein lies the reason for the Part C title: “Leadership”. Board leadership is about
developing strongly held answers and visions in such a way as to inspire others to join us on our
journey and help us reach the destination. And we inspire people not by telling them our conclusions,
but by helping them draw those conclusions for themselves.

Who is responsible for this leadership? As was said in Chapter 1, leadership is the
responsibility of all board members.
  

A.2. THE POSITIVE APPROACH

“Why?” is frequently answered by a problem definition. Why we run a soup kitchen is to
address the problems of hunger and poverty. Why we collect money for arthritis research is to
address the problems of arthritis pain. That’s a satisfactory answer, but is it enough? No. Why not?
Today we need a more positive perspective.

Problem-solving presupposes that the solution will take us back to a past and stable status
quo. Why isn’t that a good enough answer?  In today’s rapidly evolving and competitive world we
need progress more than we need stability. Our efforts should not take us backwards to the past, but
move our community forward to the future. They should lead to improvement.

How can we find this improvement? By using some of the approaches of Appreciative
Inquiry (see page C - 21). A central theme of this positive methodology is the idea that an
organization moves towards what it studies. So to avoid returning to the status quo, we should
move our focus of attention from the problem as quickly as we can. Where do we then turn our
attention? To better visions of the future that do more than just solve a problem. That enables us to
move towards these visions and constantly improve the community we serve.
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A.3. GUIDELINES
  

Having found “what” needs doing, we need to ensure that it gets done. How do we do this?
Like the Roman god Janus, guardian of doorways, a board must be two-faced, looking inwards as
well as outwards (Chapter 2, page A - 18).

What we see outside our organization must be turned into a broad  framework of guidelines
for decision and action inside our organization.

How can we indicate the two faced nature of these guidelines - both the external face (looking
for the ends) and the internal face (translating those ends into a framework)? In this book, the two
faced nature of these guidelines have been reflected by calling them “Ends Framework” guidelines -
the framework guidelines serving the ends (frequently abbreviated to EF guidelines).

What are these guidelines? There were two kinds of guidelines determined in Part A (page
A - 19) - policies and plans. What’s the difference? Let’s recap the definitions we used in Part A.
These are not academic definitions, but they are simple and sufficient for our purposes:
  

A POLICY is:

C A guideline.

C For prudent decision or action.
  

       Difference
  

C Of indefinite lifetime.

C For repeated use.

A PLAN is:

C A guideline.

C For prudent decision or action.
  

       Difference  

  

C Of limited lifetime.

C For one-time use.

  

A.4. POLICIES
  

We will deal with each one of the guidelines in turn. So far in this book, policies have been
divided into 3 categories:

Are WRITTEN by: Are GUIDELINES for: TELL us: 

EF 

policies

The Board Everyone (in and around

the organization)

“What” and “Why”

(the “ends”)

Operational

policies
   

The Executive

Director

The staff and volunteers “How”

(the “means”)

Governance 

policies

The Board The Board, its officers,

its subcommittees and its

Executive Director
  

The board’s

rules of the game

What is particularly good about this categorization? It provides clean breaks in both who
writes each category of policy and who is guided by it.
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Do we need to discuss all three types of policy further? No; governance policies have been
covered thoroughly enough in Chapter 4 (page A - 30) and Appendix A (page B - 75). They are also
very separate from the other two categories of policy and don’t relate to them directly. 

 What about operational policies which define the “how”? Aren’t they the Executive
Director’s responsibility? Yes: so we will say little further about them. However, the relationship of
operational policies to EF policies is particularly important and needs to be recapped through an
example.

The following example of both an EF policy and an operational policy to implement it was
developed in Chapter 2 (pages A - 20 & 21):

  

VOLUNTEER SCREENING  (MANDATORY)

EF Policy (the ends: ”what” & “why”):
  

 Potential volunteers must always be screened thoroughly enough (the

“what”) to protect clients from abuse (the “why”).

Operational Policy (the means: “how”):
  

1. Before any applicant is accepted as a volunteer, he/she must:

C Be interviewed at least once by a screening team.

C Have three character references checked.

C Have a police check.

C Have no reason found to be rejected.
  

2. The screening team consists of the Volunteer Coordinator and the

Executive Director.
  

 

 The broad stroke EF policy at the top (defining the “why” and “what”) is the most
important policy. It is served by the operational policy below - in which the Executive Director gives
specific details to guide staff and volunteers in “how” to implement the EF Policy.

Is this concept of one policy serving another universal? Yes; there is an hierarchy in policies.
Carver talks about “policies within policies”. Is that the concept we’ll use? No; we’ll use “policies
below policies”. A policy may be served by the more detailed policies below it in the hierarchy.

What are the policies right at the top of the hill, the ones that are served by all other policies
below? The topmost policy of all is the purpose (or mission) statement. Immediately below it are
policies like a vision statement, functions, values, goals, cultures, principles or beliefs. We will call
all of  these policies the strategic policies, largely because they come out of a strategic planning
process. 

Strategic policies have very broad concepts, show the organization’s reason-to-be, where it’s
going and the appropriate conduct on the way.
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A.5. THE PLANNING PROCESS

The really important guidelines, both policies and plans, come from a process of planning,
which has a structure. In Part A (page A - 22 & 23), that structure was defined as having three levels,
with a different time-frame for each:
  
1. Strategic planning, for a longer time-frame, is described in Chapter 17 (page C - 23). What

does it produce? 

• It first produces the broadest, most flexible component with strategic policies (such
as  mission, vision and values statements). What’s next?

• One strategic policy, the visible destination, is a picture of the future we want to
reach (about 5 years ahead) - the focus of our strategic plan. How do we reach this
visible destination? We find all of the steps, in priority order, that are needed to get
us there. Together these steps constitute our broad-stroke strategic plan. 

2. Tactical planning, for an intermediate time-frame,  is best done through an annual
performance review (Chapter 19, page C - 62). We review our progress to date and select
which steps from the strategic plan (modified as required) we should tackle next in the year
ahead. The selected steps, with completion dates, constitute our tactical plan.

3. Operational planning, for a short time-frame, breaks each tactical step into smaller, detailed
steps (the operational plans). These steps are identified and implemented by the Executive
Director.

Process Time-frame Result

  1. Strategic Planning
  

Think around 5 years ahead Strategic Policies

Strategic Plan

  2. Tactical Planning Think 1 Year maximum Tactical Plan

  3. Operational Planning
  

Think months or weeks Operational Plans

   
   

Let’s use an example to illustrate:
  

  

   Strategic, tactical and operational planning might result in the following:

Service Challenge is an organization serving adults with physical

challenges. It is located on the 4  floor of an office building, which makes it
th

poorly accessible and poorly visible to the community. The Board wishes to

improve the situation.
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EF Strategic Planning Strategic Policy     (developed by the board)
  

Our office must be both accessible to our

clients and visible to the public.

EF Tactical Planning Tactical Step          (developed by the board)
  

Within six months our office will move to a

shopfront in the centre of town.

Operational Planning Detailed Plans (developed by the Executive Director)
  

• The office will move to the former Brown and

Company Real Estate office at 223 George St.

• Arami & Sons will start moving us at 8 am on

20  June.
th

• We will take a 2 year lease.

• etc., etc.
  

  
From its first external look, the Board recognized the need for greater accessibility &

visibility. It produced an EF strategic policy (“Our office will be both accessible to our clients and
visible to the public.”) as an internal guideline.

In its tactical planning, the Board took a second look externally for its options and chose its
tactical step (“Within six months our office will move to a shopfront in the centre of town.”). 

Finally, the Executive Director made use of this framework. He created the detailed
operational plans and implemented them using the tactical step as a guide.

A.6. THE LEADERSHIP COMMITTEE

What committee(s) do we need to work on policies and planning? Do we need more than
one? No, policies and planning are entwined. In fact, the Board’s key policies, the strategic policies,
emerge from a planning process. We can’t separate the two.

We could call the Committee the “Planning and Policy Committee”. However, this doesn’t
demonstrate nature of its work in helping the Board show leadership. In this book, the Committee
will be called the “Leadership Committee”. This also makes it clear that in policy development this
committee tackles the major leadership issues.

Who should be on our Leadership Committee? Obviously the Board needs representation.
And the Executive Director should be an ex-officio member. Do we need anyone else? Yes.

Let’s return to the familiar themes of trust, teamwork and ownership ( C - 6). We need the
whole organization to take ownership of the plans. Commitment gets results. The process of
developing the answers is as important as the answers themselves.
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How do we encourage this? We have already noted the need to involve staff, volunteers and
stakeholders in the planning process (page C - 6). What else? Lets make trust easy to achieve. We
should give staff some representation on the Leadership Committee.

Isn’t there another advantage, already mentioned? Staff, in particular, tend to know more than
board members about the inner workings and special expertise of the organization. Their knowledge
is most valuable in policy development and planning.

Do staff and perhaps volunteers on the Leadership Committee diminish the Board’s control?
No. The Board controls by giving good terms of reference to the Leadership Committee, appointing
a board member as Chair and being the only body to make the final decision.

A.7. ELEPHANTS AND MOOSE
   

The best way of explaining “Elephants & Moose” is to tell a story. Guests arrive at an elegant
dinner party to which many prominent socialites have been invited. All is going well until the guests
are invited to move into the dining room for dinner. 

As they enter, the guests can’t help noticing that a moose is already seated at the table and
joining them for dinner. Naturally the guests are anxious to know why the moose is there. However,
being a reserved and well-mannered group, they are reluctant to ask.

Accordingly, the guests completely ignore the presence of the moose. Everyone knows the
moose is there, but no one has the courage to raise the question of its presence.

In other stories, the animal is an “elephant in the room”. There is something huge that causes
considerable dysfunction, but no one will talk about it.

The same thing can happen in a voluntary organization. There can be a huge problem that
makes the organization dysfunctional, but no one is prepared to tackle it or even talk about it.

The point of the story is that the elephant or moose has to be tackled. It might, for example,
be racism or a conflict between two organizations represented on the Board. There can be little
successful planning until it is tackled and wrestled to the ground. An outside facilitator needs to be
used to do the job. Trust must be developed between all sides represented on the Board.

B. AMBIGUOUS TERMS
   

There is considerable confusion and ambiguity over some terms used in planning (for
example, four different meanings of the term “vision statement” are described in Chapter 17, page
C - 35). 
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Our hockey coach delivered a short talk before the game. He told us:
  

C To play well.

C To win the game.

Why is this? Because different people expect different things from their strategic policies -
they might be considered internal guidelines for decision and action (like any other policies), a
means of inspiring board, staff and stakeholders, a way of impressing outsiders or whatever they
imagine a vision to be.

Boards can waste considerable time arguing over which meaning is right, when it’s the
content, not the label, that’s important. Which meaning will we use?

What is the best way of impressing business corporations that consider sponsorships? Don’t
they look for organizations that are clear and businesslike? They don’t want to waste their money.
Therefore the primary focus of policy and planning in Part C will be to seek clear & useful internal
guidelines. For our organization to be effective we need clarity and practicality. 

For this reason we will define and use our own terms in this book - such as “purpose” instead
of “mission” and “visible destination” instead of “vision”. Does this mean that the reader should use
the book’s terms? The reader should use whatever makes him/her feel comfortable, but if the board
starts getting bogged down with the meaning of a familiar term, it might be advisable to change the
term to one used here or something else.

B.1. GOALS, DELIVERABLES AND AIMS
  

As an example of such confusion, the word “goal” is used with two different meanings and
the same person might even use it with both meanings. Let’s explain with an example:

      What difference in nature can we find between playing well and winning the game?

How certain were we afterwards whether or not we won the game? Absolutely certain
weren’t we? We scored 4 goals and the other team only scored 2. Even on that disputed goal, the
referee’s decision was final. Couldn’t we prove we had won?

When we can prove our result in this way, we say that the result is measurable. Such a
measurable result is often called a “goal” - which seems appropriate since winning the hockey game
was achieved by scoring “goals” - clearly measurable things themselves.

On the other hand, how certain are we that we played well in our hockey game? Our fans may
have thought so, but the other team’s fans probably thought we were just lucky. Our good play was
unmeasurable. We couldn’t prove it, could we?

Unmeasurable results that we reach for like this can also be called “goals”. Doesn’t that mean
that the word “goal” can be used for two different meanings - for measurable results and for
unmeasurable results? That is ambiguous and confusing. How can we avoid this?
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In this book we will avoid the word “goal” altogether:
  

1. Any measurable result we reach for is called a “deliverable”.

2. Any unmeasurable result we reach for is called an “aim”.

It is not critical which word we use for which, as long as we use a different word for
measurable results from the one we use for unmeasurable results - and understand the difference:

 Where are deliverables used? They are most valuable in tactical planning. For example, a
tactical deliverable in the next 6 months might be to increase the number of clients by 20%. Is that
measurable? After 6 months we can count our clients and prove whether or not our clientele has
increased by 20%.

Aims are policies and more useful in strategic planning. For example they are one way of
qualifying the purpose (mission) statement. Why does it need qualification? Because a clear purpose
statement must be concise. But can a concise statement tell us all we need to know? No. More
substance is needed. That’s where aims can come in. Examples of aims will be developed in Chapter
17 (page C - 31).

C. METHODS OF INVOLVEMENT

Involving board, staff and other stakeholders in the planning process is critical to success
(page C - 6). How can our Leadership Committee involve them? It can document its progress and
ask for comment through email, paper exchange or discussion at board meetings. It can develop and
distribute a questionnaire. These methods all help, but aren’t there other approaches?

For example, couldn’t the Leadership Committee plan a workshop involving board, staff and
other stakeholders as a form of organization-wide involvement? The product of a good workshop
brainstorming can be a lot of good ideas and strong commitment.

As another approach, couldn’t a consultant be brought in to help? A consultant might not cost
the organization much. It is possible to attract funding for consultant services, to receive these
services as a “gift in kind” or to use a volunteer consultant.

Indeed workshops and consultants can both be very valuable tools for the Leadership
Committee to use. However, the important question is: “How do we make the best use of them?”

C.1. WORKSHOPS

Could all board planning be done in a single workshop? No; good planning takes multiple
sessions. Can we have multiple workshops? That may be difficult; it’s impossible to bring the whole
board together with any frequency outside board meetings. So any workshops need to be carefully
planned and well run.
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C As a part of the planning process, not the whole.
   

C To use the teamwork of the occasion to generate and gain wide

acceptance for key strategic policies. 
  

C To brainstorm ideas that the Leadership Committee can use later to

produce additional strategic policies.
   

C Infrequently, so there is a chance of getting most board members

there.
  

C With representatives from all parts of the organization (even funders

and clients), so that:  

a. People are present who know the inner workings of the

Organization.

b. There can be no fait accompli.

If we can’t get the Board together frequently, could we do any planning in board meetings?
Yes, it’s possible to do some planning using the reflective section of a board meeting (pages B - 9
& B - 11), but the Leadership Committee needs to prepare well - to make the best use of the short
time available. It also needs to bring staff into those meetings.

However, only a small group, like the Leadership Committee, can meet frequently enough
(a small group has an easier task in coordinating personal calendars) to extend the brainstorming
work of the workshop and board sessions. In addition, turning the results of these sessions into
recommendations is creative, and works best with a small group (page A - 27 & B - 25).

Thus a workshop used in the right way can be most valuable. The Leadership Committee
should use any workshop:

This kind of workshop can be enormously successful. It often results in agreement on the
wording of a strategic policy or policies.  Should that wording be changed by the Leadership
Committee? Only a small change should be made and only if absolutely critical. Couldn’t a change
lose the valuable consensus and team building developed during the policy’s creation? Shouldn’t the
Committee work instead on matters where agreement wasn’t achieved?

Are there other purposes besides planning for which we could use workshop? Yes, but if we
can only bring board members together infrequently, we should not waste our opportunities. It is best
to save workshops for planning.

C.2. CONSULTANTS

Now the consultant. What do consultants have to offer us? They normally know the
principles of planning better than we do and have the experience to provide satisfactory help. But
do they have the answers up their sleeve? Let’s consider that question by discussing a consultancy
that didn’t work and ask “Why didn’t it?”:
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The consultant was asked to “please come and help” an organization. He

returned home at the end of a day’s visit and submitted his final report. He

recommended that the organization return to the strategies of the past year

that had produced the greatest client sales.
  

He missed the fact that the same year had also produced the greatest

expenses. It had been a year of huge financial loss. Following his

recommendation would have had disastrous consequences.

The Board, (through its Leadership Committee) must control the consultant’s agenda.

What went wrong? No expert can learn more by the end of one day than we know ourselves.
Unless, of course, we are complete fools, which we aren’t. So this consultant drew a conclusion (that
of returning to the year of greatest sales) without asking enough questions and included it as a final
recommendation before checking his conclusion with those who knew the background.

The consultant was in too much of a hurry. We should beware of consultants who offer us
free services and then feel that their donation entitles them to do a sloppy job.

Consultants don’t have perfect answers up their sleeve. They only have ways of finding the
answers up our sleeve. Doesn’t a consultant find out about us from us? Consultants normally do this.
Shouldn’t we make certain our consultant does a proper job?

In addition, isn’t this the wrong way to use a consultant? A request to “please come and help
us” will not achieve much:

Doesn’t a consultant need terms of reference, just like an ad-hoc committee? Who writes
these terms of reference? The Board can. If the consultant writes them, the first thing a good
consultant will do is meet with and question board representatives to determine what the Board
wants and needs. Then the consultant will submit a draft for approval.

The aims of the consultancy need to be clearly documented, well thought through, understood
by the Board and approved by the Board. The Board must be in control, whether the consultant is
paid or not. For example, here is a sample set of consultant terms of reference:
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The consultant will:
  

1. Meet separately with the Executive Director, the Chair and a group of

clients to determine their views and their concerns.
  

2. Run a half day workshop for board, staff and volunteers with the

objective of determining:
  

C A clear definition of the organization’s problems.

C How everyone feels about the vision and values.

C How satisfied everyone feels with the status quo.

C The  evaluation criteria for any replacement of the status quo.
  

3. Return in 3 months to review progress with the Leadership Committee

and advise on the implementation of changes.

When used in this way, a consultant can do a good job for us. Won’t he/she clearly know
what we need? If the consultant is paid, these terms can be included in the contract or letter of
engagement.

What is the most effective use of a consultant? The answers are spread throughout our
organization and not all concentrated up one person’s sleeve. So won’t the consultant need to ferret
out the answers from a significant number of board members, staff, volunteers and other
stakeholders? This suggests that a very effective use of a planning consultant would be as a
workshop facilitator.

However, sometimes we hire a consultant who has specialist knowledge that is not contained
within our organization. Doesn’t this make it hard for us to specify requirements? Aren’t we at the
consultant’s mercy? Not if we specify what we want in the right way.

The best way of ensuring consultant integrity is to send out a “request for proposal” to
multiple consultants that avoids jargon and technical details. It should express as thoroughly as
we can manage what we want in our terms. It is then up to all interested consultants to define
exactly what will be done and help us understand it. Their replies should teach us what we want to
know. An example showing how to do this is given in Chapter 14  (page B - 60)

D. IMPLEMENTATION

Normally deliverables are implemented through the operational planning done by the
Executive Director. Is this always the case? Maybe not; when we provide nurture, we might need to
implement for ourselves. For example, in running a fund-raising event or a serving on a committee,
don’t we plan our own work and implement our own plan?
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1. To review existing documentation on the artistic aims of Utopia Theatre

and the position of Artistic Director.   

2. To establish and prioritize criteria for the selection of an Artistic

Director and report these for board approval by its February, 2001

meeting.  

3. To advertise for an Artistic Director on the basis of the approved

selection criteria.

4. To bring the 3 most suitable candidates each in turn before 31  March,
st

2002 for an audition visit, during which one season play will be directed.

5. To define, organize and manage the complete audition process at a cost

of no more than $10,000.  

6. To recommend a new Artistic Director by 30  April, 2002.
th

 

 6
  2

Let’s reconsider the example in Chapter 10 (page B - 23), where terms of reference were
suggested for a committee to select a theatre’s Artistic Director. We’ll use this example as a simple
way to demonstrate how implementation is organized. There were six separate deliverables:

    The 6 deliverables above link to each other in the following way:
   

                          5                 >
     1      >          > 3                   > 4              >

                                             >

What is this diagram? It is one way of drawing a critical path diagram. What does it show?
It shows a dependency of each deliverable upon previous ones.

For example, we can’t advertise for an Artistic Director [3] until the selection criteria [2] are
ready and we know what to seek. But we can’t develop selection criteria [2] until we have reviewed
the documentation [1]. So won’t our workflow move from 1 to 2 to 3?

What other dependencies are there? Can we decide who to bring for audition [4] before we
have advertised to get some potential candidates [3]? No.

Why do 3 separate arrows lead into the last deliverable [6]? We cannot make a
recommendation until we have organized and managed the audition process [5], had the candidates
for audition [4] and have selection criteria [2] to use in making a choice.

Which one of these deliverables will hold us back? Deliverable 3. It might take time to get
an advertisement published in the right magazine. Potential candidates then need time to think about
the opportunity, put together an application and line up references.

This makes the path from 1-to-2-to-3, marked with a thick line, a critical path. Why is it
critical? The time we take to cross this path and finish deliverable 3 can hold up or speed up the
whole process. 
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Shouldn’t we start with a burst of energy through deliverables 1, 2 and 3 and leave the rest?
Then we can make a more leisurely attack on deliverable 5 while we are waiting for the applications
to come in. Critical path analysis is an important component of implementation.

E. CHANGE

Planning causes change, which is normally reasonably straightforward and entirely
operational in implementation.  Such change is called “incremental”. It occurs when the organization
is working reasonably well.

Are the happenings during such change easy to predict? No; it is impossible to know all of
the problems around the corner and plan all of the answers in advance. Will there be time for a run
up the hierarchy for the Board’s decision every time a crisis occurs? Almost certainly not.

How do we handle this? We should ensure that staff is trained and given the freedom to use
personal judgement. We need their energy and intelligence to be fully exploited. Then we can feel
confident in letting the Executive Director carry out the operational change.
  

E.1. RADICAL CHANGE

Incremental change can enable any system to survive for a long time. For example, what
about the means of defence for kings, lords and princes in the Middle Ages? Castles and more
castles. Nothing but incremental change for over 400 years.

However, what happened to castles? Quite suddenly they stopped being built. Why?
Gunpowder was invented. The environment had thrown a brick through the window. Incremental
change was over. There had to be “radical” change, which was major, painful and hard to implement.

Did kings, lords and princes like being forced to change radically? Definitely not, but they
had no choice. Only those who responded with radical change survived.

Similarly, a voluntary organization will survive sometimes only if it makes a radical change.
A history of the oldest worldwide voluntary organization, “St. John Ambulance”, shows that it has
survived for well over a thousand years through periodic radical changes.

Is it easy for people to accept radical change? No. Don’t we all struggle to make incremental
change work as long as we can? We need a lot of convincing to accept radical change. Why
volunteer for something that will cause extra work, grief and confusion?

Thus our organization has an inertia that resists radical change. Isn’t radical change what we
all believe “those people over there” need? It’s hard to see it as necessary for ourselves. Only if we
can be convinced that the status quo is very dangerous will we accept the need for our own radical
change.
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1. Careful design of the implementation process - what has to be done,

who does it and by when.
  

2. Constant and transparent communication.
   

3. The provision of adequate:

C Training and instructions.

C Resources.
  

4. The freedom and encouragement for staff and volunteers to use their

own judgement in responding to the unexpected.

How can we be convinced of the need for radical change? As suggested more than once
above, the best opportunity for acceptance is created if the whole organization is involved in the
planning process. We should all decide together that radical change is needed.

Where do we learn about the need for radical change? We might learn it during a strategic
planning process or in a tactical planning process. It might jump out and surprise us or trouble might
slowly build up until we are forced to face it.

Where we learn is less important than the need for the whole board and staff to be involved
in deciding what action to take.
  

F. RADICAL CHANGE IMPLEMENTATION 
  

For incremental change, commonsense is all that implementation needs, but what about the
implementation of radical change? Won’t that require some in-depth understanding? Radical change
causes the levels of risk and complexity to greatly increase

The Theory of Complexity tells us that any complex entity exists somewhere along a
spectrum from Chaos to Stability:
   
  

 Chaos _________________ Edge of____X_______________Stability
Chaos

    

Chaos is always to be avoided in any organization. Without some stability, we will not
survive. However, if we are too rigidly stable, we will have limited flexibility and cannot carry out
radical change.

The most successful complex systems are relatively stable ones that are “close to the edge
of chaos” (marked by an “X” on the diagram). The organization has enough stability enforced from
above to hold together, but provides the freedom for everyone’s passion, energy and intelligence to
be fully exploited.

Overall, maximizing the probability of successful radical change depends upon a number of
factors, which include:
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       Some comment will be made on dealing with grief, fear and obstruction.

F.1. GRIEF
  

  When does grief occur? Any major change causes grief. Why? Every new beginning is an
end to a past. Which is harder, letting go of the past or facing the future? Letting go of the past.
People need grief to be confronted.

For any change it is always important to recognise grief and express sympathy. Then a
celebration of the past (a sort of wake) helps people let go of it. Talking about past successes and
listening to amusing anecdotes always helps. Have a party.

Some people gain from a change - and will eventually be pleased. Others lose and have more
to grieve. What can we do to help them? We should seek a way to compensate, e.g. new
responsibilities or a new title.

F.2. FEAR
  

Are people comfortable with uncertainty? Some are, but most aren’t, particularly if the past
system has gone and the new one doesn’t work properly. What do they do at this point? Some try to
go back and some try to rush forward. Such fear of chaos and confusion is normal.

What’s the best way of dealing with fear? By avoiding surprises. By informing people of
possible problems, of what is changing and what isn’t, of what their future will look like, of how
they will fit in and of how to deal with the expected problems. By forgiving their mistakes and by
providing training. Good, transparent communication is essential.

F.3. OBSTRUCTION

Every effort must be made to “help the wounded” and carry them through the difficult phases.
But does everyone recover from the wounds? No. Some will obstruct and never accept. How long
can we abide crew members rowing the wrong way while hard work is in progress?  Which should
come first, the wounded or the organization? At some point hard decisions must be made, however
unpleasant.

5. Informal group meetings in which unexpected problems are solved and

communication enhanced.
   

6. Enthusiastic “champions” of the change to lead colleagues.
  

7. Early successes (by beginning with projects that have a high probability

of success).
  

8. Adequate preparation for and response to grief, fear and obstruction.
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G. APPRECIATIVE INQUIRY 

In recent years a method has emerged that brings a different kind of radical change - change
in the attitudes of the stakeholders. Positive attitudes can deliver amazing positive results. Before
we consider these positives, let’s look at the negatives we need to replace.

Many voluntary organizations address chronic problems, such as homelessness, poverty,
danger, handicap or illness.

Are constant problems the destiny of all voluntary organizations? What about those
organizations with purposes that are not problem-solving, such as an orchestra, an artists group or
a children’s soccer league? While their purpose may be about positive matters, they often experience
major financial or operational problems. They often live “on the edge of chaos”.

Thus problem solving has always been a constant component of voluntary organization
planning. Is there anything wrong with this? Yes; problem solving can absorb too much of our
board’s attention. With a swamp full of alligators around us, isn’t it hard to develop an inspiring
vision? How can we see past chronic problems to the future ahead?

And isn’t the constant focus on problems a “downer” for board, staff, volunteers, sponsors
and donors? What have we got to entice funding? Not much but guilt. An attack on negatives is a
hard sell. Isn’t an inspiring vision what we really need?

How can we inspire ourselves and our partners? Within recent years, many commercial
companies have successfully used an alternative to problem solving called Appreciative Inquiry
(AI). AI studies what gives life to organizations when they function at their best. It is just as
applicable to voluntary organizations.

AI is ideal for stimulating positive change. It seeks the positive core of the organization and
uses that core to drive its progress. It builds on what’s working rather than trying to fix what’s not.
It finds the best of what has been, the best of what is and the best of what might be. It treats us as
people not “economic entities”. It is a bottom up process involving all players.

A basic premise of AI is that our organization will move towards what we study.
Organizations grow towards their image of the future in the same way that plants grow towards the
light. If we study the positive things about ourselves, we grow in a positive direction. Positive
questions can turn conflict into cooperation.

Isn’t there a similarity to sports psychology. Don’t successful athletes spend their time
thinking of successful performance, not worrying about failure? Didn’t Henry Ford say:  “Whether
you think you can or think you can’t, you are right”?

That’s the “Appreciative” part. What about the “Inquiry” factor? “Inquiry” comes from the
fact that AI is a questioning process. There are few right or wrong answers, only right questions that
lead to positive possibilities. While answers limit the possibilities, questions open them up.
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Questions offer everyone choice. They distribute power throughout the organization. They
replace authoritarianism with imagination and worthy ideals. They use talents. They develop better
relationships. They create hope. They search for what nourishes and what inspires. They replace
certainty with adaptability. They help organizations learn about themselves and learning
organizations thrive.

So does this positive change begin after answers are found to the questions? No; questions
and change are concurrent. It is the questions that transform, not the answers. They produce
unexpected and remarkable results.

Is AI used in this book? It is mentioned where relevant. It has influenced the book, whenever
appropriate, to direct attention away from problems to positive questions. 

However, anyone who wants to learn more should read a well written book on the subject
called: “The Power of Appreciative Inquiry” (Diana Whitney and Amanda Trosten-Bloom, published
by Berrett-Koehler Publishers, Inc., 2003, ISBN: 1-57675-226-7)
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Ends Framework Parameter  

17.      Strategic Planning

A. INTRODUCTION 

Strategic Planning looks ahead to the future. What time-frame should we use? Around 5
years ahead is a good time-frame. Why? We need to get away from immediate issues, to be able to
see a direction and a road with future changes spread out along it.

Then why not look further down the road with a longer time-frame? Well, are we likely to
be still working for the same community organization after (say) 15 or 20 years? Probably not. Then,
how can we feel part of a future we won’t reach and touch? We can’t take ownership of something
that isn’t ours. 15 or 20 years is only suitable for a giant business corporation. However, a 5 year
future is visible to us and reachable.

That future is defined with strategic policies. Which ones should we use? This chapter will
promote a purpose statement (or mission statement), functions and a visible destination (one form
of a vision statement) as the essential strategic policies. What is the motivation for choosing these
ones over others? They are the most useful and practical policies.

After that, organizations make strategic policies on concepts like values, beliefs, principles,
added values, aims,  goals or cultures. Are all of these concepts different? Not necessarily; the same
policy might, for example, fit as a value, a principle or a belief. The names are simply triggers for
identifying one’s key strategic policies, the ones at the top in the hierarchy of policies. Which extra
examples will we use in this book? We will show a values statement and aims.

However, there is much confusion and ambiguity over the terms used (for example, four
different meanings of the term “vision” are described below). Boards can waste considerable time
arguing over which meaning is right. To reduce this ambiguity we will define and use our own terms
- “purpose statement” and “visible destination” - instead of using the terms “mission” and “vision”
.

Can our policies be renamed “mission” and “vision” after we have developed them?
Afterwards is fine, but only if our board is comfortable with doing that. Let’s first aim at clarity -
names are less important than clear meanings.

Different people expect different things from their strategic policies - they might be
considered internal guidelines for decision and action (like any other policies), a means of inspiring
board, staff and stakeholders or a way of impressing outsiders.
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However, we may need to meet several expectations at the same time. Choosing the perfect
answer for one (say clarity) might produce a bad answer for another (say inspiration). To serve all
of the expectations, a purpose statement may need to be a balanced compromise.

Nevertheless, the place to start is with a search for clarity. Therefore the  focus of this chapter
will be on strategic policies as clear internal guidelines. Clarity can be very inspiring.

 It is a good idea to start a strategic planning exercise from scratch - thus avoiding any
historical baggage. Ignore, if we have the time, the existing strategic policies, committee structures
and policies until new ones have been created.

In a strategic planning exercise, the Leadership Committee should move into Task Force
Mode (Chapter 20, page C - 73) and follow the process defined in Chapter 20.

B. PURPOSE (OR MISSION)

Why have a purpose statement? To tell us what the organization does and why it does it (the
“reason to be”). Why do we want to know that? To again paraphrase Yogi Berra, “If we don’t know
what we should be doing, we may end up doing something else.” 

Everyone in and around the organization constantly needs to decide whether a potential
action serves the purpose or not. That is important for good focus, getting results and avoiding
“mission drift” into “something else”. Here are five examples of purpose statements:
  

1. Provincial House is a tourism

attraction with entertaining and

educational experiences for

visitors to and residents of

Scotiatown

2. Keystone Hospital develops

community health with complex

chronic care and rehabilitation

services to residents of the

Scotiatown region

3. We provide skill-building in

literacy, numeracy and

computers that is learner-

centred, individualized and free

to any Scotiatown adult seeking

increased empowerment and

opportunity.

4. Scotiatown Homes encourages

independence and self worth

for the elderly by means of

quality care in a home-like

environment

5. The Scotiatown Tigers League

fosters fitness and

sportsmanship by enabling

children to play competitive

hockey
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A purpose statement specifies clients, summarizes services, defines benefits

and shows locality - if possible in a way that demonstrates uniqueness.

(the who, the what, the why and the where).

 Won’t the boards, staff and stakeholders of these organizations easily be able to decide what
serves their purpose? All purposes have been made very clear. What is it about them that ensures
such clarity? 

What do these five purpose statements tell us? Well, first of all they specify people like
“visitors”, “residents”, “any Scotiatown adult”, “the elderly” and “children”. Who are these? The
people served - the clients.

What else? What about the phrases: “entertaining and educational experiences”, “complex
chronic care and rehabilitation services”, “skill-building in literacy, numeracy and computers”,
“quality care in a home-like environment” and “enabling children to play competitive hockey” They
summarize the services - what we provide.

We also have other phrases: “a tourism attraction”, “community health”, “increased
empowerment and opportunity”, “independence and self worth”, “fitness and sportsmanship”. Aren’t
they different from the services? They don’t define what the organization does, but the benefits of
the services - why we do it.

It so happens that the benefits are positive and inspiring - thus inspiration can be achieved
as a by-product of clarity.

However, our purpose statement best boosts our value if it is unique (something that no one
else does) for our community (whether that community is local, national or virtual). Do any of our
examples look particularly unique? Yes; number 3. Other adult education services in the community
are not “learner-centred, individualized and free”.

Every purpose statement above mentions “Scotiatown”. One has the wider service area of
“the Scotiatown region”. What does this show us? Where the services are provided - the locality.

Four of the purpose examples above specifically name the organization (Provincial House,
Keystone Hospital, Scotiatown Homes and Scotiatown Tigers League). Example #3 just uses “we”.
Does this matter?

No; but in a lengthy purpose statement  “we” cuts the number of words, making the statement
easier to read. Then how does anyone know which organization it is? From the context. The purpose
is always included in one of the organization’s documents. Anyone reading it knows what they are
reading.

    So this is the definition of a purpose statement that we will use:
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Service Challenge improves the quality of life for the developmentally 

challenged in Scotiatown through help and family support.

B.1. EXAMPLE

To clarify our purpose, it is helpful to ask: “What would happen without us?” Why is it
helpful? It gets to “why” we are needed. Let’s look at an example for an organization called Service
Challenge:
  

What would

happen without us?

C The developmentally challenged in Scotiatown

would get no help.

C Their families would have great difficulty handling

the situation.

C They would have a poor quality of life.

  

  Our purpose is therefore to respond to these needs. Can we find clients, services, benefits
and locality within the above? Yes, they’re all there:

Clients

(Who?)

A. The developmentally challenged

B. Their families

Services

(What?)

For the developmentally challenged

C. Help

For their families

D. Support

Benefit

(Why?)

E. Improved quality of life

Locality

(Where?)
  

F. Scotiatown

       Can we use this information to create a purpose statement? Why not? In the statement below,
clients, services, benefit and locality have been underlined in bold:

  

B.2. BREVITY

What makes the purpose statement above accessible and easy to remember? Brevity. No
clutter. All examples used so far have been brief. Why is this important? No word is neutral - it
either adds to meaning or takes away from meaning. Once meaning has been achieved, every extra
word is a burden, a handicap.

How brief should the purpose statement be? As a general principle, no purpose statement
should exceed about 30 words - the shorter, the better. How can we keep it brief?  Let’s see.
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B.2.a. BROADNESS

      Two versions of the services provided by a home for the elderly are given below:

Version 1 Version 2

 “provides a room and furniture, feeds

 three meals a day, cleans the patient’s

 room, does washing, pushes in a

 wheelchair, provides entertainment”

  

“provides quality care”

Which version is accurate? Both are. What is the difference? Version 1 lists all individual
services in detail. Version 2 has found a broad phrase summarizing this detail.

So brevity can be approved by making the content of a purpose statement broad and
summary.

B.2.b. MISPLACED INFORMATION

Mission statements are often cluttered by information that belongs elsewhere. For example,
two different policy versions for Service Challenge are compared below:

Version 1
  

“Service Challenge is a responsive and dedicated 

organization, committed to improving the quality

of life for the developmentally challenged in

Scotiatown,  through excellence in service, aware

of its importance as the only organization providing

help and family support in the region with a wide

range of services, serving the community through

its efforts and supporting similar organizations

across the country.”
   

Version 2

Service Challenge improves

the quality of life for the

developmentally 

challenged in Scotiatown

through help and family

support

   

Both versions have the same underlined bold text to give us the clients, the services, the
benefit and the locality (the “who”, the “what”, the “why”  and the “where”). However, Version
2 is briefer, easier to understand and more powerful as a result.

 Does any of the extra text in Version 1 tell us the clients, services, benefits or locality? No.
Then why has it been put there cluttering up the purpose statement and making it hard to read? 
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1. Broad phrases should summarize detailed services. 
  

2. There should be no words other than ones that identify clients,

services, benefits & location (the who, the what, the why and the

where) and, if possible, indicate uniqueness. 
  

3. The “how” and the values should be put where they belong.

C Donors look for a worthwhile cause.

C Sponsors need a public image of responsibility and caring.

C Board members, staff and volunteers enjoy opportunities to learn, to

use talents and to be challenged in a worthwhile cause.

C The community needs organizations to bear community burdens or

provide community benefits.

C Government funding agencies seek lower costs than if they provided the

services themselves. 

Scotiatown Symphony inspires audiences with orchestral

performances of first class quality and international soloists .

Organizations often like to show off their values or tell us the “how” they carry out their
mission. What’s wrong with showing and telling? Nothing. But the information doesn’t belong in
the purpose statement. Values, for example, belong in the values statement. Putting everything in its
proper place gives us the clarity we need.

      So to keep the purpose statement brief:

B.3. THE OTHERS WE SERVE

So far we have considered our services to clients. Do we serve anyone else? What about the
other “stakeholders”, the ones who support us (government funding agencies, sponsors, donors,
board members, staff, volunteers, the Community, etc.)? What benefits do they need?

Can Service Challenge’s purpose statement fulfil the needs of all its stakeholders? Yes; this
is not a purpose that is easy for anyone to turn down.

However, when the value to the whole community is less obvious, it is more difficult to gain
wide support. One example of an organization with a narrow band of understanding is a symphony
orchestra. Who are the orchestra’s main clients? Its audiences? Let’s design a purpose statement for
them:
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1. Quality of life

2. Image 

3. Ability to attract residents, businesses and tourists.

4. Music teaching, by attracting resident musicians, who teach.

We deliver first class symphony orchestra performances, resident professional

musicians and international soloists to enrich Scotiatown’s 

image, attraction, education and life.

This certainly deals with audience needs. But is that enough? Isn’t it somewhat “inward
looking”? Aren’t the audiences a minority of the community? Yet total community support of the
Orchestra is critical.

What can we do about this. One approach is to turn stakeholders into clients. How? By
reflecting their interests in the purpose statement. What does the symphony orchestra have to offer
the whole community?

It is one of a number of factors (including professional theatre, an auditorium, a stadium,
etc.) that raise the community’s level. A symphony orchestra enriches the community’s:

     From this we can establish the who, what, why, where and uniqueness:

Now let’s build a purpose statement that serves the needs of the community as well as the
audiences, that makes the orchestra “outward looking”:

    Doesn’t this purpose statement turn the whole community into a client? 

B.4. QUESTIONS

Periodically we need to review our organization’s purpose. Shouldn’t we see whether or not
we need a new purpose statement? In doing so, it is best to ignore any existing “mission statement”.
Why? To avoid baggage in that existing statement. Hasn’t use of the term “purpose” given us an
opportunity for a fresh start?

Who: The Sotiatown community

What: First class symphony orchestra performances, resident

professional musicians and international soloists

Why: To enrich Scotiatown’s image, attraction, education and life

Where: Scotiatown

Uniqueness: Scotiatown only has one symphony orchestra
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It is straightforward to identify the who, what, why, where and uniqueness for the purpose
statement, but best done with board, staff and stakeholders at a workshop. Don’t board and staff both
need involvement in order to take ownership? Workshops thrive on good questions. What questions
should we use? Some questions are suggested below, most of which derive from the preceding part
of this chapter. They ignore any existing “mission statement”:

  

A group of people at a workshop will not be good at word-smithing. Should someone take
the draft purpose statement away to complete it after the workshop? No; word-smithing is best done
by one person working in a corner at the workshop. Getting workshop participants to take ownership
of the final result before they leave is most important.

C. FUNCTIONS

A concise, clear purpose statement may be essential, but it won’t tell us all we need to know.
We should expand on it with subordinate policies. What other policies can we use? Let’s start by
thinking about how the purpose is delivered. It’s delivered through programs and services. Why not
start there?

Unfortunately programs and services change according to needs and resources. What can we
find that is more stable? Functions are more stable, more general and broader - they can contain
more than one program or service. Their proper place in the policy hierarchy is between the purpose
and the programs and services.

Questions for Determining a Purpose Statement
   

1. What would happen if our organization didn’t exist?

2. Do we have any elephants or moose in our midst (see page C - 11)? If so:

• How does this restrict our effectiveness?

• What can we do about it?

• How does it affect our purpose?

3. The elements of a purpose statement:

• Whom do we serve? Who are our clients?

• What do we do for them (a brief, broad phrase)?

• Where is our service area?

• Why do we do it (a brief, broad phrase for the benefits)?

• What is importantly unique about our organization?

• What are the most essential, powerful and meaningful words to

include in a description of the purpose of the organization?

4. What is the shortest, clearest purpose statement you can find?

• Does every word in the purpose statement earn its keep?

• Will all critical supporters (who seek justification for adding

their support) be satisfied?
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As an example, consider Service Challenge (page C - 26). What was its purpose?
 “Service Challenge improves the quality of life for the developmentally challenged in Scotiatown
through help and family support.” What are the Service Challenge functions that derive from this
purpose? Here are seven suggested ones. There could be more:

To illustrate the relationship between functions and programs, Service challenge could have
two programs providing living space - one in running an institution and a second in getting clients
into independent apartments. What would happen if one of these programs (say the institution)
showed its instability by closing down? Would the function still be stable? Yes; it would now exist
with the other program only (clients in independent apartments).

      As a second example, we have the symphony orchestra, which might have these functions:

What programs will the concerts contain? Examples might be a classical music series, a
popular music series, a series played around the community, etc. And if one of these series is
dropped? The concert function still continues with the remaining series.

C.1. AIMS

  

Functions themselves can be qualified by other policies that are subordinate to them. Which
policies? Some organizations talk about “goals”. We will avoid the ambiguity of that word and use
aims - results we aim for that are unmeasurable (like aiming to play well in our hockey game, page
C - 12).

Are aims obligatory? No; this approach is just one way of developing some useful policy
statements in a way that avoids ambiguity and prompts us for ideas. When we find them, we can call
them whatever we like - or split them up and distribute them under “values”, “goals” and
“principles”, etc. However, aims are useful to have when we look at the strategic policy after aims -
the visible destination.

1. Living space.

2. Professional care.

3. Training for and help in finding a job.

4. Support for families in coping.

5. Information for employers on special needs and inclusion.

6. Recreational activities.

7. Transport.

1. Delivering concerts.

2. Musical education of the young.

3. Touring.

4. Integrating musicians into the community for musical leadership.

5. Promoting the community to the country and the world.
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How do we find the aims for our functions? First of all we should think of some
characteristics we value in each of these functions. For example, wouldn’t we like the following
characteristics for Service Challenge functions?

Function Desired Characteristic

 Living space Maximum independence

 Professional care Control of personal life

 Job training and job finding Challenging work

 Family support Reliability

 Employment information and inclusion Employer interaction

 Recreational Activities Tailored to the individual

 Transport
   

Timely

  

Similarly, we can find a set of characteristics that are desirable for each of the Symphony
orchestra’s functions:

  

Function Desired Characteristic

 Delivering concerts 1. Large & varied repertoire

2. Challenge for musicians

3. Promotion of national music and

national musicians 

 Touring 4. Cost-effective

 Musical education of the young 5. Enjoyable concerts

 Integrating musicians into the   

 community for musical leadership

6. Interest in other musical

organizations

7. Playing around the community

8. Employment of local musicians

 Promoting the Community to the 

 country and the world

9. A unique repertoire for

recording

10. High quality recordings
    

  

Now all we have to do is add words around each characteristic to determine our aims. For
example, the aims for Service Challenge might be as follows:
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And these might be the symphony orchestra’s aims:
  

C.2. QUESTIONS

Now we need to develop some questions to help us identify our functions and aims, just as
we included questions in section B.4 (see page C - 29) to help find the purpose statement. They
derive from the explanation above.

When these questions are used in a workshop, it will help to give an example like one of the
two above (for Service Challenge or the symphony orchestra) to make the concept clear.

Aims for Service Challenge    

1. To provide the maximum independence in living space that a client can

handle.

2. To make clients as responsible as possible for control of their own care.

3. To provide training and opportunity for the most challenging job a client

can handle.

4. To offer family counselling that is reliable.

5. To ensure inclusion through employer support and interaction.

6. To provide recreation activities tailored to the individual.

7. To provide timely transportation.

Aims for Scotiatown Symphony Orchestra
    

1. To program a large & varied repertoire.

2. To challenge the musicians’ technical abilities.

3. To promote national music and national guest artists.

4. To deliver cost-effective tours to the local region.

5. To educate the young to the enjoyment of classical music.

6. To take an interest in the social, ethnic and artistic life of other

community musical organizations

7. To play around the community as well as in the Auditorium.

8. To employ local musicians whenever possible.
9. To develop a unique, specialized repertoire for recording and

broadcasting.

10. To prepare high quality recordings.

Questions for developing our Functions and Aims
  

1. What are the main functions of our organization?

2. What are all of the critical desirable characteristics for each of these

functions?

3. What would be the aims to achieve each of these characteristics?
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“A man on the moon by the end of the decade.”

D. THE VISIBLE DESTINATION (VISION)

Why do we want a “vision statement”? It is the only strategic policy that gives us direction.
Why is that so important? We need a direction to guide our strategic plan and our tactical decisions
and actions for the year ahead. Here’s what we need a vision statement to do:

Let’s first illustrate the importance of giving direction with a simple physical world example.
Imagine pioneers crossing the Prairies to the West. In the distance were mountains. Everyone could
see them. Wasn’t that view of the mountains a vision that everyone shared?

But what was its value? Did it reduce the burden of crossing rivers, hills, mud, desert or
forests on the way? No. Then how did this vision help?

Didn’t the pioneers need to know where they were going in unfamiliar territory? They strove
to reach what they could see. Weren’t the mountains a destination for them? Didn’t they show
direction? Didn’t they guide decisions and actions? Didn’t they draw the pioneers towards them?
Weren’t the pioneers influenced, comforted and inspired?

Do we need a mountain view? Physically “no”, but metaphorically “yes”. Our visions are
concepts. We need words - not pictures. We need a vision statement. Here’s a well known one from
John Kennedy’s inaugural speech:

That’s a clear destination in the future that shows direction. It certainly inspired everyone
involved. People shared a deep caring. They were motivated and challenged.  How did this policy
guide decisions and actions?

Everything was organized around it. People compromised and cooperated. Teamwork
thrived. Scientists, generals and administrators could see the destination clearly and wanted to reach
it. Politicians approved the money. Didn’t this vision statement have all of the necessary components
for success?

What was it about this vision statement that inspired people? Did it contain any emotional
words? No - it was very simple and direct. Did it talk about excellence or pride? No; excellence and
pride were inspired by the nature of the well chosen destination. Kennedy found a place to which
people wanted to travel and encouraged them go there.

A vision statement should:
   

1. Show the direction we are moving.

2. Give a future destination to which everyone is inspired to travel.

3. Be a useful policy, guiding our decisions and actions.
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A visible destination with an arrival date in about 5 years

is the essential vision statement.

So far so good, but, unfortunately, the term “vision statement” in planning means different
things to different people. Which meaning shall we use? Here are four interpretations of the term in
current use:

All of these statements are inspiring and the first three (all destinations) definitely give us
direction. However, is the fourth one, the Present State, a vision statement? It may inspire pride, but
it doesn’t give direction or destination.

The Present State example is a description of what the organization’s supporters do today.
It takes nothing away from the quality and value of the statement to say it is a tag-line and not a
vision. It is just that we are looking for something that gives us a direction.

The three destinations have respectively a 9 year time-frame, a 20 year time-frame and a
forever time-frame. Which is best? The shorter the better for a community organization. At the
beginning of the chapter we suggested that a five year destination was about the right amount.

Nine years for Kennedy’s vision statement was perhaps stretching the limit of visibility, but
the destination couldn’t be reached sooner. We already know that Kennedy’s nine year visible
destination worked incredibly well.

We don’t have to stick with only one type of vision statement. For example, we can have both
an ideal and a visible destination, with the ideal destination being “nice-to-have” and the visible
destination being essential.

And when we reach the visible destination? This destination now represents the present and
a new one is needed to drive the future. Once it had its man on the moon, NASA probably saw the
Shuttle as its next destination.

The Visible Destination: “A man on the moon by the end of the decade”
   

The Distant Destination: “In the next 20 years company ABC will become

the biggest car-maker in the World”
    

The Ideal Destination: “All children and youth with disabilities have

service on demand to reach their potential”
   

The Present State: “The leading organization through which people

demonstrate caring for others in need.”
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By the end of 1993 all clients will control their own life in their own home.

D.1. THE DIFFERENCES BETWEEN PURPOSE AND VISIBLE DESTINATION

 We have now considered two very key statements, a purpose statement and a visible
destination. How do they compare? They are very different beasts from very different origins:

A Purpose Statement  A Visible Destination

Is the product of rational analysis Comes from emotion and the unconscious

Is based on the present situation Has no connection to the present

Is important for what it says Is important for how it affects people

Guides an ongoing process (traveling) Has a destination and gives direction

Is not measurable Is measurable

Keeps our feet on the ground Makes us fly

Needs commonsense Needs courage

D.2. A COMMUNITY EXAMPLE

Does a project have to be big, like reaching the moon, for a visible destination to work? No,
however small we are, we can still be inspired and challenged by a visible destination. Let’s have
an community organization example. Here’s one for Service Challenge:

Notice again that the statement is simple, businesslike and clear. The inspiration is generated
not by the words, but by the ideas. Board and Staff want the developmentally challenged to have
independence. This policy allows them to do what motivates them. 

Why does the destination need to be clear and inspiring? It will require money, advocacy,
approval from families and supporters, surmounting of prejudice, major changes in the services and
plain hard work to get there. That takes plenty of clarity and motivation.

D.3. QUESTIONS

Now we need to develop some questions to help us identify our visible destination, just as
we included questions above to help find the purpose statement, the functions and the aims during
a workshop.

The questions are in 3 groups, an environmental scan, personal questions to determine
feelings and use of the first two groups of questions to develop a visible destination.
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Questions for Determining a Visible Destination
Environmental Scan
   

1. What are the most positive results of our organization’s work?

2. What does our organization do best? 

3. Why is this done well?

4. Which of our services would we like to see better done?

5. What ideas could we use from what we do best to raise the levels of

other services?

6. For which of the aims do we need to give priority attention?

7. Which new services could we add that would be most appreciated by our

clients?

8. What are our organization’s major untapped opportunities?

9. What are our organization’s main challenges?

10. What is happening in the outside world (politically, socially,

economically, technologically, technically, financially, from competition,

in trends, with new ideas, etc.) to which we may need to respond with

changes?

11. What trends have occurred inside our organization over the last two

years - and where are they leading?

12. What new external trends are likely to affect our organization in the

future?

13. What internal factors might force our organization to adapt?

14. In what ways do we need to better motivate our board staff and/or

stakeholders to enthusiasm for improvement?

15. What are the most important things we need to do in response to any of

the above?
   

Personal
   

16. What do you really care about in our organization?

17. What drives you to work for our clients rather than those of another

organization?

18. Which three core principles, values or characteristics of our

organization, are of greatest importance to you?

19. Can you describe a high point experience in our organization, when you

were most alive and engaged?

20. Why was this experience so rewarding?

21. Without being modest, what is it that you most value about yourself and

your work for our organization?

22. What changes would most increase your motivation in working for our

organization?

23. Imagine that you wake from a long, deep sleep to find that everything is

as you always dreamed it would be. Your ideal state has become a

reality. What do you see? What is going on? How have things changed?

24. If you were granted 3 wishes to heighten the health and vitality of our

organization, what 3 positive changes would you ask for?
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Business values help us to make better decisions, both big and small.

E. VALUES
  

Values are meant to make contact with our feelings. However, we already have a visible
destination with the same objective. What do values add to this? Why do we need them? While the
visible destination tells us where we’re going, our values guide us in how to behave on the journey.
There are different kinds of values and we need to think about them all.

E.1. SOCIETY’S VALUES
  

Many of the values that we need are Society’s values. Examples might be “equal opportunity
for all citizens”, “diversity”, “the dignity of all citizens” or “civility”. These values are about taking
the “high road”. Isn’t the high road particularly important for altruistic voluntary organizations?

E.2. BASIC BUSINESS VALUES
  

Are values only for noble purposes? Not necessarily. We also need business values.
Business values are not there to give us warm fuzzy feelings. They may do so as a by-product, but
that is not their primary purpose. They are there to improve the performance of our mission. How
do they do it?

The Visible Destination
   

25. What good common themes have you found in the ideas that have been

generated by everyone to date?
  

26. If you imagine our organization about 5 years ahead:
  

C What progress would be unique, exciting, inspiring or

challenging?

C What would represent real, valuable and realistic progress

towards what our organization needs and what really matters to

you?

27. To inspire us all, what are the key words, phrases and ideas to be

included in a challenging word picture of our future?
   

28. What sentence of less than 30 words would adequately include your key

conclusions on what our organization needs and what really matters to

you to define a realistic, but challenging, destination for about 5 years

into the future.
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These business values are distilled from “In Search of Excellence” by Tom3

Peters and Robert Waterman (Warner Books) and “Re-engineering
Management” by James Champy (Harper Business).

Values link what we must decide to what we feel:
  

< Bringing consistency to our decisions.

< Saving us hesitating before making a decision.

< Providing something stable to grip in the midst of change.

Old

< Excellence and the superior quality of client service.

< Responsibility and accountability.

< Trustworthiness and integrity.

< Attention to detail.
  

New

< Mutual trust, informality and openness with information

< Cooperative teamwork and partnership.

< Freedom for all to make decisions, with support for reasonable errors.

< Respect and fair treatment for all people as they are.

< Adaptability to change.

But values use what we feel. Do we really want our decisions to be based upon feelings?
Shouldn’t we use sound, even scientific, evidence? Facts and numbers help. Can they make the
decisions for us? No. They are only a guide. We usually make qualitative judgements. On what do
we base those judgements? On our gut feelings. Those gut feelings use values:
     

 
      The most basic business values are easy to find, because there aren’t many of them :3

  

The relevance of some of Society’s values never changes. For example, hasn’t “Do as you
would be done by” been around a long time? Similarly, the first 4 business values above have always
been important.

Other Society values get replaced. For example, hasn’t “Children should be seen and not
heard” been long gone? Similarly the last 5 business values above, not considered important in the
Industrial Age workplace, work well in the Information Age.

What happens if we use all of these old and new values? Won’t we end up with a
“motherhood” list? Won’t we get lost in detail? Won’t we lose our focus? We can’t be everything
to everyone. We need to know what values define us. That’s why we will select some of them.
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< In a restaurant quality meals and speed of service are conflicting values

(the higher the quality, the more time it takes).
   

< Which should we choose? Which choice is right?

C No organization can be everything to everyone. Attempting that leads

to weakness in all services.
  

C Each organization must find a good “niche” for its focus. 
  

C It must choose between pairs of conflicting good values in defining

what it is.

C Does teaching or research take priority?

C Does undergraduate teaching or graduate teaching take priority?

C Are students clients? Or are they people to be judged?

C Are we educating first or training first?

C Are we instilling facts or skills?

C Do we aim at student employability or preparation for life?

C Should literacy and general skills be taught in special courses or

reinforced in all?

C Should we teach what faculty know or what students want?

C Should courses be specialized or interdisciplinary?

C Will faculty receive salaries that recognize commercial salaries in their

discipline or will everyone be treated equally?

E.3. SPECIAL VALUES

Now we must look at our organization’s special values, ones specific to us. This is harder.
What happens, for example, when a choice has to be made between two good values - because we
cannot have both?

What effect does our choice have? If we choose quality, ours a high class restaurant. If we
choose speed, ours is a fast food outlet. Neither choice is right or wrong. Such choices simply refine
the purpose and character of the organization:

Any organization should identify where important choices need to be made. Here is an
example of some of the choices for a university:
  

All of these questions are difficult and none of them have correct or incorrect answers. Won’t
a university be unable to make some of these choices for political or public relations reasons?
However, every choice made helps the University to make more effective use of its resources.
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We should identify our own value special value choices and make them. What about Service
Challenge (the example from page C - 26)? Here are some choices it might need to make:

Choice

Quality versus Quantity
  

     Do we serve a smaller number of clients well (by turning others away), or do 

 we take everyone and do our best for all of them?

Need versus Fairness
  

    Do we give the same service to every client or more help to those who need 

 more help?

Security versus Self Respect
  

    Do we keep clients in homes where they can be watched and protected day 

 and night or help them to live like the rest of the World in their own home?

Truth or Protecting Feelings
  

    Do we tell clients and families everything or do we try to protect feelings 

 when news is bad?

Control versus Freedom
  

    Do we monitor clients constantly or do we give them the freedom to make 

 mistakes?
  

Are these all of the choices? No. There are almost certainly others for Service Challenge.
However, these will do for illustration.

E.4. NEGATIVE VALUES

We have discussed how good values are determined, but what about bad, or negative, values?
Where do they come from? They are spread by stories and myths. For example: “Only your friends
can be trusted”, “Volunteers are unreliable” or “Disagreement is not acceptable”. If these 3 beliefs
are widely held, what chance is there for good performance? Not much.

How do we counteract the effect of negative values in circulation? How can we influence
everyone to use good values? We must first document the good values we want. Then we investigate
to find the existing common negative values and make certain we have good values to oppose them.

Will publishing good values solve the problem? Do they just replace the negative values in
circulation? Is that all there is to it? If we publish a value statement saying “We trust each other”,
will everyone’s mistrust evaporate?
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Value statements primarily guide the Board and Executive Director, 

who must constantly live them as well as constantly teach them.

Unfortunately not. We learn values more from what is done than what is said. If our parents
were responsible people, we are likely to be responsible people. How does this translate to the
workplace?

The Board and administration must set an example to the whole organization - it must not
only “talk the talk” but “walk the talk”. If it doesn’t, documented good values will be ignored. The
Board should recognize that:

Consider a university that says it values good teaching and then only promotes faculty on the
basis of their research. Which value will be used by the faculty member - the “talk” that offers
nothing or the “walk” that shows how to improves status and income? The “walk” always has greater
influence than the “talk”, requiring the Board to be careful with its decisions and actions.
  

E.5. QUESTIONS
  

Now we need to develop some questions to help us identify our values, as we included
questions above to help find other strategic policies during a workshop.

Questions for Determining Values
   

Basic Business Values   

1 How would you rank the following groups of business values as important

to our organization (1 for highest value to 9 for lowest)?
  

• Excellence and the superior quality of client service.

• Responsibility and accountability.

• Trustworthiness and integrity.

• Attention to detail. 

• Mutual trust, informality and openness with information. 

• Cooperative teamwork and partnership.

• Freedom for all to make decisions, with support for reasonable

errors.

• Respect and fair treatment for all people as they are.

• Adaptability to change.
   

2. Which of these values are of key importance for our organization?
   

Society’s Values

3. Which other values of Society are of particular importance for our

organization
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F. OTHER STRATEGIC POLICIES
  

In the introduction to this chapter, it was suggested that other terms might be used for
strategic policies (e.g.,beliefs, principles, added values, etc.). Let’s illustrate with a couple of
examples. The first is an example set of core principles for a United Way agency:

Another example is the set of core characteristics for any McConnell Family Foundation
community leadership program:

Special Values
   

4. Where have we made or should we make a choice between two

important and valuable factors (e.g., quality or quantity, speed or

thoroughness, etc.)?
    

5. In each case, which one should we choose?
  

Negative Values
   

6. Does our organization have any negative values that exist by word of

mouth?
   

7. Are there any situations where the Board does not practice a value it

preaches?
   

8. What value statement do we all need to follow to counteract any

negative values?

CORE PRINCIPLES 
   

1. Our funds are distributed according to a community needs assessment. 

2. We maximize our allocation to gaps shown by this assessment. 

3. We strengthen partnerships with service providers who address the

most imminent needs, while maintaining existing partnerships. 

4. We monitor and nurture the volunteer strengths of the community. 

5. We develop public awareness of the health and social welfare issues we

fund. 

6. We deal with advocacy issues cautiously and only in issues that relate to

our core business. 

7. We strive for diversity.
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Whatever the strategic policies are called doesn’t matter as long as they together make
enough broad statements about an organization to adequately direct its decisions and services.

G. FINDING THE STRATEGIC POLICIES

Some strategic policies are easier and more routine to find. Won’t it be pretty straightforward
to identify the who, what, why and where for the purpose statement? And basic business values can
come very simply from choices amongst the 9 options listed (page C - 39).

What about the visible destination? Finding it is much harder. How did John Kennedy do it?
An industry, the Pentagon and NASA were already eager to reach the moon. So Kennedy listened
first - then articulated the inner feelings of those involved.

To whom do we need to listen before we can articulate their inner feelings? Who must take
ownership of the vision and propel us towards it? Surely those who work for us: Board, staff and
volunteers.

Who has the power to enable our move to the visible destination (Government, City Council,
our funders, etc.) ? Don’t they also need ownership? We must listen for the feelings of all
stakeholders. We must bring them together and pay attention. Since this is hard, shouldn’t we use
a workshop run by an experienced facilitator?

CORE CHARACTERISTICS
  

A Community Leadership Program:
  

1. Identifies rising decision-makers/leaders from all sectors/diversity of

the community.

2. Enhances their understanding of their community, it’s leadership

challenges and their sense of community trusteeship.

3. Builds networks of people with a common commitment to strengthen and

build the community.

4. Promotes and functions as an initiative ‘owned’ by the broader

community.

5. Involves a balance among all sectors of the community in its governance

bodies and program content/perspectives (voluntary sector, private

sector, public sector - and possibly media, labour, education, faith

and/or ethnic communities, etc. as well).

6. Follows a basic format: a nine-month timeframe including opening and

closing retreats, monthly program/awareness/issue days, a community

action/exposure project and on-going inclusion of alumni.
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G.1. THE WORKSHOP

There are different ways to run a workshop. Do we tell the facilitator how to do it? No. That
should be left to the facilitator. That’s his/her job.

 Then what should we define for the facilitator? We need to tell him/her what we want. That
comes best by defining the questions to which we want answers. Good questions are the critical
success factor for a workshop. Isn’t that where the Board and facilitator should spend the most
planning effort?

Example sets of workshop questions have been included throughout this chapter. There are
important ways in which these questions have been influenced by Appreciative Inquiry (page C - 21).
They all try to be positive. They also contain some basic AI questions. However, if more AI is
required, information on an easy-to-read book on the subject is given on page C - 22.

The questions reference “our organization”. Is that good enough? No; they will be more
meaningful and effective if they are adapted to become more specific to the organization (e.g., use
“Service Challenge” rather than “our organization”).

Some of the questions are about personal motivation. Why are these needed? Visible
destination (vision) and values come from emotional sources. Don’t we need to get the emotional
motors started? We need to find what makes our board, staff and volunteers care about the services
and what could inspire them. We need to get them dreaming. That’s where we’ll find the right
vision and values.

During the workshop, the level of judgement should be kept to a minimum. Don’t
judgements bring the flow of ideas to a grinding halt? A workshop is a brainstorming session where
ideas must flow freely.

It is important to break into groups so that everyone will have contributed to the results at the
workshop. Don’t many people only speak in small groups?

G.2. POST WORKSHOP

Every effort should be made to put someone in the corner at a workshop to word-smith
policies that can be approved before the workshop finishes. However all of the word-smithing is
unlikely be completed. Why not?

 If a visible destination is needed on the 24  of the month, should the Leadership Committeeth

hold a “vision-creation” day on (say) the 20  of the month to create it? This might work, but do goodth

ideas come solely from rational analysis or on demand? 

No; there is no guarantee when or where any of the statements needed will emerge from
someone’s unconscious mind with a “Eureka!” (I have found it!). The Leadership Committee needs
to keep plugging away until it is satisfied it has something good.
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H. A SET OF STRATEGIC POLICIES
   

     As an example, here is a set of strategic policies for Service Challenge.

The interchangeability of policy names can be illustrated as follows. The value: “Service to
each client according to need” could be turned into an aim: “To provide service to each client
according to need”. Values, beliefs, principles, added values, aims,  goals, cultures are just different
ways of finding the strategic policies that we need.

Purpose Statement
  

Service Challenge improves the quality of life for the developmentally

challenged in Scotiatown through help and family support.
   

Visible Destination
   

By the end of 1993 all clients will control their own life in their own home.
   

Functions
  

For the developmentally challenged, we provide:

1. Living space.

2. Professional care.

3. Training for and help in finding a job.

4. Support for their families .

5. Information for employers on special needs and inclusion.

6. Recreational activities.

7. Transport.
   

Aims
    

1. To provide the maximum independence in living space that a client can

handle.

2. To make clients as responsible as possible for control of their own care.

3. To provide training and opportunity for the most challenging job a client

can handle.

4. To offer family counselling that is reliable.

5. To ensure inclusion through employer support and interaction.

6. To provide recreation activities tailored to the individual.

7. To provide timely transportation.
   

Values
   

1. The superior quality of our client service.

2. Mutual trust, informality and openness with information.

3. Cooperative teamwork and partnership.

4. Staff development in skill and knowledge.

5. Respect and fair treatment for all people as they are.

6. Service to each client according to need.

7. Freedom and self respect for clients.
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Are we finished, now that we have a set of strategic policies?

The one thing we must do is continually test the process. At every board meeting the
Leadership Committee should report on its results-to-date and ask for board comment. Seeking input
concerning results-to-date from all stakeholders is also important on occasion. The whole process
has to be as open and as transparent as possible in order to collect support and ownership.

At the end, the draft set of strategic policies should be circulated for final comment, to ensure
that it meets everyone’s needs. It is particularly important for anyone who was present at a planning
session to comment on what the Leadership committee has built upon their contribution.

I. RESTRUCTURING
  

A strategic planning exercise can change the fundamentals of an organization. Couldn’t this
have an effect on the structure of the organization? Once the strategic policies are in place, the
Leadership Committee should review the board role and board structure to see whether the structure
meets the organizations purpose and vision.

What happens if it doesn’t? Some committee, which could be the Leadership Committee,
should revise the committee structure and ensure that governance policies are revised to match.

The Committee should also review all other EF policies in light of the new strategic polices
and make changes as needed.

J. THE STRATEGIC PLAN
  

Once the strategic policies are in place, we list all of the steps (deliverables) needed to reach
the visible destination and sort them in priority order. Together these sorted steps constitute the
strategic plan.

Let’s see how we can develop a plan for the Tigers hockey league, a children’s league in
which the following new visible destination statement has just been created:

The deliverables needed to reach this visible destination are listed below. Where did this list
come from? Some brainstorming exercises of the board, of the coaches and of the Leadership
Committee. The Executive Director also talked to another team which had already brought girls and
boys together to play:

A non-violent league based on skill and teamwork, 

where boys and girls can play together.
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11

Deliverables to enable Boys & Girls to play together
  

1. Increase annual revenue by $10,000 through increased sponsorship (this

vision will cost money).
  

2. Increase annual revenue by $5,000 through an annual raffle.
  

3. Implement a new, less violent, player Code of Behaviour (essential if boys

are to play with girls).
  

4. Reschedule games and practices so that girls under 12 are not on the ice

before 8 am.
  

5. Train coaches for the change (so that the same coach can deal with both

boys and girls).
  

6. Increase the number of girls playing hockey by 30% (there are presently

not enough).
   

7. Train referees for the change 
   

8. Implement ongoing training for players in how to avoid injuries (a good

thing to do anyway, but essential if boys and girls are to play together).
  

9. Improve communication to parents on the changes taking place.
  

10. Purchase and install removable partitions (so that boys and girls can

change in the same room).
   

11. Experiment for one season at one age level.

3

One common way of evaluating the value of these deliverables is to use the “SMART”
principle. Each deliverable needs to be Specific, Measurable (we can determine when it’s finished),
Achievable (challenging, but not too challenging), Resourced (we have the resources to do it) and
with a Time limit (which will be dealt with later in Chapter 19).

Is that it? Is this list above all we need? It has the steps, but the steps haven’t been prioritized.
Which steps come first? How do we establish the highest priorities?

We must arrange the above deliverables in a critical path diagram (see page C - 17) to find
those deliverables that must be achieved early on. Otherwise we can hold up the whole process. Here
is the critical path diagram of the deliverables for the Tigers Hockey League:

 2       >5                >7                >       >8                       >
 1       >9     >6            >         >10   >4           >
           

In this critical path diagram, every deliverable to the left of an arrow should be well under
way before the deliverable to its right is started (see page C - 17). We are now in a position to place
these deliverables in a priority order, with the ones on the left being of highest priority. We now have
our Strategic Plan:
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       What are the numbers in parentheses? These are the numbers of each step on the first list from
the previous page. 

Strategic Plan
  

Priority #1 (1) Increase annual revenue by $10,000 through increased

sponsorship.
  

Priority #2 (2) Increase annual revenue by $5,000 through an annual raffle.
  

Priority #3 (5) Train coaches for the change.
  

Priority #4 (9) Improve communication to parents on the changes taking place.
   

Priority #5 (7) Train referees for the change 
  

Priority #6 (6) Increase the number of girls playing hockey by 30%.
  

Priority #7 (3) Implement a new, less violent, player Code of Behaviour.
   

Priority #8 (8) Implement ongoing training for players in how to avoid injuries.
  

Priority #9 (10) Purchase and install removable partitions.
  

Priority #10 (4) Reschedule games and practices so that girls under 12 are not 

  on the ice before 8 am.  
   

Priority #11 (11) Experiment for one season at one age level.
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Other Strategic Policies

Purpose (Mission)

Statement

More EF Policies

Operational Policies (Executive Director)

Ends Framework Parameter

18:  Ends Framework (EF) Policies

A. INTRODUCTION

 What are EF policies? Let’s remind ourselves: 

Are WRITTEN by: Are GUIDELINES for: TELL us: 

EF 

policies

The Board Everyone (in and around

the organization)

“What” and “Why”

(the “ends”)

In the hierarchy of policies:

The purpose statement is served by
other strategic policies, 

  

Strategic policies are served by more
EF policies. 

   

All Board EF policies are served by the Executive 
Director’s operational policies.

The previous chapter dealt with the purpose statement and other strategic policies.
Operational policies are the Executive Director’s responsibility. That leaves us to address two things
in this chapter:

• The remaining EF policies.
• More on the division between EF policies and operational policies (pages A-18 & 

C - 8).

We will start with the division between EF policies and operational policies.
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B. CLARIFYING THE DIVISION

Point 1 of the Board Prescription (page A - 56), specifies that the Board needs to: “be clear

where EF policy stops and operational policy begins”. The dividing between Board responsibilities
and Executive Director responsibilities must be unambiguous. An example has already been given
to demonstrate this dividing line (pages A-18 & C - 8).

Why is such clarity needed? To prevent finger pointing when neither side wants a
responsibility or a turf war when both sides want it. To make certain that authority matches
responsibility. Clarity reduces frustration and conflict.

How do we find this clarity? So far our main way has been to define EF policies as relating
to the “what” and “why”, while operational policies relate to “how” (see the example above on page
C - 8). Can we find other differences? A more complete set of contrasting characteristics might be
the following:

  

EF Policy is Operational Policy is

 About the organization’s ends About the means

 About “what” and “why” About “how”

 Related to the external world About the organization’s internal world

 Applicable to anyone Applicable to staff and volunteers only

 About what the organization is About what people do

 Likely to require only common sense Likely to require professional knowledge

 General in nature Specific in nature

 In need of detail for action

  

Provided with all necessary detail

   

B.1. A PROBLEM EXAMPLE

The following example shows what happens when the board is not careful enough to keep
a clear dividing line between the responsibilities of the Board and those of its Executive Director.

The example came from a well run day care centre. One policy of considerable conflict
between Board and Executive Director concerned the way of dealing with a troublesome child. A
policy on behaviour modification was needed. Who should make the decision on what that policy
should be?
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An appropriate decision on any method of behaviour modification requires understanding
of both research on the issue and the Law. It is a professional decision. It has to do with the internal
workings of the day care centre. It has to do with means. It is about staff action and “how” things are
done. It is, without question, an operational decision to be made by the Executive Director.

The Executive Director was prepared to deny a scheduled outing to a problem child whenever
this was considered necessary. The threat of being kept behind she considered a harmless means of
behaviour modification. The appropriate policy should have been her choice.

However, in this centre every operational policy had to be approved by a board Policy
Committee. By crossing into Executive Director territory, wasn’t the Board withholding from the
Executive Director the authority to run the centre in the way she thought best? Because of the
ambiguity, the resulting turf war over this issue created considerable conflict.

Should those on the Policy Committee who didn’t wish any child to be denied an outing have
just given in instead? Of course not. But they should have bumped the issue up from the operational
level to the EF level and attacked it there. Isn’t that where the Board’s authority lies?

      How do we bump the issue up to the EF level? We use the question “why?” for both sides. How
does this apply in our example?

  

Why? Answers

 Why does the Executive Director want 

 this extra means of behaviour 

 modification?

To protect the rights of the group of

children, whose day and trip can be

spoiled by a troublesome child

 Why do the board members refuse to 

 accept denying an outing to a child?
  

To protect the rights of each individual

child

  

It is now clear that this problem is over a choice between two conflicting good values, the
rights of the individual and the rights of the group. Which is the right choice? As was noted in the
previous chapter (page C - 40), neither choice is right or wrong. Such choices simply refine the
purpose and character of the organization. Here are the two possible EF policies, one for each value:

Value Choice Policy

 Group Rights We provide as conflict free an environment as possible.

 Individual Rights
   

We meet the individual needs of every child equally.
  

These are very general EF policies, telling us “what” the Board seeks. Should it have both
policies? Isn’t that having its cake and eating it too? It cannot give priority to both of these policies
at the same time, but the Board does have the authority to chose which one it wants.
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Patient Rights  

    

To ensure that patient interests are protected, a patient has a right to:
   

C Have information about him/her kept confidential.

C Be treated with respect, dignity and compassion, based on sensitivity to

individuality and cultural background.

C Privacy for personal needs.

C Be given information to help him/her understand his/her medical

condition.

C Participate in decisions about his/her care.

C Receive clear explanations about his/her treatment(s) and test(s),

including the benefits, risks and other treatment options available.

C Know the names and profession of those people caring for him/her.

C Refuse any recommended treatment(s) and be told about what may

happen should he/she choose to refuse treatment(s).

C Express any concerns about his/her treatment and care without fear of

recrimination

Once the Board has put one of these EF policies in place, the Executive Director knows what
kind of organization she is running. Is she now free to write whatever operational policy she wants
on outings? Yes, she is, but the policy must be consistent with the EF policy chosen.

What does that mean? If group rights have been chosen, she can deny outings to troublesome
children. If individual rights have been chosen, she can’t.

However, either decision will have other consequences. Won’t the new EF policy guide other
operational policies? For example, if group rights are chosen, the parents of troublesome children
may well be asked to take their child away to another day care centre. If individual rights are chosen,
the Centre may end up specializing in troublesome children.

So the board is responsible for choosing the nature of the organization through EF policies.
Within the framework of these EF policies, the Executive Director should be free to choose whatever
reasonable operational policies she needs.

C. THE REMAINING EF POLICIES

What do the remaining EF policies look like? Let’s demonstrate with a good example. This
EF policy is from a hospital, whose clients (patients) are its major external contacts. The hospital
wants to be sure that they are not to be treated as “system inputs” whose fears and questions are a
nuisance. Shouldn’t patients be treated with  “tender loving care”?

How are we sure that this is an EF policy? Because it’s about ends - i.e., “why” the policy
is needed (to ensure that patient rights are protected) and “what” is to be done. It concerns the
treatment of patients from the external world.
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These examples are from a Volunteer Canada publication4

It’s a guideline for anyone (in and around the hospital), very general, needing only common
sense to be understood and without the detail of “how” to apply it. It qualifies the purpose statement
by showing what the hospital is - what kind of hospital the patient will find. It has all the
characteristics of an EF policy.

What operational policies might the hospital administration add to implement this EF policy?
It could direct a pamphlet to be produced on the issue and included in the patient’s admission
package. It could direct nurses to explain it. It could include questions on it in a discharge survey.

D. A COMPREHENSIVE SET 

How do we know which EF policies we need? In Chapter 16 (page C - 5) we emphasized the
need to look outwards towards our clients, our community, our financial supporters, our sister
organizations, our parent organization, our external environment, the literature and the world in
general.

For example, if we look outwards in this way, we might find our organization faces a number
of risks in relation to its volunteers :

  

Risk Situation An Example of this Risk

 The risks for a client Abuse by a volunteer

 The risks for a volunteer A female volunteer closing up a facility alone after

dark

 The risks for a staff

 member

A female librarian closing up the library with a male

volunteer after dark

 For a young volunteer A need for written parental permission

 Where a waiver is required For a volunteer required to drive, to accept rules &

responsibilities or to provide a liability release

  

  
Sometimes an external event can bring the need for a policy to our attention. We might hear

news that large damages were awarded to an abused person after organizational negligence.
Wouldn’t that be a good time to put a preventative policy in place?

Let’s narrow our scope. Let’s focus on the need to protect clients against abuse by volunteers.
Analysis of the client abuse issue shows that four factors contribute to the risk: the client, the setting,
the nature of the activity and the level of supervision. Examples of low medium and high risk levels
for each of these factors follow :4
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   Low Risk       Medium Risk High Risk
  

Client        Able-bodied adult          15 year old      12 year old with a

           disability
  

Setting       On-site with people         In a park      In the client’s home
  

Activity          Playing cards            Teaching Mentoring

          basketball   
      

Supervision   Supervision always        Occasional           No supervision

          supervision

We have already looked at an EF policy to deal with a high risk situation of this kind (on
pages A - 21 & C - 8): “Potential volunteers must always be screened thoroughly enough to protect
clients from abuse”. The operational policy that implemented this EF policy had to use a police
check. Why? Because of the high risk involved, 

Since this policy addresses danger, the EF and the matching operational polices both need
to be mandatory (see page C - 60 to find an explanation of the term “mandatory”).

The above is meant to be educational, not advisory. Any organization with risk of abuse from
volunteer positions must obtain professional advice, perhaps from its national parent organization.
  

D.1. A SYSTEMATIC METHOD

However, instead of waiting for and responding to events, couldn’t we develop all of the
needed EF policies beforehand? Wouldn’t it be better to be proactive? 

Weren’t we proactive in developing a sample set of governance policies for any organization
(Chapter 4, page A - 33). In the same way couldn’t we pro-actively provide an “off-the-shelf” set of
EF policies? Since boards are all looking out in the same external world, couldn’t they all have the
same EF policies?

Unfortunately not; different organizations may look at the same external world, but they have
different clients, serve different purposes and look for different things. Many EF policies are very
specific to the purpose of the organization. They can’t be universal.

Surely we can get some help. Don’t those with a similar purpose (mission) need similar
policies. Couldn’t we look for ideas in the policy manuals of sister organizations with a similar
purpose? Pick their brains. That’s a good idea.

For example, couldn’t someone in the symphony business draft an EF policy set to help all
symphony orchestras? Aren’t organizations always willing to help each other in this way? That will
certainly be beneficial, but it doesn’t finish the job.
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Don’t decisions on key EF policy issues need to be as locally grown as possible? If the whole
organization is involved in policy development, the process engages, expands and educates the
passion and ownership of the organization’s stakeholders. Ends Framework issues are not cold and
logical like governance. “Running the race is as important as getting the medal.”

Then how could a board approach its search for EF policies in a systematic manner? Well,
where do we learn our ends? Isn’t it during interaction with the external environment? So isn’t it
sensible to start the process by identifying all of the ways that our organization interacts with its
external environment?

There will be other ways of doing it, but the method documented below has been used by the
author. How did it work? How did we identify all of the external interactions? The process started
with individual staff interviews, including one with the Executive Director.

The interviews identified all of the external interactions, what each staff member felt was
important about them and how he/she felt about them. These were the questions:

EF Policy - Staff Survey
  

1. Which programs or projects do you serve?
  

2. What types of clients do you serve in each program or project?
  

3. What outside partners do you have (sister organizations, funders,

sponsors and donors) in each program or project?
   

4. What other contacts outside our organization do you have for your job 

besides those with your clients and partners?
  

5. For each program or project you work on:

• What are its most important characteristics?

• What in this program or project do you really care about?

• What values are important in it?
  

6. What gaps are there in our programs or projects?  

  

7. For each Client or Partner you serve:

• What are all of the things that you do for this client or partner?

• What value do you add in the service you provide?

• Why do you like serving this client or partner?

• What is hard for you in serving this client or partner?

• What do you expect of yourself?

• What broad benefits are we seeking from this client or partner?

• How do you think you should treat this client or partner?

• What do you expect from this client or partner?

• What is good or bad about our relationship with this client or

partner?
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       From the survey, the following staff external contacts were identified:

8. Overall in your total job:

• How do you know that you are doing a good job?

• How are you received by your clients?

• What could we do to help you be more effective and better

received?

• What kind of partners or contacts are of greatest help to us?

• Is there any serious risk for us in anything you do?

• Are there any boundaries to what we should offer?

• Do you see any threats to which we should respond?

• Do you see any opportunities to which we should respond?

• How do we improve our relationship with the outside world?

External Contacts

Clients

< Volunteers

< Participants in the Community Leadership Program and their employers

< Youth volunteers

< Senior volunteers

< Volunteering families

< Volunteer agency staff and Executive Directors

< Community agency board members
  

Workers

< Workshop facilitators

< Leadership issue day experts

< Board members and committee members
  

Partners

< Sponsors

< Government Funders

< United Way

< Foundations

< Working project partners

< Service clubs 
 

Influence

< The General Public

< The Mayor, City Council and VIPs

< City Administration and bureaucrats at the other two levels of

government

< Media staff
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What did we do next? For each of these interactions with external contacts we first needed
to find the “why”. Until we knew “why” we needed a policy, how could we know “what” policy we
needed?

We began to find the “whys” by working through each of the contacts identified in turn. At
these meetings it was essential that the staff involved were present to contribute hands-on
experience.

However, the list of contacts was long. Identifying all of the policies needed is a huge task.
Where should we start? Obviously with the most important external contacts, the clients. Here’s the
result of asking “Why do we need a policy?” for one type of client:

 

Contact Why a policy is needed

Volunteer agency staff and

Executive Directors

• To help volunteer agencies be well

prepared for volunteers

• To help volunteer agencies provide

volunteers with a positive and worthwhile

experience

• To ensure that volunteer agencies receive

enough of the right applicants

• To help volunteer and agency have the

right expectations of each other

• To help agencies use as diverse a group of

volunteers as possible

• To ensure that the volunteer agency is

getting the right service from us

• To ensure that the volunteer agency knows

the services we offer.
    

Resources

< Business contacts

< Contacts at Educational institutions

< Leadership issue day hosts
  

Learning Opportunities

< Books, magazines and other publications

< Other media, including television and radio

< All contacts

< Parallel experts and Executive Directors in similar local and national

organizations through:

< Conferences, seminars, workshops and meetings

< Memberships and “birds of a feather” networks

< Websites, listservers, emails, etc.

< New staff with experience in other organizations
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We are now ready to take each of these “whys” and determine “what” will do the job. Each
of the 7 reasons “why” was taken in turn and the question asked: “What policy will serve this reason
for needing one?”

As ideas were collected in a committee brainstorming session, it became obvious that both
“whats” and “hows” were being identified. The “hows” belonged in operational policies, not EF
policies. How did we deal with that? Both sides together properly split the issues appropriately
between board and Executive Director.

       The board EF policy to define the framework was short and broad stroke:

ENDS FRAMEWORK POLICY    

For Volunteer Organizations and their staff

We  will: 
  

1.          Meet annually with each member agency to:
   

            • Orient our services directly to needs identified in these annual

meetings.

            • Negotiate a "memorandum of agreement" with each member

agency that incorporates mutually agreed standards.
       

2.          Lead by example with our own "memorandum of agreement".
   

3.          Maintain up-to-date literature and bibliography to assist member

             agencies.
    

4.          Ensure our visibility and wide knowledge of our services by both 

             members and non-members.
  

Which is the policy? Is it an individual point, such as point 3, “Maintain up-to-date literature
and bibliography to assist member agencies.” or is it the complete set of 4 points? Actually, if we
use the definition of a policy defined on page A - 19 (a guideline for prudent decision or action that
is of indefinite lifetime and repeated use), both are policies. The complete policy is composed of 4
“sub-policies”.

What did we do with those policy components identified as operational? We backed off and
left the Executive Director to handle them? As noted earlier, avoiding micro-managing in such
situations is a test of the quality of the Board/Executive Director relationship.

Which were these operational policies identified in the brainstorming session? They are
below. This list of useful ideas was accepted for consideration by the Executive Director:
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OPERATIONAL POLICIES - “HOW” 

For Volunteer Agency Staff and Executive Directors

1. Have a template set of volunteer management standards that defines both

the essential and the "nice to have".
  

2. Include in these standards the need for:
  

< Recognition.

< A job description.

< Orientation and training.

< Screening.

< An agency philosophy relevant to volunteers.

< Continual reflection on why the agency needs each volunteer.

< Each volunteer to be told what difference his/her work has made

and given reinforcement on the consequences of that work.

< Each volunteer to understand how the work relates to the mission.
  

3. Ensure that each member organization has documentation on our services

to members.
  

4. Provide training and assistance as requested.
   

5. Meet with a few non-members each year to increase awareness of our

services.
   

6. Provide the right workshops.
   

7. Reflect good volunteer supervision standards in the design of our

volunteer opportunities database.
   

8. Provide relatively frequent short on-line newsletters.
  

   
The process of identifying both EF and operational policies in this way is a good way of

sharpening the organization’s effectiveness. By working through the rest of the organization’s
external contacts one at a time, a very extensive set of EF and matching operational policies can be
developed

E. COMMANDS OR SUGGESTIONS?

Policies provide control when work is assigned to others. How tight must that control be?
Is a policy a command - or can someone choose whether or not to follow the policy according to
circumstances? Let’s look at two examples.

E.1. DISCRETIONARY POLICIES

Most boards have a policy like this:
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“The Chair asks any board member to resign who has

missed three consecutive monthly meetings without giving a reason.”

“All volunteers must have a police check.”

1. Mandatory policies should have strong phrasing, such as “must have”.

2 The word “mandatory” should also be written beside them.

Supposing the Chair meets with the absent board member only to find that in the past 3
months his wife has been ill. Now that she is better, the board member is eager to return. Before his
absence, he was responsible and competent. Does it make sense to enforce the policy? Must the
board member be asked to resign? Or can the chair make an exception?

If the policy allows the chair to make an exception, it is called “discretionary”. It influences
all decisions and is followed almost all the time. What happens to the next board member who
misses three board meetings? He/she can still expect to be asked to resign.

Whoever makes an exception in this way must report back on his/her decision. For example,
the Chair must advise the Board why a missing board member has not been asked to resign.

E.2. MANDATORY POLICIES

Can people always be allowed to use their own judgement? Supposing there is risk for the
organization. What if the consequences of exceptions are far too serious?  For example, a common
policy where clients are vulnerable to abuse from volunteers is:

Could we accept an occasional volunteer without a police check (perhaps because “he seems
such a nice young man” or he is a relative of the Chair)?

Under the law, the Board is expected to take reasonable care. Is bypassing a police check
taking reasonable care? Hardly. If an unchecked volunteer commits abuse, there will be
consequences for the Board.

This policy therefore is a command. No exceptions are allowed. It is called a “mandatory”

policy. Where there are risks, policies must always be mandatory. How can anyone tell which
policies are mandatory?
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Ends Framework Parameter

 19:      Tactical Planning

A. INTRODUCTION
  

How should we do our tactical planning? A good way is through an annual performance
review of the organization. It is a very similar process to the Executive Director performance review
(page B - 69) - with the same three steps:

    The deliverables specified in Step 3 will constitute the new tactical plan.

B. THE PERFORMANCE REVIEW
 

Why review the organization’s performance? Unless we know how we have done in the past
year, how can we be sure that we are planning correctly for the coming year? If we made mistakes
last year, surely we don’t want to repeat them.

If we want to move forward correctly, isn’t it important to know where we are starting as well
as where we are going? We must build our future on a foundation of self-knowledge.

Do we get anything else from an organizational performance review? Yes; we will find
exactly the same benefits as we found for the Executive Director’s performance review. What were
they?

The review improves communication across the organization. It can also motivate. How? By
recognising success. Won’t recognition of this year’s achievements inspire people to strive for more
recognition next year? It can also inspire wider ownership of the organization’s direction, aims and
deliverables. It is an annual expression of the Board’s leadership.

What successes do we recognise? Is it good enough to announce: “Thanks for everything
you’ve done this year”? No; once more it must be stressed that if we can’t be bothered to identify
the achievements in the past year, why should anyone bother to strain for new ones?

Step 1: Collect an information package.

  

Step 2: Have a meeting.

Step 3: Write a report that recognizes successes, judges performance

and specifies the deliverables for the year ahead.
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 How does a board get to know all of the successes? It has not been in the thick of the action
as staff have. How does it remember even those successes that it did know? Just as with the
Executive Director performance review, we should seek this information from those who do know
and have an interest in remembering.

It’s a good idea to start the review process by asking the Executive Director to consult with
staff and prepare a report listing the organization’s achievements in the past year, the unfinished
deliverables, the challenges and the changes. Who knows them better than staff? 

And what is the rest of the World doing? We need to look for, anticipate and respond to
changes around us. Has the environment changed recently? Do we need to respond by changing
direction? Do we need to add some new deliverables? Does any change need to be radical? Are there
any “tweaks” necessary? 

Staff have another contribution to make here. Aren’t they professionals in touch with their
specialist world? Isn’t the Executive Director’s report their opportunity to bring up issues they think
need to be addressed? This report should include information gleaned from professional readings and
external contacts.

And how have our sister organizations been doing? Has anyone come up with a good idea
that would be valuable to us? How do we compare to the most successful organizations -especially
those with a similar mission? We should always try to pick other brains.

What do our clients think of our services? A good Executive Director will be constantly
seeking comment on services from clients. His/her report can include a summary of the results and
tell us how he/she has responded. What if client opinions aren’t being regularly collected? The Board
should ask the Executive Director to conduct a special survey. 

In the past year, not everything will have been successful. Unexpected problems will have
occurred. What should we do about them? Shouldn’t we take corrective action? Shouldn’t we seek
something better? How? Just as in the Executive Director performance review, the process can
identify corrective deliverables for the year ahead.

Many of last year’s deliverables were intended to move us towards our visible destination.
Did we get as far as we hoped? Did all of last year’s deliverables get finished? Which steps should
become this year’s visible destination deliverables? Those are important questions to ask ourselves.

Who does this review? Well, who is responsible for planning? The Leadership Committee
is responsible and it should run the organizational performance review.

B.1. STRATEGIC POLICY REVIEW

The first task for the Leadership Committee in a tactical planning exercise must always be
to look at the existing strategic policies. How long since they were last reviewed? Is it time for
another strategic planning exercise?
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 Do our mission, our vision and our values (and any principles, beliefs, aims, etc.) still fit
what we do? How well do they express the ends of the organization as it functions today?  After
looking to see if our strategic policies are good enough, the Leadership Committee can then
recommend whether a strategic planning exercise should take place before the tactical planning
exercise - or whether any “tweaks” should be made.

Then we should look at our aims (page C - 31). Although aims are not measurable, it may
be worthwhile to consider whether this is the year to advance some of our aims through new
deliverables, which are measurable. How can this be done?

Let’s illustrate with an example. The aims developed for Service Challenge (the example
organization used in Chapter 17, page C - 26) might be furthered through some matching new
deliverables that can each further the aim. These are in the right hand column below:

   

Aims Examples of New Deliverables

 To provide the maximum independence in 

 living space that a client can handle.

< No client able to live alone is still in an

institutional home.

 To make clients responsible for control of 

 their own care and actions. 

< All clients on their own have a cell phone.

 To provide training and employer contact for 

 the most challenging job a client can handle.

< 90% of the clients and 90% of the

employers are pleased with the client’s

work.

 To offer reliable family counseling. < Service is available every day.

< Response is made to all emergencies

within 1 hour.

 To fully and individually provide employers 

 with needed and requested information on 

 inclusion.

< An information package is available.

< Every new employer is visited monthly

for 3 months and annually thereafter.

  

   

It is unlikely that all of these deliverables could be addressed in the same year, but it is up
to the Leadership Committee to make its recommendations.  
  

B.2. OBJECTIVES
  

We can now summarize the objectives of an organizational performance review. Do the
objectives below represent the only and ideal set of objectives for a performance review? No. Once
again, specifics are given as an illustration, but this set of objectives will work.

Some of these objectives should be achieved by the Leadership Committee before it holds
the meeting and reported on for comment at the meeting. Which ones should the Committee tackle?
It needs to review the strategic policies, deal with any elephants and contact other sister organizations
for comparison.
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Objectives for an Organizational Performance Review
  

Before the meeting
   

1. To determine whether we should change our strategic policies, make

changes to promote our aims, expunge any “elephants in the room” or

undertake radical change.
   

At the Meeting
   

2. To determine what has been successful and what hasn’t in the past

year.

• Which planned deliverables were achieved and which weren’t?

• What unexpected achievements occurred?

• What unexpected problems occurred?

• How well did we serve our mission? What did our clients think?

• How well did we compare to our sister organizations?

• What progress did we make towards our vision?
  

3. To identify any changes around us in the external world or at sister

organizations to which we must respond.
 

4. To motivate people by recognising success.
   

5. To determine new tactical deliverables in response to everything

learned.

It should be noted that the development of organizational deliverables will almost certainly
cause a revision to the Executive Director’s deliverables - and vice-versa.

B.3. COMPLEXITY

How complex should the organizational performance review be? Does the Board have the
time for much complexity? No: once again we can state that it is better to embrace a simple review
than avoid an onerous one.

If simplicity is the key, how can performance reviews be simplified? As for the Executive
Director performance review, we should focus on the extremes. What went particularly well and
what was unsatisfactory? And we should keep everything to point-form.

B.4. REVIEWER AND REVIEWEE

 We know that the Leadership Committee is the reviewer, but who are the reviewees?
Shouldn’t all of the people who contributed to the services be reviewees? They include the Board,
the staff and the front line volunteers.
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What we mean by front line volunteers? We mean the volunteers who deal directly with
clients. Let’s use an example to help. Supposing the Leadership Committee of the Tigers Hockey
League met in May 1999 to review the League’s performance. Which volunteers dealt directly with
the clients? The front line volunteers were the coaches, the managers and the referees.

How many people should be invited to the review meeting? All board and staff should be
there. What about the front line volunteers? If there is room for them all, let them come. If not? Ask
some to be representatives for the whole group.

What about funders, sponsors and clients? Wouldn’t it be “inward looking” to plan the new
year without their input? We can certainly learn from them. We should also choose some to represent
the rest.

What if there is resistance within the Board or by its Executive Director to staff and
volunteers being invited? This is evidence of organizational dysfunction. Doesn’t the Board need to
address the dysfunction problem before it starts planning? Deal with the elephants first (page C - 11).

C. THE PROCESS

As noted above in the objectives, the Leadership Committee needs to carry out a few steps
before it involves all of the stakeholders. It should also review the documentation package itself.
Relevant processes and questions from Chapter 17 (page C - 23) can be used to revise any strategic
policies. Do we need radical change or will incremental change suffice? 

The preliminary process also includes dealing with any elephants. How do we do this? Bring
in an independent facilitator to resolve this conflict in a workshop with board, staff, volunteers and
other stakeholders. If he/she knows anything about Appreciative Inquiry (page 
C - 21), that would help.

The Leadership Committee should finally make the phone calls to compare our performance
to sister organizations.

C.1. STEP 1: INFORMATION

What documents will we use at the meeting? If we wish to achieve the objectives listed on
page C - 65, we will need an information package like the one identified below. It should be
distributed in advance to those who will attend.

We need last year’s organizational performance review in the distributed package. Why?
Checking progress against the deliverables we gave ourselves last year is the best indication of how
successful we’ve been. Most of them we should have been finished. What do we do about the
deliverables we didn’t finish? We can determine whether we need to finish them this year.

The package should also include a copy of the strategic plan. Why? We need to look in the
strategic plan for some of the next deliverable steps to go in our tactical plan.
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Information package
  

1. The report from the Executive Director (and staff) on the past year

(with achievements, unfinished deliverables, challenges, changes, issues

that staff consider need to be addressed and relevant information

gleaned from professional contacts and publications).
   

2. The result of last year’s organizational performance review.  
  

3. A brief Leadership Committee report with any valuable information

learned by calling a small number of well respected sister organizations. 
 

a. To ask about their performance in all areas.

b. To collect statistics or measurements on any areas where their

performance has been exceptional.

c. To find how that better performance has been achieved.

4. A second short report outlining any Leadership Committee suggestions,

including possible changes to strategic policies.

5. The Strategic Plan.
   

6. The Organizational Review questions.

The calls we made to other organizations will have established whether or not we are out of
touch with the progress being made by others.

Finally, the driving force behind any planning must always be questions. We can only find
the right answers if we ask the right questions. Don’t we need a good set to guide the whole process?
Here is a very general example set that would do for any organization. Like anything in this book,
these questions are just examples that should be adapted or replaced.

Organizational Review Questions
  

1. Please first read all of the material attached before answering these

questions.
  

2. Determine your answers to the following questions and bring them to the

meeting:

(Next page)
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< Some boy players had been lost to more competitive, more physical

leagues. There was a threat that more could be lost.
  

< Some parents had complained about the reduction in aggression and

physical play. They wanted to give their boys a better chance of playing

professionally.
  

< A much larger group of parents had expressed thanks for the positive

influence of the new code of behaviour on players.
  

< 60% of the players were under 8. More resources, including ice time,

would be required in the future.  
  

< Nationally there were changes in the rules.
  

< Countrywide, more parents were interested in having their children play

hockey.

 Now let’s look at an example package for the Tigers Hockey League. What was in the report
from its Executive Director? It identified completed and unfinished deliverables. It mentioned
achievements and successes. What else? The following important facts were included. This
demonstrates how important it is to collect staff input at the beginning of the process:

Below are the deliverables from the Tigers previous year’s review. It should be noted that this
is a short deliverable list, intended to keep the example simple. It is highly likely that a successful
organization in the real world will have a longer one:

Questions:
  

< Which of last year’s organizational deliverables were achieved &

which weren’t?

< How does our organization’s performance compare to that of

other local and sister organizations?

< Has our mission been well served? Do our clients think so?

< What special  challenges do we have?

< Have we made adequate progress towards our visible

destination?

< What relevant changes have taken place in the world around us?

< Does any challenge or change offer an opportunity?

< What do you think of the suggestions made by the Leadership

Committee?

< Which deliverables might we add to promote our aims?

< What should be recognized as a success in the past year?

< Which deliverables should we have in the coming year (to

address challenges & deliverables that weren’t achieved and to

move towards our visible destination)?
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Tigers Hockey League

Deliverables for the 1998/99 Season -- May 1998
  

1. To raise the standard of coaching:
  

C Through a Summer workshop for existing coaches.

C By advertising for experienced coaches, who will be placed on

probation early in the season.
  

2. To increase revenue by 15% through increased sponsorship.
  

3. To increase the number of girls playing hockey by 30%.
  

4. To implement the new player Code of Behaviour.

Let’s simplify things by assuming that the Tigers Leadership Committee decided that no
changes were needed to the strategic policies, there were no elephants in the room and no radical
change was needed.

Another hockey league in town and a highly respected one from out of town were both called.
What did they find? One league had a particularly low level of injuries. How had they achieved such
a good result? The report on findings noted that:

      Finally, the questions identified above on page C - 67 & 68 were included in the package.

C.2. STEP 2: THE MEETING

We should send the information package in advance to all who will attend the meeting - all
of the reviewers and all of the reviewees.

We will work through the questions in the meeting, so why do we need to send them out in
advance? Asking reviewers and reviewees to work through them beforehand is a good idea. The
further everyone gets before the review meeting, the further we will be after it. Don’t questions get
people thinking?

So here is the complete process for step 2:

The out of town league had fewer injuries, due to training children in how to

avoid such injuries.
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Step 2:
  

1. Invite the Board, the Executive Director, the staff, the front line

volunteers or their representatives and representatives of funders,

sponsors and clients to the review meeting.
   

2. Send the information package with the invitation.  
   

3. At the meeting (which could be run by a facilitator):

• Work through the Organizational Review Questions with all of

those present and listen to input from participants.

• Identify deliverables for the coming year that:

• correct what has been unsuccessful,

• move towards the vision,

• respond to external changes, and 

• use the experience of others.

How did this work out for the Tigers Hockey League? Invited were coaches, referees ,
managers and representatives of parents and sponsors. The information package was sent out to them
in advance.

At the meeting, the facilitator worked through the questions. What came first?  The previous
year’s review. How many of last year’s deliverables had been achieved? The results were:

Progress on the 1998/99 Season’s Deliverables

1. Completed
  

a) A summer workshop for coaches had been held and new coaches

found. The coaching level had improved significantly.

b) The new Code of Behaviour for players was successfully

implemented.

2. Unfinished
  

a) Some increase in sponsorship revenue was made, but not enough.

b) No increase was made in the number of girl players.

  

What next? Had the environment altered? Yes. There were changes in the rules. And
countrywide more parents were interested in having their children play hockey. So the following
problems were identified:
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Major: The large number of young hockey players and increased parent

interest (causing a need to expand resources).
  

Minor: An unsatisfactory level of refereeeing.

The rule changes.

1. To increase revenue by $5,000 before the end of the coming season

through running bingos.
  

2. To increase the number of girl players by another 10% before the new

season starts:
  

i) By wider and deeper promotion.

ii) By holding information meetings.
  

3. To determine the best way of meeting the increased demand.
  

4. To provide training for referees, both to improve performance and to

make certain that the new rules are understood.
  

5. To collect information on the training provided to reduce injuries and

implement it.

      What recognition was found to be needed?

     Finally the meeting agreed upon the following new deliverables for the year ahead.

C.3. STEP 3: THE WRITTEN RECORD 
  

The information collected should be used by the Leadership Committee to prepare a draft
performance review report with its new tactical action plan. What should be done with the review
report after approval by the Board? It should be circulated.

What about the members? Shouldn’t they be kept in touch? The Board is, after all, appointed
by and responsible to them. At the annual (general) meeting, the report can be distributed to the
members (for the Tigers, that would be the parents of the players).

The major achievements suggested for recognition were:
  

1. Implementation of the new Code of Behaviour.

2. Improvement in the level of coaching.

3. Successes in competitions with other leagues.
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Scotiatown Tigers Hockey League

Performance Review June 1999
  

1998/9 was a successful season. We congratulate everyone on the following:
  

< Our new code of behaviour was successfully implemented and has been

warmly welcomed by most parents.
  

< We have improved the level of coaching. Better skills and better

teamwork have resulted.
  

< Our teams did well in competition with other leagues. We won two

tournaments and were finalists in two others.

______________________________________________________________
  

The following deliverables are recommended for the 1999/2000 season:
  

< To increase our revenue by $5,000 before the end of the coming season

through running bingos.
  

< To increase the number of girl players by 10% before the new season

starts by:

< Wider and deeper promotion.

< Holding pre-season information sessions for the parents.
  

< For the Leadership Committee to report on future resource

requirements at the November board meeting.
  

< To improve the level of our refereeing to satisfy parents:

< By running a workshop in late August.
  

< To implement ongoing training for players in how to avoid being injured

and injuring others by Christmas.

Are we finished? Perhaps not completely; it will be helpful to review progress on the
deliverables on a continuing basis. Why? Well, isn’t a year a long time? By examining the Executive
Director’s monthly reports, the Board can keep a focus on the deliverables.

What kind of report did the Tigers Hockey League produce? One that was brief and in point
form. This reduced the workload and made the report easy to read. The report was circulated to all
volunteers (coaches, managers and referees).

For each of the new deliverables established, the report identified dates by which the
deliverable must be achieved. These dates are underlined. Once a deliverable is incorporated into the
new tactical action plan, it has the Time limit that completes the “SMART” principle introduced
on page C - 48:

Some of the deliverables chosen in step 3 will move us towards our visible destination.
Where do we find them? They are in the Strategic Plan to bring us to the visible destination.
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Ends Framework Parameter
 

20:     THE TASK FORCE

A. INTRODUCTION

What is a “task force”? It’s a committee, preferably a small one, asked to complete a special
task. It investigates and makes recommendations,

What kind of tasks need a task force? Ones that need the involvement of a broad range of
stakeholders - like selecting a new Executive Director, a new Artistic Director or a new Minister for
the Church - like solving a financial problem, undertaking a strategic planning review, selecting a
design for a new theatre, a community development project or investigating a partnership with
another organization.

What is in common between these tasks? Usually the task is a to make selection or find a
solution of some kind.

What kind of committee performs as a task force? It’s usually a one-time board ad-hoc
committee specially set up for the task and disbanded when the task is finished.  However, it could
be a standing committee asked by the Board to operate temporarily in task force mode.

Is every task force a board committee? No: some have no connection to any board and are
created by individual leadership from within the community or by some level of government.

A.1. LINKING TO POWER
  

For any task force project there are two kinds of stakeholders - those who sympathize and
seek positive change for us (like clients, board, staff, volunteers, partners, community-minded
citizens, etc.) and those who have the power to enable that change (for example, government,
funders, City Council, the Police, the School Board, etc).

It is a big mistake to collect the sympathizers, study the problem and then present the final
report as a surprise to those with power. What’s the result? The final report goes on a shelf and
nothing happens. Those with power have no ownership of the study and no understanding of its
importance. Instead:

Those with the power to enable implementation of the Task Force’s recommendations

must be involved in the process and support the objectives from the beginning.
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Stage 1: a. If it’s a problem, dig to find the underlying cause.

b. In all cases then define the needs carefully.

c. Develop specifications.

d. Define the evaluation criteria

e. CONSULT WITH STAKEHOLDERS

    

Stage 2: e. Collect the alternatives

f. Test the alternatives.

e. CONSULT WITH STAKEHOLDERS

   

Stage 3 g. Recommend the best answer

A.2. TASK FORCE PROCESS
   

A strategy for the task force to follow is given below. There are three stages to it. The first
two stages are further broken into steps of their own:

For want of something better, we will refer to this process as the “Task Force Process”. Is
it the only way for task forces to work? No; as with everything else in this book, it is an example and
can have variations, but this strategy has a long history of success.

By completing Stage 1 properly before proceeding to Stage 2, we make Stages 2 and 3 easy
and almost routine. A good stage 1 makes all the difference, both for a successful choice and for
stakeholder acceptance of that choice. 

A.3. CONSULTATION

  
One reason for separating the three stages is the need for consultation at the end of stages 1

and 2. Consultation with whom? Definitely a board subcommittee must always consult with our
Board. Anyone else? Shouldn’t staff, volunteers, stakeholders, clients and perhaps members be
consulted for major issues? They will add valuable insights for the Committee. Their involvement
also develops their ownership of the solution chosen, thus improving its chance of success.

What about an independent steering committee that doesn’t report to a board? That has
stakeholders of all kinds to consult after stages 1 & 2. It might need to give a progress report to a
group like the City Council or a government department.

Why else is consultation needed? We learn those things about which there are concerns and
we get some great ideas. What do we do about the concerns? They should be carefully considered.
The Committee almost certainly needs to modify its conclusions in response to concerns.  Final
recommendations in Stage 3 must either address each concern or build a strong case for not
addressing it.
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Won’t approval of each stage nail down progress? For example, anyone who has accepted
evaluation criteria in Stage 1 finds it difficult to object to a solution that meets those criteria in Stage
3.

However, isn’t wide approval always affected by politics? As stated in Chapter 9 
(page B - 14), our board members and those who are closely involved may be prepared to accept not
getting their way, but not being heard first is infuriating. The steam needs to be let out as early as
possible. We should always consult before making any final recommendation.

Finally, after each consultation, the Board or any body to which the Task Force reports should
be asked to pass a motion approving the progress to date.

By what means should everyone be consulted? There are alternative methods - for example,
through an open meeting, a workshop, a report or a presentation. Consultation with any group may
also be conducted by its representative on the Task Force.
   

B. COMMENCING  STAGE 1: PROBLEMS
  

Let’s start by focusing on a task force given a problem to solve. Why is this the best starting
place? Because the method described here used to be called the “Business Problem Solving
Method”. 30 years ago, Business saw itself as a constant problem-solver.

When a task force is created to deal with such a problem, should it start with a search for
solutions? Aren’t we pulled that way by our discomfort with uncertainty? We like a “quick fix”.
What happens if we get “solution oriented” at the beginning? 

Unfortunately we have to investigate all alternatives one at a time. It can take a long time to
find something acceptable. Could we get the process over more quickly if we only look at a few of
the alternatives? Yes, but then we are unlikely to find the best answer. 

And what if we don’t understand the problem? Couldn’t we end up with a solution to the
wrong problem? What probability for success does that give us? No much.

What should we do? We should start out being “problem oriented”. Developing a thorough
understanding of the problem first is a more disciplined approach. Isn’t it also easier to find a
solution if we know what we are looking for?
  

B.1. DIGGING FOR THE PROBLEM

In defining a problem, the problem identified at the start is often not the real one but a
symptom of the real one. How do we find the real, underlying problem? We need to dig down and
find out what lies underneath, what’s causing the problem.

How do we dig? We keep asking questions about the symptoms, like the child who asks
“why?” after every answer. The process is illustrated in what follows:
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We are taking our fundraising volunteers for granted.

      For the example analyzed above, what is the underlying problem?   

   

What would have happened if we had been “solution oriented”? Would we have dug for the
underlying problem? Certainly not. Then what might we have done?

We might have made an emergency extra request to our donors. We might have asked staff
to take a pay cut. We might have cut one of our programs. All of these solutions would have caused
new problems without solving the real one.

Problem Cause # 1 The organization has lost money in each of the past 3

years. Why?
  

        Action Examine past financial records
  

What are the facts? Government funds have remained constant.

Revenue for services has been constant

Expenses have been constant.

           Total donations have decreased.
   

Problem Cause #2 Total donations have decreased. Why?
  

       Action 1. Examine records to find donors who have stopped

giving or are giving less.

2. Phone these donors and ask “why?”

3. Or, bring them to a focus group.
  

What are the facts? 1. They used to give to Joe Brown and Joan White.

2. Both Joe and Joan have left the volunteers.

3. No one else has asked them since or they have

not been asked in the right way.
  

Problem Cause # 3 The best volunteer fund-raisers have left. Why? 
  

     Action 1. Contact Joe Brown and Joan White.

2. Ask why they left.
  

What are the facts? They received no recognition for their efforts and were

burned out.
  

Problem Cause # 4 Our best fundraising volunteers have been taken for

granted. Why? 
  

      Action Contact other fundraising volunteers to find if they feel

they are properly treated.
  

What are the facts? They also have had no recognition for their efforts.
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B.2. THE POLITICS OF PROBLEM DEFINITION

It can be particularly important to define the right problem when we know that the final
recommendation may not be popular. Why? Let’s look at an example:

The new government had got itself into this hole by promising too much in order to win an
election. It deserved public criticism, because its broken promises came as an unwelcome public
surprise. Nasty surprises make people angry. However, the former government got away scot-free
on any public criticism for creating and hiding the huge deficit.

Could the new government have avoided the unwelcome surprise? No, but how could it have
better handled the situation? Let’s see what happens with a different problem definition:

The emotionally flatter the response to an unpopular recommendation, the fewer hurdles it
has. This requires steam to escape before the recommendation, leaving far less anger to direct at the
solution. Isn’t careful choice of the problem definition a good way of letting out some steam?

An opposition party was eager to win the election and took the risk of

making some unrealistic promises. It promised to:   

# Fix major problems.

# Not raise taxes.

# Not run a deficit.
    

 This opposition party won the election and took power as the new

government, only to face a huge deficit left and hidden by the previous

government. Whether or not it knew about this deficit before making the

promises was a matter of much debate. The author does not wish to take sides.
   

However, the new government complained bitterly at the deficit

problem left to it. After much deliberation on its impossible position, it tried to

compromise and did a bit of everything. It raised some taxes, left some deficit

and only partially fixed the problems. What was the result? It was publically

crucified for breaking all of its promises.

Supposing the new government publicly defined its problem as: 
  

“We cannot keep all of our promises with the deficit left to us.” 
  

The anger would still come, but:  

< It would be directed at the problem, not the solution.

< Some of the anger would be directed at the former government for

creating and hiding the deficit.
  

When the solution came, there would be no surprise and much less anger.

The public would be tired of the anger by then.
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Many years ago, an academic department at a university was donated (say)

$100,000 to buy a large computer system for its students and researchers.

Fulfilling needs and solving problems both use the same process.

“We don’t know which computer system costing less than $100,000

best fulfils our needs.”

“We need to properly support our fundraising volunteers.”

C. FINISHING STAGE 1
   
      What’s next? Consider the following example. Is it a problem to be solved?

  

It doesn’t look like a problem. How could a gift of $100,000 be called a problem? Wasn’t
the opportunity for a new computer system very welcome? Rather than solving a problem, wasn’t
the money used to fulfil needs? Nevertheless:

How can this be? Because a “need” and a “problem” are really alternative ways of viewing
the same situation. How is that? A problem generates a need to solve it. Needs create a problem to
fulfil them. Either can be converted to the other by changing the wording. For example, fulfilling the
academic department’s needs could be stated as this problem:

Similarly the problem identified above of taking our fundraising volunteers for granted could
be stated as a need in the following way:

C.1. PROBLEM OR NEED?

We can turn problems into needs and turn needs into problems. That allows us to use exactly
the same task force process when selecting to fulfill a need as when solving a problem. Then which
is the better way of stating the situation - as a need or as a problem?

Once we have made found the underlying cause of a problem and, if an unpopular
recommendation is anticipated, promoted a problem that will let out some steam, we should convert
any problem to a need. Why? Needs can be stated positively. Why is that an advantage? As is noted
under the section on Appreciative Inquiry (page C - 21), positive focus leads to new visions. An
organization moves in the direction it studies.
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For example, during an Appreciative Inquiry exercise, staff of British Airways identified lost
luggage as a huge, expensive and customer losing problem. However, it was converted to the
following need:

After further work, this need became transformed into a more inspiring need, which included
the first within it:

So stating the situation as a need rather than a problem resulted in the development of a new,
broader, more important and more inspiring need to fulfill.
  

C.2. COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT
  

    Another important task force process is community development. What is that? 

Who are the agents of change in a community development project? Who picks up and
carries the ball? It could be, for example, a municipal department, a government agency, an existing
voluntary organization or an informal group of citizens that band together.

Can an informal group of citizens carry the ball alone? Not alone; there usually needs to be
some incorporated agency in partnership to accept and administer funding.

An award-winning example of community development was the Pro-Kids program in
Thunder Bay. In this case:

We need luggage to always arrive with the passenger.

We need every passenger to have an excellent arrival experience.

Community development is a process that enables 

the well-being of a community and its citizens to be improved.

In 1992: A John Howard Society report stressed the need to “keep . . . .

recreation needs in the forefront of the community as a crime

prevention tool”.

In 1994: The Coalition on Youth and Crime stated to City Council: “. . one

of the most common constraints and barriers to becoming

involved in recreation activities . . . . was the cost of registration

fees, equipment and transportation”.

In 1996: A steering committee was established to determine how best to

deliver recreation opportunities where cost was a barrier.
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Why does this Pro-Kids program fit into the community development project mould? Its
success would improve the well-being of the community (less crime) and the well-being of its
youthful citizens (opportunities for enjoyment and growth).
   

C.3. OUR EXAMPLES
    

We need to illustrate in the rest of this chapter with examples. Here are three needs
definitions that we can use as examples: 

Why did we not go further in the second statement and make the need (say) “We need a
volunteer coordinator”? This is stating an answer to the need. Until we have determined what kind
of answer we are looking for, we should not restrict the possibilities. We must be careful state our
need so as to allow investigation of multiple alternative answers.
  

C.4. SPECIFICATIONS

Next we must prepare specifications for each of our three example needs. Do we need
professional help in determining the specifications? We might in some cases.

For example, if we were choosing a theatre design we would need a specialist to answer lots
of technical questions. How big an audience must we accommodate? What equipment do we want
on stage? What kind of dressing rooms are needed? How much space do we need for offices? How
much parking space do we need? Etc., etc.

However, in our three examples above, we can figure out specification for ourselves. Let’s
start with specifications for the project to get children into recreations programs:

1. We need the best Artistic Director for our symphony orchestra.
  

2. We need the best way of supporting fundraising volunteers (from the

example on page C - 75 & 76).
  

3. We need the best way of getting children into recreation programs

where cost is a barrier (from the Pro-Kids Community Development

example on page C - 79 above).

The program must: 

  

1. Start quickly.

2. Accommodate as many children as possible and those in most need.

3. Not replace any existing policies or methods of subsidization.

4. Involve recreation providers as partners

5. Not compete with partners in fundraising efforts.
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1. When in full operation, the volunteer support program must result in an

extra net income of $6,000 per year.
  

2. While waiting for revenue to build, no more than $3,000 can be cut from

other expenses to pay for the program and for no more than two years.
  

3. Some level of volunteer support must begin immediately.
  

4. To protect volunteers, they will not be expected to manage their own

support program.
  

5. Existing staff will not be expected to assume the extra workload.
   

6. We will use technology in finding a solution.

1. Demonstrated artistic leadership, including:  

• musicianship,

• ability to challenge musicians and audience,

• musical adaptability (ability to conduct a wide range of music),

• vision,

• experience,

• knowledge,

• programming (ability to design a workable, attractive season),

• ability to command respect,

• audience appeal, and

• interpersonal skills.
  

2. Attention to our orchestra, including:  

C exclusivity (limited commitments elsewhere), 

C availability (amount of time spent conducting, fundraising and

promoting the orchestra in the community), 

C length of contract (how soon do we have to go through all this

again?), 

C preparation for concerts, and 

C responsible administration (easily found for decisions).

What about our other two examples? For the commencement of a volunteer support program
these might be the specifications we develop:

      For the symphony’s need for an Artistic Director, specifications might be as follows:

How do we find these specifications? We begin with a “fishing” process (page B - 39) to
collect as many ideas as possible without judging their value. Where do we collect these ideas. We
can brainstorm in a subcommittee, board or open stakeholder meeting. Other sources of good ideas
include a review of existing documents, an informal discussion, a document produced by another
organization, a book on the subject, group email, consultation with an expert or a survey of
stakeholders.
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The academic department made its selection before developing full

specifications. It intermixed stages 1 and 2. What happened as a result?
    

The department selected (say) a Model 27 from computer company XYZ.

The University administration was not satisfied with the selection process and

asked specialists to become involved. Their first question was: “What do you

need?” The answer came back: “We need what the XYZ Model 27 offers.”

Then we structure the result (in the Artistic Director example, the only structure consisted
of separating the ideas into two categories: “artistic leadership” and “attention”). We use that
structure to help decide which ideas to keep and which ideas to add. The process of writing such
documents is described in detail in Chapter 13 (starting on page B - 38).

    

C.5. EVALUATION CRITERIA
  

We can now choose our evaluation criteria from these specifications. What are evaluation
criteria? They are the most important specifications, distilled from the full set, and so important
that we can’t do without meeting them. The remainder of the specifications are “nice to have”. 

  

Example Need Evaluation Criteria

Artistic

Director

1. Musicianship.

2. Ability to challenge musicians and audience.

3. Audience appeal.

Volunteer

Support

Program

1. While waiting for the new revenue to build, no

more than $3,000 can be cut from other

expenses to pay for the program and for no

more than two years.

2. Some level of volunteer support must begin

immediately.

3. To protect volunteers, they will not be expected

to manage their own support program.

Pro-Kids

Recreation

Program

The program must:
   

1. Start quickly.  

2. Not compete with recreation partners for funds

and fundraising dollars.
  

When the final recommendation is made, these evaluation criteria will tell anyone “why” the
selected alternative has been chosen. Once the “why” has been chosen in Stage 1, everything else
drops into place. 
  

C.6. SEPARATION BETWEEN STAGES
  

That completes Stage 1 and prepares us to move into Stage 2. Could we have we saved time
by working on the two stages at once? Let’s return to the computer example used above:
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What was wrong with this answer? After the specialists had determined the department’s
needs in an unbiased fashion, it turned out that they were not well served by XYZ Model 27. There
were better alternatives.

Why had the intermixing been unsatisfactory? Looking at and liking one solution in Stage
2, before deciding what they really needed, had wrongly influenced the department’s specifications
and evaluation criteria.

Similarly, in selecting (say) an Executive Director, it is critical that the Selection Committee
members agree what characteristics they seek before they start. Otherwise individual members
looking for different characteristics will choose different candidates.

So the first stage of the task force process should be completely finished before the second
stage is addressed. Even thinking about solutions in Stage 1 is a handicap. Completing Stage 1
properly before moving on to Stage 2 requires discipline. But, as noted above,  if Stage 1 is done
well, Stages 2 & 3 become easy, straightforward and even routine.

Now, before moving on to Stage 2, it is necessary to consult with the Board,  staff,
volunteers, stakeholders, clients and perhaps members as described on page C - 74. After this
consultation, the Board or the body to which the task force reports should be asked to pass a motion
approving the evaluation criteria.
   

D. STAGE 2

 That’s the hard part finished. Now the easy part. That starts with collecting alternatives. How
do we do it? One way is to send a “request for proposal” to companies or potential candidates that
interest us. We can also post an advertisement in the most appropriate newspapers or magazines.
Then we wait for proposals (or applications) to arrive. This may be easy, but it can take time. 

To attract alternatives from outside our organization, we must write a well crafted and crystal
clear  “request for proposal” and/or advertisement that describes what we want, demonstrates our
attractions (we look for this in our promotional material), uses the evaluation criteria to make clear
what kind of alternative we are seeking and asks for answers to specific questions.

What about an example? If we are posting an advertisement, there are plenty of examples in
any newspaper - describing what the advertiser has to offer, spelling out the qualifications and
experience needed, describing the work and showing the evaluation criteria. A request for proposal
includes the same material in the form of a letter and attachments, but provides the opportunity to
include promotional material and ask specific questions.

An example of the kind of questions to ask in a request for proposal is given on page 
B - 60 in the search for a consultant company for a capital fundraising project. The questions are very
specific, but written in the language of a layman. It is then up to the proposer to deal with the
technical material and explain it to us in specific, but layman, terms.
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However, what if the answer we seek is an idea rather than a person or a company? For
example, the answer for a volunteer support program is an idea. The means of funding a children’s
recreation program is an idea. What do we do in this case? We use a “fishing” process again (page
B - 39) to collect as many alternative ideas as possible. This might also include surveying our
stakeholders for suggestions.

 However, the search for alternatives, by whatever method, will result in a collection of
possibilities. In our three examples, the alternatives might be:

 Need Alternatives

Artistic Director A pile of (say) 100 applications.

Volunteer Support

Program

1. Hire a part time paid coordinator in the first, second

or third year.

2. Have volunteer coordinators until a paid coordinator

is in place.

3. Have board members manage the volunteer support

program until a paid coordinator is hired.

4. Have existing staff manage the volunteer support

program.

5. Have a partnership with another organization for

volunteer coordination.

6. Cut expenses for two years.

7. Seek funding for a computer system.

Pro-Kids

Recreation

Program

1. Approach City Council, business or foundations for

funding to pay  program place fees.

2. Fund-raise for program place fees.

3. Seek free program places from recreation providers.
  

  
D.1. USING THE EVALUATION CRITERIA

What next? We use the evaluation criteria to sieve the alternatives and reject those that don’t
fit. That leaves a shortlist of the most interesting alternatives to investigate in detail.

   How does this work? The evaluation criteria for the Pro-kids program were:

      What happens when we apply these evaluation criteria? 

The program must:
   

1. Start quickly.  

2. Not compete with recreation partners for funds and fundraising dollars.
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Method Meeting the Evaluation Criteria

Approach City Council,

business or foundations

for funding to pay

program place fees

1. Too slow - funding application dates only

come around annually.

2. Funding applications compete with recreation

partner applications.

Fund-raising for program

place fees

1. Too slow - fund-raising takes time. 

2. Fund-raising competes with recreation

partner fundraising.

Free program places

offered by recreation

providers
  

1. A quick start can be made

2. No competition with recreation partners
   

The evaluation criteria can be met

   

So only one alternative (free program places offered by recreation organizations) meets the
evaluation criteria. The others cannot be started quickly and compete with recreation partners for
available dollars.

In the case of the volunteer support program, the evaluation criteria have a number of
consequences:

Evaluation Criteria Consequence

 Volunteers will not be expected to 

 manage their own program.

1. Volunteers will not be used for

Coordinators.

 While waiting for the new revenue to 

 build, no more than $3,000 can be 

 cut from other expenses to pay for 

 the program and for no more than 

 two years.

1. A new coordinator can only be

hired for two days per week at

the start.

2. Board members would need to

help the coordinator in the

first two years.

3. Funding would need to be

sought for any computer

equipment and software for

the volunteer coordinator

 Some level of volunteer support must 

 begin immediately.

1. A coordinator is needed in the

first year

      
As a result of applying the evaluation criteria for all of our example needs, we might end up

with the following shortlist in each case:
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a) Prepare the orchestra musicians for one or more concerts and conduct

those concerts.

b) Conduct a choir.

c) Bring a design for and explain a season’s music.

d) Give a pre-concert lecture.

e) Speak from the podium.

f) Meet with the Executive Director.

g) Have an extensive interview with the Selection Committee.

h) Attend post concert receptions to meet the Board.

i) Have dinner with stakeholder groups.

j) Appear on a local radio or television show.

Example Need Shortlist

Artistic Director A shortlist of (say) the 5 applications that best meet

our evaluation criteria.

Pro-Kids

Recreation

Program
   

Free program places offered by recreation

organizations.

Volunteer

Support Program

1. Hire a part time volunteer coordinator two days per

week in the first two years.
  

3. Use board members to provide extra volunteer

coordination until we can afford the paid help that we

need.
  

4. Use a partnership with another organization which has

a volunteer coordinator with spare time.
  

5. Cut expenses by $3,000 in each of the first two

years.
  

6. Seek funding for a computer system to reduce the

workload of the Volunteer Coordinator
  

D.2. TESTING AND CONSULTATION

When we have the shortlist, we can begin to test it. How? To test a candidate for a position
(such as an Executive Director or a Minister), we can hold an interview and take up references. Can
our tests be more extensive? In some cases. For example, in testing candidates for Artistic Director
of a symphony orchestra we can ask them to:
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Candidates will be really challenged by such a process, so that the successful candidate can
take pride in winning.

What about the recreation program? Proceeding outwards from the original core of 30
recreation organizations, the concept was tested by discussing it with many other recreation
organizations. Almost all were supportive and offered to provide a place or places. So the method
was shown to work.

What can we do to test alternatives for the volunteer support program? We can begin by
investigating each of the alternatives. Would any board members be prepared to help with volunteer
coordination? Can we find another organization that is interested in partnership? From where could
we cut expenses by $3,000 in each of the first two years? We can ask advice from other
organizations. Have they had a similar situation or do they know anyone who has faced a similar
situation? What did they do? What was their answer?.

What’s next? Another consultation is needed at the end of Stage 2 (with board, staff,
volunteers, stakeholders, City Council or a government department, as required). The Artistic
Director Selection Committee should consult with the Board. The Pro-Kids specialists should
consult with the body to which it reports. The Committee investigating the Volunteer support needs
should meet with the Board.

However, in some cases the testing and consultation may be difficult to separate. For
example, in most of the tests above for an Artistic Director, the candidate is being shown to
stakeholders as well as the Selection Committee. After the audition events have taken place, can’t
the stakeholders be consulted for comment? Isn’t that good consultation?

This can generate summary statistics from surveys and written comments that become
convincing support for the final recommendation.

E. STAGE 3

After the consultation at the end of Stage 2, we must now make up our mind which
alternative best matches the evaluation criteria. In the case of the Pro-Kids Program, there is only
one answer that fits the evaluation criteria. That has to be the recommendation.

For the Artistic Director selection, the recommendation is just the name of the successful
candidate (with whom, after board approval, the negotiations will begin - always being completed
before any public announcement is made).

For the volunteer support problem, the recommendation might be as follows:
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i) We will find a partner organization with an underemployed volunteer

coordinator and offer 2 day’s work per week.
  

ii) Expenses will be cut by $3,000.
  

iii) Board members Judy Brown, Mary Jones and Tom Green will each come

in for 2 hours on one of the days that we have no coordinator.
  

iv) We will obtain funding for a Volunteer Coordinator computer system.
  

v) We will re-evaluate at the end of the first year and consider whether

the coordinator’s time can be increased, whether expenses still need to

be cut and how much help is needed from board members.

The recommendations become deliverables to be included with any others

in the tactical planning process.

Why do we need to re-evaluate after only one year? Because it is better to make tactical plans
if we can (for one year). The environment can change. The results may be better or worse than we
expected. We should review the situation at the end of one year before planning next year.
  

What about the specifications not included in the evaluation criteria? Do we need to use them
again? Obviously the full specifications gave us a complete list of possibilities from which we could
select our evaluation criteria. But now we should use them again to make certain there is no serious
conflict between our choice and any of the specifications. A bad conflict might cause us to reject an
otherwise suitable candidate or answer.

What happens to the recommendations after they are approved? Well, where will the
problems or needs have been recognized? Perhaps from a performance problem (e.g., poor fund-
raising or a resignation from the current Artistic Director). Or perhaps from a barrier to reaching
the vision. Those are both dealt with in the performance review. So we must merge the results of
both processes:
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Ends Framework Parameter  

 

21:     Board Development

A. INTRODUCTION
  

 Let’s first talk about board recruitment. Why leave it to the Leadership section of this book?
Isn’t it a routine matter - simply refreshing people resources? Why would leadership be needed to
recruit a new board member? 

Recruitment can be difficult. To attract a good potential member to the Board, a recruiter
needs to demonstrate passion, commitment and persuasion. Isn’t that leadership? And the process
needs to find leadership talent.

What makes board recruitment so difficult? Can’t we just keep asking “great people” to
become board members until enough accept? Isn’t that a reasonable approach?

But how well will each “great person” serve us? Will we get commitment if we have to twist
an arm? Might we pick up a “loose cannon”? How much use are “warm bodies”?

What about balance? Do we want 12 lawyers to form our board? Or 12 men? Or 12 people
of similar age? Or 12 clients of our services? Or 12 people of the same ethnic origin? Surely we need
a more diverse board.  Diversity broadens perspective, covers more bases and enriches debate. 

And competition? Since the 1970s, citizen engagement in community has dropped while the
number of organizations has increased. Many organizations are competing for the best board
members. It’s a “volunteer’s market”.

If we are lucky enough to recruit some really good board members, how lucky will they feel
to have found us? Are we sure we can keep them?

It is not easy to find (or keep) the members a board needs. Recruitment is complex and
requires a lot of preparation. Will the suggestions contained in this chapter solve the problem?
Nothing can guarantee success, but good preparation and process will considerably increase its
probability.
   

B. FINDING PROSPECTS

We shouldn’t try fishing without the right lure and a good rod. We need to get ready for
board recruitment. What comes first? We need a good Board Development Committee.
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# Each new board member should be recruited for and assigned to a

specific nurture purpose that exploits his/her talents and interests

(such as membership on the right committee).
  

# Only those willing and able to provide the nurture we lack should be

appointed.

Who should chair the Board Development Committee? Who better to understand the needs
than someone with experience chairing the Board? Usually the Board’s Past-Chair does it.

What other qualifications are suitable on the Committee? Anyone with a good community
network is valuable. And if we want a board with a broad outlook, we need a Board Development
Committee with a broad outlook. How about adding some people who are not board members to the
Board Development Committee? Independent voices help prevent inbreeding.

Why wouldn’t such people be on the Board themselves? They usually don’t have the time
to serve on the Board but are willing to help us find others who do.

B.1. THE WORK

What’s next after we collect a good Committee,? Well, what do we want new board members
to do? Is it just to sit through long  meetings and work fundraising events? If we expect nothing
more, why do we try to recruit so many of them? Idle members-at-large become bored, boredom
leads to absenteeism and absenteeism leads to a missed meeting quorum. 

If people join a board to make a difference, shouldn’t we give them an opportunity to make
that difference? Don’t we need their nurture? Shouldn’t we exploit their talents and their interests?

For example, the Finance Workgroup can always use an accountant. The Leadership
Committee can use a member with planning experience. Community doors can be opened by
someone with strong community visibility and influence. Now our board is worth joining.

B.2. ACHIEVING BALANCE

We know we need balanced diversity on our board, but how difficult is it to achieve that
balance? It isn’t easy. Diversity might be needed across more than one dimension.

Consider the example below, where a board of a community program with no Executive
Director needs balance across three dimensions. What are these dimensions? There are different
types of responsibility, representations from different types of stakeholder and different types of
professional expertise:
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How do we apply this 3 dimensional structure? We should analyse which membership places
we have covered:

1  Dimension - across stakeholders:
st

   

Private Sector 1 member

Public Sector 1 member

Voluntary Sector 1 member

Sponsors 1 member

Foundations 1 member

Chamber of Commerce 1 member

University 1 member

College 1 member

National Government 1 member

Municipal Government 1 member

Volunteer Centre 1 member

Aboriginal Community 1 member
  

2  Dimension - across responsibilities:
nd

   

Chair 1 member

Vice-Chair 1 member

Secretary 1 member

Treasurer 1 member

Curriculum Committee Chair 1 member

Fundraising Committee Chair 1 member

Selection Committee Chair 1 member

Communications Comm. Chair 1 member

Evaluation Committee Chair 1 member

Alumni 3 members
   

3  Dimension - across professions:rd

   

Lawyers (Law.) 1 member

Accountants (Acc.) 1 member

Administrators (Admin.) 1 member

Teachers 1 member

Consultants (Cons.) 1 member

Planners (Plan.) 1 member

Entrepreneurs (Entr.) 1 member

Scientists (Sci.) 1 member

Social Scientists (Social Sci.) 1 member

etc.
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Chair Vice-
Chair

Treas-
surer

Secre-
tary.

Curric-
ulum.
Chair

Fund
Devel.
Chair 

Selection
Chair

Commun-
ications
Chair

Eval-
uation
Chair

Alumni
(3)

Private Law.

Public Sci.

Voluntary

Sponsor Cons.

Foundation

Chamber Entr.

University Soc.Sci

College Teacher

Nat. Govt. Admin.

Mun. Govt. Plan.

Aboriginal
  

  
What does this analysis tell us? We can see how existing board members cover each of the

dimensions.

Looking down columns for the responsibilities dimension, we can see that we have a Chair,
a Vice-Chair, a Secretary, a Curriculum Committee Chair, a Fund Development Committee Chair,
a Selection Committee Chair, a Communications Committee Chair and one Alumnus. 

What gaps do we need to fill in this dimension? We lack a Treasurer, a Chair of the
Evaluation Committee and two more Alumni. What about the other dimensions? Looking across
rows, we need a member from the voluntary sector, one from a foundation and one from the
Aboriginal Community.

As we look at the professions, we can see that all of our basic needs are covered except one
(we have a lawyer, a scientist, a consultant, an entrepreneur, a social scientist, a teacher, an
administrator and a planner). We are missing an accountant (or at least someone with a strong
business background who understands finances).

B.3. WHERE DO WE LOOK?
  

Where should we look for the board members we need? Let’s first consider how we can add
the diversity needed in the community example above.

We could enrich all three dimensions by recruiting an accountant from the Aboriginal
community to be Treasurer - or enrich two dimensions by asking an Alumnus from a foundation to
be a member-at-large. This prompts us to look in the Aboriginal Community and at foundations to
find the people we need.
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Let’s leave the issue of who we need for the moment and consider how we find them. Where
can we start looking? How about starting from the centre of our organization? Won’t that be where
the most passion for our mission lies? 

For example, when recruiting for a children’s hockey league board, aren’t the parents (the
clients and members), the coaches, the referees (volunteers) and the major sponsors a good source
of commitment?

However, doesn’t this run the risk of creating a too uniform board? Won’t too much
uniformity lead to a biassed perspective? The author knows of one hockey league board that became
dominated by parents - who then spent the league’s reserves on their own children.

And a board made up of friends is always a disastrous board. Won’t board meetings
deteriorate into an enjoyable social occasion, with little concentration on the agenda?

What about recruiting some board members in no way associated with our cause? Can’t
recruits fresh to the scene bring an outsiders perspective? As outlined above, outsiders with
expertise in a useful profession (e.g., law, accounting, government, etc.) are particularly valuable.
Wouldn’t the perspective of an outside accountant have prevented those parents from spending their
league’s reserves?

We also need to think about representation. If our board decisions affect different groups,
mightn’t some of the organizations (or even all of the organizations) need a representative on our
Board to make certain we consider their interests?

Or supposing we need help and support from another organization. Wouldn’t it speed that
support if we had someone on our board who was influential within that organization? The ability
to open important doors in the community is valuable to our purpose.

We could also move outwards from the centre and consider former board members, former
volunteers and former sponsors. What about people with similar interests (e.g., the baseball league
shares with us a common theme of developing youth - someone from there might be interested in our
hockey league)?

Often recruits are looking to fill a void created by a recently acquired freedom (e.g., the last
child has left home or the prospect has retired). A seniors group, for example, might be a good
source of talent - or a list of retirees from a big organization.

     In summary, prospects should be chosen carefully from people who:
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1. Fill gaps in the dimensions of board member requirements.
  

2. Have a passion for the cause.
  

3.  Might be:
  

< Clients, members, volunteers, major sponsors and other

stakeholders.

< Former board members, clients, members, volunteers and

sponsors.

< People with expertise in useful professions.

< People with the ability to open important doors.

< People representing stakeholder, partner or client groups.

< Outsiders bringing diversity

< Outsiders showing interest and energy.

< People with similar interests or a relevant background.

< People with a recently acquired increase in freedom.

B.4. THE POSSIBILITIES

 Once the Board Development Committee knows what it’s looking for, it should begin its
work by brainstorming a potential list that fills the gaps. How can it broaden the range of
possibilities? It can ask for suggestions from board members and call people in the community for
ideas. It can even advertise in the media.

What percentage of any prospects we approach might accept our offer? It certainly won’t be
more than 50%, so it is a good idea to approach at least double the number needed. For example, if
we need 3 new members to fill all of the gaps, we should prepare to approach 6. Now lets look at
how to approach these prospects.

C. INFORMATION TO PROVIDE
  

What makes a good board member? The best ones have a passion for the cause, lasting
loyalty and talents that suit the job. When does that happen? When the right person is doing the right
work for the right organization.

How do we make certain we have the right prospect and can offer the right work? The Board
Development Committee and the prospect must explore how good the match is for both sides. This
requires the Committee to provide information about us and answer questions about us.

So the Board Development Committee needs a package of information on hand for the
prospect. Is this the same as an orientation package? No that’s too much and too tedious. We need
to forecast prospect questions and answer them. Then what questions might we need to answer? 
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1. What does a board member get?
  

< The specific, non-material benefits offered to board members,

such as any opportunities for learning, experience, use of

talents, development of skills, friendship, teamwork, challenge,

a feeling of worth, pride in serving an inspiring mission,

expanding one’s network or plain enjoyment.

< The system of board member recognition.
  

< The legal protections for board members.
  

2. What does a board member give?
  

< What is expected from board members, such as what they do,

how much time they devote, what rules must be followed and

what membership fee is payable.
  

C What qualifications (not just education), background

experience, group represented, skills or talents would be

helpful.

< What subcommittees are available (on any of which a new

member can choose to serve) and what they do.
  

< Whether committee membership is an alternative way to serve.
  

3. Other
  

< The selection process (isn’t it only fair that our prospect knows

what challenges are ahead?)
  

< The evaluation criteria used to select a board member.
  

< A simple, clear mission statement that elegantly expresses what

the organization does.

Doesn’t the prospect want “value” from working for us - want to gain as much as he/she
gives. The need for a prospect to receive good value shows that working with a board prospect is
really no different from a transaction like selling a car. How can we show our value? Value is shown
through the information we provide. 

We must answer two prospect questions: “What do I gain?” and “What do I give?” For
“What do I gain?”, we can expect candidates to ask themselves questions like: “Is this mission
important to me?”; “Will I be proud to serve?”; “Will I have the opportunity to use my skills and
talents?”; “Will I learn something new?” And for “What do I give?”, there are questions like: “How
much of my time will it take?” All of the following information would be useful for a prospect: 
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We need to develop a document to contain this information, which we will call a Board
Member Contract. The example contract ahead has a place for the board member and the Chair to
sign the document. Why? Isn’t this an outward sign of an inner commitment on both sides?

Won’t this contract have other benefits? A good salesman must believe in the product. The
Board Development Committee as well as the prospect should be inspired by the contract.

Even more important, it forms the basis of an interview with any prospective board member.

C.1. FORMAT

 In what format should the contract be? An example of this kind of information document
(the case for a capital fund-raising campaign) was demonstrated in Part B (page B - 63)

What was the format of this case? There was an explaining & enticing section in continuous
prose followed by an information section in a formal, standardized, unemotional and structured point
form. This format is a very important when attempting to attract. It is used in the recruitment
example below.

C.2. OTHER CONSIDERATIONS

The document below asks potential board members to observe a board meeting. Won’t that
be fair to the candidate? Doesn’t it help him/her decide whether to accept the Board’s offer?

Doesn’t it also give us the opportunity to impress the candidate? Shouldn’t good meetings
be considered part of the preparation for recruitment? People enjoy partaking in something that is
well done, doesn’t demand too much time and from which they can learn.

But supposing we are very demanding of our board members. Should we downplay our
expectations until we get commitment? We don’t want  to scare prospects away. 

Well, this point was discussed in Chapter 5 (page A - 53). A prospect who expected to give
2 hours per month won’t serve an organization well after discovering that the real expectation is 10
hours per month. There must be honesty.

This example also lists a very extensive set of expectations. Do we need them all? They are
certainly all reasonable and sensible. However, we should think carefully about each one. We may
wish to use a shorter list of the most critical ones.
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Service Challenge - Board Member Contract

Introduction
  

It is hard for those of us in good health to understand the difficulties for the

developmentally challenged. We are not used to being confined to an institution or struggling

with routine daily challenges. But we must understand so that we can help.
  

Service Challenge has fought for understanding, rich experiences and the opportunity

of independence for the developmentally challenged in our community. Ours is a pioneering

service that empowers disadvantaged clients and has become a model for other agencies. In

1997 we were presented with the George Brown Award for our work. We have been cited

frequently in our community as an example of first class service and business efficiency.

Our board members are proud of the successes, the worth of our cause, the

contributions they have made and the leadership they have shown. All feel that they have

gained much from what they have given. As their terms end and they leave, there is opportunity

for new board members to move into their leadership role.

____________________________________________________________________________________________________

  

Our Purpose “Service Challenge improves the quality of life for the developmentally

challenged in Scotiatown through help and family support.”
  

Our Vision “By the end of 1993 all clients will control their own life in their own home.”
  

Our Offering We offer to our board members:
  

< The opportunity to use talents on one of our subcommittees.

< Interesting challenges and learning experiences.

< A feeling of worth and pride in serving our mission.

< Friendship, enjoyment and recognition.
  

Recognition We recognize the work of our board through letters of thanks, social 

occasions, public newsletters and new opportunities.
  

Assets Any of the following are assets in new board members:
  

Volunteer service in our organization Client or client family experience

Commitment to our vision Sponsorship of our purpose

Past experience on our board Experience on other boards

Demonstrated leadership Accountancy Community Visibility The Law

Volunteer Management    Fundraising Administration     Marketing

Business Communication   Networking
 

Expectations Directors are expected to:
  

< Read and understand our orientation package.

< Participate in orientation, including a visit to see services in operation.

< Be committed to, speak enthusiastically in the Community about and advocate

for our mission.

< Bring credibility and good will through transparency, honesty, caring & fairness.

< Share ideas, talent and specialised knowledge.
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< Be an honest, enthusiastic, open minded and responsible team player.

< Have a sense of humour.

< Be prepared to learn.

C Maintain a respectful working relationship with other board members, staff,

volunteers and stakeholders

< Respect every minority and diversity.

< Pay an annual membership fee of $10.

< Contribute between 5 and 10 hours per month, depending upon responsibilities

< Serve a 2 year or 3 year term.

< Attend monthly board meetings on time (if three board meetings in succession

are missed, a member may be asked to resign), and:

C Read all material distributed before the meetings.

C Understand the financial reports.

C Respect the discipline of the meeting chair.

C Ask  questions, speaking with brevity.

C Listen to others, respecting diverse and opposing viewpoints.

C Accept and support majority decisions.

C Insure that the board fulfils its obligations responsibly & transparently. 

< Participate on at least one Board subcommittee.

< Be prepared to serve as a board officer when asked.

< Show leadership.

< Volunteer, raise funds and donate.

< When asked for help by the Executive Director, undertake a reasonable

quantity of operational work as a volunteer.

< Know the legal responsibilities of board membership.

< Understand and conform to board policies and by-laws.

< Not act outside personal authority granted by the Board.

< Report to the Board any conflict of interest.

< Not use board membership for personal profit, even after leaving. 

< Maintain public confidentiality (leaving the Chair to comment).

< Complete any task accepted on time.

< Be reachable through email.
  

Committees A new member can choose to serve on any of the following:
 

Function Qualifications needed

Finance 

Workgroup

Advises on the budget, helps with financial

problem solving & reviews the financial year

 A financial background

Fundraising

Workgroup

Plans and monitors all fundraising activity Fundraising experience or

interest

Board

Leadership

Committee

Develops all policies, conducts reviews of

the organization’s performance, plans

changes and reviews operational policies

Planning expertise or

interest Experience in

writing or board experience
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Matching
  

Potential board members are asked to:
  

1. Attend a board meeting as a guest.

2. Meet with the Nominations Committee to explore whether our expectations and

their passions are a good match.

3. If the match is good, determine on which committee they might best serve.
  

Director Protection
  

We provide a safe and supportive environment, with directors’ and officers’ liability

insurance. We keep good records, hold annual (general) meetings and have a system in

place to ensure that all payments are made when due.

We jointly agree to this informal contract between board and board member:

  

___________________Chair _________________Board Member 

If you are not given this kind of information during recruitment,

ask questions that will give it to you before agreeing to serve.

You are entitled to it.

D. THE APPROACH

We have selected our group of prospects and prepared the information to give them. How do
we begin our approach? Do we visit people at home, at work or for coffee? Do we phone? Do we
write?

We must be very careful not to push the sale too early in the process. Doesn’t that just drive
the customer away? A blunt request to a busy and unprepared prospect rarely achieves a “yes”.
Automatic reactions are “no”. A good salesman leaves the customer time to think.

One good approach is to start with a letter. This letter should tell the prospect why he/she is
being considered and what part of his/her background or talent is of most relevance. If the prospect
is left to think about the idea before further contact, won’t that give the opportunity for the “no” to
soften into a “maybe”? Here’s an example of such a letter:
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An matching process not only screens prospects, it helps the ones selected

become better board members.

With the letter should be sent a copy of the Board Member Contract and any other
promotional material that can bring understanding of our organization.

After about a week or so, do we put our pitch? No; first we let “maybe” move a bit further
towards “yes”. How do we achieve that? We show our prospects what kind of people we are. How?
We invite them to a board meeting to observe what we stand for and how we work.

It should be obvious that the board meeting needs to be well run. It should show humour.
Shouldn’t it be enjoyable, well run and productive? Don’t we want to show ourselves at our best?
Then the prospects will see our board not just as a body, but as people.

Now we are ready to ask if we can meet with each prospect to discuss the information
material. This is where we answer the prospect’s questions about us. We also need to ask questions
about the prospect. Isn’t matching a two-sided process? How well do we fit each other?

D.1. THE MATCHING

  
How important is this matching? Paraphrasing Groucho Marx: “I wouldn’t want to belong

to any club that accepted me as a member.” Like many such sayings, it contains an element of truth.
Do we respect a board that accepts us unconditionally? No, our respect comes if we have had to earn
membership and we contribute more to a board that has our respect.

Dear Mr. Brown,
  

The Scotiatown Big Brothers/Big Sisters Association is currently

seeking new members for its board of directors. You have been recommended as

a potential candidate for our board.
  

We are an organization with a strong commitment to youth. We are

always looking for those who share our vision. A teacher like yourself, with the

proven record of your innovative recreation programs for students, has much to

offer us. We are looking for leadership on our Opportunities Committee in

identifying the new directions that our programs should take.
  

We will be approaching you to see if you are interested and enclose our

informal Board Member Contract, together with brochures on our organization.

As you can see from this information, we make a valuable contribution to the

community, and have a national reputation for the quality of our programs.
  

Please think seriously about us. I will contact you after you have had an

opportunity to look at the material enclosed.
  

Sincerely,
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1. Is our prospect interested in:

C Board work and why?

C Our mission and vision?

C Joining our board rather than any other and why?

2. Does our prospect have any trouble meeting the Board’s expectations

(it is worth going through the expectations point by point)?

3. What does the prospect think is the most valuable asset he/she has to

offer us (e.g., in experience, skills or knowledge)?

4. On which subcommittee(s) would he/she like to serve?

5. Whom does the prospect represent?

6. How well do our prospect’s interests match the Board’s?

7. Are there any potential bad consequences from accepting this

prospect?

8. Will we get enough from this prospect to make his/her board

membership worthwhile to us (a board member who does nothing but

vote at board meetings is a liability, not an asset)?

 For the matching, should we sit the prospect on a hard chair to be grilled by three board
members on the opposite side of a table? Obviously not, it should be handled with tact. Perhaps the
prospect should be taken to lunch to discuss the contents of the Board Member Contract. How many
committee members should go? A team of two is probably best. It flatters, but doesn’t overwhelm.

We have provided as much information as we can. We should go through the Board Member
Contract to enrich understanding, answer questions and see if anything it contains causes problems.
The contract should be the basis of the interview.

That’s the prospect’s questions answered. What about our questions? What does the Board
need to learn from the prospect? Answers to the following questions would be helpful:

How good do the answers need to be before we accept a prospect? Ultimately, it is the last
question that sums up the others. What will we get? Is it enough? And what might we lose? We must
be very careful. One really bad board member can destroy the Board’s effectiveness.

At the end of the interview, the two board members and the prospect should jointly and
openly discuss the question: “What do we offer each other?” If either side cannot find enough offered
by joining forces, forces should not be joined. Don’t we need to fit each other’s needs?

If we decide not to offer board membership, how do we deal with a prospect’s
disappointment? Firstly it must be clear in the Board Recruitment Contract that selection is not
automatic, that a good match is needed that satisfies both board and prospect.

But turning away a willing but unsuitable candidate is not easy. Is it worth the stress? Yes,
it is. The wrong board member can adversely affect the morale and effectiveness of others. A
constantly absent board member will make a quorum harder to achieve.
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The Nominations Committee:
  

1. Ensures that it has a Board Member Contract and other information

ready to send prospects.
  

2. Identifies the gaps in all dimensions of board member characteristics.
  

3. Decides where to look for prospects and collects suggestions.
  

4. Selects about double the number of prospects needed to fill all of the

gaps.
  

5. Sends a letter to each prospect explaining why he/she is of interest

and includes the information.
  

6. After (say) two weeks, invites all prospects to a board meeting.
  

7. Meets in a relaxed atmosphere with the each prospect willing to do so - 

to discuss the contents of the Board Member Contract and the quality

of match.

If, despite our concerns, we accept a really bad candidate, does that remove the stress? No,
it may only be delayed. The longer rejection is delayed, the more stressful it gets. 

If possible, the wrong candidate should be led to draw a conclusion that the organization is
not right for him/her rather than vice-versa. For example, if the candidate does not seem interested
in contributing much, the heavy workload of board members can be stressed.

D.2. ORIENTATION

How should we treat the newcomer? Well, shouldn’t we think back to our own experiences
as a volunteer? Have we ever tried to work when we didn’t know what we were doing? If so, did we
return for the next project? Probably not. First impressions are critical. The best impression for new
recruits occurs if we are ready for them on arrival.

The Nominations Committee should provide each recruit with the Board Handbook (pages
A - 24 & B - 85). Also, Part A of  “The Board Member’s Companion” is an orientation guide written
for just such new board members. Finally, an orientation session is needed, which should include
a visit to see services in operation.

From analysis of what the Board needs for balance (see above, page C - 90), the Committee
will be able to assign each recruit to the right subcommittee. New board members then experience
the delight of working well, being useful and contributing their talents.

D.3. THE COMPLETE PROCESS
  

     The following list of steps summarises the board recruitment process described above:
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E. ONGOING DEVELOPMENT
 

How should we keep our good board members interested? There are some obvious and
routine ways. It is important for the Board to be well run with efficient and effective meetings. We
need good policies that are used. Board members need to feel that committee work is exercising their
talents. Don’t we all enjoy the feeling that we are  making a difference?

What about recognition? The whole board needs form letters, social occasions, names listed
in programs and newsletters, praise for achievements, etc. Is that enough? No; the most valuable
board members need more. Individual attention should be provided for those who excel - perhaps
through personal letters and praise for individual achievement. And, most important, talented board
members need new opportunities to use their talents.

What about avoiding burnout? Haven’t we already addressed this problem (page A - 53)?
Although expectations for a board member’s contributions do not need  to be rigid, we must be
careful that no one does too much.

How does the Board Development Committee relate to all of these issues? It needs to keep
its eye on board and board member activities. What should it do if a problem is identified? It should
bring the issue to the Chair, the Executive Director or the Board, depending upon the issue, and see
that something is done about it. Such problems also need to be discussed in the annual board
performance review.

However, these issues of board development above are all about corrective action to
problems that arise. Aren’t there proactive ways of maintaining interest? If we want a board that is
alive, isn’t it really important to ensure that our organization is a “learning organization”? How can
we achieve this?

The board will be learning already from at least two normal processes. Strategic planning and
tactical planning through the annual board performance review all keep the board active in
experiential learning. However, that only occupies a few of the year’s meetings. What else can we
debate in other meetings?

The Board Development Committee should lead the Board in discussing other issues of
interest in the debate or reflective section at the end of a meeting (pages B - 9 & B - 11). Discussion
should be based on documents distributed before board meetings.

8. If both sides are satisfied with the match, offers to propose the

prospect’s membership to the Board.
  

9. After his/her appointment, allocates each new board member to the

subcommittee in which skills and experience can best be applied.
  

10. Provides a Board Handbook, Part A of“The Board Member’s Companion” 

and orientation (including a visit to see services in operation).
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How does the Committee find issues and documents to discuss? Websites, magazines,
reports, newspapers, etc. - anything that is relevant. The Executive Director can be a big help here
in identifying or providing documents.

  

F. BOARD REVIEW
  

 What other work is there for the Board Development Committee? It should review the
Board’s performance annually.

If it is reviewing the Board’s performance, should it also review the performance of board
members? Many people think it should and this might be important for boards of big organizations.
However, there are some reasonable arguments against a full member review:

To maintain board member interest, the Board Development Committee

should ensure that:
   

< Board meetings are well run.

< Good governance policies are in place.

< Member talents are adequately used.

< Board service is recognized.

< Talent and hard work is recognized.

< No one risks burnout from doing too much.

< An interesting document or issue is on the agenda for discussion at

every board meeting, either:

< relating to a major board decision or process, or

< an article that relates more broadly to the Board’s work.

Performance reviews of all individuals board members:
  

• Can have negative results if carried out in the wrong way.
  

• Require skill and experience that may not be available on smaller boards.
   

• Are to do with management, which implies authority - boards are to do

with leadership, where there is negligible authority over board members.
  

• Focus on a lot of individuals who are performing satisfactorily - while the

focus should be on those who have done particularly well and those who

have done particularly badly.
  

< Can take time and energy that small boards don’t have.
   

< Can be used as a means of silencing those who oppose an aggressive

leadership - and conflict is essential to prevent abuse of authority.
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Information Package

1. Performance reviews

< The last Organizational Performance Review (page C - 62).

< Last year’s Board Performance Review.
  

3. Review questions

< The Board review questions (see below).

Does this mean that board member performance should never be reviewed? No; it means that
there are negatives to formally reviewing the performance of all board members. For a small
organization, the benefits may outweigh the negatives. “If it ain’t broke, don’t fix it!”

However, one of the questions on the set of board performance review questions below asks
board members to consider their own contributions and failings. We could go around the table and
ask each board member in turn what he/she wants to say on his/her own performance.

It is also worth celebrating the successes of the best board members - which is addressed in
the board performance review described below. What about the other end of the spectrum - the worst
performing board members?

The first defence against a particularly unsatisfactory board member is to not invite him/her
to a second term of service. What if that is too long to leave the problem? He/she can be asked to
leave at any time - however, this is not part of the Board Performance Review, it’s the Chair’s
problem. 

Let’s get back to a review of the Board as a body. What is the process? It follows the same
steps as the performance review of the Executive Director or the Organization. What were the steps
in those cases? We collect information, use a meeting and produce a written report.

F.1. STEP 1: INFORMATION COLLECTION

     What information does the Board Development Committee need? Useful documents for the
information package, if available, are given below.

What about the review questions? A sample set for the Board are below. They are very
general questions and should probably be altered to make them specifically apply to our own
organization:
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Board Performance Review Section A
    

a. Answer “Yes” to no more than 3 questions from Section A below (indicating that the

Board has done particularly well).
  

b. Answer “No” to no more than 3 questions from Section A below (indicating that the

Board needs to improve).
______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

   

Board meetings  

1. Are they short enough?  ______

2. Are they run with enough discipline?  ______

3. Are you given the opportunity and encouraged to express your opinion?  ______

4. Are you able to express that opinion before a recommendation is made?  ______

5. Are you given the opportunity to understand issues before being asked to 

vote on them?  ______

6. Does the Board expect good enough reports and ask good enough questions 

to properly monitor the work of the Executive Director?  ______

7. Do meetings focus on the Board’s own work (strategic, ends related) and 

not waste too much time on operational issues?  ______

8. Has the Board reviewed its own performance adequately and recently?  ______
  

Between board meetings  

1. Does the board use subcommittees or workgroups enough?  ______

2. Are the subcommittees or workgroups you serve effective and 

competent enough?  ______

3. Have you been able to make the contribution to your subcommittee(s) 

and/or workgroup(s) that you want?  ______

4. Do you feel sufficient interest and challenge on your subcommittee(s)

and/or workgroup(s)?  ______

5. Are your skills and knowledge being used?  ______

6. Do you enjoy your committee/workgroup work?  ______

7. Is a good enough job being done in recruiting new board members?  ______

8. Is a good enough job being done in orienting new board members?  ______

9. Is the Board Handbook good enough?   ______

   

Policies  

1. Does the Board have an adequate set of strategic policies (mission, vision,

values statements, etc.)?  ______

2. Does the Board have good and sufficient Ends Framework policies to 

support the strategic policies?  ______

3. Does the Board have good enough and sufficient governance policies, so 

that board, subcommittees, officers and the Executive Director are all 

clear on their responsibilities and relationships?  ________

4. Has the Board ensured that the Executive Director has an adequate set

of operational policies?  ______

5. Have all changes in policy or procedure since the last review been 

incorporated into the Board Handbook?   _______
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Relationship with the Executive Director  

1. Does the Board make enough effort to create a good working relationship 

with the Executive Director?    _____

2. Has the Board satisfactorily communicated its expectations to the 

Executive Director?     _____

3. Has the Executive Director had annual performance reviews?      _____   

4. Has the Board focussed attention on the Executive Director’s results 

(not interfering in his/her operational responsibilities and methods)?     _____

5. Do board members show respect for the Executive Director and his/her 

area of authority?   _____

6. Do board members undertake operational nurture only when requested 

by the Executive Director?     ________

  

Planning  

1. Does the Leadership Committee undertake a good enough and annual 

performance review of the Organization?     _____

2. Has the Committee addressed all major planning needs (so that nothing 

important is being left)?       _____
  

Fundraising  

1. Is the Board raising enough funds?        ________

2. Does the Board do an adequate job in supporting the Executive Director 

and staff in fundraising?       _____
  

Other  

1. Does the Board adequately minimize the risks for all of the following:  

the organization, its staff, its volunteers, its clients and itself?      _____

2. Are you satisfied with all other aspects of the Board’s performance in 

the past year?     _____

3. Were all components of the board role fully performed?     _____
______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

  

Section B

Please prepare answers to all questions in Section B.
  

1. Which of last year’s board deliverables were achieved and which were not?

2. Have any other results been achieved?

3. If you are the Chair of a board subcommittee:

< What were last year’s deliverables for your subcommittee?

< Which of those deliverables did your subcommittee achieve and which are

unfinished?

< What new deliverables should your subcommittee achieve in the year ahead?

4. Which board successes need to be recognized this year?

5. What new deliverables are needed for the coming year to improve board performance?

6. How well have you personally performed as a board member this year? What have you

done for the Board?
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In question 3 of Section B, chairs of subcommittees are asked to review the performance of
their committees by determining which deliverables were achieved, which deliverables weren’t and
which new deliverables are needed. This may require the committee Chair to call a special meeting
of the committee.

In question 8 of Section B, board members could be encouraged to use the self evaluation
questions at the end of Chapter 1 (page A - 17).

How did this work out for the Tigers League, the example that has been used for performance
reviews (page C - 62)? We need its last year’s board performance review. From that we need the
deliverables, which are given below: 

   

Board Deliverables for the 1998/99 Season June 1998

Tigers Hockey League

1. To increase the efficiency of meetings:
  

< By expecting reports to be prepared and short.

< By limiting the speeches of members to reasonable length and

frequency.
  

2. To give the Executive Director increased support in his new deliverables.

  

C.2. STEP 2: THE MEETINGS

Any documents for the information package should be circulated to all board members and
the Executive Director in advance of the board meeting in which they will be discussed. The Board
and the Executive Director should be asked to work through the questions in advance.

In preparation for the board meeting, committee chairs should be asked to call a meeting of
their committees to review progress on its last year’s deliverables and determine new committee
deliverables for the coming year.

What did the Board of the Tiger’s league find? The Board felt that it had achieved some of
its deliverables, but still needed more discipline in its meetings.

C.3. STEP 3: THE WRITTEN RECORD 

Afterwards someone from the Board Development Committee writes up the review.  It needs
to be filed for reference next year.  For the Tiger’s Hockey League this was the Committee’s review:
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Scotiatown Minor Hockey League

Board Performance Review

June, 1999
  

1. Board members can be congratulated on:

     

< The improvement in preparation of reports, which cut the

length of meetings by about half an hour each month.

< The increased commitment of board members in supporting

the search for new sponsors.

< The success in finding and supporting new coaches.

The following deliverables are recommended for the coming year:
  

1. The Leadership Committee will investigate future resource

requirements and report at the November board meeting.

2. The Chair will ensure that the Board:

C Supports the Executive Director in achieving the

organization’s new deliverables in the coming year.

C Immediately supports increased discipline from the chair

and limits speech length & frequency.

C Has each Board member take responsibility for planning

and organizing one bingo during the coming year.  
   

  

These deliverables each contain two components, both of which are underlined. They
show who is responsible for seeing that the deliverable is achieved and by when the
deliverable must be achieved. Deliverables, responsibilities and completion dates together
constitute a board action plan for the coming year.


